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Abstract 

This thesis describes the Sebuyau language and seeks to explain how this small 

group as maintained their culture and way of speaking in the shadow of very large 

languages like Malay, English and Chinese. I use the ethnographic method to study this 

ethnic group. Specifically, I based this ethnography of communication on two texts told 

by twenty-four people, who all belong to the community of practice of Keluarga Church. 

The study is divided into two broad areas.  

Part of the thesis is more synchronic linguistics, and describes the lexicon, 

phonology and morphology of Sebuyau. The conclusion is that Sebuyau is a variety of 

Iban. The lexicon exhibits considerable borrowing from languages that are no longer 

spoken in the area – such as Sanskrit. But most of the non-Sebuyau words are English or 

Malay. There are some lexicographic signs of the beginning of language shift to Malay, 

but the phonology shows signs that the language is being reincorporated into Iban.  

The other theme of the thesis is an examination of the reasons why Sebuyau has 

not been swallowed up by Malay or some other language. It is a more general description 

of the history and linguistic ecology of the area in Malaysia that is their homeland. In 

particular, the study shows how the linguistic ecology has helped the Sebuyau maintain 

their identity and way of speaking.  

Keywords:  language maintenance; language shift; sociolinguistics; Borneo; Sebuyau; 

Iban  
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Introduction 

Most studies of language maintenance have relied on data gathered on a single 

language — usually one that is in decline. As interesting as these may be, they are not 

very optimistic nor are they necessarily accurate predictors of future language vitality. 

This study is unique in that it is both about a single language — Sebuyau — and the 

linguistic ecology in which it is embedded. The work describes Sebuyau and details the 

crucial role linguistic ecology has played in keeping the small language alive. In other 

words, we look at the forest (ecology) as well as the tree (Sebuyau). Throughout the 

world, there are some ecosystems — such as the boreal forest — where only a few 

species grow. In contrast, the Sebuyau live in a tropical rainforest ecosystem, where 

many species of trees (and languages) thrive.  

Language maintenance is related to the topic of language shift. Krauss (1992) was 

the first to bring up the challenges of languages becoming extinct and galvanized the 

linguistic world to do something about it. He outlined how indigenous languages were 

endangered and/or dying at an alarming pace and predicted most would soon be extinct. 

Krauss’ article forced everyone to face the problem that most of the world’s 6,500 or so 

languages would be lost by the end of this century. Linguists the world over began to 

seriously study the topic of language shift, and most came to agree that minority people 

were indeed shifting to larger, more powerful languages at alarming rates. More and 

more, smaller communities were using languages of wider communication for the 

functions of everyday life. Furthermore, researchers found that speaking indigenous 

languages could correlate positively to wellbeing and positive identity. In other words, 

language shift was not just a linguistic issue, but could also be seen as a social justice 
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concern. Because of these factors, many linguists became interested in the topic of what 

could be done to sustain and/or revive these small languages that were facing shift. 

I was one of these linguists, and I devoted much of my time to trying to encourage 

people to maintain their indigenous languages, or to begin speaking them once more. For 

example, in the 1990s I worked with the Kwakwaka’wakw of northern Vancouver Island, 

trying to revive their language, Kwak’wala. In the 2000s I worked primarily in Brazil, 

and found widespread similar patterns of language shift among the tribal people there. I 

became intrigued with the idea of studying a minority group that was not shifting, and 

this eventually led to my working with the Sebuyau.  

 Importance of the work  

There are many scholars who have written about language maintenance and shift.  

Gal (1978) documented how an Austrian community was becoming monolingual in 

German, and how the young women were leading the shift. Gal described how minority 

languages are associated with a lifestyle she called “peasantness”, and how that operates 

against their survival. Her work highlights the role of young women in shift, and explores 

the link between minority languages and traditional cultures.  

Labov is a leading scholar in the field of sociolinguistics, and has written 

extensively about language variation and change. Like Gal, he found that young women 

were likely to be at the forefront of language change (Labov, 1994, p. 360). Labov 

pioneered the field of variationist sociolinguistics. 

Dorian is another prominent scholar who has written various articles and books 

about endangered languages and language death. One of her main achievements was to 

meticulously document the demise of Gaelic spoken in the area of Sutherland. This was 

done particularly comprehensively in her book, “Language death: The life cycle of a 

Scottish Gaelic dialect” (1981). She also writes about how small languages are despised 

by majority cultures, how the rise of nations deleteriously affects minorities and how 

major languages (especially English) “kill” the smaller ones (for example, Dorian, 1998, 
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pp. 3–11). Dorian’s work is important because, among other things, it highlights the role 

majority cultures play in language death.  

Fishman’s (1991) work pioneered the field of language revitalization. He was one 

of the founders of sociolinguistics, and wrote extensively about how to preserve and 

revive languages.  

In the African context, Karan (2001) described language spread. In particular, 

Karan (2001, pp. 27–32) explained how the processes of language shift and language 

spread were similar to those of language change. Other renowned scholars in the area of 

endangered languages include Romaine, who, among other topics, wrote about the 

benefits of preserving language diversity (Nettle & Romaine, 2000). O’Shannessy (2011) 

is another author who highlighted the different outcomes that can happen when different 

languages are in contact with each other. Harbert (2011) explained how the economy 

affects language maintenance.  

What all these writers have in common is that their primary experience came from 

research on languages that existed in areas where the Western ideology or mindset 

dominated. In other words, most of the examples and studies were from areas like 

Europe, the Americas and Australia. I believed there was a need to do similar studies in 

places of the world like Asia. I wanted to find out if small languages fared differently in 

areas where there was a different overarching ideology, one that was not Western. 

Saville-Troike (1989, p. 8) believes an ethnography of communication can 

provide insight into how cultures are maintained in contact situations. So it follows that 

this study, which uses the same methodology, can lead to strategies concerning how to 

successfully preserve indigenous and minority languages. The research can also provide 

insights into improving general educational opportunities for children in marginalized 

communities. Heath’s ethnography of communication (1983) helped children in two 

towns in the Carolinas understand the different varieties of English they used. Her study 

weakened the boundaries between school and home, which resulted in their becoming 

more engaged in their education (Heath, 1983, pp. 355–356). By providing minority 
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people in Asia, such as the Sebuyau, with this work, and enhancing their prestige, my 

research has the potential to provide similar benefits for them, for First Nations 

communities in Canada and for indigenous people everywhere. Since I lived among the 

Sebuyau people for five years, and kept careful notes and transcriptions, I accumulated 

considerable qualitative and quantitative information. The primary contribution of this 

study may well turn out to be this body of data. This may be beneficial to both linguists 

and minority groups seeking to maintain their languages.  

Many indigenous and immigrant communities in the Western world wish to 

remain bilingual, yet this goal is often elusive. There have been various studies of 

immigrant and indigenous people who are in the process of shifting to the majority 

language. But it was Dorian (1998, p. 17) who highlighted the lack of studies of the 

opposite type – of small communities that have resisted language shift. The Sebuyau are 

one of these.  

Grenoble (2011, p. 31) advises that to arrest language shift, one must address 

issues in the impoverishment of “linguistic ecologies”. Voegelin and Voegelin (1964) 

first used this term to describe the linguistic home of a given language. According to the 

linguistic ecology perspective, one must pay attention to all the languages in the area. In 

this research, I have carefully examined both the language and the greater ecology in 

which Sebuyau thrives. 

 Research questions  

My primary research question is how the Sebuyau have maintained their 

language, given that so many other small groups around the world have lost theirs. When 

I first visited the Lundu area in 2012, I was intrigued to observe that they all spoke their 

language, though they lived in a situation I thought should lead to language shift. I began 

to think about how I would answer the question before I actually began my fieldwork. I 

became aware that many linguistic anthropologists rejected the “language as a particle” 

approach (Lewis, 1999). That is, they found it unhelpful to try to isolate and study a 

language by itself, without looking at the ecology in which the language is rooted. I 
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gradually came to the conclusion that my starting point should not be Sebuyau language 

itself. Rather, I decided to research and analyze an entire community, including the 

language. As my time among the Sebuyau went by, I made discoveries that surprised me, 

and I refined my methods to learn more. I knew that the Sebuyau language was spoken 

vigorously by all ages, but I wanted to research how stable this situation was. To this end, 

I probed the factors that contributed to this language stability. I wanted the answer to my 

primary research question to be a list of reasons for the Sebuyau’s persistent 

multilingualism. More realistically I would be satisfied with simply a better 

understanding of how they had managed to maintain their language. 

Another research question had to do with the nuances of the Sebuyau’s 

relationship with the other languages and people. I was able to somewhat answer this by 

reading widely about how the Sebuyau had functioned and interacted with other groups 

over the years. Political information clarified some of these non-linguistic questions as 

well. Anthropological and societal commentaries explained how the Sebuyau kept their 

society and language distinct, in spite of living in a multilingual context. Historical works 

like Maryatt’s diary (1848) helped me infer how the Sebuyau and Malay languages were 

used in the past and why they continue to be spoken today.  

I never encountered a Sebuyau who spoke only his or her tribal language. So, a 

third research question was how did this widespread multilingualism pattern 

functionally? What were the language choices that the Sebuyau made in their daily 

routine? When and why did they use the various languages in their repertoire? What 

language did they speak best? Or, to sum these questions up, what were the functional 

characteristics of Sebuyau multilingualism? Fasold (1990, p. 62) defines a speech 

community as a group of people who share the same rules and patterns for what to say, 

and when and how to say it. Saville-Troike (1989, p. 2) says a sociolinguist must ask, 

“what do you need to know in order to communicate appropriately within a particular 

speech community?” The question of whether the people need to know one or many 

languages to function in their community may well provide the answer to persistent 

multilingualism. If you only need one language to function in the community, there will 
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be language shift. If you need more than one to communicate appropriately, there will be 

language maintenance.  

Closely tied to the research question above were my questions about their 

language attitudes. How did they feel about the different languages in their repertoires? 

What were the motivations for speaking Sebuyau, Malay, Iban and/or other languages? 

Karan (2000) speaks to some of these motivations in his “Perceived Benefit Model”. I 

tried to get the Sebuyau’s emic perspective on why they thought it appropriate to use 

various languages in different contexts. I wanted to know which languages the people 

enjoy speaking the most. Did positive attitudes toward their tribal language result in 

persistent maintenance, or was there no correlation?  

Another research question had to do with how they perceived the boundaries 

between the languages, and how this affected language maintenance. I knew the Sebuyau 

spoke more than one language, but I wanted to find out how competent different speakers 

were in various languages. I carefully studied how they negotiated the boundaries 

between the languages they spoke. On one end of the continuum, there was the possibility 

that the languages in the Sebuyau’s repertoires were completely separate. Poplack (1985). 

describes that situation among Canadian French speakers. She notes that anytime French 

speakers code switch to English, they do so by saying, “La mot juste est”, or “Comme on 

dit en anglais” (‘to use the exact word’, or ‘as one says in English’). One the other end of 

the continuum, there was the possibility that Sebuyau was extremely mixed with other 

languages, to the point where would be very difficult to identify which language people 

are speaking. When I would ask young people what language they were speaking, they 

would often pause, then answer “campur” (‘mixed’). I wanted to find out more 

specifically what this “campur” speech looked like. So, which scenario was more 

conducive to language maintenance? Was it a situation where mixing was discouraged; or 

an ecology that had a more laissez-faire attitude, that encouraged any form of Sebuyau —

even a mixed variety? 

An additional research question was how Sebuyau multilingualism patterned 

structurally. What were the structural characteristics of the language? Has it been 
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influenced by the structure of surrounding lects?1 Except for English and Chinese, the 

languages spoken around them today belong to the Proto-Malayic family, like Sebuyau. 

Does their structural similarity make borrowing easier? How does the close relationship 

with the surrounding languages affect language shift? If the other languages are very 

similar structurally, does that help preserve the minority variety? That may be the case, 

because speakers have to make much less of a mental investment to learn and maintain 

two very similar languages. However, it may also be that similar languages lead to 

language shift, because their closeness can lead to confusion as to which language is 

which.  

The last research question has to do with how the various individuals actually use 

their languages. Does their speech vary according to age, education, village or sex? How 

and to what degree different ages and sexes incorporate other languages into their 

Sebuyau? If the data were to show the young people use vastly more Malay, for example, 

that may be a sign of impending language shift.  

 Synopsis of chapters 

As explained above, chapter one clarifies the purpose and methodology of this 

work. I was setting out to understand how a small group like the Sebuyau had lived in the 

shadow of larger languages for hundreds of years, yet maintained their identity and 

language. I wanted to discover some clues that would be useful for the language 

maintenance and revitalization efforts, particularly in the Americas. I gathered data to 

show which demographic was responsible for the prolonged maintenance of Sebuyau. 

But the answers and questions ended up being less about the language and more about the 

language ecology of the area.  

The second chapter is about the linguistic background of Sebuyau. I describe the 

historical and geographical trajectory that eventually led people to begin speaking a 

language identified today as Sebuyau. I also situate the Sebuyau physically in their area 

                                                 
1 It is unclear whether some of the forms of speech used by people surrounding the Sebuyau are distinct 

languages, or merely dialects. In these situation, I sometimes use the term “lect”. 
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of Southeast Asia. I discuss how linguists have classified Sebuyau in relation to other 

Austronesian languages.  

The third chapter emphasizes the Sebuyau community more than the language. It 

concentrates on the history of the area and of the people. It also details their lifestyle, past 

and present, rural and urban. A large portion of the chapter is dedicated to explaining the 

surrounding groups and languages (Malay, Chinese, English, Iban and others). I discuss 

how they all arrived in the area, and how the Sebuyau are influenced and interact with 

them. Finally, I explain the various religious communities the Sebuyau are affiliated with. 

I go into particular detail about Keluarga Church, the community of practice targeted in 

this study.  

The fourth chapter explains the methodology I used to elicit the data. I show how 

I came to choose the Keluarga community of practice. I go on to explain how the church 

functioned, as well as my role within that community. I then explain what an ethnography 

of communication is, and why I chose it as the framework for this study. I also show how 

I went about learning the language and collecting Sebuyau texts. Furthermore, I explain 

some of the information was garnered from a workshop on language development that 

was attended by Sebuyau.  

The fifth chapter discusses the phonology and morphology of Malay, Iban and 

Sebuyau. It begins by outlining some of the phonological differences between Malay and 

Iban. Later we look at some of the ways Sebuyau and Iban have diverged. The main 

phonological process I examine is the r ~ h alternation. I show that certain speakers 

pronounce words in the more typical Sebuyau way. I also explain some phonological 

evidence that may indicate Sebuyau is in the early stages of converging with Iban. The 

chapter then goes on to describe various affixes (primarily prefixes) and their meanings. 

Sometimes speakers use Malay affixes on Sebuyau words, or more rarely, they use 

Sebuyau affixes on Malay words. I also discuss reduplication of verbs, adverbs, and 

adjectives. Reduplication of nouns, which marks the plural in Malay, is an example of a 

borrowed morphological process. I also found that women were less likely to mark 

plurals with reduplication. This may be an indication of language change, rather than 
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shift. In language contact situations, the language the mothers choose to speak has a great 

influence on the choices of their children. So, the fact that the women are marking plural 

nouns in the traditional Sebuyau may be discouraging language shift among the children.  

The sixth chapter is on the Sebuyau lexicon. I explain the relationship between 

Malayic and Ibanic words, as well as the dialectal variation within Sebuyau. Much of this 

chapter is devoted to explaining the different types of borrowing that occur in Sebuyau, 

including pure loanwords, “loanblends” and “extensions”. I talk about the different kinds 

of vocabulary, borrowed from different source languages. I also explain how the lexicon 

can be an indication of language change or shift. In particular, I discuss the data that 

suggest that there is shift toward Malay going on, and compare it with data that suggest 

Sebuyau is becoming less like Malay.  

Chapter seven describes identity, and how that ties in with language attitudes and 

use. I detail how the Sebuyau use the various languages they have (sometimes limited) 

mastery of. I also talk about how mixed speech leads to communication problems. I 

explain the principles of language ecology, and how these relate to the Sebuyau situation. 

I talk about many factors in the ecology – some which influence shift, some which 

promote language maintenance and others that are more neutral. I explain how some 

ecological factors manifest as strengths. Yet these same factors have a different effect in 

parts of the world that do not share the same ecology as the Sebuyau.  

The last chapter summarizes how it is that the Sebuyau have retained their 

language in what looks like a very hostile environment. It is surrounded by giant 

languages — Malay, English, and Chinese. The major research findings are stated, and I 

explain the contribution this study has made to the literature. I also highlight new 

questions that the research has uncovered and suggest future directions for research. 

 Conclusion 

In this first chapter I have introduced the subject of language maintenance, and 

explained how it relates to Sebuyau. Many of the minority languages of the world are in 
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the process of being lost. But Sebuyau is not one of them. This thesis discusses the 

reasons why Sebuyau remains vigorous. 

Decades of scholarship on minority languages and language shift have taught us 

much. For example, studies have explained the effect nation states and the economy has 

on minority languages. We also know that young women tend to lead the processes of 

language shift and internal language change. However, the majority scholarship on 

language maintenance and shift is based on fieldwork done in areas where the Western 

ideology predominates and minority languages are fading fast. This study is different in 

that its focus is a small group in Asia who are not shifting to a majority language. 

Another somewhat unique factor is that I will look at both the language and the ecology 

in which it is embedded.  

Directly or indirectly, the research questions relate to language maintenance. I 

study how the Sebuyau interact with other groups and how they feel about the various 

languages in their repertoire. I examine the way different demographic groups use 

slightly different lects of Sebuyau, and look at notions of “language purity”. I also look at 

the structure of surrounding languages, to see if their  similarity affects language 

maintenance.  

The thesis describes various aspects of the language, and explains how these 

relate to language maintenance and ecology. The second chapter outlines where the 

Sebuyau are located geographically and how their language fits into the Austronesian 

family tree. The third chapter looks at many details of the Sebuyau people and 

surrounding communities. The fourth explains how I went about gathering the data. Most 

of the fifth chapter examines phonological and morphological data showing language 

change. The sixth chapter discusses the Sebuyau lexicon, which shows evidence for and 

against language shift. The seventh chapter describes the language ecology in which 

Sebuyau is embedded, and compares this to other ecologies less favourable to language 

maintenance. The last chapter summarizes the secret of prolonged language maintenance 

among the Sebuyau.  
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Linguistic background of Sebuyau 

This section is a synopsis of the historical linguistic background of the Sebuyau 

language. It outlines where Sebuyau fits in the Austronesian taxonomy, briefly explaining 

a widely accepted linguistic classification of the language. The chapter begins with the 

first node, which represents the earliest ancestor of the language. It ends with the 

narrowest division, the one between Iban and Sebuyau. This last classification is 

somewhat disputed. The Ibans, many linguists, and some Sebuyau feel Iban and Sebuyau 

are best treated as dialects of the same language.  

 Proto-Austronesian 

Sebuyau belongs to the Austronesian family. Austronesian is by far the dominant 

language family in the world – both in terms of geographical size and number of 

languages. There are 1,256 languages that belong to this large family (Simons & Fennig, 

2018). The Austronesian homeland stretches more than halfway around the globe, from 

Madagascar to Easter Island and Hawai’i.  

In spite of its being so large, most members of the family are closely related. This 

is an indication that the majority of the Austronesian languages have not been separated 

by a great amount of time. The ancestral Proto-Austronesian was probably spoken some 

6,000 years ago (Foley, 1986, p. 3). The majority of lects come from one section of the 

family tree. Out of the dozen or so language families that first branched from 

Austronesian, all but one are on the island of Taiwan. A single sub-family, Malayo-

Polynesian, is found outside of Taiwan (see diagram 2.1 below).  
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Figure 2.1. Proto-Austronesian tree 

                              Proto-Austronesian 

 

 Austronesian varieties Proto-Malayo-Polynesian 

(From Blust, 2013, p. 30) 

This Malayo-Polynesian family initiated the great Austronesian migration, and is 

the progenitor of over 98% of all Austronesian languages. 

 Proto-Malayo-Polynesian 

The second great division in the ancestry of Sebuyau took place around 100 BC 

between Malayo-Chamic and all the other Malayo-Polynesian languages (Grant, 2005, p. 

101) (diagram 2.2 below).  

Figure 2.2. Malayo-Polynesian tree 

                           Proto-Malayo-Polynesian 

 

 Malayo-Polynesian varieties Proto-Malayo-Chamic 

(Blust, 1981, 1994)  

This Malayo-Chamic branch did not participate in the great Malayo-Polynesian 

migration that colonized the South Pacific Islands. Rather, this branch moved to 

Indochina and the Malay Archipelago. Today Malayo-Chamic languages represent a 

relatively small portion of Austronesian languages, around 4%. 
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 Proto-Malayo-Chamic 

As the name implies, this language had two very different trajectories (see 

diagram 2.3 below).  

Figure 2.3. Proto-Malayo-Chamic tree 

                               Proto-Malayo-Chamic 

 

                  Chamic Proto-Malayic  

(Blust, 1981, 1994) 

The smaller Cham branch of the family ended up settling primarily in Indochina. 

From around 100 BC to 1000 AD, the Cham ruled over the area that is now Vietnam 

(Grant, 2005, p. 41). In contrast, the larger Malay group primarily became traders and 

seafarers along the coasts of Sumatra, Borneo and the Malay Peninsula.  

 Proto-Malayic 

Adelaar (1985, 1992) proposed the Proto-Malayic subgroup based on shared 

sound changes. There is one reconstructed sound in Proto-Malayic, the ancestor of both 

Ibanic and Malayic, that has particular significance for discussing Sebuyau — the 

consonant *ɣ, a velar/uvular fricative (Adelaar, 1992, p. 86; Collins, 1987, pp. 41, 42, 

1986, p. 181). This thesis will be dealing primarily with Ibanic and Malayic. Most 

linguists believe the Proto-Malayic homeland is in Western Borneo (Adelaar, 1992; 

Collins, 1998, p. 3, 2006; Nothofer, 1997).  

According to Adelaar (1992, 1985), the clear division in this family is between 

Ibanic and other Proto-Malayic languages (see Figure 2.4 below). I will use the term 

“Proto-Malayic” to include Ibanic and Malayic, and the word “Malayic” when not 

referring to Ibanic. 
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Figure 2.4. Proto-Malayic tree 

                                     Proto-Malayic 

 

 Malayic Varieties Ibanic 

A classification of the Proto-Malayic subgroup according to Adelaar (1985, 1992) 

There is also a difference in lifestyle between Ibanic and Malayic. Today, those 

speaking Ibanic languages live along the rivers in the interior and are either Christians or 

adhere to traditional religions. Speakers of other Malayic languages tend to live on the 

coasts and practice Islam. 

 Ibanic  

Though the Ibanic subgroup proposed by Nothofer (1988) has not been widely 

accepted by Austronesianists, the speakers themselves feel some commonality. The 

languages and lifestyles are all fairly similar, and the group originated in what is now the 

Indonesian part of the island of Borneo. Two of them, Mualang and Seberuang, have 

remained in situ. The other three groups moved north over the Indonesian mountain pass 

at the head of the Kapuas River basin into the territory of what is today the state of 

Sarawak, in Malaysia (Figure 2.5). The Sebuyau were likely among the first to make the 

migration from Indonesia to Sarawak (Cullip, 1999, p. 3). Eventually they settled far to 

the west, cut off geographically from other Ibanic groups. The two main concentrations 

of Sebuyau are around the capital city of Kuching; and in villages surrounding the town 

of Lundu in the far west of Sarawak. The last group to immigrate, the Ibans, became very 

numerous. Today they are almost one million strong, and far outnumber all other Ibanic 

groups combined, (see Figure 2.6 for location of Proto-Malayic, Ibanic and Sebuyau). 
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Figure 2.5. Ibanic tree  

                                           Ibanic 

 

 Sebuyau Remun Mualang Seberuang Iban 

 

Figure 2.6. Map of Proto-Malayic area 

 

(from Bellwood, 2007, p. 121) 
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Some authors (Cense & Uhlenbeck, 1958, pp. 7, 10; Gomes, 1911, p. 40) have 

referred to Iban (including Sebuyau) as a dialect of Malay. Pringle (1970, p. 20) noted it 

was much nearer to Malay than other Borneo languages. Informally, it is even referred to 

as “bad Malay” (Pringle, 1970, p. 21). Most agree that the two languages are closely 

related, but not mutually intelligible (Omar, 1981, pp. 5, 8).  

In my research I collected almost three thousand words and placed most of them 

in an Excel spreadsheet. Beside the Sebuyau words, I recorded their glosses in Iban and 

in a couple of varieties of Malay. For these reasons, one of my objectives in this thesis is 

to provide a careful exploration of the relationship between these languages.  

 Conclusion 

The story of the linguistic background of Sebuyau can be broken down into the 

following six steps: (1) Several branches of the earliest Austronesian languages were 

spoken on the island of Taiwan. (2) The Malayo-Polynesian branch migrated south and 

eventually became the ancestor of a huge language family. (3) Malayo-Polynesian in turn 

split into the Malayo-Polynesian and Malayo-Chamic language families. The Malayo-

Polynesian speaking branch was responsible for, among other things, the initial 

colonization of the eastern Pacific — eventually reaching as far as Hawai’i. (4) The 

Malayo-Chamic speaking people did not participate in these far-flung voyages to the east. 

Instead, they went west and divided again. Most Chamic speakers settled in Indochina, 

and the Proto-Malayic branch seems to have made their homeland on the island of 

Borneo. (5) The Proto-Malayic speaking people eventually split into Malayic and Ibanic, 

the latter settling in the interior and the former along the coastal areas. (6) Later Ibanic 

also divided into several groups, including Sebuyau and Iban proper (which became by 

far the largest Ibanic group). There is some debate as to whether Sebuyau should be 

considered a dialect of Iban, or is different enough to be regarded as a separate Ibanic 

language.  
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Community background of Sebuyau 

The information in this chapter is drawn largely from my own observations over 

the five years (2013 to 2018) Sandy and I lived among the Lundu Sebuyau. After settling 

just north of the Sebuyau village of Tabuan, and I set about learning the language. The 

people helping me in this endeavour hailed from several villages. My halting attempts to 

speak Sebuyau helped make me less intimidating, and most were happy to teach me the 

language. We also regularly attended services in homes and at a rented building where 

the Keluarga Church met. As I became better at understanding Sebuyau, I was able to 

observe more accurately, ask relevant questions, and participate in the community in 

various ways. We enjoyed being hosted and hosting meals such as barbeques. Sandy, a 

nurse, helped by babysitting and giving medical advice. By the end of our time in Lundu, 

we had become an organic part of the community.  

Our becoming an organic part of the community was crucial to understanding 

how and why the Sebuyau had maintained their language. Studying the language by itself 

was not enough, because the Sebuyau’s prolonged language maintenance cannot be 

understood solely on the basis of their language. It is also necessary to look at the wider 

background, including where they live, how they arrived there, and what their economy is 

based on. Because they do not live in isolation, it is also very important to study how they 

interact with their non-Sebuyau neighbours. Since the specific community of practice I 

studied is a church, it is also helpful to have an overview of the different religious 

communities to which the Sebuyau belong. The following chapter looks at all of the 

above in detail.  
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 The Sebuyau communities 

This section will begin with a discussion of Sebuyau history. It will explain how 

they crossed the mountains of Indonesia, settled near the coast over two hundred 

kilometres east of where they are now, then moved to their present location in Lundu. 

Next, I will discuss the more subsistance economy in Lundu and the market economy in 

Kuching. I will then talk more generally about geographical, cultural, and linguistic 

environment the Sebuyau inhabit in both Kuching and Lundu. Following that discussion, 

I will briefly look at how the lifestyle — particularly that of the Lundu Sebuyau — has 

helped preserve their language. Finally, I will talk about how the Lundu and Kuching 

branches of Sebuyau relate to each other.   

 History 

The Sebuyau originated in the Kapuas basin in what is now Indonesian Borneo. 

Perhaps as early as the sixteenth century (Sandin, 1967; Cramb, 2013) Ibanic people who 

were to become the Sebuyau began to migrate up the Kapuas. Most groups crossed into 

the Lupar basin in what is now the Malaysian state of Sarawak, then moved north. The 

people who were to become the Sebuyau, however, went west. The story of the Sebuyau 

proper begins around 1700, when a group of Iban people, (formerly known as Sea 

Dayaks) split off from the village of Balau and began migrating west (see Figure 3.1 

below). The first place they settled was on the Sebuyau River, approximately one 

hundred kilometres east of what is today the city of Kuching. The people have 

subsequently became known by the name of that river (Richards, 1959, p. 11; Sandin, 

1967, p. 7; Steinmayer, 2012). They later abandoned the Sebuyau area to continue their 

westward migration.  

Some of these western migrants settled around the Samarahan River (Pringle, 

1970, p. 46; Richards, 1959, p. 11), east of Kuching, which is now the capital of Sarawak 

and the largest city in Borneo. Another, larger contingent, eventually traveled further 
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west and by the early 1800s had made their home where Stunggang Creek empties into 

the Kayan River (St. John, 1862a, p. 208). When Brooke visited the area in 1839, he 

noted “The tribe now at Lundu were formerly settled on the Samarahan River for many 

years; and their burial-place there contained the ashes of the parents and grand-parents of 

the present chief who, with his followers, were not long ago driven to Lundu” (Keppel, 

1846a, p. 259)2.  

The Sebuyau chose the Lundu area because it was a good location to grow wet 

rice, which could provide them with a higher standard of living (O. Steinmayer, personal 

communication, May 12, 2018). In 1839 James Brooke visited a large longhouse at 

Stunggang, some 18 miles up the Kayan River near present day Lundu (Keppel, 1846a, 

pp. 53–54). There they met Chief Kalong, the son of the Nyambong who had led the 

Sebuyau to Lundu (Kaboy & Sandin, 1968, p. 128). Since Kalong’s son was around 20 

years old, we can assume the migration had taken place rather recently. By moving to 

Lundu, the Sebuyau effectively became marooned in time (hundreds of years) and space 

(hundreds of kilometres west of Iban), in a sea of other languages. Because of their 

location and the many generations spent away from the main group, Sebuyau developed 

into a peripheral, isolated variety of Iban.  

Figure 3.1. Sebuyau migration 

 

                                                 
2 The first written records of the Sebuyau come from two volumes written by Captain Henry Keppel, which 

detail his exploration of this area of Southeast Asia. However, most of Keppel’s book is actually a 

transcription of the diary of James Brooke. So, throughout this work there will be many quotes like this 

one — from Brooke, but referenced to Keppel. 
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(Adapted from Google Maps) 

Sometime after the Sebuyau arrived, the Chinese set up a bazaar in Lundu, a few 

kilometres down from Stunggang (Steinmayer, 2012). The Sebuyau prospered and grew 

and eventually separated from Stunggang went on to found many longhouses up and 

down the tributaries of the Kayan River. The first split occurred when Stunggang village 

converted to Christianity. Those who wished to continue their traditional religion moved 

away and founded the village of Kadaong. Later, more villages were formed, with names 

like Sungai Lundu, Tabuan and Sebemban. The more recent villages, like Sileng, were 

located near Lundu because the people wanted to be close to the bazaar. In spite of 

continued immigration to Kuching, the Lundu area remains the centre and largest 

concentration of the Sebuyau people (Steinmayer, 2012). 

From a historical perspective, the language use patterns of the Sebuyau people 

were heavily influenced by the Brooke family, which ruled Sarawak as their own private 

kingdom for almost one hundred years. James Brooke, who was later to become the first 

“white rajah”, visited Stunggang village on his first trip to Sarawak in 1839. He took note 

of small Malay family dwellings clustered around a great Sebuyau long house measuring 

594 feet (Keppel, 1846a, pp. 51, 52). They also visited a nearby Chinese settlement 

(Keppel, 1846a, p. 65). By the mid 1800’s, Brooke had established a fort and 

administrative offices at Stunggang. Shortly thereafter, the town of Lundu began to 

assemble itself about a mile downriver, clustering around the Chinese bazaar 

(Steinmayer, 2012). Ever since, the Sebuyau have lived squeezed between Malaysia’s 

two evenly matched groups of major size, the Malays and Chinese (Schermerhorn, 1970, 

p. 276). The fact that the Sebuyau, Chinese and Malays all arrived in the Lundu area at 

around the same time period helps explain the state of equilibrium that continues to this 

day.  
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Figure 3.2. Map of Southeast Asia 

 

(Adapted from Google Maps) 

Figure 3.3. Map of the Sebuyau area 

 

(Adapted from Google Maps) 
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Figure 3.4.  1846 map of the Kuching Sebuyau area 

 

Geological map of the Sarawak River area, 1846, by Evan Williams (Reece, 2004, p. 14). 

When Brooke first visited the area in the 1830s he reported the Sebuyau were 

living primarily on the Sadong River (just west of the Sebuyau) and on the Lundu 

(Keppel, 1846a, p. 97). Less than a decade later, Hugh Low (1848, pp. 167–168) reported 
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the Sebuyau had moved west of the Sadong, in two main areas: (1) Where the Padungan 

stream and Sarawak River meet (what is now downtown Kuching) and on the Samarahan 

River (now a southern suburb of the city) and (2) Lundu. Comparing the 1846 map 

(Figure 3.4 above) with today’s, we can see that Sebuyau territory has shrunk over the 

years. There is no Sebuyau village in downtown Kuching anymore. It may be that the 

people moved to Siol Kandis, a Sebuyau village not far away, north of the Sarawak 

River. There are several Sebuyau villages in the Samarahan area, however, they are now 

quite intermarried with the larger Iban tribe. The larger group of Sebuyau continue to live 

around Lundu, in the far west. 

 Economy 

The geography of Sarawak consists largely of swampy and mountainous terrain, 

which did not favour an economy based on agriculture. Most of the soil is not very fertile, 

as the heavy rains wash away much of the nutrients. Borneo also lies off the main trade 

routes, so is somewhat of a geographical backwater. Furthermore, Borneo’s population, 

and particularly Sarawak’s, was never very dense. Largely for these reasons, the economy 

of the state did not develop quickly (Pringle, 1971, p. 73). Most of the tribal people lived 

off the land and most of the Malays fished the sea. The main extractive industry in the 

1800s was the gold mine at Bau, between Kuching and Lundu. In the 1900s, oil was 

found off the coast of Miri near the border of Brunei.  

Despite a its slow start, Sarawak’s economy grew over the last century. Today 

Sarawak is flourishing and its capital, Kuching, has a diverse economy with a lot of 

industry and commerce. The city is developing quickly and there is a construction boom. 

The Kuching Sebuyau I have met work in the service industry, often as guards or 

policemen. Under the Brooke regime, the Sebuyau were assigned employment in 

military. This legacy may be the reason so many today choose work as guards, policemen 

or soldiers.  

Lundu’s economy took a somewhat different course than other parts of the state. 

In the early part of the twentieth century, Lundu became dependent on smuggling. Due to 
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its prime location close to Indonesia and at tidewater, agricultural commodities such as 

rubber could be easily carried over the border. When they arrived in Lundu, they were 

exchanged with for manufactured goods such as nylon clothes and Chinese medicine. A 

merchant was quoted as saying, “Lundu exists on smugglers, and if the latter are all to go 

to prison when caught, Lundu Bazaar will be put out of business” (Lundu District 

Quarterly Report 3rd Quarter 1954 in Ishikawa, 2010, p. 80). Largely because of 

smuggling, by the early 1960s the Lundu District had developed as part of an emerging 

national and supra-national economy (Ishikawa, 2010, p. 80).  

The war between Malaysia and Indonesia between 1963 and 1966 temporarily put 

a stop to the smuggling (Ishikawa, 2010, p. 83). In the early 1970s, there was a Chinese 

led communist insurgency that lasted until 1988. From their redoubts on Sekambal 

Mountain and the Pueh Range, the insurgents harassed the government. There are still the 

remains of a British army camp on the top of Gading Mountain, and some of the trails are 

unsafe due to land mines. These military clashes wreaked havoc with Lundu’s economy 

by paralyzing the socioeconomic network connecting Lundu’s regional bazaars with the 

state capital of Kuching. The people of Lundu were cut off from the national and 

international markets, and consequently many had to revert to living off the land and 

growing rice (Ishikawa, 2010, p. 89).  

I will turn now to a discussion of the locations of the various economic activities 

in the Lundu area. The Sebuyau, for one, do not live in the small urban area of Lundu 

bazaar, but rather in villages with enough land to farm food for their families. Most keep 

small rice fields, vegetable gardens, and fruit trees, and raise chickens, pigs and ducks. 

The Sebuyau do not appear to earn much money from the surplus of their gardens. The 

large Lundu outdoor market is divided between Chinese and Salako. There is no Sebuyau 

section, and I have only ever met one Sebuyau vendor. Other than the oil palm 

plantations, there is little paid employment outside of Lundu. Maybe because most 

Salakos live so far from Lundu, they are unable to work in town, so must work their 

farms. That may explain why they, and not the Sebuyau, supply most of Lundu’s 

vegetables. 
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Most Sebuyau live near enough to town to work for wages. Many men have found 

work as guards or truck drivers. Some take on unskilled, or semi-skilled contract labour 

for a season. Many Sebuyau (and Salakos) have converted their land into palm oil, which 

is worked by Indonesians. This has become the main industry in the Lundu area, and 

throughout much of rural Sarawak. Some Sebuyau men also work on the palm oil 

plantations. The women often are cleaning ladies or sometimes salesclerks. Since most 

Sebuyau homes have a wage earner, there is less incentive for them to farm. This may be 

why there are few Sebuyau selling vegetables at the Lundu market.  

Another explanation may be that businesses seem to be run almost exclusively by 

Chinese, though there are also a few Malay establishments. The only businesses in Lundu 

not run by Chinese or Malays would be the Salako vegetable market, and as we have 

seen, the Sebuyau are not represented there. This state of affairs gives a clue as to the 

social classes in Malaysia. It is difficult to say which group forms the highest social class, 

because the Chinese and Malay each have control of different areas – the Chinese, 

business; the Malays, government (Goatly, 1959; Outram, 1959). But it is quite clear that 

though the Sebuyau own considerable land, they do not constitute the elite group.  

Although most do not go on to higher education, there are Sebuyau who obtain 

university degrees or college diplomas. However, these elites tend to spend their careers 

outside of Lundu. There is a lot of prestige associated with being a teacher, and the 

Sebuyau respect those who work in schools throughout the state. There are very few 

Sebuyau teachers, however, and most work at unskilled labour. Their primary destination 

seems to be West Malaysia, particularly the booming state of Johor. The young people 

who immigrate to West Malaysia usually find work in factories. There are 30,000 Ibans 

working in Johor, and many of these no longer speak their language (R. Aron, personal 

communication, May 7, 2012). Some of the young people who do not succeed in the 

world outside of Lundu return to their village. Others are too ashamed to return, and 

remain in Johor living in very precarious conditions. 

Back in the Lundu area, different Sebuyau villages present different economic 

scenarios and opportunities. For example, Stunggang is a village with a high percentage 
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of people who have gone on to university. It is also fairly abandoned, consisting largely 

of elderly fishermen. Most of the people have left to pursue their careers in West 

Malaysia. At the other end of the spectrum is Tabuan, a village where education levels 

are low, and where most people farm rice. Tabuan is crowded and its population is 

growing.  

To summarize, the Sebuyau can be broken up into two groups, those in Lundu, 

and those who are not. The non-Lundu Sebuyau live largely in Sarawak’s capital, 

Kuching and in West Malaysia. They commonly choose work in areas related to security, 

such as guarding, policing or the army. These people are likely to lose their language to 

Iban (if they live in Kuching), or even Malay (if they live in West Malaysia). The 

Sebuyau who remain in Lundu generally work in two different areas. Some of them, 

particularly the older people, work as subsistence farmers. Others work for businesses in 

Lundu town, or in outlying palm oil plantations. All of these people are vigorous speakers 

of the Sebuyau language, and there is no language shift happening among them.  

 Kuching  

Having talked about the history and economy, we will now move onto a 

description of the two regions where the Sebuyau live today. The people of the two areas 

are related historically, economically and socially. In order to understand the linguistic 

ecology, is helpful to study both the urban (Kuching) and rural (Lundu) Sebuyau. In this 

section we will discuss the more urbanized group. There are at least fourteen Sebuyau 

villages or regions around Kuching: Muestang, Siol Kandis, Samarahan, Tanju, Stampin, 

Sebangan, Semunjan, Stutong, Lumbus, Sampun, Merdang, Gerunggang, Meustang and 

Sungai Tapang. Most of the Kuching Sebuyau I have met hail from Samarahan. Many of 

the Sebuyau living in Kuching are the descendants of those who were part of the original 

Iban migration from Balau two or three hundred years ago. Others are immigrants from 

Lundu. The more common word for Sebuyau among the Kuching branch is Koa, which is 

the second person singular. This is to distinguish them from the Ibans, who say nuan. 
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There are government slogans posted in the city trumpeting “Kuching, city of 

unity” This may be so in the sense that there is little overt hostility between the groups. 

But the neighbourhoods of the city are mostly quite divided between Malays, Chinese, 

and tribal people. The policy of segregation was encouraged by the British, who found 

they had to deal with fewer conflicts if their subjects lived in separate ethnic enclaves. 

This custom likely helped all citizens of Sarawak, including the Sebuyau maintain their 

language and identity.  

This being said, there is a greater degree of mixture in the urban neighbourhoods. 

Unlike Lundu, many of the Sebuyau villages in Kuching welcome Malays, Ibans and 

people from other tribes. Not surprisingly, the Kuching Sebuyau speak a more mixed 

variety of their language. One middle-aged man from Samarahan declined to teach me 

Sebuyau, saying he was embarrassed because he was dominant in Iban now. He 

suggested I work with an older man across the street. But even this man, who appeared to 

be about seventy, used much more Malay in his speech than the Sebuyau in Lundu. The 

Lundu note that the eastern Sebuyau, who settled in the Kuching area, speak a variety that 

is mixed with Iban. From 2013 to 2015 we divided our time between Lundu and Kuching, 

and I had contact with quite a few Sebuyau from the city area. By the end of the time I 

could speak passable Sebuyau and Iban. When I listened to the Kuching Sebuyau, I could 

tell they were mixing the two languages.  

 Lundu  

The second Sebuyau group live in a region more tied to the traditional lifestyle. 

Lundu proper is the Chinese bazaar, a town of thirteen blocks at the foot of Gading 

Mountain. The Sebuyau live in around twenty villages surrounding the town interspersed 

between Chinese and Malay communities (see Figure 3.5 below). Although there are 

definitely divisions between the cultural groups of Lundu, the gap between the urban 

(Kuching) versus rural (Lundu) people may be even greater. For example, when city 

Ibans come to the local Keluarga church, they do not interact with the local people. On 

the other hand, Lundu Chinese from a farming background can rather easily become a 

part of the church community. 
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There is also a linguistic division between the Lundu Sebuyau: The ulu and ili 

(upriver and downriver) varieties. They have little idea of cardinal directions, but are 

quite aware of what is upriver or downriver. The ili (downriver) villages are Sileng, 

Klaoh, Gerunggang, Temilan, Benggang and Selengoh. Many of these downriver ili 

villages are not on the waterways anymore, but rather have moved to the road. In the old 

days, the riverways were the roads, so presumably the villages on the riverbank were well 

located. I have visited all the communities, and it is my impression that the villages that 

remain on the Kayan river today are generally the more isolated, backwater places. The 

upstream ulu villages are Tabuan, Sebemban, Sungai Lundu, Stunggang, Limoi, 

Stunggang Ulu, Senibong, Kedaong and Sungai Limao. (Some say Sungai Limao speak 

Sebuyau mixed with Iban, likely due to its proximity to Kanka, an Iban village.)  

Figure 3.5. Map of the Lundu area 

  

 (Adapted from Google Maps) 
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From an economic perspective, the villages are somewhat ranked. The largest and 

wealthiest is Sungai Lundu, where the grand chief of the Sebuyau resides. Stunggang, the 

original village, is also prestigious, but has fewer people now. Today, most of its people 

live in Kuching, leaving Stunggang somewhat deserted. On the other end of the spectrum, 

the villages of Sileng and especially Tabuan are growing. The Sebuyau describe Tabuan 

as the poor village, with the most social problems and lower educational levels. These 

types of communities are also the ones who grow more rice, and generally live off the 

land. The Sebuyau are extremely egalitarian, so the concept of social stratification is, at 

most, very weak. However, there are signs that some villages are more progressive than 

others.  

 Demography/Lifestyle 

A case could be made that all tribes are on a cultural journey. Some lose their 

language and culture relatively quickly. Others, like the Sebuyau, are able to shed their 

original lifestyle, yet keep their language. In some ways, the Sebuyau live very traditional 

lives. In other ways, their culture is part of the modern world. For example, when I go 

fishing with a Sebuyau, we only go to the spots that belong to his village. Lundu is 

somewhat of a sports fishing destination for people from Kuching city, so I asked if 

anyone had ever fished in the nearby South China Sea. They told me that the Sebuyau 

only fish the Kayan River, but that lately some have begun to emulate the people from 

Kuching who fish for sport in the sea. This fits Eberhard’s (personal communication, 

January 21, 2019) description of what is happening in Asia, the Americas and Africa. He 

explains that a new hybrid minority culture is being created cobbled from parts of their 

past and parts of the modern world. In the case of the Sebuyau, they continue to link their 

language to this new hybrid culture.  

This Sebuyau hybrid culture has not produced a strong sense collective identity. 

People rarely ever travel to other Sebuyau villages unless they have friends or relatives 

there. In the old days, they were afraid for their lives. When they did visit another 

Sebuyau area, they would be careful not to eat any food, for fear of being poisoned (N. 

Baki, personal communication, May 1, 2015). Maybe because of this history, they are 
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extremely interested in knowing who someone is. During the course of my research, I 

would regularly play recordings of Sebuyau stories to people. They would always want to 

know exactly who was talking. It seemed to me many had never heard someone they 

were not acquainted with talking in Sebuyau. They lived their whole lives in a rather 

closed circle. Like the Nahuatl in Mexico (Hill & Hill, 1977, p. 58), they are surprisingly 

vague about the location and nature of communities only a few kilometers away. Many 

did not even know of the existence of Sebuyau villages outside of their area. Thus, they 

have little sense of solidarity and tribal identity. Although the feuds have diminished and 

there is more interaction, there is still a greater sense of allegiance to the village than to 

the Sebuyau entity as a whole. But even the village solidarity is weak. As the Lahu of 

Burma, the Sebuyau chief is merely a headman of a “collection of jealously independent 

households” (Walker, 2003, p. 45). 

I have visited and lived in places where the prevailing worldview is similar to the 

one the Sebuyau held in the past. For example, northeastern Brazil and the Middle East 

people tend to have a degree of suspicion toward outsiders. In both these places, because 

of the lack of trust, they believe it is safer to marry a relative. Possibly for the same 

reasons, marrying cousins was very common among the Sebuyau. In today’s more 

peaceful climate, there is much more exogamy. In fact, most people now seem to marry 

non-Sebuyau. They make a big distinction between being married in the tribal way and 

the Christian way. In the tribal way, the couple simply begins sleeping together, then 

registers with the government. The latter way is a long ordeal that can entail months of 

counselling, approval from the church authorities and a big ceremony. If the couple is 

already expecting a child, the priest will perform an abbreviated blessing in the village, 

rather than the church. Weddings usually entail a lot of drinking and eating and 

decorating the village. The church members put strong pressure on people to marry the 

Christian way. It is not uncommon for older couples to bow to that pressure and have a 

Christian ceremony after having lived together for decades.  

I will now speak about Sebuyau attitudes and self-perception. Although they may 

be the poorest people in the Lundu area, the Sebuyau do not give signs of being 

subjugated or oppressed. Bamberg (2004, p. 368) writes about the “narrative construction 
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of self.” The Sebuyau do not have a victim narrative. This may be in part because they 

still have a large degree of sovereignty. The Malays may be in charge of the politics of 

Malaysia, and the Chinese may run the businesses, but the Sebuyau remain in charge of 

their land. And their political power appears to be growing. For example, they have 

formed a Sebuyau association, a political body whose goal is to get their chiefs on the 

government registry. This sense of sovereignty is likely an important key to their 

language maintenance. 

 Interaction between Kuching and Lundu Sebuyau 

It is best not to study the people in Lundu as if they were marooned on an island, 

because their society and economy is very connected to the outside. It is more accurated 

to look at how the villagers in Lundu interact with their fellow Sebuyau in Kuching. 

Many people from Lundu spend a part of their early adulthood in the city. After 

completing high school, Lundu Sebuyau often leave their villages to find work. A 

common destination is Kuching, the capital of Sarawak, about a two-hour drive away. 

Some young people study in trade school or university, but most seem to find unskilled or 

semi-skilled work. Some of the Sebuyau youths from Lundu move to Kuching and marry 

someone in the city. If they raise their families in the city, their children rarely visit 

Lundu, and do not generally learn Sebuyau. On the other hand, there are Lundu Sebuyau 

working in Kuching or elsewhere who maintain much more contact with their home 

village. They describe these people as sewa (‘renting’) in Kuching. Around half of these 

come back every weekend, others less frequently. Some return only for the yearly Gawai 

harvest festival. Many would rather be in Lundu than Kuching, and I know several who 

have quit their jobs in the city to move back and raise families in their home village. 

Sebuyau in Kuching often send funds back to help the relatives fix up the family home. 

There are many large, almost lavish dwellings in the villages with only one or two 

(usually older) people living in them. Many older Sebuyau professionals who had spent 

their careers in various places return to retire at their homestead in Lundu.  

The Sebuyau from Kuching villages, who are usually referred to as Koa, have no 

such ties to Lundu. Although they are distantly related and speak in a similar way, the 
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Koa have very little to do with the people of Lundu. I have not heard of Kuching Sebuyau 

making trips to the outlying towns. A Koa guard in Kuching did not know how much bus 

fare cost to Lundu. He also thought the Sebuyau in Lundu still lived in longhouses, 

though they stopped that practice fifty years ago.  

Though the Koa have little opportunity to speak with the Lundu people, they defer 

to them as those who speak Sebuyau correctly. Most people in Lundu agree with this. 

When I asked Andrew, a Sebuyau pastor in town, about the villages in the vicinity of 

Kuching, he said, “Those are not real Sebuyau”. Others express more solidarity with their 

Kuching kinsmen. But although the people from Lundu travel to Kuching regularly, they 

do not talk of visiting the Sebuyau villages near the city. Once I drove from Lundu to 

Kuching in a car with several Sebuyau friends. I told them my guard in Kuching was a 

Sebuyau from Samarahan. I hoped they would show some solidarity and would want to 

meet him. But not one of the Lundu Sebuyau expressed any interest. In fact, they seemed 

in a hurry to drop me off so they would not have to talk to the guard. So, though they 

speak the same way, they do not have a strong sense of one single Sebuyau identity.  

 Surrounding groups 

The Sebuyau do not live in a contiguous territory, but rather have their villages 

interspersed between other groups who influence them in various ways. These next 

sections delve into the cultures and histories of the people that live around and between 

the Sebuyau villages. Of particular importance is the nature of their historical relationship 

with the Sebuyau as well as their present rapport (or lack thereof). There will be five 

subsections, dealing, respectively, with Malay, Chinese, English, Iban, and various other 

tribes. 

The groups surrounding the Sebuyau are part of the local “linguistic ecology”, a 

term that is used in two senses (Edwards, 2009). Some language activists refer to 

linguistic ecology as an ideology that sees a need to preserve linguistic diversity at all 

costs. Others use the term to describe the linguistic, social and geographical environment 

in which a particular language finds itself. I will use the term more in the descriptive, not 
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ideological sense. Voegelin & Voegelin (1964, p. 2) explain, “...in linguistic ecology, one 

begins not with a particular language but with a particular area”. When we use the term, 

we are referring to the relationships found within the languages of the Sebuyau 

community. We will discuss this in more detail in the chapter on maintenance.  

The groups surrounding the Sebuyau have intermarried with them over the years. 

Because of this, it is difficult to divide the groups on biological, phenotypical grounds. 

Instead, the significant differences are cultural and linguistic (Pringle, 1970, p. xvii). The 

Sebuyau have lived interspersed between the two main groups, the Chinese and Malay, 

for around two hundred years. Their respective populations were more or less evenly 

matched, as the chart below, from over one hundred years ago, indicates:  

Table 3.1. The population of Lundu district (1889/1898) 

Ethnic 

group 

Total 1898 Total 1889  

Chinese 798 947 

Malays 1,396 1,023 

Sibuyau 865 844 

(Adapted from Ishikawa, 2010, p. 29)  

Over one hundred years later, the ratios are similar, as shown in the table below.  

Table 3.2. The population of Malays, Chinese and Sebuyau in Lundu District 

(2010)  

Ethnic 

group 

Total 2018 

Chinese 3,554 

Malays 4,600 

Sebuyau 4,344 

(Population and Housing Census of Malaysia, 2010) 

The total Malay population for the entire Lundu District is 11,20. The number in the chart 

(4,600) is my estimate of the Malay population in the area of the map above (Fig. 3.5). I 

arrived at this number by consulting local people and taking into account the number of 

Malay villages. 
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Apart from the Malays and Chinese, there are other groups and languages that 

have an effect on the Sebuyau. First, there is English. Although there is no group of 

English settlers in the area, the Chinese people in particular speak a fair amount of this 

language. Iban have also settled in the area recently. The influence of their language 

comes largely from the Anglican Church and from the radio. Lastly, there are other tribes, 

such as the Salakos and Jaggoi, who live a little further away. A more recent phenomenon 

is that many of these other tribes have married into the Sebuyau.  

We learned more about the relationship between the groups when we put on a 

workshop with several tribes from Sarawak. The gathering was held in 2015, and was an 

attempt to learn about the linguistic ecology of the area. We found there were both social 

and linguistic relationships among the groups. Some languages were closely related 

genetically to Sebuyau or had linguistic affinity. Others were part of the linguistic 

ecology simply because they were neighbours or had social affinity. One of the activities 

in the workshop was to get the Lundu Sebuyau to map out the surrounding groups and 

mark their perceived social and linguistic affinities with them. This proved to be easy, as 

all the Sebuyau were personally well acquainted with these groups. If they perceived the 

language to be close, or easy to learn, they would mark the linguistic affinity with a plus. 

If it was difficult to learn and/or not related, they gave it a minus. If the Sebuyau liked the 

group, regardless of the language, they received a plus for social affinity. If there was 

animosity between the communities, or if they interacted little, they would mark the 

social affinity with a minus. In this way, the Sebuyau mapped their relationship patterns 

with the various groups in Lundu. This helped us understand the broader linguistic 

ecology of the area. Some of their answers were what I expected, while others were not. 

For example, I did not realize they had poor relationships with the Jaggoi, but good ones 

with the Salakos. They also confirmed that, in contrast to the past, they now had good 

relations with the Ibans. Interestingly, they did not mention the Indonesian oil palm 

plantation workers. Even though the barracks for the labourers were nearby, we did not 

suggest they include the Indonesians. Rather, we assumed the Sebuyau simply do not 

relate to that community.  
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The picture below shows the map and the table the Sebuyau drew. Underneath the 

picture is the same table shown more clearly.  

Figure 3.6. Location of other groups in Lundu and how they are perceived by the 

Sebuyau 

 

Drawn by Lily Genam, Nusi Baki, Otto Steinmayer, Mark Karan, Juerg Stalder and Stan Anonby. Used 

with permission. 
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Table 3.3. How other groups in Lundu are perceived by the Sebuyau  

 Social Linguistic 

Salako + - 

Jaggoi - - 

Iban + + 

Chinese + - 

Malay - + 

+ friendly people (Social), language easy to learn (Linguistic) 

- unfriendly people (Social), language difficult to learn (Linguistic) 

The map and table above are important because they explain somewhat the 

Sebuyau attitudes and linguistic closeness to their neighbours. But only two of these 

groups exert any influence on the Sebuyau language — Malay, and to a lesser extent, 

Iban. This is interesting because it shows that linguistic closeness trumps attitudes. 

Though the Sebuyau consider the Malays unfriendly, they borrow many words from them 

because their language is easy to learn. I will now examine each group in greater detail.  

 Malay 

Malay is very important in the Sebuyau language repertoire. It is the national 

language used in government and education, and I never encountered a Sebuyau who did 

not speak it fluently. Since it is so important, it is crucial to understand well the 

background and present reach of  Malay culture and language. This section will begin 

with an overview of the Malay people, and end with an explanation of the language.  

I will first discuss some of the historical, political, and economic issues involving 

“Malayness”. The people who were later to be called Malays were first given political 

unity by the Srivijaya Kingdom, which held sway over Borneo from the seventh to the 

thirteen century (Runciman, 1960, p. 11). Later came the Hindu Majapahit Empire that 

ruled the coast of Borneo from 1293 to circa 1400. Scott (2009, p. 141) defines 

“Malayness” as “a state-making technology borne by a thin superstratum of military 

elites/aristocrats into which many different peoples have, over time, been assimilated. He 

refers to Malay states as “effective centripetal population machines” (Scott, 2009, p. 
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356). In addition to the aristocracy, there were also the middle class, peasants, and slaves 

(Ishikawa, 2010, p. 138). Because their villages were usually located at the river mouths, 

the aristocratic Malays and religious leaders frequently regarded themselves as the 

rightful rulers of entire river systems (Pringle, 1971, p. 62). Some built their case for 

rulership on shadowy ties to India. As the Hindu power waned, the sultan of the island 

ceased being a vassal of the Majapahits, and Borneo (Brunei) became fully independent. 

In practice, however, the Malays had little real control over the people upriver. The 

Malays did not really control the Sebuyau. Rather, both groups depended on each other 

economically. All over the Malay world, there was typically an exchange between 

upstream (hulu) and downstream (hilir) zones. Often the hilir was the tidal area of the 

river. The hulu-hilir systems were based on the products of each zone, typically fish from 

the sea, versus rice from upriver. The lowland center in the Malay case was typically 

located near the mouth of a river. Its location allowed it to control the trade along the 

entire watershed (Scott, 2009, p. 105). So, it was likely the Malays in Lundu were 

exchanging lowland and overseas products for the Sebuyau forest and garden products.  

Many of these “pre-Malays” first arrived in the region as nakodas (the Persian 

word for ‘trading ship captains’). Historically, they were connected with Sumatra or the 

Malay Peninsula (Reece, 1993, p. 1). Later, most of them had roots in the nearby Sambas 

region in Dutch Borneo, or the Natuna Islands, in what is now Indonesia. Historically, 

these traders linked Sarawak with Southwestern Borneo, Brunei, the Philippines, the 

Malay Peninsula, the Natuna Islands, Singapore, Sumatra, and Java (Ishikawa, 2010, p. 

41). Even after James Brooke came to power in 1841, Malay trading activities continued 

between Indonesia and Brunei, with Lundu being an important connecting port of call 

(Ishikawa, 2010, p. 34). Lundu was just one of the many trading outposts of the Malay 

world. These small centres were outlets for an international luxury trade in products such 

as camphor, bird nests, and rhinoceros horns (Scott, 2009, p. 271). Later the traders got 

into the timber industry, using labourers from the Sambas (Dutch Borneo), and began 

shipping lumber from the Lundu area to Singapore (Ishikawa, 2010, p. 34). When the 

nakodas’ share of the maritime commerce shrank, they continued to trade with the 

villages on the river they were connected with (Morris, 1991, p. 245). The Nakodas’ 
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share of Borneo’s commerce eventually declined as they were unable to compete with the 

Chinese. The Malays eventually gained more political authority under the Brookes, but 

by 1900 had lost their trading role to the more commercially sophisticated Chinese, who 

had connections with Singapore (Pringle, 1971, p. 64).  

Before the 1880s, few Chinese people lived on the Lundu coast. There was only a 

small number of Malay communities consisting of Sebuyau converts to Islam. But in the 

1880s and 1890s, the copra (dried coconut) industry led to dramatic growth in the Malay 

population (Ishikawa, 2010, p. 28). Many former nakoda traders used their capital to 

establish plantations. The Lundu District office recorded the following names of nakodas 

who registered coconut estates: Tuanku Jin, Haji Taha, Haji Matarip, Haji Usin, Haji 

Sleman, Nakoda Hitam, Haji Matsalleh, and Taip. Except for Tuanku Jin and Haji 

Sleman (a Sarawak man married to a Natuna woman), all were either from the Dutch 

West Borneo coast or the Natuna Islands (Ishikawa, 2010, p. 37). With their connections 

to the Dutch side, these leaders recruited hundreds of workers from Sambas to work on 

their coconut plantations (Ishikawa, 2010, p. 110). The existing Malays easily assimilated 

these workers and many settled permanently into their communities on the Lundu coast 

(Ishikawa, 2010, p. 227). Malay sultanates were what Scott (2009, p. 79) refers to as 

“manpower states”. As such, they were adept at inventing cultural and religious formulas 

to incorporate as many people as possible under the Malay ethnic umbrella. He explains 

how the formula for full incorporation was essentially “becoming a retainer of a Malay 

chief, professing Islam, and speaking Malay, the lingua franca of trade in the 

archipelago” (Scott, 2009, p. 246). 

The Sebuyau have likely been in constant contact with the Malays for hundreds of 

years. They had begau incorporating into the Malay world, by marrying nakoda coastal 

traders and forming separate communities, well before anyone moved to the Lundu area 

(Reece, 1993, p. 1). Around the same time the Sebuyau were arriving on the Sarawak 

coast, these coastal traders were coming under the influence of Brunei and converting to 

Islam. Thus, marrying a nakoda came to mean becoming a Moslem, and this became the 

most common way to become Islamic. One of the reasons the Sebuyau moved to the 

Lundu area may have been to be closer to the nakodas (O. Steinmayer, personal 
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communication, May 12, 2018). When James Brooke first visited Lundu from Singapore 

in 1839, he asked a Sebuyau man how many of them had converted to Islam, and he was 

told “a good many” (Mundy, 1848, p. 24). Brooke also recorded that there were Malay 

huts around the great Sebuyau longhouse (Keppel, 1846a, p. 51). The Malays’ prowess 

came from their ability to read (Pringle, 1970, p. 62), navigate the sea, and use firearms 

(Walker, 2002, p. 21). In 1840, James Brooke recorded how the Malay rajah used “an 

army of mixed Malays and Dyaks [Sebuyau]” to put down a rebellion on the upper 

Sarawak River (Keppel, 1846a, p. 139). In the early 1900’s, the resident priest in Lundu 

reported that the Malays frequently led the Sebuyau in raids up and down the coast 

(Gomes, 1911, p. 23).  

The Malays had been preying on Chinese ships since the fifth century. By 700 

AD, the Indo-Malay kingdom of Srivijaya was deriving much of its wealth from taxing 

these Malay pirates (Runciman, 1960, p. 11). The mid-1600s saw a great increase in 

piracy along the coast of Sarawak. Regions like Lundu were ideally located, because they 

were far from the seats of Dutch authority, and the river mouth had a shallow bar that 

made it impenetrable for European men-of-war ships (Runciman, 1960, p. 23). Early 

English explorers feared the Sarawak Malays. Marryat (1848, p. 99) wrote, “The Malay 

tribes live almost wholly by piracy… each town possesses several large prahus [boats], 

which they man, and send out to intercept any unfortunate junk or other vessel …too near 

their coast. When the vessels are captured the cargoes are deposited in their warehouse, 

the vessels are broken up, and the crews are retained as slaves, to dig yams or pound 

paddy. Scott (2009, p. 372) also describes how the Malays scoured seaward settlements, 

capturing slaves to sell or incorporate into their own society. Brunei and the Malays both 

participated in piracy (Runciman, 1960, p. 58), and were victims of it (Keppel, 1846b, p. 

144).  

 Often the Malays would be the leaders of the expeditions, while the crew would 

be made up of tribal people, like Ibans and Sebuyau (who the Europeans collectively 

referred to as Dyaks, Malay for “inland [people]”) (Runciman, 1960, p. 11). St. John 

(1862b, p. 154) explained that during these pirate raids, the Dyaks took only heads, 

leaving their Malay allies most of the plunder. Much of the time the Sebuyau attacked 
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Ibans living on the Saribas and Skrang rivers, and vice versa (Pringle, 1970, p. 69; 

Runciman, 1960, p. 95). Brooke describes his early battles, where his force, made up 

largely of Sebuyau and Malays, fought Malays and Ibans from the Saribas and Skrang 

rivers. Generally, the tribal warriors outnumbered their Malay leaders about ten to one 

(Keppel, 1846b, pp. 100 - 103). 

By the beginning of the eighteenth century, the Malay states were waning and the 

authority of the sultans was giving way to anarchy and confusion (Keppel, 1846a, p. iii). 

To the west of Borneo, the Malay rulers of the Dutch supporter Sultanate of Sambas 

began recruiting Sebuyau and other tribes to attack and plunder passing ships (Reece, 

1993, p. 11). During the mid-1830’s, the Malays around Kuching rebelled against Brunei. 

They allied themselves with the Chinese miners upriver in Bau, and built a stronghold in 

the village of Siniawan (Reece, 1993, p. 15). Around that time, James Brooke appeared 

and helped the Brunei authorities crush the rebellion. In 1841, as a reward for his 

services, the Sultan made Brooke the first white rajah and gave him control over 

Sarawak. In return, James Brooke had to pay a small annual payment to Brunei and 

promise to respect the laws and religion of the country” (Runciman, 1960, p. 67). By 

ensuring Sarawak remained a Moslem country, the Sultan in effect made the Malays a 

privileged, favoured group (Morris, 1991, p. 240; “Sarawak Gazette,” 1878; Ward, 1966, 

p. 182). Although he grumbled about their “indolence” (Keppel, 1846a, p. xiii), he relied 

primarily on the Malays to rule (Keppel, 1846b, p. 146; Lockard & Saunders, 1992, p. 

83). 

The white rajahs also had a role in developing the concept of  “Malayness”. The 

British colonists referred to coastal dwelling Moslems in Singapore, the Malay Peninsula 

and Sumatra as “Malays”. When James Brooke first came to Sarawak, he noted 

similarities between the sea people in Singapore and those on Borneo, “Celebes, Sooloo, 

the Moluccas, and the islands of the Straits of Sunda”, and he believed they could all be 

“classed as belonging to one people” (Keppel, 1846a, p. ii). So, it was only natural that he 

applied the same term for the coastal Moslems of Borneo, even though they were not 

related genetically to those in the Malay Peninsula. Scott (2009, p. xii) explains that all 

identities are constructed, and that many began in the minds of British colonial 
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administrators. He explains how there was a “small army” of specialists in Africa, who 

were busily employed demarcating tribal boundaries, codifying customs, assigning 

territories and appointing chiefs (Scott, 2009, p. 263). In the case of Sarawak, the British 

rulers encouraged diverse tribal people to think of themselves as Iban, and diverse 

Moslem people to think of themselves as Malay (Pringle, 1970, p. xix). As they divided 

the land into Malay territory and instituted a separate bureaucracy, the Malay identity 

grew more robust. Somewhat paradoxically, the growth of Christianity among the 

Sebuyau also served to strengthen the Moslem religion and the concomitant Malay 

identity (Brooke, 1866a, p. 77; Steinmayer, 2004). Pringle (1970, p. xix) goes so far as to 

say that the Brookes created Sarawak Malay ethnicity. His point of view does make sense 

when you look at Sabah, the state to the north, where very few people consider 

themselves Malay. In Sabah, if you convert to Islam, you retain your tribal identity. So, 

there is a variety of Moslem groups in Sabah. However, if for example, a Moslem from 

the Bajau tribe in Sabah were to move to Sarawak, he or she would be referred to as 

“Malay”. Though these Malay communities throughout Sarawak share Islam and a 

common language, they actually differ considerably because they have assimilated 

different cultural groups (Scott, 2009, p. 90, 397). Each of the Malay ports was associated 

with people living in the interior who provided most of the trade goods on which the 

Malays relied. The inland tribal people were not considered Malays, because they did not 

profess Islam, and only spoke Malay as a second language. However, much of the Malay 

population derived historically from these para-Malay groups (Scott, 2009, p. 108). 

I will now discuss cultural topics relating to lifestyle. Traditionally, Malays in the 

Lundu area did not farm, but rather made their living from the sea (Harrisson, 1959, p. 

150; St. John, 1862b, p. 3) and trading with the Sebuyau (Low, 1848, pp. 160–161). They 

lived mostly along the ocean and estuaries, where they grew swamp rice and foraged in 

the forest (Harrisson, 1970; King, 1993, p. 32; Lockard & Saunders, 1992, p. 28; Pringle, 

1970). Today they continue to be the main fishermen in the state (Lockard & Saunders, 

1992, p. 28). In contrast to the tribal people, many of whom only visit the Lundu area on 

weekends, most Malays are very tied to their villages. Only around 20% hold jobs in the 

city of Kuching.  
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On the religious front, by 1500 Brunei accepted Islam, which filtered down to the 

Malays along the coast of the island. Even before Islam, tribal people had the option of 

becoming Malay, and many did so (Scott, 2009, p. 183). The inland people had always 

been linked to the lowland markets controlled by coastal traders (Scott, 2009, p. 184). But 

with conversion to Islam, the dynamic changed. The Malays subscribed to the theory of 

Islamic overlordship, so they were ideally suited as administrators for the Sultan of 

Brunei (Pringle, 1971, p. 62). But initially, the connection between Islam and Malayness 

was not strong. Frank Marryat, who spent some time in Brunei during the early 

nineteenth century records, “religious worship appears at a very low ebb at Bruni, for 

during the whole time that we remained there I did not see one person enter the mosque” 

(Marryat, 1848, p. 111). He made similar observations throughout Sarawak. He writes, 

“Malays pretend to Mahomedanism, and there is generally a large empty building in 

every town which is dignified with the name of a mosque” (Marryat, 1848, p. 99). 

Speaking of the Malays around Kuching, he noted they “followed European customs, 

both in dress and drinking wine (Marryat, 1848, p. 6). Marryat was the ship artist, and his 

drawings show that Malay women did not use the customary Moslem veil at the time 

(Marryat, 1848, p. 23). In the early 1800s, Brooke referred to the Malays as nominal 

professors of Islam (Keppel, 1846a, p. 280), and described how the rajah of Kuching 

entertained them with wine (Keppel, 1846a, p. 92) and enjoyed English cherry brandy 

(Keppel, 1846b, p. 14). But the Malays gradually became more devout, and over the 

years their identity became closely conflated with a more fundamental strain of Islam. 

For example, today, most Malay women use the veil and the government forbids them 

from drinking alcohol. The formation of the Malay states, and particularly, their adoption 

of Islam created and hardened the frontier between the Sebuyau and Malay identities 

(Scott, 2009, p. 110). Chou and Benjamin (2002, pp. 3–4) write that prior to Islam, there 

was no reason to define “Malay” at all. But the notion of “Malayness” converted these 

Sebuyau into the tribal group they are seen as today.  

I now turn to a discussion of the history of Malay political leadership in the area. 

Throughout coastal Borneo, the Malays generally held some official position of 

leadership. The Lundu area, however, was somewhat of an exception. There the Sultan of 
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Brunei made a Sebuyau the ruler (tax collector) over the whole region. I actually worked 

with a person whose family had been ennobled by the Sultan of Brunei, being given a 

cannon and a ceremonial sword (which they still possess). Like so many leaders in 

Southeast Asia, the sultan did not have the means to enforce any authority. So, he was 

compelled to solicit loyalty by redistributing many of the gains of trade in the form of 

prestige goods, jewelry, and lavish gifts that the Sebuyau leader could, in turn, 

redistribute to his followers to further encourage loyalty and trade (Scott, 2009, p. 106). 

Like other monarchs in the region, the sultan likely encouraged densely concentrated 

settlement and the irrigated wet rice that fostered it. When people grew the same grains in 

the same way, the task of taxation and administration were much easier (Scott, 2009, p. 

336). Indeed there still are records showing how much rice the Sultan collected as tribute 

from the Sebuyau (Ishikawa, 2010, p. 58). Another reason the Brunei authorities courted 

the Sebuyau was to make sure they were loyal and not rebellious. He badly needed a 

military force at his western gate, to defend against the nearby Sambas Sultanate. 

Steinmayer (personal communication, May 12, 2018) believes the Sultan wanted the 

Sebuyau on his side to primarily protect trade. He explains, “Brunei had no military 

might to back up diplomacy, while the Sebuyau had batteries of cannon on both sides of 

[the Kayan River].” As was the case in many Southeast Asian tribal groups vis-à-vis the 

state, the Sebuyau appeared to welcome their relationship with Brunei (Scott, 2009, p. 

330). It was likely a time when economic and political conditions led them to seek a 

closer relationship with the Malays (Scott, 2009, p. 376). At this point, the Sebuyau saw 

the Malays primarily as partners with whom they could trade their rice and other 

products.  

When James Brooke took over control of Sarawak in 1841, he kept the Sebuyau 

officially in charge of the Lundu area (Low, 1848, p. 221; St. John, 1862a, p. 8). 

Although the Sebuyau were the representatives of the Rajah, they were still influenced by 

the Malays they governed. By 1854 their priest reported the Sebuyau were “all but 

Malaise [sic] in their language and habits” (Gomes, 1854 in Walker, 2002, p. 107). Over 

one hundred years later, Harrison (1959, p. 134) noted that the Malays had partially 

absorbed the Sebuyau. Leach (1950, p. 34) explains how the Sebuyau had adopted a 
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“purely Malay lifestyle”, and refers to them as para-Malays. By 1964, their last 

longhouse had been torn down, and they were all living in individual family dwellings, 

like the Malays. 

The second rajah, Charles Brooke, had great respect for the Malays, writing, “The 

Mohammedans are a fine people, and they never try to make converts. I have no fault to 

find with the Mohammedan religion; it displays no fanaticism in Sarawak; it is generous, 

reasonable, and admirably suited to the Eastern minds” (in De Windt, 1909, p. 59). 

Charles ruled the country using mostly Malays as governors, administrators and 

magistrates (Lockard & Saunders, 1992, p. 83; Pringle, 1971, p. 62). The incentive to 

pursue careers in government increased after the Chinese took over the merchant role 

formerly held by the Malays (Pringle, 1970, pp. 323, 327). By the late 1800s, the Malays 

became the government’s primary administrators (Goatly, 1959, p. 110; Hanna, 1964, p. 

164) a position they continue to hold (Myrdal, 1968, p. 383). 

Although the Malays retained political power, the trend for Sebuyau to adopt the 

Malay lifestyle actually began to weaken in the late nineteenth century. Benjamin (2002, 

p. 34), in trying to capture the way in which tribal people in Malaysia positioned 

themselves ecologically, economically, and culturally vis-à-vis the Malay state, coined 

the term dissimilation. Dissimilation refers to the process where people create more 

distance between them and another society. The groups can accentuate linguistic and 

historical differences, clothing, burial and marriage rites, as well as housing and farming 

styles (Scott, 2009, p. 174). One catalyst for dissimilation was that most Sebuyau became 

Christians, and “Malay” clearly referred to a person who is a Moslem (Tsunashima-

Miyake, 2005, p. 24). Scott (2009, p. 319) would surmise they chose Christianity in order 

to mark themselves off religiously from the Malays. The Christian identity also held the 

promise of western education and modern medicine (Scott, 2009, p. 320). Best of all, this 

prosperity could be achieved without having to go through the Malay authorities. Also, 

during the reign of the second rajah, Sebuyau rule was completely abolished, which may 

have decreased the relationship between the two groups. On March 23, 1882, Brooke 

government officials arrived with a proclamation from Charles Brooke that deprived the 

Lundu Dayak chief of all jurisdiction over his non-Sebuyau subjects (“Sarawak Gazette,” 
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1878). This was more in line with the official attitude that tended to recognize Moslem 

leadership in areas of mixed habitation (Pringle, 1971, p. 63).  

Paradoxically, as the Malays gained power under the second rajah, they lost 

influence over the Sebuyau. This was partly due to Rajah Charles’ policies separating the 

two groups and eliminating any mixed neighbourhoods (Pringle, 1970, p. 302). The rajah 

described his aim “to collect the Malays on one locality, instead of allowing them to live 

scattered about, as they felt inclined” (Brooke, 1866, p. 24). The Government response to 

conflict between the two groups was always to fix a boundary (Pringle, 1970, p. 303). 

Barth (1969, p. 15) explained it is not the “cultural stuff” that inspires ethnic boundary-

making, but rather ethnic boundary-making that sorts the “cultural stuff”. The Brookes 

were very concerned about marking boundaries between the different groups, as the 

following quote from Rajah Charles illustrates, “I allow no one to meddle with my 

Mohammedan subjects, and I would turn out any missionary neck and crop who 

interfered with them” (in De Windt, 1909, p. 59). There seem to be even fewer points of 

contact today and less assimilation. Some evidence indicates the two groups are drifting 

apart. For example, drawings from the 1800s show Sebuyau dancing with the type of 

drum [kompang] only used by Malays today (Keppel, 1846a, p. 122). Photographs from 

the 1940s show young Lundu Sebuyau still dressed in Malay clothing (Lockard & 

Saunders, 1992, p. 35). Today, it tends to be the older women who wear Malay style 

dresses, and only for special occasions. Seventy years ago, it may not have been 

perceived as “Malay clothing”. It may just have been the type of dress common in the 

area. Today, however most Malay women wear a distinctive style of head covering. In 

old portraits in people’s homes, I notice the Sebuyau men use Malay style hats. I have not 

seen anybody wear one today. People told me in the old days, Malays and Sebuyau would 

sit together and watch Christian movies – something that never happens anymore. Today, 

most Malays will not defile themselves by entering a non-Moslem house. The main 

Sebuyau/Malay interface may be the government schools. After school is over, children 

have minimal interaction. So in some ways, the contact and dominance of Malay over 

other groups seems to be weakening.  
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Even though they are not the majority of the population, the Malays have 

managed to exert great control for many generations. Although they comprise little more 

than 20% of Sarawak’s population today, they influence the state in general (and Sebuyau 

behaviour in particular) in many ways. For example, in the past, if a Malay was injured 

and a tribal person was found at fault, he was given a very high fine (Keppel, 1846b, p. 

204). Today, when the Sebuyau want Malays to attend their weddings, they must hire 

Moslem caterers who serve halal food. Since the Malays are in charge of the government, 

they are also able to exert economic influence. For example, the Sebuyau receive perks 

from the government, such as free cell phones, preferential admittance into state 

universities, and subsidized loans.  

This influence results in a growing Malay population, swelled with converts to 

Islam. In addition to the immigrants from Sambas and other places, the Malay villages 

around Lundu contain a large percentage of people with Sebuyau ancestry. Malays enjoy 

talking about their non-indigenous, Arabic, Indian, or immigrant roots (Boulanger, 2004, 

p. 4). But the fact that many of their customs are similar to those of the Sebuyau point to 

a strong local heritage, too. For example, the Malays and Sebuyau both frequently visit 

manangs, the local traditional healers. There is the saying, “scratch a Malay, find a Dayak 

(‘tribal’)”. In past generations, it was not uncommon for a Malay girl to marry a Sebuyau 

man and become part of his tribe. The way into the Malay society was a two-way street 

and leaving was not much more jarring or traumatic than entering (Scott, 2009, p. 273). 

But the present laws of the land require the spouse of a Malay man or woman to become 

a Moslem and join the Malay community. Scott (2009, p. 125) notes that this one way 

movement is a major hallmark of the civilizations of Asia. Officially, tribal people in 

China (who are called “raw”) can become Chinese (the process is called being “cooked”), 

but not vice versa. Likewise, today a Sebuyau can become Malay, but not vice versa. 

When a Sebuyau converts to Islam, he or she is officially no longer considered Sebuyau, 

but rather Malay. Those who adopt Islam generally enter Malay society at its lowest 

rungs. Lehman (1963) explains how someone belonging to the Chin tribal group in 

Burma can choose to adopt Buddhism. He or she therefore has the choice of becoming a 

defective Burman or a successful Chin. Basically, the Sebuyau have the same choice vis-
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à-vis Malay. Possibly because of this Hobbesian choice, and because of an effort to resist 

government pressure, the rate of intermarriage between Malays and Sebuyau is 

decreasing. From the people I know, about 2% have sought a Malay spouse – roughly the 

same percentage who marry Chinese.  

I will now turn to the part of the discussion which focuses more on the language. 

When James Brooke visited the area in 1839 he noted the Sebuyau people were keeping 

their customs and religion, but losing their own “harsher jargon” for the “soft and fluent 

Malay” (Keppel, 1846a, p. 54). Indeed, Sebuyau were becoming quite mixed with Malay. 

Today, some describe it as halfway between the two languages. One reason for this is 

geography. The Sebuyau live in an area where the state of Sarawak is quite narrow, and 

they are sandwiched between the sea (and Malays) on one side, and the Indonesian border 

and high mountains, on the other. Because of their location so near the sea, they have had 

a lot of dealings with the coastal Malays over the years. 

In addition to geography, military alliances with the Sebuyau may have 

strengthened the influence of the Malay language, and diminished that of Iban. Sandin 

(1967, p. 8) believes the Malay strategy was designed to keep the ethnic groups in 

Sarawak at war with each other, in order to better exert control. In this way, the Malays 

were more easily able to rule the tribal people living upriver from their main settlements. 

Scott (2009, p. 151) defines pre-modern states as monopolistic protection rackets that 

fostered production and trade while extracting no more rent than the traffic would bear. 

Keppel (1846a, p. 212) felt the Malays crossed that line and blurred the boundary 

between raiding and ruling. They raided or taxed so heavily that the Sarawak river area 

became depopulated (Keppel, 1846a, p. 246). The raids and warfare were important to the 

linguistic ecology of the past. Since often people of the Kayan river system would fight 

together against the Iban, the linguistic ecology may have helped draw the Malay and 

Sebuyau closer together, and distance themselves from the Iban. After all, there would 

have been little incentive to speak like the enemy.  

The Sultanate of Brunei, which encouraged the raiding, made Islam the official 

religion and used Malay as the language of administration (Runciman, 1992, p. 209). The 
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Brookes did not change the status quo, but instead took over much of the local machinery 

of government (Morris, 1991, p. 280). The British residents conducted their work in 

Malay (Andaya Watson & Andaya, 2001, p. 132) and English (Pringle, 1970, p. 327). 

Today, Malay remains the language of the government of Malaysia.  

Though Malay is a modern language used in administration, it has an ancient 

history, with texts dating from 682 AD (Collins, 1998, p. 6). In 1839, James Brooke 

noted that Malay was a lingua franca, used by various nations in the area for commercial 

transactions (Keppel, 1846a, p. 98). The Sultan’s Sebuyau representative (along with tax 

collectors elsewhere in Borneo) kept their records in an Arabic-based script called jawi 

(Collins, 1998, pp. 15–20). In 1853, Father W. D. Gomes opened a school and church in 

Lundu (Runciman, 1960, p. 122) and conducted them both Malay (Steinmayer, 2004). 

His baptismal certificates were written using a Roman alphabet (Steinmayer, 2004), so 

seems likely Gomes used that same script in the school. Today, the Malay literary 

tradition continues using a Roman script. Everyone who attends public school in Lundu 

learns Malay in the classroom. Since Malay is the lingua franca, they also speak the 

language with Malay playmates and with children from other tribes. Almost everyone 

goes to school and becomes literate in the official language. Although younger Sebuyau 

use their own language for texting, many seem more comfortable writing about formal 

matters in Malay.  

I will now discuss three varieties of Malay spoken in the Lundu area: Bahasa 

Melayu, Bahasa Sarawak and Bazaar Malay. The first two can be looked at as lects at 

two ends of a formality continuum. Although the two varieties are distinct, people do mix 

them up somewhat. Bahasa Sarawak is also called “Kampong (‘village’) Malay” or 

“Sarawak Malay”. This variety is the language of in-group communication among the 

Malays in the state. Many non-Malays claim not to speak or understand Bahasa Sarawak, 

as it is a divergent form of colloquial language. On the other hand, many use some 

variety of it to communicate with people from other ethnic groups. The kind of Sarawak 

Malay spoken in the Lundu area has a fair sprinkling of Sebuyau words, and the 

phonology sounds a lot like Sebuyau. For example, the word belon, which refers to an 

airplane in Sarawak Malay, Iban and Sebuyau; means “balloon” in Standard Malay. The 
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work for “water” is ai’/aik in Sebuyau, Iban, and Sarawak Malay; but air in Standard 

Malay. The word for “scold” in Sebuyau, Iban, and Sarawak Malay is anu’; but it is 

marah in Standard Malay.  

The Sebuyau do not talk about Bahasa Sarawak very much. When they speak of 

Malay, they are usually referring to the standard variety, Bahasa Melayu. I was part of a 

conversation where one person said 100% of the Sebuyau spoke Malay, while the other 

one maintained that some older people did not. The dispute was resolved when the first 

explained she was referring to Kampong Malay. They then agreed that they had all grown 

up understanding that variety. 

While Bahasa Sarawak is the informal lect, Bahasa Melayu is the standard Malay 

taught in schools and used in all official media, advertising and state business. 

Engineered by the Dutch and English (Collins, 1998, p. 57), it is similar to Indonesian. 

Standard Malay is close to the colloquial Malay of Johor on mainland Malaysia, and is 

sometimes also disparagingly referred to as “Johor Malay”. Despite it being different 

from the Malay spoken on Borneo, it has been used on the island for quite some time. By 

the nineteenth century, the British government was already writing official business 

records in this variety (Collins, 1998, p. 57). However, it has always been used as a 

second language. I have not run across anyone in Sarawak who is a native speaker of 

Standard Malay (although the term “native speaker” may not be an accurate description, 

as will be discussed later). 

The government promotes the term “Bahasa Malaysia”, or “the language of 

Malaysia”, rather than “Bahasa Melayu”, or “the language of the Malays”. The idea is 

that, though every group may have its own in-group language (for example, Chinese for 

the Chinese, Sebuyau for the Sebuyau, Bahasa Sarawak for the Malays in Sarawak), there 

is another, more neutral, language spoken by all Malaysians. The national government 

has an agenda to unify Malaysia, and one of the ways to do this is to promote this 

Standard Malay. Malay replaced English as the medium of instruction in the schools 

around forty years ago (Vanugopal, 2013, pp. 152–157). The language planning efforts 
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have been a success, and Standard Malay is now spoken by almost everyone in the 

country.  

Everyone who has gone to school is able to speak Bahasa Malaysia. Those who 

went to school over forty years ago, when instruction was in English, sometimes 

complain they are unable to read or speak in the language. The few older people who are 

illiterate are still able to speak the informal variety of the language, Bahasa Sarawak. 

Malay is also the language used in some mixed marriages. When tribal people marry 

Chinese, or when one tribe marries another, they sometimes speak Standard Malay in the 

home. Sarawak Malay is first learned by children who have two Malay parents.  

The third variety is what people call “Bazaar Malay”. It is the Malay spoken by 

the Chinese, a lect that uses Chinese phonology and grammar with Malay words. As the 

term suggests, this variety is primarly used as a trade language. It is not as much used by 

younger Chinese, who are replacing it with Standard Malay. 

In summary, there are three varieties of Malay spoken in the area. The first one, 

Standard Malay, dominates all formal areas — particularly education and government. 

The second, Sarawak Malay is the language the Malays talk with each other — primarily 

in informal settings. The third variety is referred to a Bazaar Malay and is a somewhat 

fading trade language spoken by Chinese merchants.   

In Sarawak, it is not really clear whether the term “Malay” refers to a people, a 

language, or a religion. The original Malays may simply have been a politically and 

militarily adept pioneer elite with the skills to organize and dominate tribal people (Scott, 

2009, p. 245). Scott (2009, p. 356) believes “Malayness” was less an ethnic identity than 

the minimal cultural and religious conditions for membership in the trading state and its 

hierarchy. On some level, Malayness is even less clear today. For example, there is a type 

of music in Malaysia called joget, which is very popular in the rural areas. There are 

songs with its punctuated beat in Malay, Iban and other tribal languages. People also sing 

joget with Malay words in church. After listening to some of them one Sunday, I 

commented that I enjoyed these joget Melayu (‘Malay joget’) songs. I was referring to the 
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style of music and the language used. But they corrected me, saying we were not singing 

joget Melayu, but rather “joget Christian”. So it seems like the Sebuyau perceive Malay 

more as a religion than a language or an ethnic community. 

 Chinese 

For generations, Chinese have intermarried with the Sebuyau. As well as their 

families, their economies are intertwined. Most people work for Chinese businesses, 

Mandarin medium schools are popular, and the Keluarga church is controlled by Chinese. 

Since Chinese is part of the linguistic ecology of the area, it is helpful to explore the 

scope of its influence. This section will begin with an overview of the Chinese people, 

and the latter portion will deal more with the language. 

I will begin by looking at the historical evidence. Judging from the age of some 

Chinese beads found on the island, traders from the Middle Kingdom may have been 

visiting Borneo for three thousand years. Archaeologist have found coins well over 2000 

years old, some dating from the Han dynasty, along the Sarawak River (Runciman, 1960, 

p. 13). They have unearthed many Chinese artifacts dating from before 1000 to after 

1300, especially at the site of Bongkisam Port, near the prominent Santubong Mountain 

north of Kuching. In fact, the word santubong may come from the Hakka Chinese san 

chu bong, which means ‘wild boar king’ (Bong, 2016; Reece, 1993, p. 2). In the Lundu 

area, there is evidence of direct contact between China and Sarawak. Historically, the 

main source of wealth in Sebuyau homes was great Chinese pottery jars, some of them 

twelve centuries old (Runciman, 1960, p. 9, 13). Chinese literature also indicate ships 

from the Middle Kingdom have been visiting what is now Sebuyau territory since the 

beginning of the fifth century (Braddell, 1941, pp. 30–39; Runciman, 1960, p. 13).. 

After about one thousand years, by the middle of the fifteenth century, Chinese 

traders seemed to have stopped calling on Sarawak’s shores. By the early 1700s, they 

were almost exclusively calling on the port of Brunei (Reece, 1993, p. 2). Most likely this 

was because they were unable to compete with the Spanish, Portuguese, and Dutch 

vessels that arrived shortly after that time. Today, there are no people who identify as 
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Chinese in Sarawak that claim descent from these first contacts. However, the early 

traders did intermarry with early Sarawakians, and also influenced their art and culture 

(Outram, 1959, p. 115). 

However, just south of Lundu, in the Sambas area of what is today Indonesia, 

Chinese settlers continued to arrive well after the fifteenth century. The Dutch sailors De 

Groot and Schlegaldate witnessed the arrival of a Chinese junk during the reign of Sultan 

Omar Alamudin around 1772. “Chinese were pale and exhausted by the misery of the 

long and difficult crossing of the sea, directed their steps humbly towards the Sultan’s 

palace and threw themselves on his magnanimity, praying for the grant of a small portion 

of his territory where they might settle” (Purcell, 1965, p. 421). 

By 1775, one of the colonies, or kongsis in the Sambas, Lan-fang, had prospered 

and grown to 40,000 people. By 1777, around 20,000 local natives had joined the Lan-

fang as well (Lo, AHSLG, p. 38 in Hipkins, 1971, p. 119). In addition, records indicate at 

least two other, rival Chinese colonies in Sambas, Takong and San-Ti-Ou (Hipkins, 1971, 

p. 122). The people were mainly Hakka Chinese and most worked in gold mining 

(Outram, 1959, p. 116). By the 1800s, this mixed population with a strong component of 

tribal blood may have numbered in the hundreds of thousands.  

These Sambas Hakkas were the first Chinese to migrate into the Kuching/Lundu 

area (Outram, 1959, p. 116). By the 1800s, they had begun to cross the border into what 

now is Sarawak. In the 1840s the gold miners were warring against the Dutch who were 

trying to assert their control over the Sambas area. Many refugees fled to Sarawak to 

escape the ruthless Dutch armies (Hipkins, 1971, p. 128; Chew, 1990, pp. 21–22). In 

1850, war also broke out between the Chinese settlements in Sambas, and some of the 

losers also fled to the shelter of their relatives in Sarawak (Hipkins, 1971, p. 122, 123). 

These Hakkas were rural people who mostly worked gold mines around Bau (to the south 

of Kuching) (Runciman, 1960, p. 33), and planted gardens. The first Chinese arrived in 

the Lundu area only a few years after the Sebuyau did. By 1839, when James Brooke 

visited, he noted their thriving settlement, and prophesied that this “mixed breed” of 

Sebuyau and Chinese would become the “future possessors of Borneo” (Keppel, 1846a, 
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p. 66). St. John (1862a, p. 8) also made a trip to the Lundu District (likely in the 1840s), 

and noted “about 200 Chinese working on gardens”. These vegetables were not exported, 

but mainly sold to the Sebuyau (Steinmayer, 2012) or consumed locally (St. John 1862a, 

p. 8). In 1830, Cantonese also began migrating from China to the Kuching area, where 

they planted gardens and raised pigs for their own use (Hipkins, 1971, p. 125).  

By the time St. John (1862a, p. 8) visited Lundu in the 1840s he observed Chinese 

gardens “extending over about a hundred acres of ground and neatly planted with various 

kinds of vegetables, among which beans and sweet potatoes appeared most numerous”. 

By the 1850s, Charles Brooke (1866, p. 16) noted the gardens had increased to “hundreds 

of acres”, and that the Lundu Chinese were growing large quantities of sweet potatoes, 

sugar cane and vegetables. In addition to gardening, Brooke gave taukay entrepreneurs 

titles to large areas of jungle, which they turned into commercial estates that grew rubber 

and other commodities (Ishikawa, 2010, p. 227). Between 1893 and 1895, 293 land 

permits were issued in the district (“Sarawak Gazette,” 1878). The majority of applicants 

were Chinese, but there were a few Sebuyau as well (Ishikawa, 2010, p. 28). From the 

1870s onward, the Chinese surpassed the Sebuyau as the major agricultural workforce in 

the Lundu district (Ishikawa, 2010, p. 52).  

But the Brooke raj wanted people to cultivate commodities they could tax. So 

they started a program of encouraging Chinese to enter Sarawak to work on plantations. 

By the late 1800s the Brookes were enthusiastically courting immigrants from China and 

Singapore. Not just Hakkas, but also Hokkiens and Teochews arrived (Pringle, 1971, p. 

65). The Chinese farms gradually took over more and more Sebuyau land. The Brooke 

government attempted to ameliorate the situation by restricting the Chinese to defined 

boundaries (Lundu Government Order No. 1, 14 September 1853. Basil Brooke Papers, 

Box 3, file 12, f. 18. in Walker, 2002, p. 250). Additionally, the 1933 Land Rules 

distinguished between “native areas” and ‘mixed zones”, with Chinese and other “non-

native” farmers restricted to the latter (Porter, 1967, p. 51). In spite of all these 

government initiatives, the Sebuyau (and the Malay) continue to complain that the 

Chinese are taking over their land. Today, rather than gardens and rubber, the land is 

being used to grow oil palm. This has a detrimental effect on ecological diversity, and 
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may eventually hurt the linguistic ecology of the area as well. Farming remains a major 

activity today, with over half of Sarawak’s Chinese involved in agricultural pursuits 

(Lockard & Saunders, 1992, p. 28). Unlike the tribal people, the Lundu Chinese do not 

have the custom of working in Kuching and returning to their villages for weekends. 

They are known for being productive farmers, and sell their produce on the street or in 

the Chinese section of the market. 

The Chinese were not only agriculturalist, but also businessmen. Soon after the 

first Rajah’s arrival in Kuching in 1841, Ong Ewe Hai, the pioneer of the Hokkein 

community came to Sarawak from Singapore (Outram, 1959, p. 117). In short order, 

many of his people followed, both from China and Singapore. These Hokkien were 

businessmen and town dwellers, and have remained so to this day (Outram, 1959, p. 118). 

Shortly after, the Teochew immigrants also began to arrive and set up shops. From their 

beginnings in Kuching, Hokkiens and Teochews spread to the smaller bazaars, such as 

Lundu (Outram, 1959, p. 119). By the 1870s, these Chinese traders had constructed a 

bazaar approximately a mile downriver from the Sebuyau longhouse in Stunggang. This 

eventually became the town centre of Lundu (Steinmayer, 2012). The Hokkien and 

Teochew traders would also take their sampans loaded with trade goods up and down the 

Kayan River, banging on wooden gongs when they got near the Sebuyau settlements. 

Like the rest of Malaysia, most of the industry and commerce of Lundu district came 

under the control of the Chinese (Morris, 1991, p. 245). The Malays and Sebuyau were 

slowly pushed to the economic and geographical periphery of Lundu.  

There was a struggle between the Chinese and Malays for control of the business 

of the country and the Chinese emerged as the winners. Pringle (1970, p. 287) sums it up 

this way. “It is safe to say that in every area of Sarawak, the advent of Brooke rule and 

the consequent influx of Chinese traders reduced the Malay element to a position of 

marginal importance in commercial life”. Today, most of the successful non-

governmental employers in Lundu are Chinese. Even in the Malay villages, the Chinese 

own the businesses and the Malays work for them. Part of their prowess lies in the fact 

that they have connections with other Hokkien and Teochew businessmen. A Chinese 

trader can use banking facilities and receive advice and help from Chambers of 
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Commerce and patrons ultimately all the way to Singapore (Morris, 1991, p. 245). 

Because the Malays did not understand the Western model of commerce and government, 

the rajah was forced to use Chinese employees, (Morris, 1991, p. 241). Chinese traders 

and plantation owners also provided Sarawak with the vast majority of its tax revenue 

(Pringle, 1971, p. 62). 

The Chinese were involved in agriculture and business, but not in the 

administration of the state. Just as the sultans before them, the British favoured the 

Malays over the Chinese in government positions. For their part, most Chinese seemed 

more interested in making money than administering the country. Another reason the 

Brookes distrusted the Chinese had roots in an 1856 incident, when they accused the Bau 

Chinese of smuggling opium and thus evading taxes. The Chinese claimed they had not 

smoked that much opium, but James Brooke did not believe them and forced them to pay 

a fine. The next year, the Chinese came down the river, burned Kuching to the ground 

and made everyone swear loyalty to the new kongsi. James Brooke swam across the river 

and barely escaped alive (Hipkins, 1971, p. 130). British gunboats eventually expelled the 

Chinese from Kuching (Runciman, 1960, pp. 126–133), and reinstated the raj. Although 

the Brookes used the Chinese to run the economy of the state, they did so reluctantly, and 

never truly forgave them for their rebellion in 1857.  

I will now discuss more thoroughly the relationship between the Malays and 

Chinese. Just as the Sebuyau were closer to the Malays in the past, so were the Chinese. I 

have met older Chinese who spoke Malay in their home. In the past, it was also more 

common for them to wear Malay clothing and have Malay friends. However, there were 

always official and unofficial mechanisms in place to keep the two groups living 

separately. I was told if Chinese move into the Malay area, their gardens are vandalized 

and their mosquito nets slashed. Our own house was on Chinese property within a Malay 

village. Although we were generally treated very kindly, they also vandalized our house, 

slashed our screens, and yelled, “Pig!” at me as I took out the garbage. Our Chinese 

landlord was very concerned that we maintain good relationships with our neighbours. He 

said if we did not, he feared the Malays may burn the building on our property down. Yet 

by some measures, the Chinese and Malays are more integrated than the Sebuyau. There 
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are only three areas in Lundu where the different ethnic groups live side by side. The 

people residing in these mixed neighbourhoods are mostly Chinese and Malay.  

Their relationship with the Sebuyau has a different character. The Chinese have 

had quite a bit of contact with the Sebuyau since both of them first showed up in the 

region. Since at least the 1830s, they were selling their surplus vegetables to the Sebuyau. 

In 1887, the district offices wrote that “land disputes and collisions between Chinese 

gardeners and [Sebuyau] are somewhat constant and from the number of pepper gardens 

opened all around Lundu such disputes will increase” (July “Sarawak Gazette,” 1887, p. 

121). These disputes over land continue today.  

Officially, there was little official intermarriage between the Sebuyau and Chinese 

under the rajahs, partly because the government prohibited the mixing of the two groups 

(Brooke, 1866a, p. 326; Pringle, 1970, pp. 296 - 300). This official prohibition likely had 

an influence on the cohesiveness of Sebuyau society and helped them retain their 

language. The laws discouraging marriage outside the tribe must have been a strong 

deterrent to language shift. Furthermore, the Chinese often refused to learn a second 

language, out of fear of losing their identity, (Outram, 1959, p. 128). Despite this, it was 

common for a Chinese bachelor to take a Sebuyau wife to live with him in the bazaar. 

The children would grow up speaking Chinese (Pringle, 1970, p. 296). As a result, the 

ethnonym has come to signify more someone who lives in a Chinese community rather 

than someone of Chinese descent.  

Today, although the separation is still evident, there also continues to be 

intermarriage. Most frequently, a Sebuyau woman will marry a Chinese man. I was told 

this was because “Chinese women are expensive and Sebuyau women are free”. With 

both Malay and Chinese marriages, the spouses usually leave the Sebuyau community. 

However, Sebuyau married to Chinese maintain more regular contact with their home 

village. Some Chinese see themselves as mixed with the Sebuyau. There are even villages 

and people that identify themselves as mixed. But these are villages where people live a 

Chinese lifestyle, work in Chinese businesses, and speak Chinese. So, though they may 

be mixed in terms of ancestry, they live as Chinese. This stands in contrast with the way 
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miscegenation with Malays plays out. Everyone in a Malay community identifies himself 

or herself as Malay, regardless of whether their ancestry is Sebuyau or Chinese.  

The Sebuyau often refer positively to their relationship with Chinese. They enjoy 

the benefits of having Chinese taukays (‘patrons’) because they bankroll many projects. 

For example, even though the congregation is tribal, Keluarga Church is supported 

financially by Chinese from the city. Although they presently rent a facility, there are 

plans to build a new $1,000,000 building on a property donated by a Chinese. One girl 

from Keluarga is studying in university on a scholarship arranged by the Chinese. It is a 

familiar pattern outside of church, too. For over one hundred years, Chinese owned 

plantations have provided work to the Sebuyau and Malays (November “Sarawak 

Gazette,” 1893, p. 173). Today, many are employed in town, and feel well treated. For 

example, a Chinese hardware company in Lundu recently took their employees on a 

vacation on the popular resort island of Langkawi. Many Sebuyau do not want to be 

independent or self-sufficient, because they realize they are better off economically due 

to their relationships with the Chinese. On their own, they would not be able to afford to 

construct large buildings nor enjoy expensive vacations. 

The relationship is somewhat lopsided, with the Chinese exerting more of an 

influence on the Sebuyau than vice versa. For example, the Sebuyau have adopted aspects 

of Chinese traditional religion. Several Sebuyau villages have Buddhist shrines. There are 

about a dozen Chinese mediums around Lundu, and at least half of these are Sebuyau. 

During prayer time at Keluarga Church the people beat a drum to the same rhythm I have 

heard at the Chinese temple. If they can afford it, Sebuyau opt to send their children to 

Chinese language school. Through innuendo and overt words, the Chinese — especially 

those from Kuching — make an effort to ensure they command respect. Keluarga Church 

has Sebuyau pastors and a congregation that is almost exclusively Sebuyau as well. 

Keluarga is also a daughter congregation of a Chinese church in the city of Kuching. 

Because of this, the Chinese have quite a bit of influence over what happens in Lundu. 

The government model is hierarchical, and not congregational. For example, I initially 

had to get the Chinese to approve my research on Keluarga Church, and not the Sebuyau. 

Even though Kuching Chinese seldom visit Lundu, they make an effort to influence how 
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the church is conducted. For example, they have placed a whiteboard in church where the 

Sebuyau pastors are asked to check in. They also must sign themselves out and give a 

reason why they have left the office. The Chinese frequently phone and want to know 

where the Sebuyau pastors are. They regulate the pastors’ work and vacation schedules. 

The Kuching Chinese freely give directives to the Sebuyau without consulting them. For 

example, they have asked them to create a playground, build a shed, and plant manioc on 

the church property. Another case is the church daycare. In 2012, the children were 

mostly Sebuyau, and the Keluarga preschool was taught in the Sebuyau language. The 

Chinese leadership stepped in and officially changed the medium of instruction to 

English, Mandarin, and Malay. Now most of the children attending the preschool are 

Chinese.  

Not surprisingly, the Lundu Sebuyau have a closer relationship with the local 

Chinese than with those from Kuching. Part of this may be that the Kuching Chinese 

speak more English, while the Lundu Chinese talk more Malay. I have noticed Kuching 

Chinese keep a certain physical distance. For example, if I am sitting with some Sebuyau, 

and a Kuching Chinese comes over to speak to me, the Sebuyau will likely stand up and 

move away. Keluarga’s “mother church” is in Kuching, and the Kuching Chinese 

participate in special events such as weddings, “revivals” and camps. How the Chinese 

and Sebuyau relate was evident at a youth camp, held near Lundu, which combined 

several churches in Kuching and Lundu. The young people divided into two groups. The 

Chinese were one, and they spoke in English. All the Ibans, Sebuyau, and other tribes 

formed another group. 

The above evidence seem to indicate the Chinese are in a differenct category from 

other groups on Borneo. Following Mühlhäusler (2000, p. 236), I see their language and 

culture as exotic to the language ecology of the island. The Malays in particular, strongly 

agree with this. They insist on referring to the Chinese as pendatang (‘immigrants’), 

something that rankles the Malaysian-born Chinese. Though they may be disconnected 

from China geographically, their language does come somewhat “packaged” with 

territory (Mühlhäusler, 2000, p. 236). The Chinese villages are distinctly marked, and 

Chinese neighbourhoods are also largely prevalent in the cities and towns.  
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Since Sarawak’s Chinese migrated from various parts of China, their “dialects” 

are not mutually intelligible. When Chinese people from different regions talk to each 

other, they must use a lingua franca. I have heard them speaking English and Mandarin 

with each other. Some Chinese also speak Malay among themselves, with obvious 

fluency. The more educated among them boast about how they score better on Malay 

tests than the Malays themselves. The ones with less schooling in Standard Malay are at 

least able to speak good Bazaar Malay. Although almost all Kuching Chinese can get 

along quite well in Malay, when addressing Sebuyau, they prefer to speak in English and 

use an interpreter.  

In contrast to the Malays, Lundu Chinese shopkeepers do not protest when I speak 

to them in the tribal language. Since so many Sebuyau purchase goods at their stores in 

the bazaar, the Chinese understand some of the language. Also in contrast to the Malays, 

the Chinese do not appear concerned that I have mistaken them for Sebuyau. 

The Chinese are the demographic in Borneo that speaks most English. The 

Kuching Chinese are famous for using more English than any other group in Malaysia. 

Most Christians and most church services today are in English. In fact, a major reason 

Chinese attend church is in order to improve their English. Generally, Chinese from 

Kuching speak English to the Sebuyau, while those from Lundu speak Malay. This may 

be because English is the main lingua franca in the city, while Malay is the lingua franca 

in Lundu. This also may be a case of refusing to speak a language that one knows well 

(Malay), in order to put the interlocutor at a disadvantage (Laycock, 2001, p. 170). 

Whether or not the Chinese speak English depends on whether they are from Lundu or 

Kuching, but it also depends on age. Because they were educated in English, the older 

Chinese usually do not like to speak Malay. Sometimes a Chinese will visit the Keluarga 

church in Lundu. Usually their presence in church will discourage the use of Sebuyau, 

and encourage more use of English. But in some situations, the Chinese presence may 

encourage them to use Malay over Sebuyau. If someone from the congregation speaks 

publicly in Sebuyau, the Kuching leadership almost always stop them and insist they 

speak in Malay. The home meetings are often in the tribal language, but if even one 

Lundu Chinese person is present, it will usually be in Malay.  
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The relationship between the Chinese and Sebuyau is complex and evolving, and 

involves a surprising separation between people and language. The Sebuyau have 

generally positive attitudes toward the Chinese, who control the business of the county. 

When interacting with their taukays, they have a choice of using English, Chinese, or 

Malay. Surprisingly, the Chinese influence strongly encourages the Sebuyau to use 

English much more than Chinese.  

 English 

English is also part of the language ecology of Lundu. It is taught in school, 

watched on television and sometimes used as a lingua franca. The Sebuyau’s attitudes 

toward English are overwhelmingly positive, and they use many loanwords in their 

speech. This section will begin focusing on the people in Sarawak who spoke and still 

speak English. The last part will explain the variety of English they use.   

English has been spoken among the Sebuyau for almost two centuries (Sandin, 

1967, p. 128; Sutlive, 1978, p. 142; Winzeler, 1995, p. 12), and enjoys high prestige as it 

does in many former colonies. The Sebuyau seem to have had a particularly close 

relationship with the Brooke regime. One reason for this was that allying themselves with 

the English gave them firepower and encouragement to attack their enemies, the Ibans. 

Certain actions on the part of the Brooke government seem to indicate the English and 

Sebuyau got along well. For example, the first British fort in Sarawak was established in 

the early 1870s in Lundu (Ishikawa, 2010, p. 22). Charles Brooke used it as a schooling 

place for Europeans officers who afterwards were appointed to more important stations 

(Brooke, 1866a, p. 266). Captured rebels from other areas of Sarawak were habitually 

exiled to a piece of land on the outskirts of Lundu (Digby, 1980, p. 77, 79). Presumably 

the rajahs chose this region because the Sebuyau could be trusted not to rebel. James 

Brooke referred to them as “my pet tribe” (Keppel, 1846a, p. 227). Keppel described the 

Sebuyau as “Mr. Brooke’s favourite tribe of Dyaks, of superior character” (1846a, p. 

xxv). At the very least, it is safe to say that, unlike other groups, there was very little 

record of friction between the English and the Sebuyau.  
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The second rajah, Charles Brooke, who favoured tribal people in general and the 

Sebuyau in particular,  made it his policy to hire his British officers at a tender age. He 

himself was fourteen when he began his relationship with James Brooke (Walker, 1998, 

p. 166). By expecting at least twenty-one years of service, and requiring them to remain 

officially single, the rajahs encouraged them to live with local women (Howes, 1995, p. 

68; Pringle, 1970, p. 147, 1971, p. 60; Reece, 2004, p. 9). When a new officer arrived in 

Kuching, a doctor would give him a little box labelled “outfit B,” the contents of which 

were designed to protect the user against venereal disease. In fact, an officer was 

considered to be a little unusual if he did not keep a native mistress (Digby, 1980, p. 11). 

The second rajah did not welcome European women (Runciman, 1960, p. 163) and was 

quoted as saying “the effectiveness of a man deteriorated fifty per cent on his marriage” 

(Ward, 1966, p. 59). He believed having a local woman would help keep his officers in 

touch with the grassroots attitudes and issues of his subjects (Reece, 2004, p. 65; 

Runciman, 1960, p. 163). The second rajah Charles and the third Vyner both set the 

example by fathering at least two children each by local wives (Reece, 2004, p. 54, 91). 

Nevertheless, the English rulers had to act discretely and not show undue favours to his 

wife’s family (Runciman, 1960, p. 163). Any public acknowledgement of these native 

wives was also prohibited. Charles issued this proclamation in 1882: “Whereas it has 

come to my knowledge that certain European officers of the Service are in the habit of 

living openly with native women, I now issue this order for their information, that in 

future I forbid any of these women travelling or taking passage in Government steamers 

or boats and I strongly disapprove of any officer travelling in company or being seen 

publicly with such women.” The British men who defied that order and did not hide their 

wives were docked pay or dismissed (Reece, 2004, p. 65). In spite of this prejudice and 

double standard, the natives looked favourably on unions with Brooke officers. This may 

have been partly because the extended family would be able to gain greater access to 

government departments, more easily able to obtain licences and land titles, and become 

junior government employees (Howes, 1995, p. 68; Runciman, 1960, p. 163). The 

children of the matches were well accepted and were proud of their unusual ancestry 

(Pringle, 1970, p. 189). 
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Like Chinese, English is not Austronesian, therefore not endemic to the language 

ecology of the island (Mühlhäusler, 2000, p. 236). There is no clear English territory on 

Borneo. This has much to do with the (lack of) settlement history. Rajah James believed 

Borneo’s climate made it unsuitable for English colonists (Keppel, 1846b, p. 161), and he 

employed extremely few European officers. Despite Englishmen being thin on the 

ground, most Brooke government business was conducted in English (Pringle, 1970, p. 

327). The Sebuyau, however seem not to have been very involved in this domain. 

Chinese clerks and court writers recorded documents in English, the Malays bore the 

burden of the administration, while the Sebuyau filled the ranks of the military (Pringle, 

1970, p. 325).  

Since their role was considered to be military, the government made little effort to 

bring Western education to the Sebuyau. However, other groups in Sarawak were 

educated in English. The Sebuyau were first educated by Anglican missionaries, and later 

the government began a boarding school. The boarding school used the medim of English 

to teach until the 1970s (O. Steinmayer, personal communication, August 13, 2020). 

There was a rule that no one could use any language but English in class. If children were 

caught speaking in Sebuyau with each other, they were punished. Curiously, I have not 

heard of anyone complaining about these repressive rules, but rather seem to look back 

with good memories. Furthermore, the children did not lose their language in the 

boarding school. In the 1970s the Malaysian administration changed the language of 

instruction to Malay. As a result, English fluency decreased. The people who are now in 

their 60s generally speak better English than the youth. But though fluency has decreased, 

attitudes towards English have remained very positive. For example, a selling point of the 

Keluarga preschool is that the instruction is in English. Bowing to this pressure, the state 

of Sarawak has recently reinstated English alongside with Malay as an official language. 

It remains to be seen whether this action will trickle down to the Sebuyau, causing their 

English fluency to increase.  

Malaysians often have difficulty understanding Standard English. In Keluarga 

Church, only three of the Sebuyau are able to somewhat understand me when I speak 

English. They others say they do not understand “my slang”. What they likely mean is 
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they are not used to hearing people use my phonology, syntax and vocabulary. It also 

may be because they are not able to understand English fast speech processes (Trudgill, 

2011, p. 140). As a counterexample to this, Steinmayer, an American man who has lived 

in Lundu for thirty years, uses English to do his business in town. And when a Chinese 

person comes from Kuching and speaks English in church, most of the Sebuyau seem to 

understand. I have also witnessed people who never talk to me in English, speak to a 

Chinese in a Malaysian variety of the language.  

During my time there, I observed most English speakers in Sarawak speak a 

Malaysian variety of English, but others use a version that is closer to Standard English. 

They usually refer to all the varieties they speak simply as “English”. However, the 

basilect (Malaysian English) is quite different from the acrolect (Standard English). The 

non-standard variety (sometimes referred to as “Manglish”) does not have overt prestige. 

In Sarawak, both Standard English and the Malaysian variety may have different kinds of 

status. The fact that so many people in use the simplified Malaysian variety may indicate 

it has local prestige, much like other stigmatized lects. For example, Irish people use their 

indigenous variety of English with each other to reinforce group cohesion (Milroy, 1987; 

Milroy & Milroy, 1992). Despite its low status, Malaysian English became a lingua 

franca for much of the country, and for the city of Kuching in particular. 

The form and history of Malaysian English is very close to Singapore English, 

which is also known as “Singlish”. Both varieties diverge significantly from Standard 

English (Winford, 2003, p. 252). Bliss (1972, p. 63) describes how, in the seventeenth 

century, the people of Ireland modified the English they were learning to make it more 

Irish in phonology and syntax. In a similar way, Malaysian English shows evidence of a 

Chinese substrate. For example, there is the frequent use of “one” as a relative marker, or 

as a marker of emphasis in sentence-final position (Ho & Platt, 1993, p. 10); the use of 

“emphatic” “got” (Ho & Platt, 1993, p. 77); yes/no questions (Gupta, 1992, p. 338); “is 

it” as an interrogative (Gupta, 1992, pp. 340–341); and discourse particles like “lah”. 

What may have happened is that endolexical items are taken, without complexity, from 

English and mapped onto the phonology, syntax and semantics of Chinese to create a new 

language. Thurston (1987, p. 150) calls this “exoteric speciation”. Ritchie (1986) and 
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other scholars have believe this new variety may be typologically closer to Chinese than 

English. Because its grammar is restructured along the lines of Chinese, other linguists 

have analyzed the English spoken in this region as a creole (Gupta, 1992, p. 342; Ho & 

Platt, 1993, p. 1).  

Bickerton (1981) and Drechsel (1996, pp. 1214–1229, 1997, pp. 334–336) list 

some characteristics of pidgin languages. Below, I include the ones that occur in 

Malaysian English: 

• Absence of morphological apparatus such as affixation and inflection; no 

morphological expression of categories like number, person, agreement, etc. 

• Absence of other functional categories such as tense and aspect, with limited 

expression of deontic modality (e.g., desire). 

• Minimal inventory of function morphemes such as articles, quantifiers, 

prepositions, conjunctions, complementizers, etc. 

• Simplified negative markers (e.g., “cannot”) 

• A reduced number of sentence patterns, due to a lack of rules for changing 

word order to create derived structures, for example, “movement” rules for 

topicalization, passivization, inversion in questions, etc. 

• A lack of derivational depth, due to absence of any mechanism for 

subordination or embedding (e.g., of relative or complement clauses). 

• A restricted lexical inventory. 

I will be switching now to a brief discussion of the history of English in Malaysia. 

The varieties of English spoken today in Singapore and Malaysia were likely forged 

between 1930 and 1960 in a complex contact situation where English was taught to 

Chinese and to a lesser extent Malays (Gupta, 1992, p. 327). These students actually had 

limited contact with native speakers of English. In Sarawak, there were even fewer 

people from England, as immigration was never encouraged. The early administrators 

wrote that Borneo’s “climate … precludes all idea of colonisation” (Keppel, 1846b, p. 

161). The original English teachers may have simplified the way they spoke (what 

Winford (2003, p. 279) calls “foreigner talk”) to facilitate teaching. This foreigner talk 

may partly explain why the syntax and morphology of Malaysian English are so simple. 

Trudgill (2011, p. 34,40) observes that simplification is quite a normal occurrence in 
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situations involving language learning by adults. Sarawakians have always had very few 

opportunities to hear Standard English spoken because native speakers of English in 

Sarawak were a small minority of the population. These were usually people who made 

up the government, or otherwise had high social status. Thus, only a tiny fraction of the 

Sebuyau, for example, had any access to native speakers. This low population meant 

English did not interrupt their old social networks. They continued to relate as they 

always had to other Sebuyau.  

Much of their English was not learned in the home from peers, but rather from 

Chinese teachers who themselves had learned it as a second language. Today, there are 

some interesting differences on how young Malaysians use English. They do not know 

how to use the vocabulary, such as swearing, the way school children do in other English-

speaking countries. Another example is that the elite students, who speak in English to 

each other, play “patty cake” in Chinese. So, it was not Standard English, but rather the 

Chinese teachers’ way of talking that became the model for speakers for what became 

Malaysian English (Winford, 2003, p. 252, 279). Although there were Ibans, Malays and 

others who studied English in Sarawak, the overwhelming majority of the people who 

first learned the language were Chinese. Thus, although there are some turns of phrases 

from other languages like Malay, in the local English, most of the influence comes from 

Chinese (Winford, 2003, p. 253).  

There are also the matters of purpose and use. In Sarawak people do not learn 

English in order to communicate with native speakers. They learn English to 

communicate with other Sarawakian communities. In this sense too, Malaysian English is 

like a pidgin (Winford, 2003, p. 278). Following Thurston (1987, p. 150) I would 

describe Malaysian English as an exoteric language, used as a lingua franca between 

different people. He explains the process of exoterogeny, where languages are 

structurally simplified, in order to be learned easily by adults. This would certainly be the 

case with English in Malaysia. When I first arrived, people in Lundu did not understand 

my English, and I assumed it was because they did not speak the language. Later I would 

hear these same people speaking a simple English variety to shopkeepers.  
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Another factor is that language shift is very rare in the Lundu region of Sarawak. 

In other words, when people learn English, they continue to speak their native language – 

usually a variety of Chinese. So, the influence does not only come from the teachers. The 

language Chinese the students continue to speak in the present also has an effect on their 

English. The same was true for Ireland in the eighteen and nineteenth centuries. Gaelic 

likely influenced English in that country in the same way Chinese affects English in 

Sarawak today (Winford, 2003, p. 253).  

I turn now to a discussion of how and where Sarawakians use English. Some 

families may attempt to raise their children in English, particularly if one spouse is not 

Sebuyau. I have had parents reprimand both me and their children for speaking in Malay 

or Sebuyau, and admonish us to use English. Sometimes, this emphasis on English may 

inhibit communication. Since most Sebuyau children know very little English, they 

cannot to speak to me at all if they want to keep their parents happy. On several 

occasions, I have heard a Sebuyau struggle mightily to express something in English to a 

Chinese person, when I know both are capable of speaking fluent Malay.  

Even though few people in Lundu understand much English, those who do try to 

create opportunities to speak the language. For example, both the Catholic and Anglican 

churches have English services once a month. In their weekly youth services, they 

practice songs in the language. Some young people mix speech with English, for 

example, using “you” for the second person singular instead of the signature Sebuyau 

koa. Today, it is the Chinese example and influence encourages the Sebuyau to speak 

English. When Chinese from Kuching preach at Keluarga Church, they mix a lot of 

English with their Malay. They also urge the people to be like the Indonesians, who sing 

songs in English. (I have visited Indonesian churches, and this is indeed their 

custom).When the Chinese leaders come to visit from Kuching, they insist on 

communicating with the Sebuyau in English. I have been hospitalized in Lundu more 

times than I care to admit and have noticed the staff talk in Malay — except the Chinese 

nurse who always speaks English. When I ask Sebuyau why they want to learn English, 

they reply, “To speak with the Chinese.” Since the Chinese control the economy, the 

reason for speaking this variety of English is unlikely to go away. 
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 Iban 

The Sebuyau people have been distinct and separated from the Ibans for at least 

two hundred years. In a 1846 map, Williams (in Reece, 2004, p. 14) assigns the entire 

area between present day Lundu and Kuching as being “Sibuyow Dyak Territory”. In 

essence, the Sebuyau are an Iban splinter group that moved away from their tribal area. 

Though they are now separated, the Iban influence remains strong. The Iban language is 

still a part of the Sebuyau language repertoire. I will begin by discussing the relationship 

between the two peoples. The latter part of the section will explain the how the Iban 

language is used among the Sebuyau. However, since the language will be discussed 

more in depth in other chapters, here I will focus more on the Iban people 

The Ibans began crossing over from what is now Indonesia almost five hundred 

years ago (Cramb, 2013, p. 138; Sandin, 1967, p. 1). They were a highly mobile people, 

who were looking for new land to farm in Sarawak. But the Ibans may also have moved 

inland to escape the Malay slave-raiding and domination that was beginning to exert 

control on the coasts (Scott, 2009, p. 357ff.). In doing this, they would have been 

following the course of many tribal societies throughout Asia, who fled to the hills to 

escape religions such as Islam and Buddhism (Scott, 2009, p. 21). Scott (2009, p. 127, 

128) describes them as descendants of people who have been in a long process of 

marronnage. Under this theory, some people were absorbed by the state, while others 

were extruded (Scott, 2009, p. 127). The people known today as Iban were in the latter 

category. These were the ones who did not want to pay tribute nor be used as soldiers or 

slaves. Their agriculture, social organization, government structure, legends, and culture 

all show signs of state-evading practices. So in essence, the Malays began the process 

that eventually resulted in the Iban ethnicity (Scott, 2009, p. 377). The Malay identity 

arose first, followed by the Iban. This history may partially explain why so many Ibans 

warred against the Brooke state and why so few converted to Islam over the years.  

 Despite initial resistance, the Ibans became the Brookes’ major military wing. 

While the actual governance of colonial Sarawak depended on the Malays and 

Europeans, it was mainly the Ibans who were charged with enforcing law and order 
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(Lockard & Saunders, 1992, p. 83). They paid taxes at a lower rate than any other group 

in the state on the explicit assumption that they owed the Rajah free military service in 

times of crisis. Usually they were called upon to fight other Ibans who were did not want 

to submit to the government’s authority (Pringle, 1971, p. 62).  

Unlike the Malays and Chinese, the Ibans were not allowed to live inside the 

towns founded by the Brooke regime (Pringle, 1971, p. 68). Some Ibans grew resentful of 

the government giving most of the government jobs to the Malays. Because of this, 

during World War II, some cooperated with the Japanese, whom they believed would 

give them the opportunities for advancement the Brookes had denied them (Reece, 1998, 

p. 128). The legacy of exclusion continues to this day. Even though the Ibans numerically 

form the largest group in Sarawak, almost all the professionals are Chinese, Malays or 

members of other tribes. The Ibans are widely described as being non-progressive. 

Since the the Sebuyau have been distinct and separated from the Iban, there are 

both similarities and contrasts between the groups. To find out their perspective, I asked 

the Sebuyau and Iban themselves to tell me some of the differences between them. Many 

talked about the distinct ways of speaking, which I will discuss in later chapters. But 

there were other features that were frequently mentioned as well, which I will discuss in 

the following paragraphs.  

Their religious and burial customs differ. The Iban funerals involve many all-

night parties, hosted in turn by each bilik (‘family’) in the longhouse. The Sebuyau hold 

only one all night gathering, which is hosted by the family of the deceased. The Iban still 

practice many traditional religious ceremonies involving rituals with pig hearts and 

chicken intestines. This is particularly true during the month of June when the Iban 

celebrate Gawai. The Sebuyau no longer carry out most of these rituals. For them, Gawai 

is just used as a time for visiting and hosting visits.  

The Iban are more river people. Their villages are quite far from the coast. Often, 

they have to travel a long distance by boat to get to them. The Sebuyau, on the other 

hand, all live at tidewater. The different environment has a bearing on their diet. Since the 
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Sebuyau are near the sea, they eat a lot of seafood. The Ibans, on the other hand, eat food 

from their gardens, rivers and forest. The Iban and Sebuyau traditional clothing is also 

different. The Iban woman’s dress is very elaborate, including coins that make a noise as 

they walk, while the Sebuyau traditional clothing is much simpler. By the 1920s, the 

Sebuyau men were wearing European and Malay clothing, while the Ibans continued to 

walk around Lundu in their distinctive red loincloths well into the 1950s.  

The Ibans are more communal. Most of them continue to live in longhouses while 

all the Sebuyau now live in individual houses. There is little privacy in a longhouse, but 

the Ibans do not value their individuality as much. Today’s Sebuyau live more 

independently and their last longhouse was torn down in 1964. As suggested by their 

housing style, the Ibans are more cooperatively minded than the Sebuyau. The Iban have 

a ketua kampong (chief) with more power than any Sebuyau chief. When the Iban leader 

tells people in the longhouse what to do, and they are more likely to submit. Even if 

wives and husbands are quarrelling, the ketua kampong will customarily approach them 

and ask them to resolve their differences. Additionally, the Iban have a system of helping 

each other in their fields, without asking for pay. The owner of the field is merely 

obligated to feed them. In contrast, nobody tells the Sebuyau how to live their family life, 

nor do they help each other in their fields. 

To be recognized by the government as a distinct entity, a tribe must have its own 

adat, or customary law. The notion of each tribe having an adat was likely derived from 

the Dutch in Indonesia. The colonial administrators there identified separate indigenous 

customary law traditions, wrote them down, then used these as a basis to separate people 

into tribes (Scott, 2009, p. 258). At any rate, the Iban have a different adat than Sebuyau, 

which is widely seen as proof that the two groups are distinct. 

I will now discuss the history of relationships among the Sebuyau, Iban, English, 

and Malays. Originally the Sebuyau were simply a band of Ibans that moved west. The 

reasons they migrated were similar to those the Ibans originally had for leaving 

Indonesia. The Sebuyau were searching for better farmland to grow rice and trade with 

the Malays in Kuching. They also wanted to escape conflict with other Ibans. For the last 
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two hundred years, there has always been some degree of conflict between the two tribal 

groups. The Sebuyau history of warfare against the Iban, particularly those from the 

Saribas and Skrang rivers, has been amply documented (Brooke, 1866a, pp. 17, 39, 131; 

Keppel, 1846a, pp. 51, 55; Low, 1848, p. 220; Pringle, 1970, pp. 46-82, 353; Sandin, 

1967, pp. 6, 65-69; Steinmayer, 2012). Early European visitors to Stunggang village 

found it protected by a stockade and a log boom across the river (Bate, 1859, p. 8; 

Keppel, 1846a, p. 51). This boom was in full use in the early 1800s, when a force of Iban 

from the Saribas River paddled up the Kayan River intent on attacking the Sebuyau. The 

defences worked and the invaders ran into the log boom. As the Iban boats floundered, 

the Sebuyau cut them down with their cannons (Steinmayer, 2012).  

Later rulers took advantage of this hostility and used the Sebuyau as mercenaries 

in the wars against the Iban. From the Brookes’ point of view, the Sebuyau were 

submitting to British rule. The Sebuyau likely viewed the Brookes as an ally against their 

Iban enemies. Rajah James Brooke admitted that without Sebuyau assistance “the English 

could not have got into the country” (Pringle, 1970, p. 321). Both the Sebuyau and Ibans 

later joined government expeditions against other Ibans. The Ibans also made up most of 

the Sarawak Rangers, a company-sized force stationed in Kuching which was the Rajah’s 

only trained military unit (Pringle, 1971, p. 64). The raj came to rely on the Ibans as 

soldiers, and this had the effect of keeping them in their traditional culture as headhunting 

warriors (Pringle, 1971, p. 74). 

Now I will describe the subject of Iban and Sebuyau identity. The rajahs treated 

everyone they perceived to be Iban as a single ethnic group, which they usually referred 

to as “Sea Dayaks” (Pringle, 1970, p. xix). They generally governed with a firmer hand 

than the sultans before them, and their style affected the way people thought. Before the 

Brookes, the Ibans saw themselves almost exclusively as being members of their village. 

Sometimes, the longhouses along one river would work together (Boulanger, 2004, p. 3). 

Hoffman (1984, pp. 130–132), describing another Sarawak tribe, writes that “Punan” is a 

portmanteau term covering many groups that are more closely tied to their respective 

downriver trading partners than to one another. Although the people do speak one 

language and share a culture, “Iban” can also be analyzed as a portmanteau term. The 
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name covered many groups that related far more to their Malay trading partners living 

downriver than to Ibans on other rivers. On rare occasions, and for a limited time, a war 

leader might attract a following from several river systems. But usually they identified 

only with their own longhouse (Pringle, 1971, p. 61). They had no concept of “Iban-

ness”. Indeed, before the Europeans, there was no word to describe the ethnic group or 

language. 

The records of the early English authors make it clear that in the 1800’s the 

Sebuyau were similar to typical Ibans. For example, they lived in longhouses (Keppel, 

1846a, p. 51; St. John, 1862a, pp. 7) and engaged in headhunting (Keppel, 1846a, pp. 53; 

Low, 1848, pp. 166). James Brooke wrote that the Ibans from Saribas exactly resembled 

the Sebuyau, except that the latter had lately become more peaceful (Keppel, 1846a, p. 

225). Brooke also noted they spoke the same language (Keppel, 1846a, p. 227), or 

showed only a slight variation (Keppel, 1846a, p. xx). St. John (1862a, pp. 78) considered 

the Sebuyau a division or tribe of the Ibans. Pringle (1970, pp. 8) refers to them as a weak 

Iban splinter group. From an outsider’s point of view, it was clear that the Sebuyau and 

Iban shared both culture and language. From their own perspective, however, they had 

little or no sense of common identity. It was their British overlords who encouraged the 

Sebuyau to regard themselves as part of the Iban tribe.  

For many years, Iban and Sebuyau identity had been based mainly on kinship and 

on geographical location (Pringle, 1971, p. 62). But as a result of governmental pressure, 

the Sebuyau began to see themselves first as Sebuyau, and later as Iban (Pringle, 1970, p. 

330). Scott (2009, p. 209) explains how ethnographers and historians also had a role in 

“cooking up” tribes where none existed before, because they needed a social identity to 

describe and analyze. The Malays, the British, and even the Romans, needed to name the 

“barbarians” and create a bureaucratic grid, complete with chiefs, in order to rule (Burns, 

2003, p. 103). In this view, tribal people have not existed from time immemorial. Rather, 

they came into being with the emergence of states (Benjamin, 2002, p. 8). In Scott’s 

words (2009, p. 257), “states make tribes”. So in the case of Sarawak, the Malay and 

Brooke states were created first, and the Sebuyau (and later, the Iban) were “secondary 
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forms”. Over time, the concept of “Iban” has become a true “ethnicized identity” (Scott, 

2009, p. 121). 

The Brookes’ pan-Iban concept seems to be gaining more acceptance today, even 

as the older, village level identity remains strong. However, the village-based identity 

also remains robust. When asked what kind of Iban, many will give the name of the name 

of their village, rather than Sebuyau. It may be a case of “layered identity”. On the broad 

level, the Sebuyau are interested in having a pan-Iban identity. For example, they enjoy 

watching videos of Iban popular music from Indonesia and northern Sarawak. The 

Sebuyau share many aspects of Iban culture. Most listen to Iban radio and play Iban joget 

music in their homes. They celebrate the Gawai harvest festival at the same time and in a 

similar manner to the Ibans. The Sebuyau dance the same traditional najat as the Iban. 

Since there is so little written about the Sebuyau, all the above examples come from my 

personal observation. Many of these behaviours seem to indicate that the Sebuyau are 

indeed Iban.  

Adding to the confusion is the fact that the Sebuyau encounter Iban in various 

settings. The large, influential group, comprising about 30% of the state population, live 

in villages far to the north and east. There are also some Iban who have moved to the 

town of Lundu to find employment. Lundu is booming, and the feeling is the number of 

Ibans living there will grow. Lastly, there are rural people who fled the Iban heartland in 

the 1950s because of conflict. They eventually constructed three Iban longhouses, Prian, 

Kangka and Sebandi, on the periphery of Sebuyau territory. Today, there is little clarity 

about the boundaries between these rural Iban and Sebuyau. In a controversial decision, 

the people elected an Iban chief from Kangka to oversee the council of Sebuyau villages. 

The villages located near Iban longhouses are particularly ambiguous. For example, some 

people living closer to Lundu town say Sungai Limao (near Kangka) is not Sebuyau, but 

Iban. I visited the village when there was a meeting of all the Sebuyau chiefs. In speaking 

to them, it became clear some of them thought they were in an Iban village. (When I 

talked to people of Sungai Limao, they identified as Sebuyau, and they spoke like other 

Sebuyau). 
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Overall, the notion of being Sebuyau appears to be weakening. Today, many 

Sebuyau simply identify as Iban. This may be because the government has treated 

Sebuyau and Iban as one unit for over a century, and the Sebuyau are in the process of  

acquiescing and accepting Iban identity. It also may have something to do with the 

popularity of the Iban radio station out of Kuching. However, the Sebuyau lect continues 

to be tied to Sebuyau identity. It is ambiguous whether it is possible to be Sebuyau and 

not speak Sebuyau. The Sebuyau in Kuching generally speak Iban, not Sebuyau. But the 

Sebuyau of Lundu feel their relatives in Kuching are not real Sebuyau. This feeling is 

shared by the Sebuyau in Kuching, who are more prone to identify as Iban.   

There are also indicators that the Sebuyau and Iban have drifted further apart. For 

example, today’s Sebuyau have lost many of the features of Iban culture, such as living in 

a common longhouse (Pringle, 1970, p. 8; Winzeler, 1995, p. 121), tattooing (Winzeler, 

1995, p. 119), and many of their ancestral beliefs (St. John, 1862a, p. 196; Winzeler, 

1995, p. 119). For these reasons, many Sebuyau do not consider themselves Iban (Omar, 

1981, p. 3; Pringle, 1970, p. 8; Sandin, 1967, p. 6). In the 1950s, the Sebuyau did not 

welcome the new immigrant Ibans who had built a longhouse at Sebandi. As they rowed 

towards Lundu, dressed in red turbans and loincloths, the Sebuyau children would run 

and hide. The memory of past warfare was still fresh enough that they feared these Iban 

would cut their heads off. Some Iban, on the other hand, continue to hold that the 

Sebuyau are not really members of their tribe (O. Steinmayer, personal communication, 

December 23, 2012).  

The Brookes were not universally successful in getting Sebuyau to think of 

themselves as Ibans. To this day, the identities are somewhat merged and ambiguous. 

Two examples from a Sebuyau family in Kuching illustrate this. On one occasion, an 

Iban heard me speaking and asked Lina, the mother, “Are you teaching him Iban?” She 

quickly pointed out they were teaching me Koa (an alternate word for the Sebuyau 

language, the second person singular). Yet during one of our language lessons, Lina’s 

own teenage daughter was surprised to find out her mother was Sebuyau and not Iban. It 

seems Sebuyau can choose whether or not to identify as Iban. However, if one of the 

parents is Iban, and the child is raised in an Iban village, he or she will self-identify as 
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Iban. Many Sebuyau use the terms “Sebuyau” and “Iban” interchangeably and without 

real clarity. The young seem to identify more with Iban than their elders. For example, on 

one occasion, there were some Lundu teens discussing which villages were Sebuyau 

versus Iban. Finally, their fourteen year old leader settled the question, stating, ‘We are 

all Iban’. (His mother is Iban, so he may have been influenced by her opinion.) But later 

that week, in a church skit, the same teenager asked someone, “Do you understand 

Sebuyau?” The man answered, “No, just Iban”. When I asked a Kuching teen, whose 

parents were both Sebuyau, what she considered her identity to be, she responded, “100% 

Malaysian, 50% Iban. and 100% Christian.” 

Most Sebuyau in Lundu know there is a difference between them and the Iban. 

However, they are not in agreement as to what the parameters of Sebuyau are. For 

example, early in my time in Lundu I was working with some Sebuyau teenage boys 

from Sileng village. When I could not understand what they were saying, I asked them 

what language they were speaking. They responded “Iban”. When I asked them why they 

were not speaking Sebuyau, they explained to me that the Sebuyau only lived in one 

village — Tabuan. Then they discussed the matter a little more, and seemed to be unsure 

about this. I continued to work with them for another hour or so, and it became clear to 

me they were speaking Sebuyau. One authorative Sebuyau told me there is a third group 

of the tribe that never left on the migration, but remained behind of the Sebuyau River. 

When pressed for details, he admitted these people now spoke Iban. These vignettes show 

that people have difficulty answering the question of who is Sebuyau versus Iban. The 

confusion surrounding these issues may be an indication that Sebuyau identity is unclear, 

weak, and fading.  

Many people writing on the subject include the Sebuyau under the larger Iban 

umbrella. The whole idea of an Iban tribe is clearly recognized by outsiders, but the idea 

of Sebuyau is less salient. Many confuse Sebuyau with Salakos, a neighbouring tribe. The 

Chinese, Malays and other tribespeople consider the Sebuyau to be Iban. In fact, even 

some people who live in Lundu district, where Sebuyau predominate, are not familiar 

with the distinction. Most who have heard of Sebuyau know it only as a town to the east 

of Kuching – the area from which the Sebuyau originally migrated. When I try to speak 
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to non-Sebuyau in my broken Malay, they often comment, ‘Oh, you’re speaking Iban’. 

Our Malay teacher was from the Jaggoi tribe. When I would speak in class, she would 

frequently correct me, and tell me how to say the sentence right. Since she was convinced 

I was trying to learn Iban, she would repeat the sentence twice, first in Malay, and then in 

Iban. In vain I tried to explain to her that I was not learning Iban, but rather Sebuyau, 

which is halfway between the two languages. But she did not appear to be familiar with 

the term. Among the Iban, many regard Sebuyau as a variety of their language. When I 

speak to an Iban in Sebuyau, he or she usually acts very pleased and makes a comment to 

the effect that I am learning his or her language.  

It not entirely clear whether the Iban language is becoming stronger or weaker 

under the Malaysian administration. There is some evidence that the Sebuyau language is 

continuing to diverge from Iban. St. John (1862a, p. 77), who did fieldwork among the 

Sebuyau in the nineteenth century, concluded that their language differed from the Iban 

no more than “the English of London and Somersetshire”. Gomes (1911, p. 41), whose 

father was the first priest of Lundu, remarked that the Sebuyau spoke a “slight 

modification of the Sea Dyak language”. British resident Bampfylde (in Ray, 1913, pp. 

7–8) wrote that Iban and “Seboyau” exhibited slight dialectical differences. Today, the 

two lects remain very close, but are no longer fully mutually intelligible (Cullip, 1999, p. 

2).  

Over the years, the Sebuyau have had much more contact with Islamic people 

than the Iban have had, and this has had a great influence on their language. Chapter 

seven presents quantitative linguistic evidence that the Sebuyau borrow more Malay 

words than Iban ones. Both Sebuyau and Ibans have commented to me that Sebuyau is 

halfway between the two languages. This mixture likely has something to do with 

geography. The Ibans traditionally lived in an area where the state of Sarawak is very 

wide, as opposed to the Sebuyau who lived in a narrow strip between the Indonesian 

border and the sea. Since the Iban lived far upriver, they did not have as much contact 

with the Malays on the coast. Concomitantly, their language remained “purer”.  
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But there is also evidence that Iban influence on Sebuyau in Lundu is 

strengthening. For example, in the late 1960s a linguist by the name of Hudson visited 

Lundu and took a short Sebuyau word list (Hudson, 1969). In 2016, I took the exact same 

word list for comparison purposes. Karl Anderbeck (personal communication, May 31, 

2016), an expert on Malayic languages in Borneo, noted that 64% of the differing words 

in the 2016 word list were more Ibanic, while only 36% were becoming more like the 

Malay. So this seems to indicate Sebuyau may be moving towards Iban. There are also 

phonological evidence, discussed more fully in chapter five, that some Sebuyau are 

speaking more like the Iban.  

Just as it is not clear if Sebuyau is a separate ethnic group, so it is not clear 

whether it should be considered a separate language. Many scholars (Anderbeck, 2018; 

Steinmayer, 1999, 2012), treat Sebuyau as a variety of Iban. The burden of linguistic 

evidence in this study also leads to this conclusion. Steinmayer invited me to the 

Anglican church, where he said I would hear ‘good Iban’. The implication was that 

Sebuyau was simply “bad Iban”, in other words, a non-standard variety, much like some 

dialects of English. My friend Leman wanted to take me to an Iban longhouse. I 

protested, saying I did not speak the language. He replied, “You speak Sebuyau, there’ll 

be no problem.” The Iban themselves commonly offer a different taxonomy. They say 

there are three kinds of Iban, and they name them according to the forms of the second 

person singular they use: koa, nuan and de’. I address the relative proximity of Iban and 

Sebuyau in the following chapters, where I compare the lexicon and phonology of each.  

Iban proper is spoken over a large area, and used as a language of wider 

communication in much of the state. There are many Ibans who have moved to the city of 

Kuching. These have continued to maintain their language, but have modified it with 

Sarawak Malay. There is a popular Iban radio station out of Kuching that broadcasts in 

this urban variety of Iban. There is a standard form of written Iban that is taught in 

school. Sebuyau lacks an officially recognized writing system. However, as more and 

more people are texting in Sebuyau, a standard may emerge naturally. But for now, Iban 

textbooks are in the variety spoken along the Saribas River. In contrast to the Ibans, I was 
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told many Sebuyau students do poorly in Iban class, because they find the language 

difficult.  

The form of Sebuyau that diverges most from Iban is the one used in the Lundu 

area. The Sebuyau in the Kuching villages speak a variety that is very mixed with Iban. 

People have reported to me there are still Sebuyau speakers around the town of Sebuyau. 

One of my language helpers who visited the area and said they speak with Sebuyau 

phonology, but use Iban words.  

Most Sebuyau claim to understand Iban, but the reverse is not the case. Almost all 

Ibans I have talked to say they understand little or no Sebuyau. As with Malay, it is a case 

of one-way bilingualism. Some of this may have to do with Iban attitudes towards 

Sebuyau. Whatever the reasons, when Sebuyau and Iban get together, they communicate 

in Malay. But the Sebuyau do not speak Malay to Ibans who have married into their tribe 

or otherwise have had a lot of exposure to their language. Winford (2003, p. 82, 83) 

explains how the Vikings and English continued to use their own varieties with each 

other, and, as in so many situations of contact, the children forged a compromise 

language. This may also be happening in present day households where one spouse is 

Iban and the other Sebuyau. Thus, it would appear the Iban can learn to understand 

Sebuyau fairly quickly. The reverse also seems to be true. In 2012 Louie Rose and I 

conducted a survey and found Sebuyau children and older people who had not traveled 

did not understand standard Iban. The rest of the Sebuyau understood about 80%, which 

suggests they learned Iban as a second language (Louis Rose, forthcoming, p. 1,2). The 

Sebuyau are exposed to Iban when they attend the Anglican Church, listen to Iban radio, 

have relatives from the tribe, or live near a longhouse. While it does not take much for the 

Sebuyau to understand the language, very few from the Lundu area are able to speak pure 

Iban.  

Unlike Sebuyau, there are many people who use Iban as a second language. In 

some ways, it has a similar function to Malay or English in that is used as a language of 

wider communication. There is a large repertoire of Christian Iban songs, which are sung 

with gusto in many tribal churches. In Keluarga church, which has almost exclusively 
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Sebuyau members, we usually sing in Iban only when one particular older gentleman 

leads. The majority of the time we sing in Indonesian, which is very similar to Malay.  

In the Anglican churches in Lundu and Kuching, the services and Bible readings 

are in Iban. Since most of the people attending the services are Sebuyau, they may accept 

the Iban Bible because they consider themselves Iban. They are also familiar with Iban 

because they hear it on the radio. But the real reason Iban is used may be that the 

Anglican hierarchy, which is Iban, decided to promote their language. In Lundu, the only 

Iban I heard there was that spoken by the priests, or read in the Bible and the Book of 

Prayer. Among themselves, the people in church spoke Sebuyau. They told me that 

Sebuyau did not have the vocabulary to talk about Christian matters. (This is clearly not 

so, as Keluarga Church is conducted largely in Sebuyau). Keluarga’s main pastor, 

Andrew, who did not grow up attending an Anglican church, claims he cannot speak the 

Iban language. For a time, he attempted to conduct Keluarga church in Iban, but stopped 

because neither he nor his congregation understood the Iban Bible. They continue to use 

the Iban Bible at Keluarga, but supplement it with the Indonesian and Malay ones. Pastor 

Andrew wondered whether or not the people congregating at the Anglican Church 

understood much at all of the service. He suspected they listened to Iban and repeated the 

words without understanding what they were saying – much like a Catholic in Latin 

mass. Other Ibans have also told me they have difficulty understanding the Bible in their 

language. So the comprehension problem may be because the Bible and prayer book were 

translated into a higher register of Iban, or because the standard Saribas Iban is not well 

understood.  

So, let us summarize some of the history of the Iban/Sebuyau distinction. Two 

hundred years ago, the Sebuyau were an Iban group (although there was no sense of, nor 

name for the ethnicity). Later they diverged, warred, and became distinct. Largely 

through the efforts of the British government, the Sebuyau were, to a degree, brought 

back into the Iban fold. Finally, the concept of Iban-ness was largely a British creation.  
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 Other tribes 

In addition to the Iban, there are three smaller tribes — Jaggoi, Salako and Rara 

— that have villages within a thirty minute drive from Lundu. I will first discuss how 

they interact with the Sebuyau, then I will focus on the languages they use. 

The Jaggoi, Salako, and Rara all mark their distinct identity by dance, clothing 

and language. A lifestyle difference is that the Sebuyau live on the Kayan River 

floodplain, while the other tribes live on higher ground. Like the Sebuyau, approximately 

50% of the Jaggoi, Salako, and Rara hold jobs in Kuching and return to their villages on 

weekends. They are generally more rural, living farther away from Lundu and more off 

their land.  

There are two local high schools that board students who live far away. Since 

these other tribal groups’ lands are more distant from Lundu, they represent a large 

percentage of the boarding students. The Sebuyau live closer, and their teens come home 

every day. Possibly because they do not sleep in dormitories together, they develop fewer 

friendships with young people from other tribes.  

The group that is most closely tied to the traditional farming lifestyle is the 

Salako. They live upriver, towards the Indonesian border, and supply the town of Lundu 

with most of its fresh produce. Although they more isolated than the Sebuyau, many 

people in these tribes seem quite contemporary, sporting fashionable hair and clothing. 

They also have a reputation for being good workers. Probably for this reason, the Lundu 

Chinese like to hire Salakos and Jaggois in their shops and restaurants. Although the 

other tribals live farther away from the Lundu town centre and are more tied to a farming 

lifestyle, they are not “lower on the totem pole”. Many of the schoolteachers and other 

government employees are Salako or Jaggoi. Very few are Sebuyau.  

Some Sebuyau’s behaviour vis-à-vis these tribal groups shows evidence of latent 

mistrust. For example, when we visited one village, the Sebuyau stuck together and 

appeared to treat the Rara a bit like “country cousins”. For many years, these smaller 

groups have complained about the Sebuyau’s claims on land and forest (“Sarawak 
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Gazette,” 1882). The folk tales of revenge killings between Sebuyau and Selako further 

point to a history of suspicion and violence between the tribes (Kalom & Hudson, 1971, 

pp. 319–322). Even today, friction between groups can quickly reach the boiling point. 

For example, when one of my language teachers found out the Jaggoi were taking some 

produce from one of her father’s distant gardens, she reacted, “I wish I could kill them 

all!” 

Although there was more mistrust in the past, today the Sebuyau exhibit friendly 

relationships with the other groups. Exogamy seems to be the norm in Sebuyau families 

today. Most either have a mother or father who is not Sebuyau, or they are married to 

someone outside the tribe. They tend to choose spouses who are Iban, Salako and Jaggoi. 

It is quite common for Sebuyau women to marry men from the Jaggoi or Salako tribes. 

This may be because many of these men work for the government in some capacity, thus 

command higher wages. People who marry into the tribe do not adopt Sebuyau identity. 

Tribal affiliation is tied to birth and is non-negotiable. If you do not have a Sebuyau 

parent, you cannot call yourself a member of the tribe. Even if people have lived in the 

Sebuyau area all their lives, they will claim the identity of their father’s tribe. Keluarga 

Church periodically plans visits to congregations located among the Rara and Salako. The 

Sebuyau seem very excited about these trips. They show up in large numbers and pile 

into the church van, my truck, and several motorcycles. I also observed these friendly 

relations in other gatherings. I participated in a youth camp, held near Lundu, which 

combined several churches in Kuching and Lundu. It was interesting to see how the 

young people divided into two groups. The Chinese were one group, and they spoke in 

English. All the Ibans, Sebuyau, and other tribes formed another group. When I 

approached them around a fire and asked what language they were speaking with each 

other, they said they spoke a mixture.  

On the topic of language vitality, my impression from visiting them is that these 

other tribes use their own languages less than the Sebuyau do. There are many churches 

in Jaggoi, Salako, and Rara villages. Some of these incorporate members from various 

tribes and worship in Malay. The Jaggoi are Catholics and celebrate mass in their 

language. The use or non-use of their tribal language in church is only partially indicative 
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of language vitality. It is possible to find tribal people living in Lundu who prefer 

speaking Malay with someone of their own tribe. However, this does not happen when 

Sebuyau speak with Sebuyau — an indication that their language may be stronger than 

that of other tribes.  

This possible weakening of their language may be because they tend to be more 

multilingual than the Sebuyau, who usually only speak Malay and Sebuyau. In contrast, 

the Jaggoi, Salako and Rara frequently are able to speak their tribal language, Malay, 

Sebuyau and Iban. When interacting with the Sebuyau, the Jaggoi, Salako, and Rara 

usually communicate in Malay. Sebuyau generally do not learn any of the languages of 

the surrounding tribes, nor are they even able to tell them apart. One Salako chief 

explained to me that “Salako are stingy with their language and don’t share it with the 

Sebuyau.” However, some Sebuyau understand Salako and Rara, as the three languages 

are very close. Rara is an interesting case as it is spoken in only two villages in Sarawak. 

Since it is so small, it is very mixed with Jaggoi, Salako, Malay and Iban, which makes it 

easier for the Sebuyau to understand. It seems like the smaller the group is, the more 

languages they speak. I have been in a Rara church on three occasions. The first time, the 

service was in Sebuyau, the second time, it was in Salako, and the third time it was in 

Malay. The Raras seemed to understand all three languages just as well. So, Sebuyau may 

be a target language for these groups, much like Iban and Malay are target languages for 

the Sebuyau. The language patterns are characterized by unidirectional bilingualism, the 

Sebuyau do not learn other tribal languages, but other tribes learn Sebuyau.  

 Religious Communities 

As explained in section 3.1.4 and shown in figure 3.5, the Sebuyau are broken up 

into geographically separate villages, interspersed between the Malays and Chinese. 

However, there are religious divisions as well as geographical ones. The Sebuyau from 

various villages also belong to different religious communities. Some, such as traditional 

religion and Anglicanism, are more centred on one village. In other words, there is very 

little overlap between the religious and the geographic community. Others have members 
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from various villages or ethnic groups. Understanding the various religious communities 

helps situate the Keluarga Church, the community of practice that is the focus of this 

research. This section will explain and discuss in order the four different religious 

communities to which Sebuyau belong: traditional religion, Anglican, SIB, and Keluarga.  

 Traditional religion 

A small but growing percentage of the Sebuyau belong to a group they refer to as 

“pagans”. These people follow the old religion and are particularly prominent in the 

geographically peripheral villages of Sungai Limo and Tabuan (where they comprise 

around 70% of the population). Although they participate in the funerals by digging the 

grave and comforting the family members, they do not enter the house while the Christian 

services are being conducted. Rather, they remain outside, and sometimes come in later at 

night. They look and act somewhat different than their fellow tribesmen. The group I 

observed in Tabuan was all male. They appeared smaller in stature, more slender, and 

some wore their hair in topknots. When they entered the home, they sat down in a circle 

apart from the rest, and were each given a bottle of liquor and some betel nut. The others 

had been drinking too, but not in such large amounts. In some ways, followers of the 

traditional religion are a minority. In other ways, most Sebuyau and Malays seem to 

believe the ancient way. This discrepancy can be understood as a continuum, the two 

poles being official and folk religion. Officially, people are divided into Buddhists, 

Christians and Moslems. But when they are sick, most of them will go to the manang, or 

traditional healer. The need to appease ghosts is widespread, no matter what official 

religion you belong to. For example, in the Keluarga Church office, there is a map of the 

area marking all the stones that are sacred to “the pagans”. The Sebuyau who exclusively 

follow their traditional religion seem to be less involved in the world beyond Lundu, and 

do not travel as much outside their village. I cannot help but wonder if they speak more 

Sebuyau than the others.  
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 Anglican  

Most Sebuyau consider themselves Anglican Christians. The denomination has 

been in Lundu for almost two hundred years, and boasts of large churches. The leaders 

are mainly Iban and from other tribes. Being Anglican is loosely tied with being Iban, and 

closely tied with Sebuyau village identity. Going to church is an important show of 

solidarity. It is even more crucial to show up to work days called gotong royong, where 

they clean up the church grounds and particularly, the cemetery. If they do not participate 

in the gotong royong, they risk on not being buried in the Anglican graveyard – 

something they value greatly. 

Anglican church services are made up largely of reading liturgy, and they are well 

attended by older people. Funeral services consist of three nights of meetings held in the 

deceased’s home. It is like an open house, where anyone is invited from about noon until 

the wee hours of the morning. People converse, eat and drink and chew betel nut. The 

socializing is broken up by a Christian religious service that usually begins around five or 

seven in the evening and lasts for an hour or so. The schedule depends on the family’s 

wishes and the availability of a minister. After the service, many people remain drinking 

liquor and chewing betel nut very late into the night. Then, forty days later, there is 

another service where the priest cuts a lock of hair from all the family members. 

Immediately after, they go into a room and change out of their black clothing, 

symbolizing end of the mourning period. The hair cutting ceremony is an ancient Iban 

custom that was incorporated into Anglicanism. 

The languages used in the Anglican church are Sebuyau, Iban, and English. In the 

young people’s meetings, they learn and sing newer English songs. In home meetings, 

they mix Iban and Sebuyau. Once a month, the church has a service using English liturgy. 

But the normal practice is to sing hynms, and read the liturgy and Bible in Iban. The 

choice of language may be because Lundu is only a mission church, and control rests in 

the hands of the people from Saribas, who talk standard Iban (Kroeger, 1998, p. 149). 

However, the announcements and informal conversation is in Sebuyau. I suspect many 

Anglicans attend church for the same reasons they clean up the cemetery – largely to gain 
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merit. If this is so, then they may not feel it is that important to understand what it 

actually being said during the more formal part of the service. But since people have to 

understand the announcements, these are in Sebuyau. I asked several people if anybody 

ever preached in Sebuyau. They found the idea amusing, and explained there was no 

Sebuyau vocabulary to talk about Christian things. There are also no Sebuyau songs. 

Although everyone understands the national language well, the Anglicans consider it 

inappropriate to use Malay in church or in home meetings. 

 Sidang Injil Borneo (SIB) 

 SIB is the largest Evangelical Christian denomination in Sarawak, with churches 

in most of the towns in the state. Their core leadership is comprised of English speaking, 

well educated professionals. The first SIB church in Lundu was started in 1976, with the 

involvement of women teachers from Kuching (BEM, NL, November 1978.2 in Tan, 

2012, p. 249). Today, the SIB churches in the Lundu area are pastored by non-local 

people who have studied in the denomination’s Bible schools. Most of the leaders are 

relatively wealthy professionals.  

Generally, the SIB churches in the Lundu area are thriving and have a lot of 

young people. Like the Anglicans, they also hold meeting in homes. Unlike the Anglicans 

and followers of the traditional religion, the churches are not strongly tied to one local 

village. In a given service, the majority of the people are not from one place, but rather 

from several areas. Additionally, many members are transients — people who are 

working or studying in Lundu. Several either have post-secondary education or are 

aspiring to a university degree. A high percentage speaks some English, and few live 

traditional lifestyles. SIB congregations are also ethnically mixed, comprised of Salakos, 

Chinese, and people from many different tribal backgrounds. There are Sebuyau who 

attend SIB churches, but they are not the majority. 

 Much like the Evangelical churches in Canada look to the United States, so the 

churches with tribal congregations Malaysia look to Indonesia for their religious culture. 

There is a large community of Christians there, made up primarily of Chinese people who 
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speak Indonesian, which is closely related to Malay. From Indonesia come many new 

songs and popular teachings. The most read Bible is the modern Indonesian one. The vast 

majority of the verbal activities in the SIB churches take place in an Indonesian inflected 

variety of Malay. In Lundu, some of the older people dislike worshiping in Malay and 

when they are given a chance, prefer to lead in English or Iban.  

 Keluarga 

Keluarga is a small Evangelical church comprised largely of Sebuyau — many of 

them young people. The church began in 1995, and has grown to around forty people (A. 

Sefnard, personal communication, January 26, 2019). Like the SIB church, the members 

hail from various villages. As mentioned previously, about half the Sebuyau in Lundu 

earn a wage in the city of Kuching, and only return to the village on weekends. But none 

of the people at Keluarga have a job or a home in Kuching, they all work locally. Since 

most have unskilled labour jobs in Lundu, the families attending the church are generally 

not very wealthy. They also have a lower level of schooling, and none have university 

education. The people attending Keluarga are typically locally oriented, country people. 

Thus, they are more likely to live a Sebuyau lifestyle (though not necessarily a traditional 

one), and have more opportunities to speak the language.  
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Figure 3.7. Keluarga members 
Note: photo taken by Maya, 2018. Used with permission. 

 

There are three local Sebuyau pastors at Keluarga. Two have completed high 

school, and have received some theological training through their mother church. 

Keluarga is a branch of a large Chinese congregation in Kuching, which is in turn an arm 

of a very large church in Singapore. A couple of Chinese leaders from Kuching visit 

Lundu about once a month. When they come, they hold meetings and help teach 

Mandarin at the daycare run by the Keluarga. They also check up on how the pastors and 

congregation are doing and report back to Kuching.  

The forty-odd people who are part of Keluarga church meet together for extended 

periods about four days a week. They spend significant time at church and share common 

activities in their homes and elsewhere. On Sundays, there is often a communal meal 

following the service, and the people enjoy each other’s company for most of the day. 

There are youth meetings on Friday or Saturday. The young people often do manual 

labour around the church, play games, or sit on the floor together in an informal church 

service. The people in Keluarga also meet in one another’s homes, at least weekly. This is 
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called kumpul sel” or “cell group”. There are three cell groups in the Lundu, each based 

in a different area. We meet at one of our houses for food, singing, and some Christian 

teaching. In addition to a regular weekly meeting, any Sebuyau family can ask for a 

meeting at their house on a weekday. It is a service the church provides. Somewhat 

related to this are funeral services, which are also held in people’s homes, usually for 

three days in a row. At various times throughout the year, the leaders call a work bee, or 

gotong royong. These are held on the church property, on adjacent gardens, for a needy 

member or at the graveyard. At the gotong royong, people from Keluarga clean, repair 

and take care of the grounds and each other.  

The pastors have told me they feel more comfortable talking about certain 

concepts in Malay, rather than Sebuyau. This is because they have received their 

Christian education in the language, and learned the church related vocabulary. There is a 

certain style of Malay used for praying and preaching, and they use this variety about 

40% of the time. Members from an Anglican background prefer to pray in Iban. 

The Chinese leaders discourage the practice of using Sebuyau in church. They 

idealize an integrated congregation where no one feels excluded. In reality, the members 

are mostly Sebuyau who are related to each other. Because of this, many non-Sebuyau 

feel a cultural barrier, and do not feel at home in Keluarga. Since there are so few 

outsiders, people are free to use Sebuyau in church. This they do about 60% of the time. 

So Sebuyau is far more prominent in Keluarga than in the other churches, which only use 

Malay, English and/or Iban. Out of the three pastors, two preach mostly in Sebuyau. 

Announcements, music practice and “testimony time” (when the people in the 

congregation stand up and speak), are usually in the tribal language. When Calvary 

Church in Kuching sends study notes to share with the congregation, the pastor often 

reads them in English or Malay and translates the delivery into Sebuyau. The percentage 

of Sebuyau spoken has a lot to do with the composition the audience. If there are only 

Sebuyau present, such as in some of the home groups or at funerals, they are more likely 

to use the language. In one case, a pastor was speaking Sebuyau and someone pointed out 

there were Salako people present. He apologized and switched to Malay. In another 

example, the pastor was speaking Malay when a prominent member of the congregation 
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stood up and requested the change. He said Malay was not a good choice because we 

were all Sebuyau, and some of the older women did not understand. The pastor then did 

her best to switch to Sebuyau and Iban.  

Keluarga is the only church that regularly uses this much Sebuyau. I thought it 

would be interesting to figure out how this pattern was created and preserved. I wondered 

if they had behaved the same way before we arrived, or if our presence had altered their 

behaviour. I noticed sometimes, the pastor would switch to from Sebuyau to Malay when 

my wife walked in. (This would only occur when there was a Chinese person there who 

spoke English and Malay, who could translate). But most of the time, I had the feeling 

my presence in church was causing them to speak more Sebuyau. People enthusiastically 

told me that since I showed up, there was much more preaching and praying in the tribal 

language. In New Guinea, Dobrin (2005, p. 47) had a similar experience, with villagers 

singing Arapesh songs and telling her they were speaking the language again due to her 

presence. Sometimes, the Sebuyau pastor would begin his sermon saying, “I’m going to 

preach in our language because Stan is trying to learn it.” When I would come to the 

home meetings, I noticed the leaders would switch to Sebuyau when I showed up. Once 

one of the pastors, who was preaching in Malay, was told by the congregation to speak in 

Sebuyau for my benefit. People began complaining to pastor, “We are all Sebuyau, so 

why are we using the Malay’s language in church?” 

During her fieldwork in Papua New Guinea, Dobrin (2005, p. 45) came to realize 

the Arapesh people were extremely interested in having relationships with outsiders. She 

explains how foreign involvement in New Guinea villages is not resented, but rather 

highly prized. Margaret Mead, who studied the Arapesh in the 1930s, posited they 

belonged to “an importing culture”. By this, she meant their culture was oriented toward 

relationships with outsiders (Mead, 1938, pp. 320–344). This point of view continues 

today, with New Guineans not wanting autonomy, but instead valuing foreign-sponsored 

research and development projects of all kinds, including Bible translation. Whether or 

not the products are used, they are seen as having worth because of the relationships they 

bring with the outsiders (Dobrin, 2005, p. 46). From a Melanesian cultural perspective, 

Dobrin’s Arapesh grammar was not of paramount importance. What they valued about 
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her work was the relationship with someone who personified money, modernity, and 

western power (Dobrin, 2005, p. 50). The Arapesh referred to her as an ornament to their 

village (Dobrin, 2005, p. 47). This sounds much like the Sebuyau, who in the 1800s told a 

visitor, Charles Johnson, that he was a jewel (Brooke, 1866a, p. 35). 

Although Borneo is not as dependent on outsiders as New Guinea, I may have 

experienced something similar. Some of the Sebuyau knew I was a member of SIL and 

that one of the things we did was translate the Bible into indigenous languages. From 

early on, people asked me if that was my intention. The pastors complained to me they 

found it difficult to preach in Sebuyau without a Bible in that language. I did not want to 

walk among them as some sort of master benefactor, but rather wanted a more egalitarian 

relationship. So, I told them if they formed a translation committee, and I would be glad 

to help them in any project they wanted. After a few years, they seemed to become 

comfortable with our comings and goings from Canada, and stopped pushing for a reason 

for us to be in Borneo. They always seemed happy to have us come back. Before we 

arrived in Borneo, they would clean our house, and tell us, “God still has work for you in 

Lundu.” I was not sure what they meant.  

It was not until the very the end of our time that it became clear how I was 

influencing the language in the church, or at least, the language of the pastors. About a 

month and a half before we left Borneo, we told the Sebuyau we were not coming back 

this time. Almost immediately, the amount of Malay sung and spoken in church 

increased. All the pastors began using more Malay in their sermons, and we sang fewer 

Iban songs. Dobrin (2005, p. 47) had written about a school in her village which used 

Arapesh for the purpose of attracting outside interest. Was the high Sebuyau use in 

church merely a performance put on so I would stay? They knew I was about studying 

Sebuyau, so maybe much of the Sebuyau use in church was done in order to keep my 

interest? I was surprised. I had thought that my years there had given me a rapport with 

the Sebuyau on more egalitarian terms. However, there was obviously still power 

asymmetry. I had wanted to study how they created and preserved a place for Sebuyau in 

the religious domain – something no other church did. But now it seemed their high use 

of Sebuyau in church may have coincided with my arrival. They then continued using 
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Sebuyau to keep me there. And maybe, when they realized I was not coming back, the 

pastors no longer felt a strong reason to use so much Sebuyau in church. So, they reverted 

back to the normal behaviour of Evangelical churches, like SIB, and used mainly Malay. 

 Conclusion 

I have shown that the Sebuyau were originally a group of Ibans that moved west, 

the opposite direction of most Ibans, who were settling areas to the north and east. By the 

1800s, there were two groups of Sebuyau — one in the Kuching area and another one 

further west around Lundu. Kuching eventually grew into the largest city in Borneo, and 

the Sebuyau there began to live more urban lifestyles. Their small population was 

somewhat swamped by other groups, and they were largely reincorporated into the Iban 

tribe. In contrast, the Sebuyau who moved to Lundu retained a more rural lifestyle, 

keeping their language and identity. There is very little interaction between the Kuching 

and Lundu Sebuyau. 

This chapter also discussed the relationships the Lundu Sebuyau have with the 

people and languages that surround them. There are roughly equal numbers of Malays, 

Chinese, and Sebuyau, yet the interactions are quite different. Attitudes towards the 

Malays are cordial, but not warm; yet the Malay language is ubiquitous. To a large 

degree, the Chinese control the economy. Even though they enjoy good relations with the 

Sebuyau, and their school is popular and viewed as prestigious, Sebuyau shows very little 

influence from the Chinese language. Although there is no community of native English 

speakers, attitudes toward that language are extremely favourable. Relatively large 

populations of Jaggoi, Salako, and Rara use Lundu as their commercial hub. Despite 

considerable interaction and intermarriage, these languages have had almost no effect on 

the Sebuyau language. Finally, there is the influence from Iban, which comes in two 

forms. First, there are three Iban longhouses in the periphery of the Lundu area, whose 

combined population and influence is rather small. But there are also very large numbers 

of Ibans living in Kuching, and they operate a very popular radio station. Many Sebuyau 

are exposed to the Iban language, if not the people, through this means.  
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I also described the religious communities to which the Sebuyau belong. The first 

broad division of these is between the followers of traditional religion and Christianity. 

The second break is between Anglicanism and the Evangelical churches. Finally, there 

are two Evangelical churches, SIB and Keluarga. The community of practice I studied, 

Keluarga Church, is almost exclusively made up of Sebuyau members. Every one of 

these religious communities uses a unique combination of Malay, Sebuyau, and Iban in 

their services.  
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Methodology 

This section explains the story and the methods I used to obtain the information 

for this research project. My methodologies were primarily ethnographical: I became part 

of one Sebuyau community, I learned their language, and I observed behaviour. I also 

recorded texts in the language and systematically analyzed them. In this chapter I tell how 

I first came to Sarawak, considered various communities throughout the State, and finally 

chose Lundu. Next, I looked at three possible Sebuyau communities of practice (COPs) 

before choosing Keluarga Church. I then proceed to explain what my weekly routine was 

like, and how I integrated into the community.  

I explain the theory and practice involved in an ethnography of communication. I 

point out some of the important hallmarks of the method (such as participant observation) 

and some pitfalls to avoid (such as the observer’s paradox). I also describe a workshop 

where Sebuyau were given a chance to reflect on many aspects of how they use their 

language. I also explain my methods for interviewing people, learning the language, and 

recording texts. I also demonstrate how I analyzed my texts and put the words into an 

Excel dictionary.  

 The story 

The story of my work can be divided in two parts. The first relates the path that 

led the Sebuyau and me to find each other. The second part explains our activities 

between 2013 and 2018, and our relationship with the Sebuyau — primarily those who 

were associated with Keluarga church.  
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 Finding a community of practice 

I had previously studied the Kwakwaka’wakw of British Columbia, a people who 

were losing their language (Anonby, 1997). My time and activities among the 

Kwakwaka’wakw were very similar to the experience I was to have with the Sebuyau 

almost twenty years later. I lived in the small community of Alert Bay for five years, 

learned to speak Kwak’wala, was involved in a local church, and wrote a sociolinguistic 

master’s thesis based on my experiences and research. 

After that experience, I was ready for a change. For my next project, I wanted to 

study a small group of people that was not losing their language. I believed I would be 

able to learn more about language maintenance by understanding both scenarios. Dorian 

(1998, p. 17) also emphasizes that we need to study small communities that have resisted 

language shift, because we do not understand the psychosocial underpinnings of long-

sustained language maintenance. With this in mind, I began to look for a community 

small community that was not shifting to the majority language. In May 2012, I travelled 

to Borneo searching for a village and a people to study. We looked at four potential 

places to do research, including one Melanau, one Iban and one Sebuyau community in 

the city of Kuching. At the end of that time, I participated in a sociolinguistic survey of 

Sebuyau speakers in Lundu (Louis Rose, forthcoming). SIL had helped begin several 

multilingual preschools among the surrounding tribes. The idea was that the children 

were to first learn literacy in their mother tongue. People in Lundu had heard of this, and 

wanted help starting a preschool in Sebuyau. The question arose as to whether or not the 

Sebuyau could use Iban materials, or whether they would have to create their own. To 

find out the answer to this question, we designed and carried out a survey of the Sebuyau 

of Lundu. During the survey, we learned that Sebuyau villages had been scattered 

between Chinese and Malay communities for around two hundred years, yet they 

continued to speak their language. On a second trip, we spoke with some local leaders of 

the Lundu Sebuyau community. We expressed our interest in studying them, and they 

were open to the idea. 
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When I returned to Canada, I began to read widely on subjects such as 

sociolinguistics (Harbert, 2011), ethnographies of Borneo tribes (Boulanger, 2004) and 

Austronesian linguistics (Blust, 2013). I also read ethnographies of communication 

(McNabb, 1985) and dissertations that made use of the concept of communities of 

practice (Marlow & Counceller, 2013). I mined historical (Keppel, 1846a, 1846b), 

linguistic (Adelaar, 1985) and ethnographic information to understand how the Sebuyau 

language and identity had developed. These sources shed light on how Sebuyau society 

functioned and had interacted with other groups over the years. I also used historical 

works to try to understand how the Sebuyau had retained their language. I mined the 

recorded information to look for the functions Sebuyau, Iban, Malay, Chinese, and 

English played within the community (Digby, 1980). I also looked at political, 

anthropological and societal commentaries and data (St. John, 1862a, 1862b) to study 

how they have kept their society and language over the years. 

In September 2013, my wife Sandy and I arrived in Malaysia with a five year 

research visa, courtesy of the University of Malaysia in Sarawak (UNIMAS). For our first 

three years, we rented an apartment in Kuching, a city of around 500,000 people. I was 

given an office at UNIMAS and I initially spent considerable time there. I would visit 

their library, attend parties, or listen to talks they had offered on sociolinguistics or 

anthropology. The university is located just southeast of Kuching, in Samarahan, an area 

with many Sebuyau villages. In our apartment complex, there were two Sebuyau guards 

from that same area. I came to realize they spoke a form of Sebuyau that was quite mixed 

with Iban and Malay. Initially I considered comparing the speech of these Sebuyau in 

Kuching area with the variety in Lundu. It would have made for an interesting 

comparison of two different language ecologies. Agar (1986) explains how, in order to 

understand the culture and language, the ethnographers must “act like a native”. I would 

have had to become an organic part of two communities to do this, which would have 

been very hard. But in the end, I had difficulty making contacts with the Samarahan 

Sebuyau, and eventually gave up on the idea. 

My main connection with Sebuyau in the city was with Leman and his family. 

Leman was originally from Lundu, but lived in Kuching for all his adult life. He was in 
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his 60s and married to a woman from Siol Kandis, one of the Kuching Sebuyau villages. 

Leman was a very generous with his time and a fairly good language helper. By 

continuing my language learning while I was in the city, I was able to integrate into the 

community more quickly. While in Kuching, Sandy and I took some lessons in Malay, 

the official language and the lingua franca throughout most of Malaysia. Knowing some 

of that language eventually helped me recognize the many Malay loanwords people use 

when speaking Sebuyau.  

It became clear after a few months that I would be focusing my fieldwork in 

Lundu, where most Sebuyau speakers live. So we secured a large property and a small 

house in a Malay village called Sekambal. Although it was not a Sebuyau community, it 

was only a few minutes’ drive north of Lundu, and very close to the tribal villages. 

Living in a Malay village had some advantages, because I was able to compare Sebuyau 

with the local Malay speech. For our first three years in Malaysia, we divided our time 

between our acreage in the Lundu area and our apartment in the city of Kuching. The 

drive from Kuching to Lundu took about two hours.  

Since I was not sure what would be the best social network to study, the first order 

of business was to look closely at possible Sebuyau communities of practice (COPs). A 

COP is a group of people who share an activity or craft. Wenger (1998, p. 73) explains 

that a community of practice consists of three dimensions, (1) mutual engagement, (2) a 

joint enterprise, and (3) a shared repertoire. Initially, I spent a good deal of time 

observing the different areas in which the Sebuyau used their common language 

repertoire. This gave me a clearer idea of which contexts would provide the richest 

opportunities for observing and analyzing multilingualism in the tribe. My initial 

observations and discussions with members of the community pointed to four possible 

networks worth pursuing. (1) Lundu High School. Educational institutions have been 

studied as communities of practice before (Eckert, 1989). There was a large residential 

school in town, and I believed the teachers and students would likely be aware of the 

challenges of learning in a multilingual community. I thought it would be valuable to 

study the role each played in maintaining the languages they speak. The school was 

centrally located, and I thought the teachers would understand the intellectual objectives 
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of this study. But Lundu High School did not turn out to be viable community of practice, 

mostly because I did not meet any Sebuyau teachers. The staff seemed to be all Malays or 

members of other tribes. (2) Gawai. The Gawai harvest festival was another possible 

candidate for study. I was under the impression there would be various rituals and 

ceremonies where the ancient Sebuyau language would be preserved. The holiday is 

officially celebrated on the first of June, but actually seems to carry on for the entire 

month. I was told it was a mixture of traditional religion and Christianity, and I believed 

it would be interesting to observe how the Sebuyau language was used during these 

celebrations. However, Gawai turned out to be mainly a time when people visited each 

other in their homes and fed their neighbours for a few days. We never observed or heard 

of any rituals at all and it turned out the Sebuyau we knew no longer participated in any 

of the ceremonies. (3) Construction crew. I also thought of building a house and working 

alongside a Sebuyau construction crew. However, we found out the people who had these 

skills in Lundu were the Chinese, not the Sebuyau. (4) Keluarga Church. This small 

church was a vibrant community and the parishioners were almost exclusively Sebuyau. 

The members spent significant time together and shared common activities several times 

a week. I spoke with the church leadership about my plans, and they agreed to help with 

the project. The people got to know us, understood I was among them to study the 

Sebuyau language and were quite willing to be of assistance. A church seemed like a 

viable, long-term community of practice (COP) to study (Edgell & Robey, 2015). I 

decided to focus my research on how the members of Keluarga used their languages. 

According to Pratt and Wieder (1993, p. 387) the first step of an ethnographic 

investigation is to participate directly in the life of the community over an extended 

period of time. That is the only way to get to know the biographies of the community 

members. It is also the only way to be able to observe unobtrusively, as members talk 

about things that bear upon the community. With that in mind, we began attending 

Keluarga Church. 

 My relationships and activities 

For my first year and a half, I set about learning the Sebuyau language. Many of 

the insights I gained came during, and as a result of the hours I spent in language 
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learning. It took me several months of immersing myself in the community to get to even 

a rudimentary conversational level. My halting attempts to speak the language had the 

effect of breaking down barriers. Previously, the only Caucasian people who had visited 

the area were seen as authority figures that came to teach in school or in church. The last 

Westerner associated with the church was a man who spoke only English, and would 

berate them with phrases like, “You Asians are all the same, smiling and saying you 

understand when you don’t!” Although I never heard anyone express anything but 

appreciation and admiration for this man, I interacted with the Sebuyau in a different 

way. I was seen as someone needing help from them, rather than giving them help. Being 

a participant in this way allowed me get to know almost everyone in the congregation, 

which provided a wide sample of the community of practice. 

My primary relationships with the Lundu Sebuyau were with my language 

helpers. They were the four Sebuyau who were able to speak some English, and are 

described in more detail below. Andrew was the main pastor of Keluarga Church. He was 

in his 30s, married to a woman named Maia, with four children. He was Sebuyau, but 

raised in a Salako village. Because he was somewhat of an outsider, he was better able to 

understand some of my questions. His upbringing among the Salakos enabled him to see 

Sebuyau linguistic behaviour from another perspective. He was able to think reflectively 

about Sebuyau, and answer some metalinguistic questions. Andrew was most enthusiastic 

about developing the Sebuyau language. He invited me to come with him to the council 

of Sebuyau villages to present the idea of language development (dictionary making and 

translation). He felt being with me “sharpened his English”, which spoke volumes about 

his motivations. He and Maia would always make sure our house was in good shape 

before we arrived back from Canada. We really appreciated this, because in the jungle, 

moss and vermin quickly take over an unoccupied building.  

We also had the good fortune of making friends with Nusi and Otto. He was from 

Connecticut and held a PhD in classics from Yale. Otto had written a grammar of Iban 

(Steinmayer, 1999) and was very helpful in answering questions I had – particularly 

about the history of the area and Sebuyau language. He would lend me books relating to 

local matters from his extensive library. Nusi and Otto were great cooks, and would 
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regularly invite us over for meals. They also gave us a hen and a rooster, helped us build 

a chicken coop, and dismantle it when it was time for us to return to Canada. Nusi was an 

older Sebuyau woman with a broad knowledge of Sebuyau language and history. 

I spent considerable time with Lala, the head of one of the families at Keluarga 

Church. We also made friends with his wife and his two children. We would have lessons 

in the common area of his house, and the entire family would participate in helping me 

learn the Sebuyau language. Lala was particularly good at finding old Sebuyau words, 

and his daughter had a good grasp of Iban.  

Another person that frequently helped me with Sebuyau was Lily, the youth 

pastor at Keluarga Church. When I first met her she lived in a large house in a rather 

remote village, with her mother, siblings, nephews and nieces. She was seen as an expert 

Sebuyau speaker, and was a good at giving me background information on the speakers.  

I got into the habit of communicating in English with Andrew and Nusi. Initially 

this was necessary, because my Sebuyau was so poor. I wanted to deepen my relationship 

with Andrew and Maia, and Otto and Nusi. However, I found that left me little time to 

develop new friendships with people who are not able to speak English. I would like to be 

able to say that most of what I learned came through speaking Sebuyau. But actually, like 

most ethnographers (Mead, 1968, p. 1,2) the majority of the information in my thesis was 

obtained through the medium of a lingua franca, in my case, English. I do not think the 

information would have been different if most of the conversations had been in Sebuyau, 

but I cannot be sure. 

For five years, we regularly attended services once or twice a week at Keluarga 

Church. We quickly found out that participating in all the activities of the community 

could be almost a full time job. For example, if we were to spend Sundays the way many 

Sebuyau do, we could be at church for most of the day. The pre-service prayer was at 

7:30 AM. Band practice was around 8:00, followed by the actual church service, which 

often lasted until noon. The people would then go home, warm up the food and bring it 

back to church, and we would share a meal together. After lunch, we would gather 
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around for a Bible study lesson, or a plan some future activity. This certainly provided 

ample opportunity for the kind of participant observation recommended by Fasold (1990, 

p. 47), but it also could be exhausting. 

We did participate when we could, working on and cleaning the church grounds, 

enjoyed group meals and hosting barbeques at our house. I also attended church business 

meetings, where I could observe various members speaking semi-publicly. Over the 

years, I gradually became an organic part of the life of that community. Calabrese Barton 

and Berchini (2013) refer to this practice as “becoming an insider”. My participation in 

the church helped show me which contexts provided rich opportunities for observing and 

analyzing multilingualism among the Sebuyau. It helped me see the world as the 

Keluarga members saw it (Fasold, 1990, p. 47).  

Figure 4.1. Some Keluarga members meeting at our home 

 

Note: Photo taken by Sandy Anonby, 2014. Used with permission. 

But our contacts were not limited to religious services and language learning. 

There were many social visits as well. We would exchange various goods (e.g., ducks 

and fruit) and services (e.g., helping plant flowers and care for animals). During harvest 

time in particular, there was a demand for people to help with the crop. Lala’s son Felison 

was a keen fisherman, and he took me with him many times. We enjoyed hiking with the 
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Sebuyau to nearby Gunung Gading National Park, where we would spend the day 

swimming underneath various waterfalls. Since the people we were with spoke little or 

no English, these informal activities were excellent opportunities to practice Sebuyau and 

learn more about the culture. 

The Gawai harvest festival in June turned out to be a good chance to expand our 

social networks among the Sebuyau in Lundu. During Gawai, all homes in the villages 

are open, and anyone is free to drop in for a talk and to eat special Gawai treats. We took 

the opportunity to visit many homes, and met Sebuyau from several villages. This helped 

establish how people from different areas and families spoke. 

By 2018, our Malaysian research visa had expired, and it was time to return to 

Canada and begin writing my thesis in earnest. By then, I had collected texts from around 

thirty Sebuyau, and had had many opportunities to observe and participate in the 

community.  

 Observer’s paradox 

The most effective ethnographer does not affect the social-linguistic event being 

observed (Auer, 1995, p. 427). In other words, the best data is that which have been 

acquired with the minimum amount of observer’s paradox. This is the paradox that 

happens when the ethnographer’s actions or presence changes the natural speech behavior 

of the people he or she wishes to observe. To write an ethnography of communication, 

one needs data obtained both with obtrusive and unobtrusive techniques, by both regular 

observation and participant observation (Fasold, 1990, pp. 47–50). There are ways to 

minimize the effect of the observer’s paradox using all these methods, gathering natural 

and reliable data in an unobtrusive way (Auer, 1995, p. 428). 

Initially I found this a challenge, and suspected my presence caused people to 

speak differently than they would by themselves. One of the first things I explained to 

them was that I wanted to study the way they talked in their “slang”. This put them 

somewhat at ease, as they did not feel I wanted them to teach me “proper Malay” or 
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“proper Iban”. Labov (1972, p. 212) notes that the social situation is the most powerful 

determinant of verbal behaviour and that the ethnographer must enter into the right social 

relation with the people he or she is studying. I took this to heart and participated in as 

many group activities as I could for many years, thus becoming well known and trusted 

by the Keluarga community. After some time, the people became familiar and 

comfortable with me being the “tape recorder guy”. This led them to behave more 

naturally when I recorded them talking with each other and with me.  

Another way to avert the observer’s paradox was to have the Sebuyau themselves 

interview family and friends, with a focus on the ways they use the language (Heath, 

1983, p. 266). This happened to a limited extent, as some Sebuyau began to notice how 

and when people used the various languages in their repertoire. They would later mention 

this to me in the course of our discussions.  

Because I followed this methodology, I believe I was largely able to solve the 

observer’s paradox and succeed in capturing the way the Sebuyau told stories naturally. 

The place where I may have affected the natural way they spoke was in the church 

services. The Sebuyau knew I was studying their language, and like many groups in that 

part of the world (Mead, 1968, p. 25), many wanted me to stay. For this reason, they may 

well have used less Malay and more Sebuyau when I was present at church. But even 

when my presence affected the event being observed, there was a silver lining. It was 

possible to deduce something about their attitudes by how they changed their speech.  

 Ethnography of communication 

Using the method referred to as ethnography of communication is the best way to 

understand multilingualism among the Sebuyau. It is a way to study how the use of 

language is related to social and cultural values (Fasold, 1990, p. 39). Saville-Troike 

(1982, pp. 3–4) explains how ethnography of communication looks at language first and 

foremost as a socially situated cultural form. In other words, it studies more how 

language lives on the tongues of its users, versus in their minds (Fasold, 1990, pp. 60–

61). Ethnography of communication is now a well-established approach to studying 
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language that seeks to answer the question: What do you need to know in order to 

communicate appropriately within a particular speech community (Saville-Troike, 1989, 

p. 2)? The ethnographic approach to communication has yielded a plethora of studies that 

have provided us with great insight into the communication patterns of different speech 

communities, especially ones that do not conform to the Western prototype. That was 

exactly what I planned to do – study language maintenance and communication patterns 

in a Southeast Asian speech community.  

The tension between one’s own everyday cultural presuppositions and the new 

culture are essential for ethnographic methodology. Auer (1995) explains that doing 

ethnography consists of a permanent shifting between three perspectives: that of the 

ethnographer’s own culture, that of the culture to be investigated, and that of the 

linguistic community. This perspective may be helpful, but it is based on the incorrect 

assumption that it is possible to clearly define culture and identity (Duff, 2002; Ricento, 

2005). Agar (1986) talks about the ethnographer struggling with his or her own tradition 

as well as another tradition. I had spent roughly equal portions of my life in Canada, 

Argentina, and Brazil, so my own cultural perspective may have been unclear. The 

different generations of Sebuyau, too, belong to somewhat different cultures. (See 

Dauenhauer and Dauenhauer Marks (1995) and Kan (1989) for a description of a more 

extreme cultural diversion among the Tlingit).  

Ethnographic methodology is caught in the horns of a dilemma. On the one hand, 

it is important for the data to be natural, in their normal social context. The data’s link to 

background knowledge is crucial (Auer, 1995, p. 428). On the other hand, the scientific 

method would like data to be controlled and replicable, so that they can be generalized 

across all situations (Fasold, 1990, p. 62). The problem with the latter is that it may lead 

to having data out of their social context, which would not be very useful. Having to 

choose between the two, the ethnographic method tends to opt for the first alternative 

(Auer, 1995, p. 426). To better understand natural data, the ethnographer must study both 

language use and socialization activities, that is, both language and culture (Cicourel, 

1995, p. 371).  
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Auer (1995, 430) reminds us that the event under observation in all these 

scenarios is not what goes on stage, but the interaction between the stage and the 

audience. Although this is very true, I sometimes found it difficult to keep track of what 

was going on between the interlocutors. An ethnography of communication attempts not 

merely to observe, but also to isolate and analyze socially salient linguistic phenomena. 

This was difficult in my case, because the similarity between Malay, Iban, and Sebuyau 

complicated matters. To ascertain which are the socially salient linguistic phenomena, I 

needed to cast a very wide net. Parameters considered included lexicon, prosody, 

phonetics, phonology, morphology (Gibbon, 1995), syntax (Goodwin, 1995), discourse 

particles, and connectors. There are many possible ways and places to gather data using 

the ethnographic method. Much of my own research centred on studying of Sebuyau in 

the social context of Keluarga Church (Fasold, 1990, p. 47). I worked with a group of 

over thirty members who spent significant time together sharing common activities. I also 

collected all the data I could that was directly or indirectly related to Sebuyau language 

use and maintenance. Primarily, I gathered information documenting the life of the 

Sebuyau for the purpose of writing an ethnography. But I also wanted to specifically look 

at the way the people in one community of practice used the languages in their respective 

repertoires.  

According to Pratt and Wieder (1993, p. 387) the first step of an ethnographic 

investigation is to participate directly in the life of the community over an extended 

period of time. As we were a part of Keluarga Church for about five years, I believe we 

covered this first step adequately. I also relied a lot of audio recordings, field notes and 

carefully recorded metadata. 

Most ethnographies of communication are written by outsiders, who tend to 

notice important facts about “exotic” cultures more easily (Fasold, 1990, p. 48). This was 

true for me, as I was completely unfamiliar with the Sebuyau milieu. Initially, the church 

members assigned me more the role of guest than stranger. But neither role was entirely 

suitable for investigating the community’s speech patterns, because the Sebuyau modify 

the way they speak around outsiders.  
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Fasold (1990, pp. 47, 63) believes it is very difficult to become even a marginal 

part of a community, and so the ethnographer usually must be content with the role of a 

guest or a stranger. However, Auer (1995, 326, 434) cautions it is not good for the 

researcher to fall permanently into the role of a stranger. Fortunately, the Sebuyau let us 

into their lives and allowed us to become an organic part of the community. There turned 

out to be many ways for us to participate in the community, and after some time, they 

began to treat us as more than strangers and guests. One role I played was helping the 

more ambitious young people sharpen their English. My wife Sandy, who is a nurse, 

helped them with medical issues. At times, we would babysit their children. We ferried 

people around in our car. After my Sebuyau improved, I was periodically asked to take a 

turn giving a sermon in church. Most importantly, we made many friends. Fasold (1990, 

p. 47) explains the to do an ethnography of communication, it is necessary to study the 

viewpoints and values of the community. The ethnographer must study their behavior and 

attitudes. An intimate understanding of the people is required. In keeping with Auer’s 

guidelines (1995, 434), the whole process of entering and becoming an organic part of the 

Sebuyau community, of acquiring new roles in addition to that of the guest and stranger 

is retraceable from my field notes. 

 Observation 

Most ethnographies of communication rely heavily on observation, and this one 

was no exception. Fasold (1990, p. 47) believes that, a particular brand, participant 

observation, is absolutely required for the ethnographic analysis of cultures that the 

ethnographer does not belong to. This kind of observation begins with the ethnographer 

entering some social field (a group, community, or institution) as an active participant 

(see, e.g., Agyekum, 1995; Kotthoff, 1995; Pratt & Wieder, 1993). While filling a role in 

the group, the ethnographer observes interaction with him/her and around him/her 

(Fasold, 1990, p. 47). Participant observation can give the researcher access to authentic 

primary data (speech acts that are observed and recorded by the ethnographer 

himself/herself) (Auer, 1995, p. 428). I chose to do a lot of observing, because I wanted 

my data to be as representative as possible. 
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These intercultural encounters can be a source of data where they succeed, and 

also when they fail. An ethnography of communication is interested in trying to isolate 

the factors responsible for both. In order to do this, the ethnographer may “push the 

envelope” and test his or her hypothesis by deliberately disregarding what he or she 

believes to be the communicative norms (Auer, 1995, p. 434). This is referred to as 

“breaking”. If communication fails to some degree, this is positive evidence for the 

hypothesis. However, this should be done with care. In a “face saving” culture like 

Malaysia where responses are not immediate, it may be difficult to pinpoint the exact 

impact of breaking (Auer, 1995, p. 435). Furthermore, one runs the risk of being branded 

as impolite or rude.  

Unlike simple observation, the participant observer is under double pressure: s/he 

has to cope with the exigencies of participating in social life of the community, and at the 

same time, note, remember and analyze what goes on in an unbiased way (Auer, 1995, p. 

433). Although it is important to understand the community’s thought processes, the 

ethnography cannot be viewed only from their perspective. It must be analyzed and 

written in a theoretical framework that will be understood by the linguistic community 

(Auer, 1995, p. 426). 

Primary data, or that which is observed by the researcher is an important part of 

an ethnography of communication. But we also want to understand the perspective of the 

co-participants. In order to do this, we have get the community members’ accounts of 

verbal interaction (Auer, 1995, p. 436). Since these not directly observed by the 

ethnographer, they are referred to as secondary data. This kind of data can be either 

obtrusive or unobtrusive, with or without the observer’s paradox. The best, most 

unobtrusive kind of secondary data of this type is when the community members 

reconstruct or explain verbal behavior without having the ethnographer in mind. These 

type of data can be found in venues such as people’s evaluations of public speeches, or on 

radio shows (particularly if the audience can phone in) (see, e.g., Agyekum, 1995, p. 

493). Auer (1995, p. 436) gives the example of a speech made by the Philipp Jenninger, 

the West German president of the parliament. The public commentary surrounding was 

that the president had not made a clear enough distinction between the Nazi’s reported 
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speech, and his own opinion. The furor unleashed by this linguistic issue resulted in his 

dismissal. The articles about Jenniger’s linguistic misbehavior are examples of 

unobtrusive secondary data on German used in the political arena. Secondary data give 

access to how participants conceptualize their verbal behaviour, i. e., about their norms, 

stereotypes and attitudes (Auer, 1995, p. 428). 

As Auer (1995, p. 430) advises, I wrote down all my observations in two large 

binders of field notes. I logged all the linguistic activities I observed in these notes, 

recording as many features of the segment of social reality as possible (Auer, 1995, p. 

427). I made sure to capture the metadata such as age, village, occupation and sex of the 

speakers (Auer, 1995, p. 427, 430). My goal was to observe how the different languages 

function in the Sebuyau community. To this end I made notes of when Iban and Malay 

codes were used. As I became familiar with the different speakers, I got a feel for how 

competent they were in each language. I found that writing within sight of the people 

often made them feel uncomfortable, possibly because they thought they were being 

evaluated. Because of this, I made my notes later in the day, in the privacy of my home. 

A very important phase of my research were the years of participant observation 

with Keluarga Church, where I gained a feel for the members’ shared values and 

communicative patterns (Fasold, 1990, p. 63). Much of my information came from 

attending religious events and ceremonies. My participation in the community and the 

church provided rich opportunities for observing multilingualism among the Sebuyau. It 

also gave me a clearer idea of which contexts were best for observing multilingualism in 

the tribe. In order to be accepted by community members, I had to account for my 

presence in some way. Both the Sebuyau and I had to benefit. 

Sometimes I would take part in the activities or conversations, other times I would 

just listen or watch. I also learned what was appropriate and what made people 

uncomfortable. There were more or less public conversations, such as church gatherings, 

and it was usually possible to record these speech events. On other occasions, I listened in 

on semi-private conversations in restaurants, stores and the post office (Auer, 1995, p. 

430). This type borders on eavesdropping, and recording would have been unethical. 
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During times I joined the congregation in cleaning up the church property, I quickly 

realized it was culturally inappropriate for me to watch women (Kotthoff, 1995, p. 113). 

Eventually, I believe I was able observe Sebuyau behavior more successfully than a 

Malaysian. This was because, as a stranger, I would notice things a local person would 

take for granted and miss. Also, the Sebuyau I was not acquainted with did not expect a 

white person to understand their language, so they would be more likely to speak 

naturally.  

 Guide for planning the future of our language 

Another method for obtaining data involved organizing a weeklong workshop 

called “Guide for planning the future of our language”, or “Guide” for short. This is a 

training based on the Sustainable Use Model (SUM) conceived by Lewis and Simons 

(2010). One of the elements of the model is a modification of Fishman’s (1991) Graded 

Intergenerational Disruption Scale (GIDS), referred to as the Expanded Graded 

Intergenerational Disruption Scale (EGIDS). The EGIDS enables us to accurately 

measure language vitality among tribal groups without a history of education or state 

power. The workshop teaches various methods for communities to become involved in 

language development. Through using hands on, participatory methods, they are able to 

get a good handle on how strong their language is. Depending on the vitality level, they 

then choose if or how they want to develop their language. These SUM/Guide workshops 

are put on by personnel from SIL, who use the results to help guide decisions on 

appropriate language development.  

In April 2015, I helped organize and lead one such workshop in Kuching. Those 

attending included people belonging to seven tribes in Sarawak, including the Sebuyau. 

During the workshop, we from the Sebuyau contingent sat at one table and worked 

together. I really wanted to see how the Sebuyau perceived themselves through using the 

Guide, and I was not disappointed. By drawing maps and charts, the sociolinguistic 

situation of the Sebuyau became graphically clear. We came away with a very good idea 
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of the roles played by Sebuyau, Iban, English, Malay, Chinese, and other languages 

spoken in the Lundu area.  

 Language learning 

In order to understand and interpret my data correctly, I needed to understand 

Sebuyau. For the first year and a half, I gathered a lot of data via my method of language 

learning. I would begin the process by planning the language session. Then, about twice a 

week, I would have hour-long language sessions with a Sebuyau man, woman or family. 

We would have these lessons at church, around Lundu town, at my home and in other 

people’s houses. About 75% of my lessons were with Sebuyau people connected in some 

way with Keluarga. I used a method that was very oral and involved a lot of pointing at 

pictures, total physical response, following commands and wordless books. During the 

last ten minutes of the lesson, I would record anywhere between two and twenty minutes 

of new vocabulary or phrases. I learned the language by listening to these recordings, 

which became more complex as the months progressed. The real key to my Sebuyau 

learning was the massive amounts of listening to these sound files. I would often listen as 

I was doing other activities around the yard or house. As I built up my vocabulary, I 

began to comprehend more and more of the language. After I understood the new 

vocabulary well, I would transcribe, gloss and translate what I had taped. I would also 

make notes about the grammar, phonology and morphology I was learning. Basically, I 

followed the procedure suggested by Greg Thompson (2011) in his “Growing Participant 

Approach”.  

I initially concentrated on understanding, but later I began to produce more and 

more speech. My storytelling attempts became the basis of some of my later lessons. I 

would first tell a story from a wordless book, circling the places I was tongue-tied. (Some 

of the stories were very specific, while others are open to various interpretations). Then I 

would record a Sebuyau person explaining the obscure parts. In a subsequent lesson, my 

language helper would flip through the pages, retelling the story told in the pictures. After 

listening to the recording several times, I would transcribe the text, gloss each word, and 
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give a free translation in English. In a following lesson, I would go over the words and 

phrases I did not understand. I eventually amassed two binders with over one hundred 

glossed and translated lessons, some as long as twenty minutes.  

Another method I used to learn the language involved preaching. I never became 

confident enough to speak publicly about more complicated matters without first talking 

it over with a Sebuyau. I simply never acquired enough vocabulary. So before I spoke, I 

would go over what I was planning to say in Sebuyau. Usually I did not have the time to 

go over the entire sermon beforehand. So I often preached the last part in English, and 

had one of the pastors translate for me. I could understand more Sebuyau than I could 

produce. So even though I could not talk coherently about the subject, I could usually tell 

if they were translating the gist of what I was saying. I found this whole process an 

effective language learning method. In particular, it helped me learn some of the 

vocabulary used by the people in Keluarga Church, the community of practice I was 

focusing on. This in turn helped me integrate more fully into the Keluarga community. 

The focus became less the language and more the information. This gave me a more 

natural, less artificial role.  

 Recording  

The foundations of this study depend to a large degree on good recorded 

materials. Initially, my recording strategy was rather scattershot. I felt it was important 

for me to be a “gourmand” rather than a “gourmet”, in other words, to collect different 

kinds data at many different times and at different locations. Most of my audio recordings 

were of individuals, but this is a fairly unnatural activity. Labov (1972, p. 66) 

recommends recording groups of people conversing with each other, because peer-group 

members in excited and rapid interaction cancel out the observer’s paradox. This would 

also be a good way to see what language people used when their guard was down. If they 

used more Malay in rapid speech, it may be a sign of impending language shift. 

Accordingly, I tried my hand at taping people talking to their family members. I recorded 

other speech events as well, including sermons and informal talks in church and in the 
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community. I noticed some people had DVDs of public events too, which I thought could 

be turned into good verbal documents (Auer, 1995, p. 429). I was initially keen on using 

some of these DVDs of cultural ceremonies that people kept in their homes. I also 

thought about recording some ceremonies surrounding Gawai, the harvest festival held in 

June. I was sometimes tempted record overheard conversations in restaurants and stores, 

but this would have been unethical. Conversations between the Sebuyau were a good way 

to study language maintenance, because there would be little observer’s paradox.  

Mostly I recorded individuals giving words and phrases, as well as telling stories 

of various lengths. By the first year and a half, I had collected hundreds of short segments 

of new vocabulary and phrases to help me learn the language. I recorded the Sebuyau 

texts, mainly using wordless storybooks. The modus operandi was for my language 

helpers to flip through the pages of the book, telling the story as it appeared in the 

pictures while I held the recording device.  

The adults felt more confident being recorded. This was largely because early on, 

several key people set the example and became familiar and comfortable with me. The 

fact that I attended the church and worshiped with my hosts made all the difference. As I 

became known and trusted by the Keluarga community, taping became easier. They 

understood and seemed somewhat please with the prospect of my taping them. I had little 

trouble finding church members to volunteer, and many expressed eagerness to teach me. 

By the end, they would request I visit them, and wanted to tell me stories. They appeared 

to be speaking naturally and confidently, with a minimal amount of observer’s paradox. 

When it came time to record the young people, I was surprised to find out they 

spoke Malay just as well as, or even better than Sebuyau. It seemed they did not, in fact, 

perfect their Sebuyau until they were in their twenties. I soon realized that many of them 

felt insecure being taped speaking their version of the language. Heath (1983, p. 266) 

suggests the problem can be eliminated by asking another Sebuyau to do the recording. 

However, since the object of study was language maintenance, I worried this practice 

might actually worsen the observer’s paradox. Since some younger Sebuyau expressed 

embarrassment that they did not speak like their elders, they might feel uneasy being 
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taped and evaluated as a poor speaker. As an outsider, I may actually have been a more 

neutral figure, less inclined to criticize their speech. For this reason, I recorded young 

people myself, out of earshot of other Sebuyau. 

In other cases, resorting to secondary data and asking the people themselves to 

record their own family and friends can be a good idea (Heath, 1983, p. 266). Informal 

conversations without the ethnographer present, or playing a minor role, often provides 

very good data (Auer, 1995, p. 432). Visual and auditory settings recorded with an 

insider’s eye and ear can reveal interesting perspectives (Cicourel, 1995, p. 369). 

However, those who make the recording for the ethnographer must be sufficiently 

informed about the aims, type and quality of recordings required (Auer, 1995, p. 435).  

I waited until near the end of my fieldwork to get this type of secondary data. I 

also wanted something in video to have a record of the non-verbal cues. At my request, 

he pastor selected a church member who was seen as an expert, and coached him on 

filming some footage of church activities. As Cicourel (1995, p. 369) predicted, I 

discovered new things by having someone other than myself operating the equipment. It 

turned out what the tribal people themselves thought was important to film revealed an 

interesting perspective I would not have seen if I had done it myself.  

After a year and a half, I began recording the texts that would provide most of the 

linguistic data for my thesis. After the people were comfortable with me and speaking 

naturally, I zeroed in on one speech event — storytelling — and attempted to record this 

systematically (Cicourel, 1995, p. 371). I asked the people to tell two stories, based on the 

same wordless storyboards. I systematically recorded around thirty individuals, male and 

female, of different age groups, who were active participants in the community of 

practice of Keluarga Church. Basically, I selected every Sebuyau in the Keluarga 

community who was raised in this area. (Everyone in church understands Sebuyau, but 

those who have immigrated from the Iban area generally speak Iban. People from non-

Iban tribes do learn Sebuyau, but I did not use them because I noticed they speak with an 

accent). I targeted over thirty individuals, but eventually selected twenty-four of these to 

analyze in depth. 
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My methodology for recording texts began with my trying to verbally translate 

into Sebuyau what was written in the waiver form for the Ethics Board of Simon Fraser 

University. I would explain to them I wanted to record a cross section of Sebuyau 

speakers, and study the way they spoke. When some of the younger people balked, saying 

they spoke only slang, I would tell them I did not want only to record the way their 

parents spoke, I also want to record “the type of Sebuyau you speak”. When they are 

clear on what I wanted and why, I would ask them to sign the ethics permission form. If 

they were under aged, I would get go over the above procedure with the parents, and get 

them to sign the waiver as well. Only then would I begin recording.  

 I used a high quality Edirol MP3 recorder and backed up all recordings twice. As 

materials for linguistic analysis, these recorded data in particular had to live up to good 

qualitative standards. For this, I needed a certain level of expertise, correct amplitude, and 

low noise levels (Gibbon 1995, 449). I had to consider things like background noise, open 

windows, easy identification of voices, and number of participants (Auer, 1995, p. 435). 

Since I tried to record under completely natural conditions, these qualitative standards 

were sometimes hard to achieve. One strategy I used in noisy surrounding, and only with 

men, was to do the actual taping inside my car. But I was ever cognizant that even the 

best recordings only show a small slice of the Sebuyau social world (Auer, 1995, p. 428). 

I was also keenly aware that my recording equipment could change the way people 

talked. But although it was not easy to get good, reliable primary data, I think I was able 

to mitigate the observer’s paradox when I recorded. 

 Texts 

My modus operandi for collecting texts followed roughly the following order: (1) 

Record two texts in Sebuyau from each speaker. They told stories based on the same 

wordless storyboards, each roughly ten minutes long. (2) Take down the metadata — 

information about the speakers, the environment they are speaking in. (3) Gloss each 

word of the text as best I could. (4) Provide a free English translation of the story. (5) At 

the end of the text, I would write down all the words and linguistic and sociolinguistic 
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phenomena I did not understand. (6) Go over the recording again with a Sebuyau speaker, 

clarifying unclear parts. (With texts that were particularly difficult to understand, I would 

sometimes repeat steps four and five.) (7) Code the text into clauses and utterances. (I did 

all coding by hand, without using software). (8) Number each word. (9) Mark and colour 

code every word according to which language or languages it belonged to or was cognate 

with. I arrived at these categories by mining grammars, dictionaries and historical 

linguistics articles. (10) Make lists appended to each text of all the words used in each 

language or languages. There were around thirty categories, the lists with most words 

being Malay/Sebuyau/Iban, Iban/Sebuyau, Sarawak Malay, English, Sanskrit and Arabic. 

(11) After colour coding the text, I often had questions about grammar and morphology 

that needed further investigation. I would write down these questions, along with the 

words I did not fully understand. (12) Review the text, recordings and notes again with a 

Sebuyau speaker, clarifying unclear areas. (13) Put all the words into an Excel sheet 

dictionary consisting of English, Iban, Sebuyau, Malay and Sarawak Malay. It took me 

about three and a half years to conclude this portion of my fieldwork. 
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Table 4.1. Example of a coded paragraph 

phrase # clause # word # clause # word # clause # 

43 75 323 324 325 75 76 326  327 76 

[[ [ Dah badu ia ]  [ makai kyek ] 

  After finish he   eat cake  

After he had finished eating the cakes 

 

clause# word # clause 

77 328 329 330 331 332 77 

[ ia lalu ngambi’ baju Tungau ] 

 he then grab clothes Tungau  

he grabbed Tungau’s clothes 

 

clause # word # clause # word # clause # phrase # 

78 333 334 78 79 335 336 337 79 43 

[ ta dijamboi ] [ ta di  luah ] ]] 

 that  dried   that locative outside   

that were drying outside 

 

phrase # clause # word # clause # 

44 80 338 339 340 80 

[[ [ Ia makai baju ] 

  he eats clothes  

He ate the clothes. 

 

clause # word # clause # 

81 341 342 343 81 

[ Ia  makai bisin ] 

 he eats basin  

He ate the basin. 

 

clause # word # clause # phrase # 

82 344 345 346 347 82 44 

[ Macam-macam utai pakai ia ] ]] 

 all kinds of thing eat he   

He ate all kinds of things. 
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phrase # clause # word # clause # phrase # 

45 83 348 349 350 351 352 83 45 

[[ [ Habis baju Tungau cahi’ ia ] ]] 

  finish clothes Tungau tear he   

He completely tore Tungau’s clothes. 

 

phrase # clause # word # clause # phrase # 

46 84 353 354 355 356 357 358 84 46 

[[ [ Abis bahang Tungau dikacau gayau nyak ] ]] 

  finish things Tungau disturbed crocodile the   

The crocodile messed up all of Tungau’s things. 

 

phrase # clause # word # 

47 85 359 360 

[[ [ Dah nyak 

  after  that 

After that 

 

word # clause # phrase # 

361 362 363 364 365 366 85 47 

manoak nyak mai gayau ia lahi ] ]] 

chicken the bring crocodile her flee   

the chicken took her crocodile away. 

 

phrase # clause # word # clause # 

48 86 367 368 369 370 86 

[[ [ Gayau nyak nyabut payip ] 

  crocodile the pull up pipe  

The crocodile yanked out the pipe 

 

clause # word # clause # 

87 371 372 373 374 87 

[ gayau nyak main gahong ] 

 crocodile the play ladel  

The crocodile played with the ladel 
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clause # word # clause # 

88 375 376 377 378 379 88 

[ ngambi’ baldi o ka dipakai ] 

 grab pail there want to use  

grabbed a pail there and wanted to eat it. 

 

clause # word # clause # phrase # 

89 380 381 382 89 48 

[ semuah ka dipakai ] ]] 

 everything want to eat   

He wanted to eat everything.  

Careful recording and transcribing were essential to answer many of my research 

questions. Sebuyau each told the same stories with their own flavour. This was a good 

way to gauge the strength of Sebuyau, because it gave me an idea of how vital the 

language was for each speaker. The texts provided real quantitative information on how 

exactly the Sebuyau speak, and were a very important source of data. But as Auer (1995, 

p. 435) reminds us, transcriptions are only reductions of the original recordings, just as 

the sound files are reductions of the original speech events. For this reason, I kept the 

recordings on thumb drives and computers after I had transcribed them. If there were any 

doubts or confusion in my analysis, I could go back and listen to the original recording 

again.  

Reviewing and transcribing these texts gave me a clearer picture of how 

multilingualism patterned, both structurally and functionally, among the Sebuyau. It also 

showed which parts of the grammar need further investigation, and led me to modify my 

methodology. For example, my method of studying the texts quickly revealed that the 

Sebuyau used loanwords extensively in their storytelling. So, I began to think it would be 

a good idea to keep track of the borrowings from Iban and Malay. Eventually, this led to 

my placing the words in thirty different categories, and making a dictionary of English, 

Sebuyau, Malay, Sarawak Malay and Iban of close to 3,000 words. I would not have 

come up with this idea had I not carefully gone over the texts using the methodology 

described above.  
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 Interviews 

Interviews, particularly when conducted by strangers, can be very obtrusive and 

lead to unnatural data. That is why Auer (1995, p. 432) strongly advises against 

interviewing people one does not know well. With this in mind, I waited one year before 

I interviewed anybody, and by then I had a better idea how to customize the questions to 

each person.  

I wanted to understand the Sebuyau’s perspective on the languages they spoke. In 

order to do this, I had to get the community members’ accounts of verbal interaction 

(Auer, 1995, p. 436). In the quest to find out the functional characteristics of Sebuyau, I 

asked people to reflect on when they use the language. Since I wanted to get their emic 

point of view, I would sometimes interview people about their own or some other 

Sebuyau’s linguistic behavior (Auer, 1995, pp. 436, 437). I also asked questions about the 

speakers’ competence in the different spoken languages to determine the extent of their 

multilingualism. I probed speakers’ attitudes towards their language and cultural 

practices. I needed a sense how they liked living the Sebuyau lifestyle, and if they wanted 

it to continue for their children. I felt it was important to find out how the Sebuyau 

themselves perceived their own speech variety, and how they use the different languages 

in their repertoire. This kind of secondary data gave me access to how participants 

conceptualized their verbal behaviour, i. e., about their norms, stereotypes and attitudes 

(Auer, 1995, p. 428). Discrepancies between what they reported and what I observed 

revealed something about their attitudes. Agyekum (1995, p. 493) demonstrated the 

usefulness of speaking with chiefs and common people to uncover their perspective on 

Akan greetings. In the quest to find out the functional characteristics of Sebuyau, I, too, 

spoke with a variety of people to uncover their perspective on when and why they used 

the various languages they knew. 

The most useful types of interviews for an ethnography of communication are the 

ones conducted in a conversational style. The alternative, interviewing subjects strictly by 

asking them questions, feels like a test, often makes people nervous, and thus can lead to 

incorrect data. A natural way to have a conversation is to talk with a group of two or three 
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members of the community who are well known to each other. This has the effect of 

easing the tension and making the situation much more informal. When I had the 

opportunity to do this, I noticed that friends talked to each other differently than they 

talked to me. I often had a hard time understanding them. Some sociolinguists have 

suggested introducing controversial or personally dangerous topics (Hartmann, 1995; 

Labov, 1972, pp. 354–355; Hill & Hill, 1977, p. 56). Auer (1995, 433) recommends the 

former strategy, but not the latter. He explains that stories of personal danger have been 

told so many times, they may have become memorized, or “ritualized”. To avoid eliciting 

memorized stories, and in an effort to make the interview less formal, I would usually 

take Auer’s suggestion (1995, p. 432) to give up control of the conversation, and let the 

interviewee(s) select the topic. 

One limitation turned out to be that many Sebuyau had very little metalinguistic 

knowledge. Most had never thought about why they said things a certain way, or in a 

certain language. Asking them “why” made them uncomfortable — probably a sign of 

linguistic insecurity. As Auer (1995, p. 438) warned, they felt they had to answer all my 

questions in order to save face, even if even if they did not know the information asked. 

The best candidates to interview about language and culture turned out to be “in 

between” people, to whom Auer (1995, 437) refers as “intercultural mediators”. In 

Lundu, that meant Sebuyau who for professional or personal reasons, had some roots or 

prolonged contacts with the Chinese, Malays, or other tribal communities. Some 

examples of “in between” people that turned out to be a very good source of information 

include Otto, an American man married to a Sebuyau. He was a scholar who knew a lot 

about Sebuyau history and had written a grammar of Iban, a closely related language. His 

wife Nusi was a local Sebuyau who spoke Chinese and had many Malay relatives. Otto 

and Nusi lived in a Sebuyau village and were familiar with Keluarga church, but were not 

members. Another in between person was Andrew, a Sebuyau who was raised in a village 

of the Salako tribe. Andrew was also the leader of the community of practice of Keluarga 

Church.  
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 Data analysis 

Careful data analysis was the key to answer many of the research questions. But 

data cannot be analyzed in a completely objective way. The ethnographer’s desires, likes, 

dislikes, and perceptions necessarily bias the analysis. So it follows that my methods for 

analyzing my data were subjective, too. However, this problem can be somewhat 

overcome by personal and ethnographic knowledge of a local setting, the organizational 

roles and constrained and expected behaviour of the participants (Cicourel, 1995, p. 369). 

For example, Ochs’ (1988) and Schieffelin’s (1990) knowledge of the ethnographic 

settings and background characteristics of Samoan and Kaluli social structure were 

indispensable to their analysis. Like Och and Shieffelin, my extended time in Lundu 

helped me understand how the Sebuyau think and behave. However, this ethnographic 

knowledge, too, needed be examined and analyzed (Cicourel, 1995, p. 370). Although it 

was important to understand the community’s thought processes, the ethnography could 

not be viewed only from their perspective. It had to be analyzed and written in a 

theoretical framework that would be understood by the linguistic community (Auer, 

1995, p. 426). All in all many variables, and these three perspectives (mine, the 

Sebuyau’s and the linguists’) had to be kept in mind while analyzing the data. 

Some sociolinguists view language not as a particle, but as a soup, with 

hybridized/contact varieties being the norm (Lewis, 1999). I came to see this to be a 

logical starting point, and believe the Sebuyau should be analyzed as a community with a 

unique mix of language varieties and its own patterns of communication. So my 

methodology encompasses not just how people speak Sebuyau, but also the other 

languages used in their community.  

A large part of my methodology consisted in systematically studying one 

particular speech event — storytelling. Although conversations had the potential to reveal 

more, they are much more difficult to quantify and qualify. With storytelling, I was able 

to get twenty-four people to tell roughly the same account. Then I could compare and 

analyze their similarities and differences in a more controlled fashion than if I were to 

analyze conversation. Much of the analysis happened during and after I recorded and 
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transcribed stories from twenty-four Sebuyau. As I transcribed, glossed, translated, and 

coded the texts, I saw some patterns emerging. I started to see a clearer picture of how 

multilingualism patterned structurally in Sebuyau. By analyzing my field notes, I started 

to see how multilingualism patterned functionally. The texts showed in a quantitative way 

the levels of mixture in their speech variety. I made a particular note of the “tip of 

tongue” (TOT) phenomenon, and false starts. I felt these were good paths to probing 

multilingualism. Stydying their storytelling in depth like this also revealed which parts of 

the grammar merited further investigation.  

Another method was to study how the community behaved when we were 

together. In fact, I formed some of my hypotheses while I was fulfilling one or another of 

my roles at Keluarga Church. Sometimes I found it challenging to participate in the social 

life of the community, and at the same time analyze what was going on in an unbiased 

way (Auer, 1995, p. 433).  

It was revealing to analyze the situations when the Sebuyau’s memory or 

perception was faulty. At times, their reported information did not match with what I 

actually heard. Their perception was not in line with the way they used the language. In 

these cases, I would sometimes confront people with recordings of their actual words. 

This gave them a chance to reflect on their own speech activities, which they were 

hearing on tape. I was able to analyze their language attitudes by the discrepancy between 

reported and actual language competence and use. 

They were most enthusiastic about commenting on other members’ linguistic 

behavior (Cicourel 1995). With this in mind, Auer (1995, 437) cautions to stop the tape 

when, for example, the situation becomes strained or embarrassing. Some people asked 

for copies of others’ recordings, which I declined to provide because I feared they would 

be used to ridicule other people’s way of speaking. 

One quantitative way to deal with the data was to use a form of multifactorial 

analysis to ascertain which factors influence the Sebuyau’s speech. Speech factors I 

analyzed include the lexicon, phonology, (Gibbon, 1995) and morphology (Goodwin, 
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1995). I cross-referenced these with the speaker’s location, age and sex. It was possible to 

carefully extract and examine the data and metadata in my field notes and texts and see 

which factors correlated with stronger Sebuyau language maintenance, and fewer 

borrowings. This type of analysis of the data provided quantitative evidence as to what 

linguistic and sociolinguistic factors have helped them maintain their language. 

 Excel dictionary 

After transcribing, glossing, translating, and coding the texts, took each word and 

placed it in an appendix. I created an Excel spreadsheet, where I inserted the words, along 

with their English glosses and cognates in Iban, Malay and Sarawak Malay. This Excel 

spreadsheet dictionary was a good source to answer questions about the Sebuyau 

language itself, rather than how people use it. It helped figure out questions such as what 

percentage of total words borrowed from language X are available for use. A more 

detailed explanation of the Excel dictionary is found in the introduction to the appendix.  

 Conclusion 

After looking at several possible communities in the state of Sarawak, I settled on 

the Sebuyau. They seemed to fit the criteria of being a small group that had plenty of 

contact with other languages, yet exhibited no signs shifting. Once in the Lundu area, I 

investigated several possible communities of practice before settling on Keluarga Church. 

After choosing Keluarga, I did my best to become an organic part of the congregation. In 

general, I used ethnographic methodology to gain a general understanding of the 

community. 

I also used various specific methods to gather information. I kick-started my 

research by having some Sebuyau participate in a workshop called, “Guide for planning 

the future of our language”. This gave us a very good idea of the state of the community 

from their “emic” perspective. The process of learning to speak Sebuyau also helped me 
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gain an understanding of a many cultural and linguistic issues. But the cornerstone of my 

research was the Sebuyau texts I recorded, transcribed, and analyzed. 
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Phonology and morphology 

This chapter provides a brief description of the sounds (phonology) and affixes 

(morphology) of Proto-Malayic languages in general, but mainly targets the unique 

features that set Sebuyau apart. The Sebuyau information is primarily derived from a 

quantitative analysis of Sebuyau texts taken from twenty-four speakers. Chapter seven 

will explain how the data are pertinent to the question of language maintenance.  

Under the topic of phonology, I will look at the people who frequently use the r 

phoneme instead of the expected Sebuyau h. This demographic uses r over 40% of the 

time. In this high r use group the range was very wide, from using the r variant 95% of 

the time (pronouncing 61 out of a possible 64 words with the r) to 42% (pronouncing 58 

out of a possible 139 words with the r). On the average, this high r group used that 

variant 68% of the time, versus the average, which used r in 30% of the possible cases.  

Under the topic of morphology, I will begin with an overview of Malay, Iban, and 

Sebuyau, based on Liaw (1999), Sutlive et al. (2016), and Steinmayer (1999). In addition 

to affixes, Iban, Malay, and Sebuyau use the morphological process of reduplication. I 

will focus on some Sebuyau people who use reduplication the Malay way.  

Sebuyau has been in contact with other languages for centuries, including Iban 

and two kinds of Malay (the standard and Sarawak varieties). Sebuyau and Iban are so 

close that we can conflate them and refer to the two as “Ibanic”. Technically, “Ibanic” is 

used for a variety of languages, including Sebuyau, Remun and Iban in Malaysia; and 

Mualang in Indonesia. Since the only one of these languages in contact with Sebuyau is 

Iban proper, I will use the term “Ibanic” to refer to Sebuyau and Iban. I will not discuss 

any of the other Ibanic varieties in detail other than Iban. Also, since Sarawak and 
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Standard Malay are so close, I will usually use the term “Malay” to refer to both those 

varieties.  

 Malayic and Ibanic  

The first part of the chapter will look at the sounds of Malayic and Ibanic. The 

tables below describe the sounds or phonemic inventory of Malay, Iban, and Sebuyau 

according to the International Phonetic Alphabet.  

Table 5.1. Malay, Iban, and Sebuyau Consonants  

 Labial Alveolar Postalveolar Velar Glottal 

Plosive p b t d  k g ʔ 

Nasal m n ɲ ŋ  

Affricate   d͡ʒ t͡ ʃ   

Fricative  s ʃ  h 

Lateral  l    

Rhotic  r    

Approximant w  J   

Note: adapted from Steinmayer, 1999, p. 12,13 

Table 5.2. Malay, Iban, and Sebuyau Vowels  

 Front Central Back 

Close i  u 

Mid e ə o 

Open  a  

Note: adapted from Steinmayer, 1999, p. 10,11 

Orthographic note: The sounds are represented orthographically by their symbols as 

above, except: 

ɲ is written <ny> 

ŋ is written <ng> 
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ʔ is written <‘> 

t͡ ʃ is written <c> 

d͡ʒ is written <j> 

J is written <y> 

ʃ is written <sy> 

ə is written <e> 

Iban and Malay both have good phonological descriptions (Steinmayer, 1999 for 

Iban; Clynes & Deterding, 2011 for Malay) and the core phonemic inventory of the three 

languages is practically identical. The tables above show the phonemes used in all three 

languages. 

All the vowels can appear in stressed syllables, except for the schwa ə. Most of 

the native lexicon of both Ibanic and Malayic is based on disyllabic root morphemes, 

with a small percentage of monosyllabic and trisyllabic roots (Adelaar, 1992). Malay, 

however, uses more prefixes and suffixes, so many of its words are much longer (Clynes 

& Deterding, 2011, p. 264). Ibanic words tend more to be disyllabic. A sample of three 

hundred words beginning with twenty-three different sounds, from Sutlive’s 

comprehensive Iban dictionary (2016), shows thirty-six (88%) had two syllables. Of 

those that are not disyllabic, twenty (60%) are borrowed words.  

The most common syllable patterns in my texts are consonant and vowel (CV) 

and CVC, which together accounted for 83% of the syllables. Out of 1,538 syllables 

taken from twenty-four speakers, 774 (50%) are CV; and 506 (33%) are CVC. In order to 

determine this pattern, I recorded all the syllables, then listed each syllable once as used 

by each speaker. I only recorded the types of syllables, not the tokens. I arrived at the 

number by listing the types per speaker, times twenty four speakers. As in other Proto-

Malayic languages, common alternative syllable patterns are VC and V (Juan et al., 2011, 
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p. 216). There were ninety-eight V and eighty VC syllables in the text, representing 

respectively 6% and 5% of the 1,538 tokens. Syllables with consonant clusters are found 

in (mostly) borrowed words (Juan et al., 2011, p. 217). Examples include CCV (trai 

‘try’), CCVC (prem ‘frame’ and krim ‘cream’), CCCV (skru ‘screw’) and CVCC (leks 

‘Alex’). The total number of syllables with consonant clusters in my sample was 80 out 

of 1,538, or 5% of the total. 

 Differences between Malayic and Ibanic 

Most of the features that distinguish Ibanic from Malayic are not predictable, and 

thus not really phonological. They are actually more like arbitrary lexical changes that 

cannot be predicted accurately. However, some general sound change patterns do occur 

between the two families. We will discuss these, giving examples from the appendix.  

Extra syllable 

One common phonological or lexical variation between Malayic and Ibanic is that 

the Malay u in the last syllable is usually rendered uwa in Ibanic. This extra syllable also 

affects stress. The usual Sebuyau word is disyllabic, with ultimate stress. These new 

forms using uwa are trisyllabic with penultimate stress. This is unusual, as very few 

words have penultimate stress in Malayic and Ibanic. About 4% of all the words in the 

text follow this pattern, as shown in the example below. Interestingly, sometimes the 

Sebuyau do not pronounce these words this way, but rather simply leave the vowels as u.  

According to the scholars, the Iban is pronounced more like Malay. For this 

reason, I transcribed the Iban words in Table 5.3 below following the received Iban 

orthography and pronunciation. But my research found something different. My limited 

probing of Iban found their pronunciation was usually closer to the Sebuyau one. For 

example, if the words were to be recorded phonetically, #513 under the Iban column 

would look more like the Sebuyau duduwak (Steinmayer, 1999, p. 11).  
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Table 5.3. Examples of Ibanic wa 

Wordlist # Sebuyau Iban Malay Sarawak   

513 duduwak dudok duduk dudok ‘sit’ 

1408 lukuwang lukung cacing cacin/luking ‘worm’ 

1508 jaguwang jagung jagong jagong ‘corn’ 

1707 pelampuwang pelampung pelampung pelepuk ‘life buoy’/‘float’ 

Another similar distinction is that Malay i is pronounced iya in Ibanic. Once again, if the 

words were to be recorded phonetically, #567 under the Iban column would look more 

like the Sebuyau dindiyang (Steinmayer, 1999, p. 11). About 2% of all the words in the 

text follow this pattern. Again, sometimes the Sebuyau do not add an extra syllable when 

i is the ultimate vowel.  

Table 5.4. Examples of Ibanic ya  

Wordlist # Sebuyau Iban Malay Sarawak   

567 dindiyang dinding dinding dinding ‘wall’ 

971 plastiyak plastic plastic plastic ‘plastic (bag)’ 

1898 tebiyang tebing tebing tebing ‘edge’/‘bank’ 

2021 minciyang mincing mincing mincing ‘hold and take along’ 

In Iban dictionaries, these words and others like it are written phonemically as dudok and 

dinding. When they are written that way, they look more like Malay than Sebuyau. But 

the way Sebuyau and Ibans often pronounce these words is closer to duduwak and 

dindiyang. The Sebuyau pronouncing the Malay u and i due to language contact, and is 

not a historical change. Language contact in a super-subordinate relationship (somewhat 

like Sebuyau and Malay) can correlate with language shift (Paulston, 2002, p. 130). 

Malayic alveolar corresponding to Ibanic Ø 

An additional feature which marks the Ibanic languages as distinct from Malayic 

is that Malayic r and n at times corresponds to Ibanic Ø. This is most commonly seen in 

the affixes be-, te-, and -ka, which correspond to the Malay ber- and ter-, and -kan. The 

preference for be- instead of ber-, and te- instead of ter- may be to conform to the 

preferred Ibanic CV pattern. This explanation does not apply to the suffix -ka, since many 

Iban words end in a consonant. 
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Table 5.5. Examples of r and n corresponding to Ø 

Wordlist # Sebuyau Iban Malay Sarawak   

160 be-kayuh be-kayuh ber-kayuh ber-kayuh ‘paddle’ 

175 te-tekan te-tekan ter-tekan ter-tekan ‘press’ 

802 ninggl-ka ninggl-ka 
meninggal-

kan 

meninggal-

kan 

‘cause to 

leave’ 

Another, less common occurrence is when the Malayic r corresponds with Ibanic 

glottal stop. There is also a systematic correspondence of Sarawak Malay k to Ibanic 

glottal stop. As seen in the following table, Sarawak Malay pairs with Standard Malay for 

the words ‘water’ and ‘egg’. In contrast, with the word ‘tail’, it pairs more closely with 

Ibanic.  

Table 5.6. Examples of r corresponding to ’  

Wordlist # Sebuyau Iban Malay Sarawak   

1077 iko’ iko’ ekor ekok ‘tail’ 

620 ai’ ai’ air air ‘water’ 

615 telu’ telu’ telur telur ‘egg’ 

This pattern of usually pairing with Standard Malay is actually quite common; Sarawak 

Malay is closer to Standard Malay than to Ibanic. 

Most Malays in Sarawak are descendants of Iban or Sebuyau who converted to 

Islam, and changed their language accordingly. Thus, the Sarawak Malay language may 

be analyzed as Malay with an Iban or Sebuyau substratum. So it is not too surprising that, 

of the two Malays, the Sarawak variety should be closer to Sebuyau and Iban than 

Standard Malay is.  

Final consonant alternating with i 

Another common, but by no means universal, alternation is that a final consonant 

in Malayic corresponds to an i in Ibanic. This is not a regular phonological rule, as 

example #15 shows. It is merely a lexical alteration.  
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Table 5.7. Examples of final consonant becoming i 

Wordlist # Sebuyau Iban Malay Sarawak   

711 besai besai besar besar ‘big’  

672 makai makai makan makan ‘eat’ 

1808 nyamai nyamai nyaman nyaman ‘tasty’ 

666 jalai jalai jalan jalan ‘road’ 

683 panjai panjai panjang panjang ‘long’ 

15 batang batang batang batang ‘stick’ 

The final consonant becoming an i in Ibanic is a very salient distinction, and both Malays 

and Sebuyau frequently refer to this as one of the differences between the languages. 

Word initial consonants in Malay corresponding to Ø in Ibanic  

One more fairly regular sound change that separates Malay from Ibanic is that 

word initial consonants in Malay correspond to Ø in Ibanic. The consonants attested in 

the texts are h, l, b, n, s, d, p, and r. Looking at these data, I was not able to make a clear 

generalization about the set of Malay consonants that correspond to Ø in Ibanic. This is 

not an unprecedented phenomenon. Mielke (2004) believes that many generalizations 

cannot be stated in terms of features, and this appears to hold true for this generalization 

that word initial consonants in Malay correspond to Ø in Ibanic. 

Table 5.8. Examples of word initial consonant corresponding to Ø  

Wordlist # Sebuyau Iban Malay Sarawak   

749 ati ati hati hati ‘heart’ 

719 agi’ agi’ lagi agik ‘again’ 

551 oleh oleh boleh boleh ‘can’ (verb) 

1341 ukai ukai bukan bukan ‘not’ 

748 asi’ asi’ nasi nasik ‘rice’ 

811 udah udah sudah dah ‘already’ 

1385 nggau enggau dengan dengan ‘and’ 

1312 asai asai rasa rasa ‘feel’ 

2497 isau isau pisau pisau ‘knife’ 

Number 1341 (‘not’) is both an example of the first consonant in the two Malays 

corresponding to Ø in the two Ibanic languages; and an example of the Malayic final 

consonant alternating with Ibanic i. In example 719 agi’ (‘again’) the Sarawak Malay 
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word hews more closely to Ibanic than to Malay. A similar example is ekok ‘tail’ (#1077 

in Table 5.6 above). Both words show that Sarawak Malay has been influenced by Iban 

and Sebuyau.  

Word final diphthongization 

As illustrated in Table 5.9 below, Ibanic speakers sometimes diphthongize a 

Malay vowel a in word final position.  

Table 5.9. Examples of diphthongization 

Wordlist # Sebuyau Iban Malay Sarawak   

818 tuai tuai tua tuai ‘old’ 

1312 asai asai rasa rasa ‘feel’ 

871 hidua seduai kedua-dua kedua-dua ‘both’ 

2298 merupai  sebaka merupa merupa ‘almost the same’ 

The word merupai is a rather typical example. It has been borrowed from Malay, and the 

vowel is diphthongized in word final position. The term came from the Sanskrit word 

rupa (‘face’/‘appearance’). However, it has been almost one thousand years since 

Sanskrit was the lingua franca of the area. Today Sebuyau speakers are not aware of the 

Sanskrit language, and usually ascribe these borrowed words to Malay. 

 Phonological sketch 

There are various ways of speaking Iban, but the dialect spoken along the Saribas 

River is considered the de facto standard (Kroeger, 1998, p. 149). The land between the 

Sebuyau and Iban is inhabited by Malays on the coast and by the Jaggoi tribe in the 

interior. One could describe Sebuyau as a variety cut off from standard Iban and 

surrounded by other languages. In particular, the Lundu Sebuyau villages can be treated 

as Iban enclaves interspersed between Malay, Chinese, and various other tribes. (See 

Figures 2.6, 3.3, and 3.5 for maps of the locations of the Sebuyau, Ibans, and other 

groups). Although Sebuyau is a variety of Iban, the two lects have not remained mutually 

intelligible. One of the things that make comprehension between Sebuyau and Iban 

difficult is the phonology. Although there are actually very few differences, they are 
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enough to prevent mutual intelligibility. We will discuss these differences and how they 

are distributed throughout the Sebuyau community.  

 Iban initial schwa corresponding to Sebuyau Ø 

As explained above, most Iban words are disyllabic, with stress on the final 

syllable. One way Sebuyau differs from Iban is that speakers often do not pronounce the 

initial unstressed vowel, a schwa, before a nasal. Three examples follow below: 

Table 5.10. Examples of initial schwa corresponding to Ø 

Wordlist # Sebuyau Iban Malay Sarawak   

1385 nggau enggau dengan dengan ‘and’/‘with’ 

1149 nduh endur tempat tempat ‘place’ 

1485 mpu empu punya empun ‘own’ 

The Sebuyau are very aware that one of the ways they speak differently from Iban is that 

they shorten words in this fashion.  

 s~c alternation 

Another marker of Sebuyau seems to be free variation between the voiceless 

palatal affricate t͡ ʃ (represented orthographically as c in the table below) and the alveolar 

fricative s. See examples below: 

Table 5.11. Examples of free variation between c and s 

Wordlist # Sebuyau Iban Malay Sarawak   

1819 mancut mansut memancut mancut ‘exit’ 

2349 

2354 

cehita 

serita 
cerita cerita  kesah ‘story’ 

536 

537 

cemin 

semin 
ceremin cermin cermin ‘glass’ 

343 

344 

suhat 

cuhat 
surat surat surat ‘writing’ 

In some forms, (such as 1819 ‘exit’), Iban s is always pronounced c in Sebuyau. In other 

examples, (like 2349 ‘story’ and 537 ‘glass’), we see the opposite scenario — the Iban c 

is sometimes pronounced s in Sebuyau. A third pattern is illustrated by example #344 
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‘writing’ — the Iban c is sometimes pronounced s in Sebuyau. I have not been able to 

predict when Iban c becomes Sebuyau s nor when Iban s becomes Sebuyau c. For words 

manifesting this alternation, a single speaker can pronounce them either way. 

 s~h alternation 

Additionally, Sebuyau s can alternate with h, as seen in the following table.  

Table 5.12. Example of s~h 

Wordlist # Sebuyau Iban Malay Sarawak   

1234 

1232 

hida’ 

sida’ 
sida’ mereka sidak ‘they’ 

Actually, this particular alternation is only attested in one word, the high frequency third 

person plural pronoun, but there are many examples of it. The Sebuyau exhibit a wide 

variation in the way they pronounced the third person plural. Some use only hida’, others 

used only sida’, but most use both forms. In general, sida’ was used less frequently (32% 

or 49 out of the 152 times it was recorded in the text).  

To find out whether certain villages used more sida’, I coded for location (central 

versus peripheral villages). It did not turn out to be the case that people from some 

villages used more sida’ than others. I then coded for age and sex. Predictably, in the top 

left of the chart, there is a cluster of four teenage girls who use more hida’ than the rest of 

the community. Three of these girls are closely related (two are sisters, one is a cousin), 

and they live in adjacent houses in a central village called Sileng. Interestingly, these 

three girls also used a far higher percentage of Malay loanwords than the rest of the 

Sebuyau (see section 6.5, Figures 6.3, 6.4, and 6.6). The fourth teenager came from the 

village of Klaoh. All four of these girls were friends and spent time together in the 

Keluarga church youth group. The graph below charts the percentage of hida’ used by 

speakers in my texts. 
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Figure 5.1. Percentage of hida’ 

 

Note: red = female; blue = male; black = innovative cluster 

P = peripheral village 

The cluster of innovative teenage girls (in black diamonds) can be seen at the top left of 

the chart. These girls use hida’ far more frequently than the average Sebuyau speaker.   

 Loanwords 

In some instances, loanwords introduce new phonemes into Sebuyau, or affect old 

ones. Loanwords also affect the phonological inventories of Iban and Malay. Some 

examples from the texts follow below.  

Alveolars and palatals 

Voiced alveolar fricatives (z) and palatal fricatives (sy) are not native to the Proto-
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Table 5.13. Examples of z and ʃ words 

Wordlist # Sebuyau Iban Malay Sarawak   

2090 beza nyelai beza beza ‘different’ 

2556 spesyel spesyel spesyel spesyel ‘special’ 

172 kusyin —  kusyen kusyen ‘cushion’ 

927 mesyin mesin mesin mesin ‘machine’ 

The word for ‘different’ (#2090) is borrowed from Sanskrit; ‘special’ (#2556), “cushion” 

(#172), and ‘machine’ (#927) are from English. 

Disyllabism 

The stress is on the final syllable of Malay and Ibanic disyllabic words. The 

preferred word length in Ibanic is two syllables. To make English words conform to 

Ibanic phonological constraints, another syllable with the same vowel is added (#959) or 

a diphthong is split (#957) See examples below: 

Table 5.14. Example of the creation of a disyllabic word 

Wordlist # Sebuyau Iban Malay Sarawak   

959 singki singki singki singki ‘sink’  

957 payip paip paip paip ‘pipe’ 

The words then receive ultimate stress, as expected in normal Sebuyau pronunciation. 

Labiodentals 

Most of the time, the labiodental fricatives f and v are replaced by bilabial stops p 

and b, as shown in examples 962, 859, 932, and 2391 below.  
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Table 5.15. Examples of labiodental fricatives becoming stops 

Wordlist # Sebuyau Iban Malay Sarawak   

962 tibi tibi televisyen tibi/televisyen ‘television’ [English] 

859 bepikir bepikir berfikir bepikir ‘think’ [Arabic] 

2391 paham merti faham paham ‘understand’ [Malay] 

928 telepon telepon  telepon telepon ‘telephone’ [English] 

Sebuyau and Iban seldom use the labiodental fricatives f and v, but they sometimes occur 

in loanwords, as in numbers 931, 1492, and 797. Usually the f comes from Arabic and the 

v from English. 

 Case study: r~h alternation 

By far the most salient phonological marker is that the h in Sebuyau is 

pronounced r in Malay and Iban, and ɣ in Sarawak Malay. As an interesting aside, the 

wordlist in Appendix A and the online Sarawak Malay dictionary indicate the r reflex is 

more common in Sarawak Malay. This may be because they choose to spell ɣ as r, and 

also because they may want Sarawak Malay to sound more like Standard Malay. I elicited 

most of the Sarawak Malay words from my neighbour, who, in the more formal setting of 

word elicitation, may have favoured the r over the ɣ pronunciation — a classic example 

of observer’s paradox. Most of my entries of Sarawak Malay h came from instances when 

I heard Malays using the ɣ reflex in normal speech. However, since I did not spend much 

time with the Malays, I did not have many opportunities to hear them speak naturally.  

Out of 2,595 Sebuyau words containing r in Malay and Iban, 245 (slightly less 

than 10%) use an h where the other languages use an r. This alternation is very salient. In 

fact, when asked what makes their language distinct, the majority of Sebuyau respond 

that they use h when Iban uses r. Sebuyau intuition may be correct. Possibly the main 

consistent alternation is the one described below, where r in Iban and Malay is an h in 

Sebuyau. There is some evidence that those Sebuyau with more exposure to Iban use the 

r variant more frequently than the average. Also, women tended to use the h variant more 

than men.   
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Table 5.16. Examples of r ~ h 

Wordlist # Sebuyau Iban Malay Sarawak   

447 bubuh bubur bubur bubur ‘porridge’ 

132 humah rumah rumah rumah/humah ‘house’ 

380 keluah keluar keluar keluar ‘go out’ 

464 husak rusak rosak rosak ‘damage’ (INTRANS) 

In Proto-Malayic, the original oral consonant in question was *ɣ, a velar/uvular 

fricative (Adelaar, 1992, p. 86; Collins, 1987, pp. 41, 42, 1986, p. 181). The ɣ has been 

retained in a few lects, such as Sarawak Malay (Jaafar, 2017) and Kuala Lumpur Malay 

(D. Gil, personal communication, December 24, 2018). The *ɣ fronting to an apical trill 

or flap is a common innovation in western Borneo (Anderbeck, 2018, p. 180), and today 

most cognates in other Proto-Malayic languages, such as Standard Malay and Iban, now 

have a flap r.  

In Sebuyau there was further shift from r to the voiceless glottal fricative h. This 

change is very productive in Sebuyau. We see this change in borrowed words from other 

languages that change their r to an h. The Sebuyau then refer to these word as markers of 

their own lect. The examples below include # 952 ‘brush’ (from English), # 2349 ‘story’ 

(from Sanskrit carita), and # 985 ‘car’ (from Portuguese). 
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Table 5.17. Examples of r > h in borrowed words 

Wordlist # Sebuyau Iban Malay Sarawak   

952 behus berus berus berus ‘brush’ [English] 

2349 cehita cerita cerita cerita ‘story’ [Sanskrit] 

985 keheta kereta kereta kereta ‘car’ [Portuguese] 

Sometimes in rapid speech, the Sebuyau delete the entire syllable with the h. 

Examples of this pronunciation are shown below: 

Table 5.18. Examples of h deletion 

Wordlist # Sebuyau Iban Malay Sarawak   

125 tejun terejun terjun terjun ‘jump’ 

536 cemin cerenim cermin cermin ‘glass’ 

429 keja kereja kerja kerja/kereja ‘work’ 

Presently there may be a further development where Sebuyau h is becoming Iban 

r. One indicator is that the r dominant people seem to have more contact with r using 

people. Additionally, the Sebuyau react to the r as the Iban pronunciation. 

However, the data from the texts are nuanced. The Sebuyau do use h in the place 

of r, but rarely exclusively so. As is common in complex sociolinguistic conditions, the 

question is more about the relative frequency of the two alternants (Anshen, 1969, p. 2). 

It depends primarily on the speaker and secondarily on the word itself. Some words are 

more likely to receive the h pronunciation, others the r. When speakers perceive they are 

pronouncing a word with r rather than h, they almost invariably call it the Iban 

pronunciation – even though the Malay word may be the same as the Iban.  

There are 243 words in the corpus that are pronounced with r in Iban and h in 

Sebuyau. The chart below shows the percentage of time people in the text chose the r 

pronunciations instead of the h.  
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Figure 5.2. Percentage of r use 

 

Note: red = female; blue = male;  

P = peripheral village 

The chart above demonstrates there is a remarkable range in pronunciation of the 

h and r. Some speakers use the innovative r form 95% of the time, while others never do. 
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determining factors. Somewhat surprisingly, age did not. The younger people did not use 

more r.  

The h group tended to be women. In fact, 75% of the people in this group were 

female. The people in the r group were mostly (63%) men. In fact, there were only three 

women in the high r use group, and these were all anomalous. One had an Iban mother 

(who did not to speak Sebuyau). The other was married to an Iban and had lived in the 

city of Kuching (where Iban dominates) for years. The third pronounced r in the very 

rhotacized way favoured by young women on television.  

Even though I sampled very few speakers per village, the data that did come in 

seemed to show the use of h depended on location. The three central villages were Sileng 

(nine speakers), Sebemban (four speakers), and Klaoh (six speakers). The two peripheral 

were Tabuan (three speakers) and Stunggang Ulu (two speakers). Tabuan is a village on 

the far north of Sebuyau territory, and Stunggang Ulu is on the southern extremity. The 

group that used mostly the Sebuyau h consisted primarily of people from the central 

villages. In fact, there was only one higher h user from a peripheral area. The people in 

the r group seemed to be evenly split. However, a closer look revealed the four subjects 

from central villages who used more r were anomalous. One of them was the same young 

lady who pronounced r in the very rhotacized way favoured by young women on 

television, likely demonstrating the cosmopolitan effect. Two had an Iban mother. The 

fourth man’s text caused an interesting reaction in people. They noted he was attempting 

to speak Iban, something they had not heard him do before. Perhaps, for some reason, he 

thought I wanted an Iban recording.  

Variable r~h words  

There is one category consisting of words that are always, or almost always 

pronounced with h. For example, I have only heard Sebuyau people pronounce the words 

below with the h reflex. 
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Table 5.19. Examples of words always pronounced h  

Wordlist # Sebuyau Iban Malay Sarawak   

2387 menahat menarat biawak biawak ‘monitor lizard’ 

2312 ancoh ancur hancur hancur ‘shatter’ 

1827 behat berat berat berat ‘heavy’ 

Another group of words is always, or almost always pronounced with r. For 

example, I have only attested the words below with the r reflex. People have told me the 

proper Sebuyau term uses the h, but I have not run across these forms in the texts.  

Table 5.20. Example of r~h words usually pronounced r  

Wordlist # Sebuyau Iban Malay Sarawak   

2433 

2434 
carut 
cahut 

carut kusut kusut ‘tangled’ 

2173 

2174 
terang 
tehang 

terang terang terang ‘clear’/‘bright’ 

2522 

2523 
berendam 
behendam 

berendam berendam berendam ‘submerged’ 

But there is a third cluster that is harder to pin down, which consists of words that 

are pronounced both ways – even by the same individual. For example, the words shown 

below often use either an h or an r.  

Table 5.21. Example of r~h variable words with inconsistent pronunciation 

Wordlist # Sebuyau Iban Malay Sarawak   

132 

133 

rumah 

humah 
rumah rumah rumah ‘house’ 

366 

370 

gambah 

gambar 
gambar gambar gambar ‘picture’ 

374 

375 

bahu 

baru 
baru baru baru ‘new’ 

 In the following chart, I made a modification. I still logged the percentage of r 

use by speaker, but this time I only used these variable words.  
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Figure 5.3. Percentage of r use with variable words 
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levelling the differences and narrowing the gap. Another visible difference is that the 

centre of gravity in the variable chart is higher, closer to Iban. The overall average use of 

r went up ten percentage points in the variable chart, from 26% to 36%.  

It is interesting to see that two thirds of the speakers (sixteen out of twenty-four) 

showed an increase in the Iban r reflex with variable words. In 20% of the cases (five out 

of twenty-four), there is a higher percentage of Sebuyau h pronunciation. 13% (three 

people) showed no change in the ratio of variable versus regular r~h words. But even 

with these variable words, sixteen out of twenty-four people (two-thirds) still pronounced 

a higher percentage the Sebuyau way, with an h. 

 Summary of phonological analysis 

I have discussed a few aspects of Sebuyau phonology, particularly the ways in 

which it differs from Iban. The word initial Iban schwa is often deleted in Sebuyau.  The 

Iban s alternates with Sebuyau t͡ ʃ and h. But the most important phonological distinction 

is that Iban r corresponds to Sebuyau h. 

 Morphological sketch 

This section is primarily about Sebuyau morphology. Malay and Iban will also be 

discussed, but in less depth. The Malay information is mainly taken from Liaw (1999), 

the Iban is from Sutlive et al. (2016) and Steinmayer (1999). Iban and Sebuyau 

morphology are very similar — in most cases, identical. However, the texts also show 

morphological influence from Malay.  

Like many Malayo-Polynesian languages, Malay is agglutinating, which means 

words are made by stringing together units of meaning known as morphemes. It can be 

analyzed as having twenty-five affixes, including prefixes, suffixes, infixes, and 

circumfixes (Ranaivo-Malacon, 2004). Some sources believe Iban has infixes and 

circumfixes as Malay does (Iban language, n.d.), but most scholars analyze the language 

as having only prefixes and suffixes (Steinmayer, 1999; Omar, 1981; Sutlive et al., 2016). 
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The fact that Iban has eleven prefixes and only one suffix is rather unusual, as suffixing 

languages are more common throughout the world (Dryer, 2013). However, a 

preponderance of prefixes is the norm in for all Austronesian languages and for the 

Malayo-Polynesian family in particular (Levin & Polinsky, 2019, p. 3). I will only 

analyze and compare the affixes and morphological processes common to Malayic and 

Ibanic. I will not discuss the twelve or so Malay affixes that do not have cognates in Iban 

or Sebuyau. Table 5.22 below outlines all the affixes I found in the corpus.  

I will now briefly describe the Sebuyau concatenating affixes illustrated in Table 

5.22 below. The se- prefix usually means something like ‘one’. The prefix pe- turns a 

transitive verb into a concrete noun, something like the English suffix –er does. The 

exceedingly rare –an suffix turns a verb into a concrete noun. The nasal prefix N- is 

extremely common in Sebuyau sentences that take objects, and makes a verb transitive. 

The N- stands for a morphophonemicized process that looks like assimilation. I will 

discuss this in section 5.3.2. The prefix eN- has the same function as N-, but is much less 

common. Di- marks the past tense, or turns a verb into a passive. The be- and me- 

prefixes attach to verbs that do not take objects, marking them as intransitive. The prefix 

ke- indicates direction. When attached to a number, it makes it ordinal. So, for example 

#876 tiga (‘three’) can become #878 ketiga (‘third’). Te- marks a perfective verb, or 

expresses the sense of ‘suddenly’. The suffix –ka makes a verb causative. Finally, there is 

the verb forming –i suffix, which, though occasionally used by Sebuyau, may be a Malay 

borrowing.  

The morphological process of reduplication does not fit as clearly in the chart as 

the regular affixes do. Unlike the regular, concatenating affixes, the reduplicated parts are 

not always the same morpheme. Rather, they take the form of the word they attach to. For 

the concatenating affixes, the entries under the “morpheme” column are always the same. 

For reduplication, the entries under the “morpheme” column change depending on the 

word they attach to. So in the table below, the entries under the “morpheme” column for 

the processes of reduplication are merely examples of many possible morphemes. 
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Table 5.22. Sebuyau affixes 

Morpheme Meaning/Function Attaches to Process Example 

se- ‘one’ noun concatenation ohang (‘person’), seohang 

(‘one person’) 

pe- ‘concrete noun’ noun concatenation malu’ (‘swat’), pemalu’ 

(‘swatter’) 

-an ‘abstract noun’ noun concatenation turun (‘descend’), turunan 

(‘descent’) 

N- ‘transitive marker’ verb concatenation kandang (‘enclose’), 

ngandang (‘enclose 

[something]’) 

di- ‘past’ verb concatenation jalai (‘walk’), dijalai 

(‘walked’) 

be-/ber- ‘intransitive marker’ verb/noun concatenation guntin (‘scissors’) beguntin 

(‘cut with scissors’)  

ke- ‘to’/’cardinal number’ verb concatenation luah (‘outside’), keluah (‘go 

outside’) 

te- ‘perfective’/‘suddenly’ verb/noun concatenation paku’ (‘nail’), tepau’ 

(‘suddenly nailed’) 

-ka ‘causative’ verb concatenation tinggal (‘left’), tinggalka 

(‘cause to leave’) 

me- ‘intransitive marker’ verb concatenation hekah (‘crack’ [noun]), 

mehekah (‘crack’ 

[intransitive verb]) 

eN- ‘transitive marker’ verb concatenation sapi (‘taste’), ensapi (‘taste 

[something]’) 

-i ‘verbal marker’ verb concatenation sedar (‘understanding’), 

sedari (‘realize’) 

tangga’- ‘ladder’ noun reduplication tangga’ (‘ladder’), tangga’-

tangga’ (‘ladders’) 

ci- ‘steal’ verb reduplication cuhi (‘steal’), ci-cuhi 

(‘continuously stealing’) 

senya- ‘quiet’ adverb/ 

adjective 

reduplication senyap (‘quiet’), senya-

senyap (‘sneakily’) 

The Sebuyau morphological data are from my texts. To obtain them, I looked at 

all the polymorphemic words in the wordlist, and isolated their affixes into charts. The 

examples have numbers beside them that correspond to their place in the Sebuyau 

wordlist. I divided the tables into columns with the word, translation, root, affix(es) and 

explanation. Sometimes the bare root form did not appear in the texts or in the 

dictionaries. In those cases, I would return to people and elicit the word in a sentence that 
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required the root form. There are fifteen charts in total. Some tables have many more 

examples than others, because some affixes turned out to be very productive while others 

are less common. To illustrate, there are 472 instances of the transitive prefix N- 

(attached to verbs that take a direct object). In the chart 5.24 below, it is seen in example 

#5, where it manifests as ny. A less productive affix is the intransitive marker me- 

(attached to vebs that do not take a direct object). There are only seventeen instances it in 

my corpus. There is a discrepancy between the numbers of charts and affixes, because not 

all of the Iban affixes are found in my Sebuyau texts. Other affixes found in the corpus 

are borrowed from Malay, and not found in Iban. In my discussion, I include both 

concatenative affixes and the morphological process of reduplication. Of all the affixes 

and morphological processes in the corpus, three are nominal, nine are verbal, and three 

are different types of reduplication. For an example, in Table 5.24 below, word #114 is 

one entry in a chart of the verbal prefix ke-. But as in many instances, this form takes two 

prefixes, ke-and te-. So the word tekejut would also appear in the chart with the verbal 

prefix te-. 

Table 5.23. Examples with one affix  

Wordlist # Form Root Affix Explanation  

34 ngangkat angkat ng- transitive ‘lift up’ 

129 belumpa’ lumpa’ be- intransitive ‘overflow’ 

880 keempat empat ke- ordinal ‘fourth’ 

665 dijalai jalai di- passive/past ‘walked’ 

 

Table 5.24. Examples with multiple affixes  

Wordlist # Form Root Affixes Explanation  

114 tekejut *jut te- ke- jut does not occur in isolation ‘startle’ 

596 dititihka titih di- ka- past and causative 
‘caused to 

follow’ 

5 penyidai sidai pe- ny- concrete noun and transitivizer ‘clothesline’ 

1985 membelawa’ lawa’ meN- be- 
Malay transtive meN- followed by 

Sebuyau intransitive be- 

‘running 

here and 

there’ 
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In this section, will consider in special detail the areas where Sebuyau 

morphology differs from Iban. Probably the most salient finding is that there is a group of 

people that mark plurals in the Malay way, by reduplication. 

 Nominal affixes 

The parts of speech in Sebuyau, Iban, and Malay do not exactly match up with 

those in English. However, the prefixes and suffix in the table below are ones that are 

more associated with the English category of nouns.  

Table 5.25. Nominal affixes 

Meaning Iban Sebuyau Malay 

Oneness se- se- se- 

Concrete noun pe- pe- pe- 

Abstract noun -an — -an 

Though there are few nominal affixes in Iban and Sebuyau, most are rather productive. 

They also occur in Malay, which makes words with nominal affixes easy to borrow from 

that language. 

se- oneness 

The prefix se- began its life as the quantifier ‘one’ (Steinmayer, 1999, p. 42), and 

currently carries a meaning of sameness, oneness, the whole, or everything. There are 82 

instances of the prefix se-in the database, usually denoting “oneness”, as shown in the 

examples below. 

Table 5.26. Examples of se- prefix 

Wordlist # Sebuyau Iban Malay Sarawak   

412 seohang seorang seorang seorang ‘one person’ 

1611 semasa — semasa semasa ‘current’/‘while’ 

1012 semua semua’ semua semua ‘all’ 

871 hidua seduai kedua-dua kedua-dua ‘both’ 

The main features that distinguish the prefix se- in Sebuyau seem to be phonological. For 

example, the word sepiak ‘one side’ is sometimes pronounced sipiak, — possibly a case 
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of vowel assimilation not noted in Iban (Steinmayer, 1999, p. 42). Also, Sebuyau 

sometimes alternates the initial s to an h. So for example, the Iban third person plural 

sida’ is frequently pronounced hida’ in Sebuyau. Possibly following this pattern, the 

word sedua ‘both’ sometimes is pronounced hidua (#871). 

pe- concrete noun 

In Malay, Iban, and Sebuyau, the prefix pe- turns a word (usually a verb or an 

adjective) into a concrete noun. Some scholars (note Steinmayer, 1999, p. 34; Liaw, 

1999, pp. 12–15) have labeled pe- as agentive. The agentive examples in my corpus are 

few, and all in borrowed words (see examples #1795 and #1475 in Table 5.27, below). 

For the rest of the words, pe- forms concrete nouns.  

Table 5.27. Examples of pe- prefix 

Wordlist # Sebuyau Iban Malay Sarawak   

632 pemalu’ pemalu’ pemukol pemukol ‘swatter’ 

39 penyidai penyidai penyidai penyidai ‘clothesline’ 

638 penempap penempap penempap  pukul ‘swatter’/‘wrench’ 

1751 penuci penuci penuci  pencuci ‘stuff for cleaning’ 

1752 pencuci penuci pencuci pencuci ‘cleaning place’ 

1389 pengao guna guna makai/memakai ‘use (N)’  

1795 pekibun — pekebun pekebun ‘gardener’ [Malay] 

1475 penyaga penyaga penjaga penjaga ‘guard (N)’ [Sanskrit]  

There are 39 instances of the prefix in the database, and the meanings are for all intents 

and purposes identical with Iban and Malay. In Sebuyau, the initial consonant of the root 

usually nasalizes before attaching the pe- prefix. For example, tempap ‘hit’ does not 

become petempap, but rather penempap ‘[fly]swatter’ (#638). Sometimes this 

nasalization rule can distinguish Malay borrowings. For instance, the nouns penuci 

(#1751) and pencuci (#1752) look like cognates that both refer to a cleaning place, or 

cleaning utensils. However, the first word is derived from the Ibanic root tuci ‘clean’, 

while the second one is from Malay cuci (via Sanskrit suci ‘clean’. One example of a 

unique Sebuyau usage is pengao (#1389) ‘use (N)’, which is made by attaching pe- to the 

Sebuyau word ngao ‘with’/‘and’. Ngao is one of the words that is difficult to put into a 

neat syntactic category. It can be a verb, preposition, or conjunction. 
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-an abstract noun 

The -an suffix, which turns a word into an abstract noun, is very productive in 

Malay but vanishingly rare in Iban. In fact, the only instance of an Iban word I am aware 

of is turunan (‘descent’/‘ancestry’) (Sutlive et al., 2016, p. 1833; Steinmayer, 1999, p. 

33) — which does not occur in my corpus. I did come across 36 instances of words with -

an in the texts, but all were loanwords, many following the Malay nominalizing pattern 

ke-root-an. Examples include kesalahan ‘mistake’, derived from salah ‘wrong’; and 

pejalanan ‘journey’, derived from jalan ‘walk’. These -an words can be analyzed as part 

of the Sebuyau language. 

 Verbal affixes 

Most of the affixes in the table below are found quite frequently in Sebuyau, Iban, 

and Malay. The prefixes are usually found on verbs, though they can also be attached to 

other types of words. The table below compares the affixes common to two or more of 

the three languages. 

Table 5.28. Verbal affixes  

Meaning Iban Sebuyau Malay 

Transitive marker N- N- meN- 

Passive di- di- di- 

Intransitive marker be- be-/ber- ber- 

Ordinal ke- ke- ke- 

Perfective te- te- ter- 

Causative -ka -ka -kan 

Intransitive marker me- me- — 

Transitive marker eN- en- — 

Verbal marker — -i? -i 

A quick look at the chart above shows that the affixes of all three languages are almost 

identical. The small difference is that Ibanic affixes tend to correspond to longer forms in 

Malay. For example, as previously discussed in section on Malayic alveolars 

corresponding to Ibanic Ø, the Malay affixes ber-, ter- and -kan are be-, te-, and -ka in 
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Ibanic. We will now discuss each affix, beginning with the ones found most frequently in 

the text.  

Nasal transitive marker N-  

The Malay transitive prefix meN- corresponds to N- in Iban and Sebuyau (Sutlive 

et al., 2016, p. vi; Steinmayer, 1999, pp. 53–55). Here we have a case of nasal 

substitution where the nasal transitive meN- or N- changes form depending on the point 

of articulation of the consonant it precedes. The consonant it attaches to is deleted and 

replaced by its corresponding nasal prefix — a common process in Austronesian 

languages (Blust, 2004, p. 1, 2007, p. 8). (I will described this in greater detail below). In 

other words, the consonant and the nasal transitive prefix coalesce in a process called 

nasal substitution. Note the form the transitive N- takes on the stem jambui ‘dry’ when in 

a sentence with the object baju (clothes):  

o Ia jambui ‘He is drying’ 

o Ia nyambui baju ‘He is drying clothes’ 

There is a clear nasal assimilation pattern. If the stem begins with k, g, or a vowel, 

the transitive marker is ng-. The fact that N- is ng- before a vowel indicates ng- is the 

default form. Observe the examples and chart below: 

o kandang ‘enclose’ becomes ngandang (#279) 

o giga’ ‘search’ becomes ngiga’ (#1245) 

o angkat ‘lift up’ becomes ngangkat (#34) 

Table 5.29. Examples of velar assimilation and ng before a vowel 

Wordlist # Sebuyau Iban Malay Sarawak   

279 ngandang ngandang mengandang ngandang ‘enclose’ 

1245 ngiga’ ngiga’ mencari mencari/nganso ‘search’ 

34 ngangkat ngangkat mengangkat ngangkat ‘lift up’  

One analysis is that transitivity nasalizes the initial consonant. Another analysis is that the 

transitive marker ng- is affected by the initial consonant of the stem, a very common 

allomorphy. In other words, the nasal prefix is affected by the place of the base-initial 
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consonant. The second analysis is more accurate, because if the stem begins in a vowel, 

the transitive is made by prefixing ng-. The first analysis, nasalizing the initial consonant, 

does not account for vowel-initial nor liquid-initial bases. For example, ijas ‘adjust’ 

becomes ngijas. Furthermore, transitive prefixes are sometimes marked twice. When they 

are, the first affix is usually ng-.  

If the stem begins with l or r, the transitive marker is also nge-. This is 

demonstrated in the examples and chart below: 

o lekat ‘stick’ becomes ngelekat (#306) 

o rasa ‘feel’ becomes ngerasa (#1321) 

o lantat ‘hammer’ becomes ngelantat (#641) 

Table 5.30. Examples of liquids 

Wordlist # Sebuyau Iban Malay Sarawak   

306 ngelekat ngelekat melekat melekat ‘stick’  

1321 ngerasa  ngasai merasa  merasa  ‘feel’/‘taste’ 

641 ngelantat ngelantat melantak melantak ‘hammer’/‘poke’  

If the stem begins with c (voiceless postalveolar affricate), j (voiced postalveolar 

affricate), or s; the transitive marker is ny-. This is shown in the examples and chart 

below: 

o sangkut ‘catch on, hang’ becomes nyangkut (#44) 

o curi ‘steal’ becomes nyuri (#329) 

o jeling ‘look out of the corner of your eye’ becomes nyeling (#1251) 

o sidai ‘hang’ becomes nyidai (#38) 
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Table 5.31. Examples of alveopalatal assimilation 

Wordlist # Sebuyau Iban Malay Sarawak   

44 nyangkut nyangkut menyangkut menyangkut ‘hang’ 

329 nyuri nyuri  mencuri mencuri ‘steal’ 

1251 nyeling nyeling menjeling menjeling ‘look out of corner of eye’ 

38 nyidai nyidai  menyidai menyidai/nyidai ‘hang’ 

If the stem begins with t or d, the transitive marker is n. This is demonstrated in 

the examples and chart below: 

o tegah ‘startle’ becomes negah (#118) 

o dinga ‘hear’ becomes ninga (#1879) 

o tolong ‘help’ becomes nulung (#80) 

o tekan ‘press’ becomes nekan (#178) 

o rou (from English ‘draw’) becomes nrou (#1374) 

Table 5.32. Examples of alveolar stop assimilation 

Wordlist # Sebuyau Iban Malay Sarawak   

118 negah negah negah  negah ‘startle’ 

1879 ninga ninga mendengar nengar ‘listen’/‘hear’ 

80 nulung nulung menolong nolong ‘help’ 

178 nekan nekan nekan nekan ‘press’  

1374 nrou ndrro melukis melukis ‘draw’ 

If the stem begins with p or b, the transitive marker is m. This is demonstrated in 

the examples and chart below: 

o buka’ ‘open’ becomes muka’ (#109) 

o pansa’ ‘pass’ becomes mansa’ (#214) 

o bantu’ ‘help’ becomes mantu’ (#85) 

o pasowak ‘enter’ becomes masowak (#506) 
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Table 5.33. Examples of bilabial assimilation 

Wordlist # Sebuyau Iban Malay Sarawak   

109 muka’ muka’ muka mukak ‘open’ 

214 mansa’ mansa’ berubah lalu ‘pass’  

85 mantu’ mantu’ membantu membantu ‘help’  

506 masowak masok masok masok ‘enter’  

The data set did not have any examples of stems beginning with a nasal. 

One phenomenon not clearly described in the literature is how the affinity for 

disyllabic words affects the nasal transitive. In Iban and Sebuyau, the need to make a 

word disyllabic appears to supersede the rule that nasals must assimilate to the point of 

articulation of the initial consonant of the stem, in an example of prosodically governed 

allomorphy. To make a word disyllabic, monosyllabic stems do not take the expected 

homorganic nasal, but rather use the default nge- prefix This is demonstrated in the 

examples and chart below: 

o cat ‘paint’ does not become nyat, but rather ngecat (#2026). 

o sium ‘smell’ does not become nyium, but rather ngesium or ngecium 

(#2533). 

o pam ‘pump’ does not become mam, but rather becomes ngepam (#1920). 

Table 5.34. Examples of syllable creation 

Wordlist # Sebuyau Iban Malay Sarawak   

2026 ngecat ngecat mengecat mengecat/ngecat ‘paint’  

2533 ngecium  nyium mencium mencium ‘smell’  

1920 ngepam ngepam mengepam mengepam/ngepam ‘pump’  

Because of Sebuyau’s affinity for two syllable words, most of the monosyllabic stems in 

the text become disyllabic when transitivized. 

Mismatched prefixes – point of articulation 

In my texts, transitivity is marked by a homorganic nasal stop 90% of the time. 

Observe the following examples which correspond to Table 5.35 below: 

o gintang (#37) takes ng- 
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o behi’ (#335) takes m- 

o tuhun (#458) takes n- 

o sambut (#481) takes ny- 

Table 5.35. Examples of regularly matched nasal prefixes 

Wordlist # Form Root Affix  

37 ngintang gintang ng- ‘hang’ 

335 mehi’ behi’ m- ‘give’ 

458 nuhun tuhun n- ‘go down’ 

481 nyambut sambut ny- ‘answer’ 

However, in 10% of the cases, the phonetic reality does not match the phonemic 

ideal, and a non-homorganic nasal is used. In this section, I will discuss cases where 

straightforward nasal assimilation did not happen. Observe the following examples which 

correspond to Table 5.36 below: 

o telipun (#939) can take ng- instead of the predicted nasal prefix n- 

o gaga’ (#1214) can take ny- instead of the predicted nasal prefix ng- 

o sepiet (#1513) can take n- instead of the predicted nasal prefix ny- 

Table 5.36. Examples of mismatched nasal prefixes 

Wordlist # Form Root Affix  

939 ngelipun telipun ng- ‘telephone’ 

1214 nyaga’ gaga’ ny- ‘make’ 

1513 nepiet sepiet n- ‘sting’ 

These mismatches may be due to the influence of other segments of the stem.3 In chapter 

seven, I discuss other possible reasons why the expected assimilation does not occur. It is 

difficult to explain why the Sebuyau use the ng- prefix where another form of nasal 

assimilation is predicted. For example, they sometimes pronounce the transitive of susun 

‘arrange’ as ngusun (#1639) rather than the predicted nyusun. To use another example, 

when people transitivize cuhi ‘steal’, they sometimes say ngecuhi (#331) instead of the 

                                                 
3 In table 5.35 mismatched prefixes refers to instances where the point of articulation of the nasal 

transitivizer does not match the point of articulation of the base it attaches to.  
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predicted nyuhi (#330). Ngecuhi is also exceptional because it has epenthesis. It is 

ngecuhi rather than nguhi. It may be that they use ng- or nge- as the default. 

In 8% of the occurrences where the transitive prefix is pronounced as ny, it is not 

attached to root beginning in  s, j, or c. For example, the word angkat ‘lift up’ when 

transitivized is often pronounced more like nyangkat (#35 below) even though the rules 

predict ng- before a vowel, so it should be ngangkat. Similarly, the word dinga ‘hear’ 

when transitivized is often pronounced nyinga (#486 below) even though the rules predict 

n- before a d, so it should be ninga. 

Table 5.37. Examples of mismatched ny- 

Wordlist # Form Root Affix Predicted affix   

35 nyangkat angkat ny- ng- ‘lift up’ 

486 nyinga dinga ny- n- ‘hear’ 

The prefix ng-, also attaches to other unexpected stems, as shown by the 

following examples and corresponding table. 

o pangkong (#650) can take ng- instead of the predicted nasal prefix m- 

o susun (#1639) can take ng- instead of the predicted nasal prefix ny- 

o cuhi (#331) can take ng- instead of the predicted nasal prefix ny- 

This is also demonstrated in Table 5.38 below, where numbers 649, 1638, and 330 

are examples of the normal case, taking the expected nasal prefix; while the shaded 

examples 650, 1639, and 331 are surprising cases taking the unexpected prefix ng-. 
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Table 5.38. Examples of mismatched velar nasals (shaded) 

Wordlist # Sebuyau Iban Malay Sarawak   

649 mangkong mangkung mengkong mangkung ‘strike’  

650 ngekong  mangkung mengkong mangkung ‘strike’ 

1638 nyusun nyusun menyusun menyusun/nyusun ‘arrange’  

1639 ngusun nyusun menyusun menyusun/nyusun ‘arrange’ 

330 nyuhi nyuri mencuri mencuri ‘steal’ 

331 ngecuhi nyuri mencuri mencuri ‘steal’ 

Mismatched velar nasals are quite common — more frequent than mismatched bilabial 

nasals I will discuss in Table 5.39. I found that 11% of the time the ng- is not attached to 

stems beginning with vowels or velar consonants, as the rules would predict. In fact, if 

there is not a match between point of articulation of the initial consonant of the stem and 

nasal prefix, the most likely culprit is the velar reflex of the prefix ng-.  

Evidence for the velar nasal being the default prefix can also be deduced from 

communication with Sebuyau speakers. When Andrew transitivised temahak ‘messy’ as 

ngemahak, I asked him if it should rather be nemahak. Though he was used to my 

questions, and not particularly inclined to say “yes”, he agreed with me that the transitive 

term should be nemahak (A. Sefnard, personal communication, December 4, 2018). If the 

velar nasal is perceived as the default transitive marker, this may explain why it is so 

commonly used. This is consistent with the analysis of the transitive marker as an ng- 

prefix that is affected by the point of articulation of the first consonant of the stem. 

Mismatched m- prefix  

In addition to ng-, the prefix m- also attaches to many unexpected stems, as shown 

by the following examples of intransitive verbs and corresponding table. 

o ginti’ (#606) can take m-instead of the predicted nasal prefix ng- 

o kuhung (#285) can take m- instead of the predicted nasal prefix ng- 

o kumbu’ (#1269) can take m- instead of the predicted nasal prefix ng- 

o tiki’ (#709) can take m- instead of the predicted nasal prefix ny- 

o giga’ (#1246) can take m- instead of the predicted nasal prefix ng- 
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As shown in Table 5.39 below, some Sebuyau stems always take the mismatched 

m- (e.g., #606, #283, and #1269), wheras others only sometimes do (e.g., #705, #709, 

#1245, and #1246).  

Table 5.39. Examples of mismatched bilabial nasals 

Wordlist # Sebuyau Iban Malay Sarawak   

606 minti’ nginti’ memancing memancing/mengail/mincing ‘fish’  

283 muhung nguruwang mengurung mengurung/nguruwang ‘lock up’ 

1269 mumbu’ ngumbu’ menumbu ngumbuk ‘cover’ 

705 niki’ niki’ naik nait ‘climb’ 

709 muiki’ niki’ naik nait ‘climb’ 

1245 ngiga’ ngiga’ mencari mencari/nganso ‘look’ 

1246 miga’ ngiga’ mencari mencari/nganso ‘look’ 

In my corpus, mismatched bilabial nasals are slightly less common than 

mismatched velar nasals.4 However, the bilabial nasals are more salient because they 

mark identity. The Sebuyau are generally not aware of mismatches described in Tables 

5.36, 5.37, and 5.38 unless I bring it to their attention. The speakers do not realize, for 

example, that they are transitivizing dinga ‘hear’ as nyinga (#486) when the phonological 

rules should give ninga (#485). But the m transitive marker is an exception. In 12% of the 

Sebuyau transitive verbs marked with m, the stem does not begin with a homorganic stop, 

and the Sebuyau are very aware of this. 

Mismatched prefixes – different languages  

When comparing Malay and Iban/Sebuyau words, the latter are often shorter 

(usually two syllables). This tendency also affects affixes, thus the prefix N- in Sebuyau 

is meN- in Malay. Blust (2007, p. 8) notes similar truncation of the prefix in other 

Austronesian languages. For example, the Javanese prefix N- also corresponds to the 

Malay meN-. 

                                                 
4 The slightly lower rates of mismatched labial nasals may simply be an artefact of the number of bases that 

take non-velar allomorphs versus the number of bases that take non-labial allomorphs (C. Ulrich, 

personal communication, June 11, 2020). 
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In 9% of the transitive verbs in the text, there is a mismatch in etymology between 

the prefixes and the stems. Most of the time, the prefix is Malay and the stem Sebuyau (or 

Iban). Sometimes the prefix is Sebuyau (and also Iban), and the stem is Malay 

(sometimes from Malay but originally from aother language like Sanskrit or Arabic). 

Also rather frequently, neither the stem nor the prefix is Sebuyau. So there does seem to 

be some borrowing and mixing. The four possible scenarios are illustrated in the tables 

below.5 

Table 5.40. Sebuyau prefix and imported stem (3% of transitive verbs 

[12 out of 472]) 

Wordlist # Sebuyau Sebuyau prefix Imported stem  

211 ngelintas nge- lintas ‘pass’ [Malay] 

1125 nampak n- tampak ‘visible’/‘see’ [Malay] 

1221 muat m- buat ‘do’ [Malay] 

 

Table 5.41. Imported prefix and imported stem (1% of transitive verbs 

[6 out of 472]) 

Wordlist # Sebuyau Imported prefix Imported stem  

1995 menghalau meng- halau ‘chase’ [Malay] 

1525 menyelinap meny- selinap ‘sneak’ [Malay] 

1688 menjerit men- jerit ‘shout’ [Malay] 

2493 melawat me- lawat ‘visit’ [Malay] 

1588 membanjir mem- banjir ‘flood’ [Indonesian] 

                                                 
5 Examining these tables, we see they do not add up to 100%. That is because I excluded words imported 

wholesale from Malay (which usually inclued a prefix and a suffix). I also ignored words stems that were 

identical in Malay and Sebuyau.  
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Table 5.42. Sebuyau prefix and Sebuyau stem (11% of transitive verbs 

[31 out of 472]) 

Wordlist # Sebuyau Sebuyau prefix Iban/Sebuyau stem  

588 nitiah n- titiah ‘follow’ 

640 mantang m- pantang ‘knock’ 

661 ngungkup ng- ungkup ‘share’ 

711 mesai m- besai ‘as big as’ 

752 ngibuh ng- ibuh ‘pay attention to’ 

1315 nyepi’ ny- sepi’ ‘feel pain’ 

 

Table 5.43. Imported prefix and Sebuyau stem (7% of transitive verbs 

[31 out of 472]) 

Wordlist # Sebuyau Malay prefix Iban/Sebuyau stem  

1655 menetas men- tetas ‘hatch’ 

1721 melepas me- lepas ‘release’ 

42 menggantung meng- gantong ‘hang’ 

289 mengunci meng- kunci ‘lock’ 

714 membesai mem- besai ‘get bigger’ 

494 menyalamat meny- salamat ‘save’ 

 Looking at Tables 5.42 and 5.43, we notice that 3% of the mismatched words 

have Sebuyau prefixes and non-Sebuyau stems, while only 1% have imported stems and 

prefixes. In contrast, 7% of the mismatched words have a Sebuyau stem and a Malay 

prefix, and 11% have Sebuyau stems and prefixes. Part of the reason for the low 

percentages is that very few stems are exclusively Iban, and even fewer are uniquely 

Sebuyau. Most stems are shared between Sebuyau, Iban and Malay; and over 80% are 

shared between Sebuyau and Iban. Because of this, it is difficult to be sure whether the 

Sebuyau are using the whole Malay word or just the prefix. However, in the words with 

the Iban/Sebuyau stems, it seems clearer they are using only the Malay prefix meN-, not a 

whole Iban word. So by extension it also seems likely the same process may be going on 

with the words shared by all three languages. For this reason, I have treated these as their 

using the prefix meN- and not the entire Malay word.  
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Overdetermination 

In four instances in the text (noted below), the transitive prefix is marked twice — 

a phenomenon also found with Iban verbs. Neither the Iban nor the Sebuyau ascribe a 

different meaning to the overdetermined forms (J. Umbar, personal communication, 

January 8, 2020). 

• paku’ ‘nail’ is transitivized as maku’ (#139), but sometimes also as ngemaku’ 

(#140). 

• bai’ ‘carry’ is transitivized mai’ (#1183), but sometimes also as ngemai’ 

(#1184).  

• balut ‘wrap’ is transitivized malut (#2396), but sometimes also as ngemalut 

(#2397).  

• tempap ‘hit’ is transitivized nempap (#635), but sometimes also as ngenempap 

(#637). 

Table 5.44 below is taken from the appendix and includes the reflexes for maku’, 

mai’, malut, and nempap in the other related languages.  

Table 5.44. Examples of overdetermination 

Wordlist # Sebuyau Iban Malay Sarawak   

139 maku’ maku’ memaku memaku ‘nail’  

140 ngemaku’ maku’ memaku memaku ‘nail’ 

1183 mai’ mai’ membawa membawa/mbak ‘carry’  

1184 ngemai’  mai’ membawa membawa/mbak ‘carry’ 

2396 malut malut membalut membalut/malut ‘wrap’  

2397 ngemalut  malut  membalut membalut/malut ‘wrap’ 

635 nempap nempap nempap nempap ‘hit’  

637 ngenempap nempap  menempap nempap  ‘hit’ 

In the above examples, the m’s that nge’s attach to are not part of the base. Instead, the 

ng’-s are attaching to transitive prefixes, affixed to the base of an Ibanic stem beginning 

with p or b. 

Passive di- 

Malay, Iban, and Sebuyau all mark the past tense by attaching the passive marker 

di- onto a verb, as in the example below.  
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Table 5.45. Examples of passive 

Wordlist # Sebuyau Iban Malay Sarawak   

36 diangkat diangkat diangkat diangkat ‘lifted up’ 

48 digantong digantong digantung digantung ‘hung’ 

56 dimandi’ dimandi’ dimandi dimandik ‘bathed’ 

70 dipecah dipecah dipecah dipecah ‘broken’ 

The unmarked way to say “He ate the ladder” is “The ladder was eaten by him” 6, in gloss 

form as follows: 

tangga’ di- pakai ia 

ladder passive eat he 

On rare occasions, the vowel of di- is lost. For example, in Sebuyau atoh ‘mess’ is 

pronounced datoh ‘messed’. Also, infrequently the entire di- prefix is lost, and only the 

root form of the verb is used. So, if you wanted to say “He tore the clothes”, you could 

say:  

baju cahi ia 

clothes tear he 

instead of:  

baju di- cahi ia 

clothes passive tear he 

In these uncommon cases where the di- is lost, tense is marked by context.7 

Intransitive be- 

The prefix be- is the usual way to turn an Iban or a Sebuyau word into an 

intransitive verb. The Malay equivalent is ber-. In Iban and Sebuyau, the prefix in 

question can be either be-, ber-, or bel-. For example, ubah (‘change’) becomes berubah 

(#2091); and ajar (‘teach’) becomes belajar (#448) (Steinmayer, 1999, pp. 56–57). This 

                                                 
6 This sentence came from a cartoon strip where a crocodile was eating a ladder. 

7 Steinmayer (1999, p. 69) explains how di- can combine with ke- in Iban to indicate passive action going 

on in the present. For example, lari (run) can become dikelari (fled from). There were 113 instances of 

the di- past/passive marker in the database, but none of where it combined with ke-. So, the di- ke- 

passive combination may not exist in Sebuyau. 
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may be analyzed as an underlying ber- with the r deleted before a consonant. But it is 

more likely that it is the prefix be- with l or r inserted for euphonic reasons before a 

vowel (Steinmayer, 1999, p. 56). It is difficult to predict the l and r reflex, as either of 

them may appear in front of the same vowel.  

There are 108 instances of the be- intransitive prefix in the database. But 

sometimes the Sebuyau seem to mark the intransitive differently than the Iban. About 4% 

of the time the Sebuyau use the Malay intransitive prefix ber-. These are not cases of the 

Iban be- becoming ber- before a vowel. For example, the intransitive of main ‘play’ is 

sometimes rendered bemain (#98), and other times bermain (#99).  

Table 5.46. Examples of intransitive marker be-  

Wordlist # Sebuyau Iban Malay Sarawak   

2091 berubah berubah berubah berubah ‘change’ 

448 belajah belajar belajar blaja ‘learn’/‘teach’ 

43 begantong begantong bergantung bergantung ‘hung’  

98 bemain bemain bermain bemain ‘play’ 

99 bermain bemain bermain bermain ‘play’ 

As with transitives, there is also an instance of an overdetermined intransitive in 

Sebuyau, where two prefixes with similar meanings are used. This is not found in Iban (J. 

Umbar, personal communication, January 21, 2020). In the word bemelayin-melayin 

(#2445) ‘lined’, the layin is borrowed from the English ‘line’. But in front of the stem 

there are two intransitive prefixes, both meaning essentially the same thing. (The prefix 

me- will be discussed later). 

Table 5.47. Example of intransitive overdetermination 

Wordlist # Sebuyau Iban Malay Sarawak   

2445 bemelayin-melayin begaris-garis berjajar begaris-garis ‘having lots of lines’  

Another phenomenon seen in the texts, also unheard of in Iban (J. Umbar, 

personal communication, January 30, 2020), is where both a transitive and an intransitive 

prefix are added to the stem. For example, bermalu’ (#627) (from palu’ ‘hit’), has both 

the homorganic nasal transitive prefix m- and the Malay intransitive prefix ber- (which 

would be be- in Sebuyau). Why are there two prefixes, seemingly indicating opposite 
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things? It may be because the verb is somewhere between transitive and intransitive. In 

the story where this verb is used, the protagonist is hammering here and there, versus 

hitting one specific nail. Another similar example is membelawa’ (#1985) (from lawa’ 

‘run’), which has both the homorganic nasal transitive Malay prefix mem- and the 

intransitive prefix be-.  

Table 5.48. Examples of stacked transitive and intransitive prefixes 

Wordlist # Sebuyau Iban Malay Sarawak   

627 
bermalu-malu-

malu’ 

bemalu-malu-

malu’ 

berpalu-palu-palu palu ‘hit here and there’  

1985 membelawa’  belawa’/belanda belari lari ‘run’ 

Interestingly, membelawa’ (#1985) does not follow the same morphological pattern as 

bermalu (#627). (1) In bermalu’, the transitive prefix is the Sebuyau m-; while in 

membelawa’, the transitive prefix is the Malay mem-. (2) In bermalu’ the intransitive 

prefix is the Malay ber-, while the intransitive prefix in membelawa’, is the Sebuyau be-. 

(3) The order of the prefixes is also different. With bermalu’, the intransitive prefix is 

first, the transitive is next, followed by the stem. With membelawa’ the transitive comes 

before the intransitive. The similarity in the two combinations is that the Malay prefix 

comes first in both cases. Steinmayer (personal communication, October 23, 2018) 

suggests these transitive plus intransitive prefix combinations may be complicated 

frequentative. In this telling, bermalu may mean something like ‘hitting here and there’ 

and membelawa’ could mean ‘running here and there’.  

Ordinal ke-  

In Iban and Sebuyau, the ke- prefix can mean two things. On the one hand, it can 

indicate direction, something like ‘to’. So, luah ‘outside’ becomes keluah (#380) ‘go out’. 

The second meaning of ke- is to turn a cardinal number into an ordinal one. So, tiga 

‘three’ becomes ketiga (#878) ‘third’.  
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Table 5.49. Examples with the prefix ke- 

Wordlist # Sebuyau Iban Malay Sarawak   

380 keluah keluar keluar keluar ‘go out’ 

878 ketiga ketiga ketiga ketiga ‘third’ 

120 kenyit  kenyit kenyit kenyit ‘startle’ 

2142 kecemasan nyadi nyinyit kecemasan kecemasan ‘emergency’ 

There are 74 instances of ke- in the database, 69 times marking direction, and five 

instances making a cardinal number. The direction marking function seems not to be very 

productive. In thirteen out of the fifteen occurrences where ke- was used to mark 

direction in my texts, ke- appeared to be fused to a verb root. Many other words that 

begin with ke- cannot be divided between stem and affix anymore. For example, kenyit 

(#120) means ‘startle’ but there is no recognizable stem *nyit.8 These could also be 

analyzed as disyllabic roots with no prefix. 

Malay uses the prefix ke- for the same purposes as Iban and Sebuyau. But unlike 

Ibanic, Malay also uses ke- to make a verb into a noun, usually as part of the confix ke- -

an. For example, cemas ‘anxious’ becomes kecemasan (#2142) ‘emergency’. In the 

Sebuyau texts, over 20% of ke- words (eighteen out of seventy-four) follow this pattern, 

indicating they are borrowed from Malay.  

Perfective te- 

In Iban and Sebuyau, the prefix te- means ‘suddenly’ or ‘unexpectedly’. It also 

can signify that the event described is completed, a verb feature known as perfective 

aspect (Steinmayer, 1999, p. 62). The Malay equivalent, ter- marks perfective, or sudden 

action (Liaw, 1999, pp. 154–156), and it is also the superlative marker. So tinggi ‘tall’ 

becomes tertinggi ‘tallest’ in Malay.  

                                                 
8 Steinmayer (1999, p. 32) believes the fact that the stem cannot stand alone suggests that ke- is a very 

ancient prefix.  
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Table 5.50. Examples of the prefix te- 

Wordlist # Sebuyau Iban Malay Sarawak   

141 tapaku’ tepaku’ terpaku terpaku ‘nailed’/‘staring’ 

233 tekena’ tekena’ terkena terkena using 

234 terkena’ tekena’ terkena terkena using 

113 tebuka’ tebuka’ terbuka terbuka open  

There are 66 instances of this perfective prefix in the Sebuyau database, and many of 

these show some influence from Malay. In Sebuyau speech, the Malay prefix ter- is 

substituted for the Sebuyau te- about 14% of the time. There is also evidence of vowel 

assimilation, where the te- is pronounced ta-. For example, tepaku’ (#141) ‘nailed’ is 

pronounced tapaku’. This assimilation is infrequent, attested in only three of the 66 cases 

of the prefix pe-.  

Causative -ka 

The -ka suffix in Iban and Sebuyau, rendered -kan in Malay, marks the causative. 

It is the only unequivocal suffix in Ibanic and it expresses the concept that you make 

somebody or something do something (Steinmayer, 1999, p. 62). The -ka is added to 

verbs that have the transitive prefix, so tinggal ‘left’ becomes ninggalka (#807 below) 

‘cause to leave’. This affix is rather rare in Iban, and even more infrequent in Sebuyau. It 

is probably its low incidence that led Vinson and Joanne Sutlive (1994, p. xxxi) to 

initially posit that Iban had no suffixes.9 In a later dictionary, they concluded that Iban did 

have a single suffix, -ka (Sutlive et al., 2016, p. vi).  

Table 5.51. Examples of the suffix –ka 

Wordlist # Sebuyau Iban Malay Sarawak   

807 ninggalka ninggalka meninggalkan meninggalkan ‘cause to leave (V)’ 

297 menakotkan ngenakutka menakotkan ketakutan ‘scare (V)’ 

There are 23 instances of the causative prefix in my Sebuyau database. Though the 

meaning is the same as in Iban, the Sebuyau use the equivalent Malay suffix -kan much 

more frequently than the Ibanic -ka. In fact, in the texts, I have only three examples of -

ka. Almost 70% of the causative verbs use the suffix -kan rather than -ka. These words 

                                                 
9Vinson Sutlive is a paramount Iban scholar who has been studying the language since 1955. 
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that use -kan also have Malay prefixes like meN-, and the Sebuyau recognize the words 

as borrowed. Because of this, it seems likely they are borrowing an entire Malay word, 

rather than just the suffix -kan.  

Intransitive marker me- 

Like be-, the prefix me- usually turns an Iban or a Sebuyau word into an 

intransitive verb (Steinmayer, 1999, p. 56). For example lompat ‘jump’ becomes 

melompat (#123 below) ‘jumps’.  

Table 5.52. Examples of the prefix me- 

Wordlist # Sebuyau Iban Malay Sarawak   

123 melompat melompat/engejuk melompat melompat ‘boil’/‘jump’ 

321 memagim/memagi  pagi pagi pagi ‘during the morning’ 

672 makai makai/empa’  makan makan ‘eat’  

851 mehekah merekah merekah merekah ‘crack’  

There are 17 instances of the prefix me- in the Sebuyau database, which occur on ten 

stems. (Some cases are counted twice because the stems are pronounced in different 

ways, such as the Iban way). This lack of productivity would suggest me- is a more 

archaic prefix that is being replaced by be- ‘intransitive’. One old usage of me- that is 

recognized as uniquely Sebuyau is memagi (#321) ‘during the morning’, from pagi 

‘morning’. Me- also appears to be fused to some roots, another hint that it may be an 

older form. For example, makai (#672) ‘eat’ may be come from me- and *kai, the me- 

becoming ma- due to vowel assimilation. In Proto-Austronesian *kai meant ‘food’ 

(Steinmayer, 1999, p. 63), and kaikai still has that meaning in Tok Pisin. But today *kai 

no longer exists as a separate stem in Ibanic.  

The intransitive prefix be- is rendered ber- in Malay, but there is no such 

equivalent for Ibanic me-. Malay does have the prefix meN-, which may appear to be a 

cognate of the Ibanic me-, but actually has a transitive function, as previously discussed 

in this section. 
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Transitive marker eN- 

In Iban and Sebuyau, eN- makes a verb transitive. For example, kuit ‘wave’ 

becomes engkuit. The form is not found in Malay, nor does it appear to be related to 

Malay meN-. It is an irregular way to mark the transitive prefix. Steinmayer’s Iban 

grammar (1999, p. 60) treats eN- as a homorganic nasal, just like the default transitive N-. 

The prefix eN- often appears in a frozen form, restructured to be a part of the verb root. 

The fact that it is not very productive today may indicate that en- is an ancient prefix 

(Steinmayer, 1999, p. 60).  

Table 5.53. Examples of transitive eN- 

Wordlist # Sebuyau Iban Malay Sarawak   

1319 ensapi  sapi  rasa rasa ‘taste’  

1485 mpu empu milik/punya empun ‘own’ 

1133 ngkah engkah meletakkan engkah ‘place’  

The prefix eN- is very rare in Sebuyau, and I found only two clear examples of it in my 

texts. Furthermore, in Sebuyau, the verbs with eN- are used more in the intransitive sense. 

The first example is sapi ‘taste’ becoming ensapi (#1319 above) (and this was identified 

as Iban). The other one is pu ‘own’ becoming mpu (#1485). This second one is 

interesting, because the root pu is not found in Iban or Malay. Only bound forms are used 

today, such as empu in Iban and punya in Malay. The fact that pu is still used in Sebuyau 

lends credence to the theory that eN- is an ancient prefix (Steinmayer, 1999, p. 60) which 

is no longer productive nor perceived as a morpheme in other, related languages. 

Bonfante (1947, pp. 368–375) explains that older linguistic forms tend to be found in 

isolated, peripheral areas. So, the conservative forms pu and mpu may have both survived 

in Sebuyau because it has been isolated from Iban for hundreds of years. There may be 

three other instances of the eN- prefix in the texts, but all of these are somewhat dubious 

because the root does not exist as a separate morpheme. So for example, the Sebuyau 

only use ngkah (#1133) ‘place’, but never *kah. Since Sebuyau has a preference for 

disyllabic words, these may be cases of an ancient morpheme, en-, becoming fused with a 

monosyllabic root in order to make the word more in line with normal morphological 
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patterns (Steinmayer, 1999, p. 60). The m and n in mpu and ngkah can also be analyzed 

as syllabic nasals, which would also fit with the Sebuyau disyllabic root pattern. 

Verbal marker -i 

The suffix –i is a Malay verb forming affix (Liaw, 1999, p. 144) that shows up 

twice in my texts: 

Table 5.54. Examples of verbal marker -i 

Wordlist # Sebuyau Iban Malay Sarawak   

1574 disedari sedar disedari disedari ‘realized’ 

2476 mengulanyi  ngulang mengulangi 
mengulangi/ 

ngulangi  
‘repeat’/‘to and fro’ 

The first example, mengulanyi (#2476) ‘go to and fro’ is a case of the Malay prefix meng- 

and suffix -i attaching the stem gulang ‘go to and fro’, which is common to Sebuyau, 

Iban, and Malay. The Sebuyau consider mengulanyi to be Malay, so it is likely that the 

word was borrowed whole. The suffix -i turns sedar ‘realize’ into the past tense disedari 

(#1574). The prefix and the root are Sebuyau, Iban, and Malay, and it is only the suffix 

that is purely Malay. But following the pattern of mengulanyi, it seems likely the whole 

word disedari was borrowed, rather than only the suffix -i. The words mengulanyi and 

disedari are found in Malay as well, lending more credence to the interpretation that it is 

not just a case of the affixes being influenced.  

 Reduplicaton 

The phonological process of reduplication, or doubling by repetition, is a feature 

of Malayic and Ibanic. All the languages featured in this study repeat verbs, adverbs, and 

adjectives in this way. The reduplication of nouns, however, is more a feature of Malay. 

These will be discussed in greater detail in the sections below.  

Verbs  

Verbs are frequently reduplicated in Malay and Ibanic. Since Iban and Sebuyau 

are prefixing languages, all the units to the left of the stem should be analyzed as the 
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prefixes, not infixes (V. Sutlive, personal communication, December 27, 2019). The 

tables below give examples of normal and reduplicated verbs in the three lects.  

Table 5.55. Examples of normal transitive verbs 

Wordlist # Lect Form 
Transitive 

prefix 
Stem ‘mess’ 

1174 Sebuyau ngatoah ng- atoah  

1174 Iban ngatur ng- atur  

1174 Malay mengatur meng- atur  

 

Table 5.56. Examples of normal intransitive verbs 

Lect Form ‘steal’ 

Sebuyau cuhi  

Iban curi  

Malay curi  

 

Table 5.57. Examples of transitive verbal reduplication 

Wordlist # Lect Form 
Transitive 

prefix 

Reduplicative 

prefix 

Transitive 

prefix 
Stem 

‘continuously 

messing’ 

1176 Sebuyau 
ngato- 

ngatoah 
ng- ato- ng- atoah  

1176 Iban 
ngatur- 

ngatur 
ng- atur- ng- atur  

1176 Malay 
mengatur- 

mengatur 
meng- atur- meng- atur  

 

Table 5.58. Examples of intransitive verbal reduplication 

Wordlist # Lect Form 
Reduplicative 

prefix 
Stem 

‘continuously 

stealing’ 

332 Sebuyau cuhi-cuhi cuhi- cuhi  

332 Iban curi-curi curi- curi  

332 Malay curi-curi curi- curi  

Words can be reduplicated several times for added emphasis. For example in 

kumpul (‘gather’) is rendered ngumpul-ngumpul-ngumpul-ngmpul (‘continuously gathers 

something’) (#1537). Main (‘play’) can become main-main-main (‘plays continuously) 

(#102). 
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Sutlive et al. (2016, p. vi) explain that Iban verbs are reduplicated to show 

increase in number, intensity of action, or continuing activity; Steinmayer (1999, p. 38) 

adds that they also denote prolonged action. There are cases of all these uses in the 

Sebuyau texts as well. An example of reduplication to show increase in number is tugung 

(‘pile’) becoming tugung-tungung (‘pile higher and higher’) (#1645). An example of 

reduplication to show intensity of actin is kawung (‘shout’) becoming kawung-kawung 

(‘shouting very loudly’) (#1690). Most of the times verbs were reduplicated in Sebuyau 

they connoted a sense of repeated, continuing activity. For example, the reduplicated 

form of the intransitive verb palu’ (‘hit’) becomes the reduplicated transitive verb malu’-

malu’ (‘hit [the nail] again and again’) (#625). An example of reduplication to show 

prolonged activity is lekat (‘stick’) becoming ngelekat-ngelekat (‘keep sticking’) (#307). 

Iban and Sebuyau also make use of partial reduplication. Like full reduplication, 

partial reduplication can show an increase in number, intensity of action, continuing 

activity, or prolonged action Steinmayer (1999, p. 38). In 86% of the cases of partial 

reduplication the first part of the base is repeated. For instance, nyusun (‘arrange’) 

(#1638) becomes nyu-nyusun (‘continuously arranging’) (#1643). Sometimes, the vowel 

is chosen from the end of the stem. For instance, curi ‘steal’ becomes ci-curi 

(‘continuously stealing’). Ujung (‘end’) (#2265) becomes uju-jung (‘at the very end’) 

(#2258).  Lawa’ ‘run’ becomes bela-lawa (#1988). 

When the verb is transitive in Iban, the root (or part of it) plus the affix is 

reduplicated. This is usually the case in the Sebuyau texts as well. So, for example, the 

root pusing ‘turn’ takes the nasal transitive prefix and becomes musu-musu-musing ‘keep 

on turning something’. In this case, the second vowel of the reduplicated segment seems 

to be assimilating to the first u. 

When the Iban or Sebuyau verbs are intransitive, only the root (or part of it) is 

reduplicated (Steinmayer, 1999, p. 38). For example lawa’ ‘run’ with the prefix be- can 

become bela-lawa’ ‘runs around continuously’. Steinmayer (1999, p. 38) writes that 

when the whole intransitive Iban verb is reduplicated, such as in belawa-belawa ‘running 
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around often’, the result gives a feeling of something happening habitually, rather than 

continuously. There are no examples of this construction or usage in the Sebuyau texts.  

Iban uses reduplication with se- on the stem of a transitive verb to indicate 

progressive action. For example, malu’ ‘hit’ becomes malu’-samalu’ ‘keep on hitting’ 

(Steinmayer, 1999, p. 72). In the Sebuyau texts, I have not come across any examples of 

this Iban way of reduplicating. But I have encountered a similar form with the adverb 

tengah-stengah ‘halfway’ from the adjective tengah ‘half’.  

When the se- is affixed to the first half of a Sebuyau verb, it takes on a more 

adverbial feel. For example, tinduk ‘sleep’ becomes setin-tinduk ‘until she falls asleep’. 

When se- is added to the beginning of a reduplicated noun, it carries the meaning of ‘the 

whole ____.’ For instance, malam ‘night’ becomes semalam-malam ‘the entire night’.  

Adverbs and adjectives 

In Malay, Iban, and Sebuyau, reduplicated adjectives and adverbs mainly function 

to intensify the meaning of the root. For instance, the adjective besai ‘big’ can become 

besai-besai ‘very big’; and the adverb laju ‘fast’, laju-laju ‘very quickly’. Ibanic also 

partially reduplicates adjectives and adverbs, usually abbreviating the last part of the 

stem. So senyap ‘quiet’ can become senya-senyap ‘sneakily’.  

There are 51 reduplicated adjectives and adverbs in the texts. As in Iban, they 

intensify the nouns or verbs they modify. When I ask Sebuyau the difference between the 

single and reduplicated form, they often say the latter is “more flowery”.  

In over 70% of the cases, it is only the root that is reduplicated. Another relatively 

common pattern, occurring around 15% of the time, is to add a prefix (usually be-) to the 

reduplicated morpheme. So, kali ‘time’ becomes bekali-kali ‘many times’. Unlike verbs, 

Sebuyau adjectives and adverbs are only reduplicated once. There are no examples of 

forms like *kali-kali-kali.  
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Nouns 

In Sebuyau, plurality is not explicitly marked. So for example, anak (#1) means 

both ‘child’ and ‘children’; ulah (#2197) means both ‘snake’ and ‘snakes’; and tangga’ 

(#253) means both ‘ladder’ and ‘ladders’.10 In contrast, Malay plural nouns are always 

marked by full reduplication, so for example, So for example, kanak ‘child’ becomes 

kanak-kanak ‘children’; ular ‘snake’ becomes ular-ular ‘snakes’; and tangga ‘ladder’ 

becomes tangg’-tangga ‘ladders’. Steinmayer (1999, p. 38) allows that nouns can be 

reduplicated in Iban, but not to make the simple plural as in Malay. The only example of 

Iban noun reduplication Steinmayer gives of  is anak ‘child’. When anak is reduplicated 

to anak-anak, it means something like ‘different kinds of children’.  

In my corpus I found no examples of nouns reduplicating in the Iban sense, and 

many instances of noun reduplication with the Malay meaning. To discover this, I first 

had to go through the English translations to find all the plural nouns. With this baseline I 

proceeded to look at how frequently each individual speaker pluralized nouns in the 

Malay fashion. There are twenty-seven instances of noun reduplication in my Sebuyau 

database, and these always referred to the simple plural. Sometimes a noun with Sebuyau 

phonology, such as bahang ‘thing’, would be reduplicated the Malay way and come out 

as bahang-bahang ‘things’. Other times, the noun would have Iban or Malay phonology, 

so ‘things’ was pronounced barang-barang. Regardless, the Sebuyau themselves 

identified all the reduplicated nouns in the texts as Malay.  

I noticed that some Sebuyau speakers marked plural by reduplication quite 

frequently (up to 60% of the time), while others never did. I wondered if the use of the 

reduplicated plural correlated with sex, age, or location. Are the people who only 

pluralized the Sebuyau way mostly of one gender, of a certain age, or primarily from one 

village?  With these questions in mind, I made a graph (shown below) plotting this 

information.  

                                                 
10 Most of the time, whether a noun is singular or plural is derived from the context. But sometimes the 

Sebuyau add the word semua ‘all’ (#1012) after the noun, to clarify a sense of plurality. 
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Figure 5.4. Percentage of reduplicated nouns by age and gender 

 

Note: red = female; blue = male 

Somewhat surprisingly, the only factor that turned out to be significant was sex. 

Those who pluralized the Iban/Sebuyau way, with no reduplication, (approximately one 

third of the subjects), tended to be female. The women who used no reduplicated plurals 

ranged from ages of thirteen to sixty-six, and hailed from four out of the five villages. In 

fact, there was only one man who used no noun reduplication, and he was different in 

other ways as well. He was very intelligent, spoke English, and was extremely aware of 

the differences between Sebuyau and Malay. In some ways, he was a Sebuyau language 

activist or purist, frequently chiding people for not knowing the old Sebuyau words. He 

was also a bit of a pessimist, making statements like, “There is only one person in our 

church who speaks real Sebuyau” and “Sebuyau will die out in one generation”.  
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 Summary of morphological analysis 

I have discussed Sebuyau morphology, and shown how it differs from Iban and 

Malay. The morphological analysis shows that Sebuyau has remained very similar to 

Iban. However, it has undergone some structural changes because of contact with other 

languages — primarily Malay. For example, the Sebuyau affix m- may be restructuring 

and becoming part of the root.  

 Conclusion 

I will now review some of the morphological and phonological aspects of 

Sebuyau. Some of these point to language maintenance, others to shift. In some cases it is 

unclear whether they indicate language shift or language change. I will discuss and 

explain these themes in greater depth in sections 7.2.1 and 7.2.2. Here, however, I will 

give a brief overview, which parallels what I have argued in this chapter. 

There is very little morphological or phonological evidence that the Lundu 

Sebuyau are shifting to Iban. The main data pointing to this possibility is that people with 

more exposure to Iban tend to pronounces words with r rather than h (see section 5.2.5 

and Figure 5.2). At times this r word may be identical in Malay and Iban. However, when 

the Sebuyau notice their “slip”, they invariably apologize for pronouncing it the Iban 

way. They never refer to it as a Malay word.  

There is more evidence that Sebuyau is shifting to Malay than to Iban, as shown 

by the following phonological and morphological evidence: 

• Sebuyau diphthongs uwa and iya are sometimes pronounced as Malay 

monophthongs u and i (see section 5.1.1 and Tables 5.3 and 5.4). 

• Sebuyau prefixes be- and te- are at times pronounced the Malay way ber- and 

ter- (see sections 5.1.1 and 5.3.2 and Tables 5.5, 5.28, 5.46, 5.48, and 5.50). 

• Possibly by analogy to be- and te- the Sebuyau delete r from other Malay 

words, so Malay terjun becomes Sebuyau tejun (see Table 5.18).  

• They attach Sebuyau prefixes onto Malay words (see Table 5.40).    
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• The Sebuyau nasal prefix N – is sometimes pronounced as Malay meN- (see 

section 5.3.2 and Table 5.43). 

• In some instances the Sebuyau mark plural nouns in the Malay fashion, with 

reduplication (see section 5.3.3 and Figure 5.4). 

While the data for Sebuyau shifting is somewhat weak, there is more clear 

evidence for language change. The phonological and morphological changes that cannot 

clearly be linked to influence from Iban or Malay are summarized below: 

• In Sebuyau, the phonemes s and c at times appear to be in free variation (see 

section 5.2.2 and Table 5.11). 

• The sounds s and h alternate in Sebuyau (see section 5.2.3, Table 5.12, and 

Figure 5.1). 

• The r in Malay and Iban is pronounced h in Sebuyau (see section 5.2.5, Figures 

5.2 and 5.3, and Tables 5.16, 5.19, 5.20, and 5.21). 

• The nasal prefix in Sebuyau is often marked with m- (see section 5.3.2 and 

Table 5.39). 
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Lexicon 

For approximately two hundred years, the Sebuyau have effectively been an 

Ibanic enclave surrounded by other languages — the chief of which was Malay. We 

could draw a parallel to the situations Berend and Mattheier (1994) described in their 

edited volume on German speech islands in Russia, United States, Australia, Peru and 

Brazil. Winnifrith (1987) also wrote about Vlach language islands in the southern 

Balkans and Greece. In a similar way, the Sebuyau have been an Iban language island in 

western Borneo. The Sebuyau lexicon reflects this situation. The primary goal of this 

section is to describe the words they use. In particular, we will discuss a typology of the 

loanwords used, which somewhat parallels their geographic situation. The chapter also 

contains information that is pertinent to the central question of Sebuyau language 

maintenance. There is a demographic that may be leading language change, or even shift, 

by borrowing a large percentage of Malay words. 

 Iban  

This chapter works from the premise outlined by Adelaar (1985), namely that 

Proto-Malay split into two branches — Ibanic and Malayic (see Figure 6.1 below). There 

are many shared lexical innovations that separate the Ibanic node from the Malayic, 

under the Proto-Malayic. These include badas (‘good’), indu’ (‘woman’), nama (‘what’), 

ini (‘where’), mayaw (‘cat’) and jako (‘say’) (Anderbeck, 2018, p. 230).  
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Figure 6.1. Proto-Malayic family tree 

 

Iban is closely related to Malay and the majority of its lexicon remains 

Austronesian. A cursory look at three hundred entries in the Iban dictionary (Sutlive et 

al., 2016) shows that 88% of words are disyllabic. 

 Sebuyau  

When the Sebuyau broke away from the Iban well over two hundred years ago (O. 

Steinmayer, personal communication, September 18, 2018), the two languages drifted 

apart. Trudgill (2011, p. 6) gives examples of how varieties like Faorese and Italian 

Greek changed little over the years because they were isolated from the mainstream 

Scandinavian and Greek. By analogy then, the most likely scenario was that Iban 

continued changing, while Sebuyau retained more of the old words. For a number of 

reasons, Austronesian languages are relatively slow-changing (Foley, 2000, p. 271). 

Because of this fact, the vast majority of Sebuyau words remain cognate with both Malay 

and Iban. Most of the Sebuyau lexemes that are not cognate with Iban and Malay are 

cognate with Iban only. Still, the lexical differences are few. In fact, the percentage of 

lexemes that Iban and Sebuyau continue to share is so high, it is difficult to conclude that 

Sebuyau is separate language based on word counts alone. Rather what makes Sebuyau 
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unintelligible to the Ibans is its phonology and morphology. There are also many high 

frequency words that are different in Sebuyau, making it difficult for Ibans to understand. 

For example, the Iban say nadai for ‘not’ wheras the Sebuyau say adai. The Iban say ukai 

to indicate rejection of something in favour of something else, wheras the Sebuyau say 

bukai. ‘Not yet’ in Iban is apin, while in my Sebuyau texts it is always bedau. The Ibans’ 

attitudes are another factor that makes Sebuyau unintelligible. Basically, the Ibans think 

Sebuyau sounds funny, and feel the Sebuyau should adapt their speech to Iban when they 

talk together.  

Another language that must be discussed when on the subject of cognates is the 

language the Malays speak among themselves – often called Sarawak Malay. Historically 

and presently, many of the local Malays are Sebuyau who have converted to Islam. Some 

words are common to Iban, Sebuyau and Sarawak Malay, but not Standard Malay. These 

words are likely cognates. A minority of words are common to Sebuyau and Sarawak 

Malay, but not Iban and Standard Malay. It is less likely that these words are cognates. 

More likely, Sebuyau borrowed these words from Sarawak Malay, or vice versa.  

There is lexical evidence that Iban, Sebuyau, Sarawak Malay, and Standard Malay 

form something like a dialect chain. This relationship is also perceived as a fact by the 

people who are aware of the different lects. For example, people have have commented to 

me that Sebuyau is a mixture of Iban and Malay. Indeed, there are systematic 

phonological differences between all four lects. It is also a matter of relative frequency of 

different lexical items from Iban to Sebuyau, to Sarawak Malay, to Standard Malay. 

When I try to speak Standard Malay with a Malay person, I often get mixed up and use 

Sebuyau words and phonology. When this happens, sometimes the Malay person will 

snap to attention and ask incredulously, “You speak Sarawak Malay?” I have a friend 

who is learning Sarawak Malay to speak to his employees. When he speaks Sarawak 

Malay to Sebuyau, they ask him, “Do you speak Iban?” (He would not have used the 

term “Sebuyau” because almost no one outside of the group is familiar with the term).  

 There are extremely few words that can be considered uniquely Sebuyau. Largely 

because of this, Sebuyau can be described as a dependent variant of Iban. Most Sebuyau 
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lexemes, or their cognates, are also found in Iban, Malay and/or Sarawak Malay. In the 

texts, just a handful of words are found only in Sebuyau. These words, and their order in 

the appendix, are as follows: 

palea’ (#580) ‘turn and look’ 

mutang (#1004) ‘why’ with somewhat negative connotations 

kelenang (#1709) ‘swim’ 

adak (#2271) ‘comfort’ 

mpingao (#1397) ‘head spinning’ 

jirong (#2522) ‘look for something’ 

One way to make a Sebuyau word is to take an imported root and add an Ibanic 

prefix. This is different than taking a borrowed word and merely changing it phonetically. 

Sebuyau words with Malay roots and Ibanic morphemes are: 

Muat (#1221) is made by adding the Ibanic homorganic nasal prefix, 

which marks the transitive, to the Malay root buat ‘make’. 

Tebuat (#1222) is made by adding the Ibanic prefix te-, which indicates 

sudden action, to the Malay root buat ‘make’. 

Nyintip (#531) is made by adding the Ibanic nasal prefix to the Malay root 

intip ‘spy’. 

Tepaksa (#1868) is made by adding the Ibanic prefix te-, to the Sanskrit 

root paksa ‘force’. 

Ngerasa (#1321) is made by adding the Ibanic nasal prefix, to the Sanskrit 

root rasa ‘notice’. 

Ngijas (#63) is made by adding the Ibanic nasal prefix to the English root 

ijas (from ‘adjust’). 

 By far the most salient Sebuyau word is koa, the second person singular. Koa has 

a reflex, kau in Malay. Sebuyau and Ibans distinguish between the varieties of Iban by 

their use of the second person singular. It is the word koa that sets the Sebuyau apart from 

the Iban, who use nuan as the second person singular. Another variety of Iban uses the 

form de’. The second person singular pronoun is so tied to their identity that people 
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(especially those in the city of Kuching) call the Sebuyau people and their language 

“Koa”. They refer to speaking Sebuyau as bekoa (be- being the verbal prefix). 

There are two varieties of Sebuyau, ulu and ili (upriver and downriver). This ulu-

ili dialectal distinction is common to several other Ibanic varieties (V. Sutlive, personal 

communication, October 18, 2016). In the Lundu area, the upriver lect is seen as the 

standard, while people often make somewhat disparaging comments about the way 

people downriver speak. Most of the differences between these two varieties are 

phonemic, but there are lexical changes as well. For example, to say ‘let’s go!’, people 

downriver say “ju kita”, while the upriver ones say “jeh kita”.  

 Coding principles 

Since there is no literature on Sebuyau, I was able to obtain very limited lexical 

information by reading books. Rather, I used the data I gathered in my fieldwork, which I 

will explain below.  

During the course of my time in Borneo, I recorded over twenty-four Sebuyau 

people telling the same two stories, of about ten minutes each. I transcribed and glossed 

all the vocabulary in these texts. I then numbered each word. Next, I colour coded all the 

words in the texts into different categories, depending on what language or languages 

they belonged to. I then recorded these words on sheets of paper placed after the text. I 

had different sheets, corresponding to the languages or language the word belonged to. 

The headings included Malay/Iban/Sebuyau, Iban/Sebuyau, Malay, English, Arabic, and 

so on, colour coded the same way as the words in the text. I would only write down the 

lexical item once, and place a number beside the word to indicate where it could be found 

in context in the text. If the word occurred more than once, I would not write it again, but 

would instead jot down the additional number beside the word. I measured the amount of 

borrowing from Malay and other languages by first counting all the words (only once 

each) on these sheets of paper at the end of the texts. Then I would count the number of 

words in each column, and measure how their numbers and percentages compared to the 

overall number of words in the text. In this way, I was able to accurately measure the 
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amount of borrowing from each language. For example, in text A, Bity used 170 words in 

total. Under the “Malay” column, I recorded five words. That would indicate that 3% of 

Bity’s vocabulary in that text was borrowed from Malay. Since I recorded two texts from 

each speaker, I would repeat this procedure with the second story. To ascertain the 

percentage of Malay use per speaker, I would take the average of the score from both 

texts. I repeated this procedure with the other categories as well.  

The results gathered in this way showed that the majority of the Sebuyau words in 

the text (about 52%) are cognate with both Iban and Malay. 30% are cognate with Iban, 

but not Malay. So, 82% of all the words in the text are in the two categories above. That 

means that 82% of Sebuyau words are cognate with Iban.  

The rest of the words are borrowed. Out of the 2,597 entries 291 (11%) are 

originally from other languages. This is a lower percentage than seen in the texts, which 

record individuals’ usage. I colour coded words borrowed from Malay, English, Sanskrit, 

Arabic, Persian, Chinese, Portuguese, Iban, Tamil, Hindi, Telegu, Dutch, Indonesian, 

Javanese and Sarawak Malay. I found the source of these words by reading dictionaries, 

grammars and dissertations. Malay turned out to be the source of 41% of the borrowed 

words; English, 40%, Sanskrit, 10%; and Arabic, 6%. Although the Sebuyau were keenly 

conscious of words borrowed from English or Malay, they did not recognize any of these 

other languages. Usually they would call these words Malay.  

The English words are often ones not associated with the traditional culture. They 

also frequently are subject to phonetic and semantic changes. In contrast, the Malay 

words are more likely to refer to common traditional domains, and are less likely to be 

changed phonetically. Though the texts had, on average, 7% of the words borrowed from 

Malay and 5% from English, there was a great deal of variation. The range was 

particularly striking in Malay. Some people borrowed almost no Malay words, while 

others borrowed close to 20% of their vocabulary from that language. One interesting 

finding was that four particular teenage girls borrowed significantly more Malay than 

other Sebuyau speakers. The texts are a good source to answer questions about language 
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use. They helped figure out questions such as what percentage of words borrowed from 

language X are used by each speaker. 

I put the Sebuyau words from the corpus into an Excel dataset, along with their 

glosses and their cognates in Iban, Malay, and Sarawak Malay. The words and analysis in 

this chapter are from the texts and the this Excel database in the appendix. The Excel 

spreadsheet was also a source for recording the different types of borrowing. For 

example, 52% of the words are borrowed whole, without modification.  

 Borrowing 

One common way Sebuyau words come into being is through lexical borrowing. 

There are at least two types of borrowing, including the process of accommodating 

nonces, or people’s idiosyncratic borrowing; and when foreign vocabulary becomes 

nativized. Many factors can influence the degree and type of borrowing in a given 

community (Winford, 2003, p. 40). Poplack et al.’s (1988) seminal study of French 

speakers around Ottawa and Treffers-Daller’s (1994) study of Dutch speakers in the 

vicinity of Brussels found that borrowing rates correlated with geographical area, or 

different neighbourhoods. But my texts, taken from people living in several Sebuyau 

villages, do not show significant variation. People from the central villages, such as 

Sebemban, borrow words at more or less the same rates as those from peripheral villages, 

such as Tabuan. Also contrary to Poplack et al.’s results, I found that age is a factor in 

borrowing. In particular, young people use more Malay words than their elders. Poplack 

et al.’s conclusion was that the rate of borrowing (especially of nonce [not widely used] 

loans) was dependent on the norms of community behaviour, rather than on lexical need. 

I do not think that is entirely the case among the Sebuyau. Their norms of behaviour 

strongly sanction borrowings – especially from Malay. Speaking in Malay is only 

allowed when one interlocutor is not Sebuyau. However, since Malay, Iban and Sebuyau 

are structurally very similar, and since every child learns both languages concurrently, 

there can be some confusion. Parents admit their children do not recognize some words as 
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being Malay, and do not know the Sebuyau equivalent. It is usually the older speakers 

who use a “purer” form of Sebuyau.  

Because of the high degree of multilingualism, there is a fair amount of syntactic 

and structural diffusion with the languages spoken in the Lundu area. Mithun (1999, p. 

314) describes a sprachbund or linguistic area as having large numbers of small linguistic 

communities on good social terms, with multilingual people who are in frequent contact. 

This characterizes the region around Lundu very well. In the Balkan Sprachbund, long-

standing contact between languages like Albanian, Bulgarian, Greek, Macedonian, and 

others has led to lexical diffusion (Joseph, 1983, p. 123) and significant convergence of 

structural features (Winford, 2003, p. 13). In Kupwar, India, there has been much 

interaction between Marathi, Kannada, and Hindi-Urdu speakers. This has led to so much 

isomorphism in the languages’ structure, one can often simply replace lexical items from 

each language within the same structural framework (Gumperz & Wilson, 1971). The 

linguistic ecology of the Lundu area (which will be discussed more in detail later) is quite 

similar to that of Kupwar, and so is the lexical diffusion. Speakers are able to use Malay, 

Iban, Sebuyau and even English words interchangeably.  

 Types of borrowing 

There are broadly two kinds of lexical borrowing. The one is the process by which 

foreign vocabulary becomes established as an integral part of a group’s native language. 

The other is the process of accommodation that leads people to adopt “nonce” borrowings 

from another language when they code mix (Winford, 2003). Nonce borrowings are 

words that are used specifically by individuals, but not (yet?) accepted by the wider 

Sebuyau community.  

Foreign and native lexemes can be manipulated and rearranged in a variety of 

ways to produce various outcomes. Forms can be borrowed, as well as meanings. Some 

words are borrowed more or less unchanged, (e.g., French rendezvous). Others are 

changed to conform to the phonology of the host language (e.g., Costa Rican Spanish 

chinchibi from English gingerbeer). Other borrowings are not words at all, but rather 
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concepts, (e.g., Spanish rascacielos [rasca ‘scrape’, cielos ‘skies’] modeled on the 

English ‘skyscraper’) (Campbell, 2004; Winford, 2003). Often, a foreign word is 

borrowed, but the meaning is changed (e.g., Sebuyau syen ‘pretend’ from the English 

‘action’).  

Below I have adapted a table from Winford’s work on contact linguistics (2003, p. 

45).  

 Table 6.1. A classification of lexical contact phenomena 

Types Process involved Examples (Sebuyau) 

1 “Pure” loanwords Total morphemic importing of 

single or compound words 

mencuri 

surat penyurat 

 Varying degrees of phonemic 

substitution (a) 

derebo 

kelip 

 Possible semantic change ijas 

lelabeh 

syen-syen 

2 Loanblends (Heath, 1984, 

p. 378) 

Combination of native and 

imported morphemes 

 

2a Derivational blend Imported stem + native affix ngijas 

benama 

 Native stem + imported affix aleahkan 

bungkusan 

 Imported stem language 1  

+ imported affix language 2  

(+ imported affix language 3) 

menyibabkan 

nyebabkan 

penyibab 

2b Compound blend Imported stem + native stem ahipada 

2c Simple blend One part of the word imported + 

another part of the word native  

denggau 

abi-habis 

3 “Extensions” (form loans) Shifts in the form of a foreign 

word under influence from a 

native word 

las-las 

syen-syen 

4 Loan translations (calques) Combination of native 

morphemes in imitation of 

foreign patters 

inda-abo 

indai-apai 

The above table outlines the different types of borrowing found in my corpus of two 

stories told by twenty-four Sebuyau. I have filled in some examples, and have added 

some different phenomena not mentioned in the literature. In the table I summarize the 
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different kinds of borrowing that appear in my texts. The sections that follow describe in 

more detail these different ways the Sebuyau words from other languages. 

Total morphemic importation  

About one half of the words imported into Sebuyau are borrowed whole, with 

very little modification of their form or meaning. 152 words came into the texts in this 

way, representing 6% of the total vocabulary. Some 94% of all early Austronesian 

morphemes are disyllabic (Blust, 2007, p. 4). The great majority of words derived from 

the Austronesian descendent, Proto-Malayic, are also disyllabic (Adelaar, 1992, p. 102). 

From a cursory look at the Iban dictionary (Sutlive et al., 2016), and my vocabulary list, 

it is easy to notice that Ibanic words are almost always disyllabic. In fact, any word with 

more than two syllables stands out as a possible loanword — usually from Malay. Malay 

stems are normally disyllabic as well, but with the affixes, the words can be much longer. 

Malay and Sebuyau also stress the ultimate syllable and share the vast majority of 

phonemes. Because of their phonological similarity, most of the words imported without 

changes in their form are Austronesian words — primarily Malay. A large number of 

these are likely nonce borrowings. For example, in Table 6.1, under 2c, the word denggau 

(‘with’), which begins in Malay and ends in Sebuyau, may have been made up on the 

spot, and may not be widely accepted.  

Importation with phonemic change 

There are surprisingly few lexemes whose phonology is altered when they are 

borrowed. This is likely because most of the potential source languages now spoken in 

the area are Austronesian. Only 102 words in the text are borrowed with varying degrees 

of phonemic substitution. That is, they are generally made to conform to Sebuyau 

phonological rules. These words imported with phonological change represent about 4% 

of the words in the text. Most of them came from non-Austronesian languages – largely 

English. Non-Austronesian languages have sounds the Sebuyau find difficult to 

pronounce, so they modify them to conform to their intuitive patterns. This is a form of 

perceptual adaptation, where the Sebuyau filter out the non-native sounds. In this 

category, most were recently taken from English, but there are also a lot of words 
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borrowed long ago, from languages that are no longer spoken in the area. Without 

reinforcement from native speakers of these languages, it is natural for these words to 

drift toward being pronounced the Sebuyau way. For example, in Table 6.1, under “pure 

loanwords” the English word “adjust” becomes ijas in Sebuyau, and “driver” becomes 

derebo.  

Importation with semantic change 

Sixteen borrowed words subsequently had their meaning changed or modified in 

Sebuyau, representing only .6% of the words in the text. This rather rare occurrence 

likely happens due to lack of exposure to the source languages. Examples include the 

words ijas ‘adjust’ and sepana ‘spanner’. In Sebuyau, sepana ijas (literally ‘spanner 

adjust’) becomes the word for ‘pipe wrench’. This is also an example of importation with 

phonemic change, as the English word ‘spanner’ is rendered sepana and ‘adjust’ becomes 

ijas. 

Imported stem + native affix  

Sixteen stems in the text are borrowed words with native affixes, representing 

only 6% of the total words in the text. 44% of these stems are Sanskrit, 31% are English 

and there are also representatives from Malay, Arabic, Hindi and Sarawak Malay. 

Though there are few attestations in the text, importing a word and adding native affixes 

is a very productive in Sebuyau. 

All of the examples of imported stems and native affixes are prefixes. Of these, 

40% involve cases of the nasal prefix that turns the stem into a transitive verb. This is 

also a way to create a new Sebuyau word. Borrow a Malay stem, add a Sebuyau (also 

Iban) nasal prefix, and you create a new word. For example, the Malay intransitive verb 

‘make’ is buat, and muat is a Sebuyau lexeme. Most of the loanwords in this category 

cannot be considered uniquely Sebuyau, because they are also used in Iban. 

There are three cases of word creation by putting the prefix be- onto an imported 

stem. This usually has the effect of making the verb intransitive. For example, bekelakah 
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takes the Sarawak Malay root kelaka ‘talk’, and adds the prefix to make the word ‘talking 

together’.  

Table 6.2. Examples of imported stem + native affix 

Wordlist # Form Root Native affix(es) Borrowed word  

2445 bemelayin layin be-, me- line ‘lined’ 

1885 dikaran karan di- current ‘turn on the electricity’ 

 As shown in the word #1885 above, the Sebuyau (along with Malay, Sarawak 

Malay, and Iban) also attach the past or passive prefix di- onto a word to create a past 

tense verb. For example, when you attached a di- onto karan ‘electricity’ (literally 

‘current’), the word dikaran means ‘turned the electricity on’.  

One interesting and rather complex word, made with an imported stem and native 

affixes, is the adjective bemelayin-melayin ‘having lots of lines’ (#2445 above). The layin 

part is borrowed from the English ‘line’. The me- prefix marks it as an intransitive verb. 

It is reduplicated to show it happens many times. Then, the Sebuyau prefix be- ‘to have’ 

is added. 

Imported stem + affixes from various languages  

This is a process I have not seen described in the literature. Four words in this 

category had stems borrowed from Arabic, one from Sanskrit, one from Hindi and one 

from Indonesian. Then, they had affixes added from Malay.  

Since the Arabs were seafarers who interacted mainly with people on the coast, it 

is most likely these borrowed words came into Sebuyau not straight from Arabic, but 

rather through Malay. The Malays were the intermediaries who passed on goods and 

ideas (and most likely, words) to the interior peoples, like the Ibans and Sebuyau. The 

four Arabic-derived words are actually all from the same stem, sebab, meaning 

something like because. One word, menyebabkan (#1027) has a Malay verbal prefix and 

a Malay causative suffix, and means something like ‘to be the cause of’. A variation of 

this word, nyebabkan, shortens the Malay verbal. Another word, menjibab, has only the 

Malay verbal prefix, and means ‘cause’. The fourth word, penyebab, has a Malay prefix 
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meaning ‘person’ or ‘instrument’, and means ‘explanation’. Menyebabkan, nyebabkan 

and menjibab may well be nonce borrowings. Words that end in –kan are almost always 

identified as Malay by Sebuyau speakers.  

Table 6.3. Examples of imported stem + imported affixes 

Wordlist # Form Imported stem Imported affixes 

1027 menyebabkan sebab meN-, -kan 

1593 kebanjiran banjir ke-, -an 

Another borrowed word in this category is the noun ‘flood’. The verb banjir 

‘flood’ may have been borrowed from Indonesian, then the nominalizing prefix ke- and 

the nominalizing/causative suffix -an added from Malay. Or the entire word may have 

been borrowed from Indonesian. It is difficult to tell because the languages are so close.  

Native stem + imported stem 

There was a single Sebuyau word, probably a nonce, which may have combined 

one stem from Sebuyau with another from Malay. It might be similar to a loanblend like 

blaumpie (German blaum ‘plum’ and English ‘pie’) described by Heath (1984, p. 378). 

The word in question is ahipada, and it is identified as Malay by Sebuyau listeners. As 

shown in Table 6.5 below, it is made up of the Sebuyau stem ahi and the Malay stem 

pada. 

Table 6.4. Example of native stem + imported stem 

Sebuyau stem Malay stem 

ahi pada 

‘from’ ‘while’ 

The word ahipada is derived from the Malay daripada, which is the preposition ‘from’. 

But Sebuyau has its own preposition ‘from’ — ahi. There is no pada in Sebuyau, but the 

morpheme does exist in Malay. In Malay, pada can stand alone and means something 

like ‘while’. Dari is also a perfectly good preposition in Malay, and it is a shortened form 

of daripada. Since many children learn Malay at the same time, they learn Sebuyau 

(some even learn Malay first), they likely make some false cognates. Their reasoning may 
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be, since the Malay dari becomes our ahi, then their daripada becomes ahipada. It is not 

until they are older that they realize pada is not a Sebuyau word, thus neither is ahipada.  

Blended words 

Another form of borrowing, which I have not seen described in the literature, is 

what I’m calling a blended word. These borrowings seem to be taken only from closely 

related Austronesian languages. The phenomenon is similar to a slip of the tongue. Very 

frequently in the texts, especially young people will say the Malay (or sometimes the 

English) word first, then correct themselves and say the Sebuyau term. A blended word 

may be a shortened version of this. In this case, a person starts out saying the first syllable 

in Malay, corrects him or herself, and finishes the lexeme in Sebuyau. One word I have is 

denggau, which means ‘and’. The Malay word is dengan and the Iban is enggau. It 

appears the speaker started the word in Malay and ended it in Iban — a case of mid-word 

code switching. It also can happen the other way around, with the word beginning in 

Sebuyau and ending in another language. An example is the word abi-habis, which 

means something like ‘emphatically totally’. The Sebuyau word for ‘finish’ is abis, and 

the Malay is habis. The speaker uses both languages to make one word.  

Word blending may indicate the beginning of a process whereby many Sebuyau 

words were created. For example, the Malay word for a rejection in favour of something 

else is bukan and the Iban is ukai. The Sebuyau equivalent is bukai. Another example is 

term for ‘or’ — atau in Malay and tauka in Iban. The Sebuyau word is atauka. So, it is 

possible bukai and atauka started out like denggau. They gradually gained acceptance 

until they were finally adopted by the community as a full-fledged Sebuyau word 

(Winford, 2003, p. 41). So blended words may be nonce borrowing that have not (yet?) 

been adopted by the general Sebuyau community. 

Calques 

The example of a probable calque is how the Sebuyau say, ‘parents’. In Iban, the 

word is apai-indai ‘father-mother’. In Malay, the source of most loanwords, the paternal 

units are rendered ibu-bapa ‘mother-father’. The Sebuyau word for ‘parents’ takes the 
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Malay order, and inserts Sebuyau words inda-abo. Alternatively, they take the Malay 

order and insert Iban words, indai-apai.  

Hybrid creations 

Two words in the text are hybrid native creations (Heath, 1984, p. 378). That is, 

one half of the compound word is borrowed, while the other half is Sebuyau. In both 

cases, it is the second half of the compound word that was borrowed, while the first half 

is Sebuyau. These hybrid words are nouns, describing items imported from outside 

Sebuyau culture.  

One term, with the second stem imported from English, is tali inci (glossed ‘string 

inch’), and it is the Sebuyau word for ‘tape measure’. The word was created by blending 

a native and a foreign morpheme to express a foreign concept. Tali inci is also the word 

for tape measure in Standard Malay, Iban and Sarawak Malay. Both historically and 

presently, Sarawak Malay is the in-group language between local Malays, while Iban is 

used mainly by the people living upriver. A more standard Malay was the language of 

wider communication along the coast of Sarawak. The British ruled largely through the 

coastal Malays (Pringle, 1970, p. 62; Lockard & Saunders, 1992, p. 83), and they spoke 

this Standard Malay together (Keppel, 1846a, p. 168). Actual tape measures were likely 

first introduced to the Malays. Thus the term was probably first coined in Standard 

Malay, and then subsequently adopted by the other three languages. 

The other hybrid creation imported a stem from Dutch. Buhung belanda (glossed 

‘bird Holland’), is the Sebuyau word for ‘turkey’. It might be a nonce borrowing, based 

on the Malay pattern. In Malay, a turkey is ayam Belanda (glossed ‘chicken Holland’). 

Malay uses the word Belanda not just for ‘Holland’, but also to describe animals with 

long noses. For example, the endemic proboscus monkey, which has a pendulous, 

bulbous nose, is called munyet Belanda ‘monkey Holland’. The historical record seems to 

show there was never direct contact with the language. In the early 1800’s, when James 

Brooke asked about the Dutch, the Sultan of Sarawak said “He had no dealings whatever 

with them, and never allowed their vessels to come here” (Keppel, 1846a, p. 31). When 

Sarawak came under British control, they continued to keep Dutch traders away. But just 
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across the border, the Dutch controlled an area that is now Indonesia. So these uses of the 

word belanda likely were borrowed into Malay from Indonesian. This hybrid creation 

was not adopted by Iban, which has another coinage for ‘turkey’, manok kuluk (glossed 

‘chicken kuluk’ [presumably onomatopoeic]). Sebuyau uses manok kuluk for turkey as 

well. So even with its Dutch roots, buhung belanda is likely another example of Sebuyau 

borrowing from Malay, rather than using the Iban cognate.  

 Borrowing from different languages 

Of the 152 words in the text imported morphemically unchanged, 54% are Malay 

and 22% were English. But of the 102 words borrowed and changed phonologically, only 

5% were Malay, versus 75% that were English. 100% of the words from Portuguese and 

Sanskrit were modified. 

Winford (2003, p. 53) would suggest a discrepancy like this could be explained by 

the different structures of the source versus host languages. For example, Tibetan has 

borrowed directly from Chinese because of the similarity between the two languages, but 

has resorted to calques in borrowing from Sanskrit because of the mismatch between the 

word structures. Similar to the way Winford describes, Sebuyau tends to change the form 

of words from Austronesian source languages like Malay, but not from others.  

Likely because the languages are so similar structurally (Winford, 2003, p. 56), 

the Sebuyau rarely change the meaning or phonology of loanwords from Malay. For 

example, sikit ‘little’ is pronounced the same way in both languages. They both belong to 

the Austronesian family, and many Malay words conform to Sebuyau stress and 

phonological patterns. This makes them easier to borrow without any need to modify 

them.  

Why do the Sebuyau usually alter words from English, and always change those 

from languages like Portuguese and Sanskrit? The first reason is to conform to stress 

guidelines. Although Clyne and Deterding’s (2011, p. 265) research on Peninsular 

Standard Malay concluded it showed no inherent lexical stress, and Don et al. (2008) 
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found Malay stress was usually penultimate, the polysyllabic forms given to me almost 

always had ulitimate stress. This may be because the Standard Malay spoken on Borneo 

is closer to Indonesian (Clynes & Deterding, 2011, p. 259). Sebuyau tokens in my texts 

also usually stress the ultimate syllable. English nouns usually do not. (Nouns are the 

most common category borrowed). So ‘button’ [ˈbʌt(ə)n] (which has penultimate stress) 

when borrowed by the Sebuyau, becomes batan [bʌˈtʌn], with stress on the last vowel. 

This can be seen as a form of structural adaptation, where the word is made to fit the 

Sebuyau syllable structure. Even more to the point, 94% of the terms borrowed wholesale 

from English happened to have the same stress patterns as Sebuyau (for example 

[kɑːˈtuːn] (‘cartoon’ with ultimate stress) remains [kɑːˈtuːn]. These are examples of 

structural assimilation, where the words are made to fit Sebuyau syllable structure. 

Furthermore, a full 69% of the words borrowed without phonological changes are 

monosyllabic, so the stress rules do not apply.  

Like other Austronesian languages, Sebuyau frequently reduces consonant 

clusters (Adelaar, 1992, p. 110). They do this in order to adapt the borrowed to the native 

syllable structure. Sebuyau syllables are generally CV, and do not allow for more than 

one consonant, except sometimes in the case of loanwords (Juan et al., 2011, p. 217). So, 

for instance ‘clip’ is broken up and pronounced kelip when used in Sebuyau. This is 

somewhat idiolectal, with some speakers using more consonant clusters, while others 

break almost all of them up.  

Another reason is Sebuyau’s tendency to harden fricatives. For example, all the 

words in the data set (as well as those in Sutlive et al.’s (2016) dictionary) that begin with 

f and v are borrowed. So in my texts, f is changed to p; and v is changed to b. This is a 

perceptual adaptation, where the foreign f is mapped to the Sebuyau p, and the v is 

mapped to the p. Thus, ‘telephone’ becomes telipon; and ‘driver’ becomes derebo 

[dərəˈbo]. The word derebo shows all three of these Sebuyau phonemic processes. First, 

structural adaptation, where the ultimate syllable is stressed. Second, the consonant 

cluster is broken up — dr > dərə. Third, perceptual adaptation, where the fricative v gets 

mapped to the stop b, which is very common in the Sebuyau sound inventory. 
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The last reason is that the data show Sebuyau, like most varieties descended from 

Proto-Malayic has an affinity for two syllable words (Adelaar, 1992, p. 102). So, when a 

longer word is borrowed, it is often shortened to two syllables. For instance, the Sanskrit 

kepala ‘pot’ becomes the Sebuyau pala’ ‘head’. This is another example of structural 

adaptation. 

The tendency to change the phonemes is very pronounced in the nouns derived 

from Portuguese, which are all modified. Portuguese uses fewer consonant clusters and 

non-Sebuyau phonemes than English does, so theoretically, the words should be easier to 

borrow without phonetic modification. So why is this tendency to change the form of 

Portuguese words so strong? The changes are largely because of Portuguese accent rules 

for nouns, which, because they usually end in a vowel, almost always stress the 

penultimate syllable (Major, 1985). When Portuguese words are borrowed into Sebuyau, 

the stress moves to the final syllable (for example, the word for ‘bench’ in Portuguese, 

banco [ˈbãku], becomes bangku [bãŋˈku] in Sebuyau. 

 Contact issues and borrowing 

My data show that Sebuyau uses loanwords from over a dozen languages. As 

shown in the chart below, the percentage of vocabulary differs from language to 

language.  
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Figure 6.2. Proportion of loanwords in Sebuyau by language 

 

Issues such as the timing and domains of borrowing are very important when 

attempting to predict future language change and shift. The following sections address 

these issues. 

Ancient contact languages 

The major cultural influences in Southeast Asia have been exogenous – brought 

by seaborne traders (Scott, 2009, p. 166). Languages like Sanskrit, Arabic and Portuguese 

arrived in this fashion. Sebuyau has borrowed and modified words from Arabic, Sanskrit, 

Hindi, Tamil, Javanese, Portuguese and Persian. Yet all of these languages put together 

only constitute 12% of the total foreign words in the texts. Many of the words were likely 

borrowed hundreds of years ago, like the ones from Sanskrit (e.g., naga ‘dragon’), Arabic 

(e.g., kuat ‘strong’), Hindi (e.g., cuti ‘holiday’) and Persian (e.g., baju ‘shirt’). The words 

hark back to a time when people speaking these languages visited and to some degree 

ruled this part of Southeast Asia. Sanskrit, Hindi and possibly the Tamil words likely 
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came in during the time of the Hindu influence before the thirteenth century. The Arabic 

words arrived with Arab traders in the 1400s. The Portuguese took over much of the trade 

after 1511, and introduced new objects and new terms with them. Unlike the English, the 

Portuguese were more interested in trading in the area. Therefore, no administrative or 

legal terms came into Sebuyau from Portuguese. Since these words that have been in the 

language for so long, most have undergone phonemic change to conform to Sebuyau and 

Malay phonology. The Malays were sea traders who controlled the coasts, and they 

would have been the ones who had most interaction with these foreign people and their 

languages. Thus, most of words in this category almost certainly came into Sebuyau via 

Malay. On his visit to Borneo, Brooke clearly recognized many Sanskrit, Arabic and 

Hindustani words which were also in Malay, which he assumed must have come with 

religion (Keppel, 1846a, p. 99, 107). He also wrote that the Sultan of Brunei was “very 

proud of displaying his very small smattering of Spanish or Portuguese”. The Malay 

nobility all knew some Portuguese, which made him surmise “there must have been a 

communication at no very distant date (Keppel, 1846a, p. 325). Added evidence for the 

medium of Malay is that the Sebuyau frequently flag Portuguese, Arabic and Sanskrit 

terms as borrowed, but do not recognize the source. They call them Malay words. 

Indians, Portuguese, Persians and Arabs do not hold much sway in this part of the world 

anymore. The exception may be Arabic, as Malays read the Koran in Arabic and sing 

Arabic songs that they do not understand. But Sebuyau and Malays do not speak any of 

these languages anymore, and no new words are being borrowed from them.  

Iban 

In contrast to the languages mentioned above whose time has passed, Iban 

remains a powerful force in the region today. They are an enormous tribe of almost one 

million — the largest ethnic group in the state of Sarawak. The Sebuyau originally 

belonged to this greater entity, but moved away and have been somewhat distinct for over 

two hundred years. Although their territory is well to the east of the Sebuyau, many 

thousands of Ibans have moved closer, mostly to the city of Kuching. In the 1950s some 

of them broke away from the main group and set up three longhouses (Prian, Kangka and 

Sebandi) in the periphery of the Lundu area. Iban is very similar to Sebuyau, and most 
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Sebuyau (as well as Chinese and other tribal groups) can understand it to varying degrees. 

In 2012 we did a recorded text test (Rose, forthcoming), to find out how well people 

understood texts. We found the scores varied widely, with Sebuyau children 

understanding almost nothing. Also, the Chinese people scored higher than Sebuyau. At 

the same time, there are many opportunities to learn Iban. The language is taught as a 

subject in school, sung in choruses at Keluarga church and heard in sermons at the 

Anglican church. Inter-tribal relations are more cordial these days, and many Sebuyau are 

married to Ibans. Understandably, those Sebuyau and their children use more Iban 

cognates. But the most widespread source of exposure to Iban is likely the Iban station 

out of Kuching. The Sebuyau listen to it regularly, and tell me that is why they 

understand Iban.  

Yet despite their huge footprint in the state of Sarawak, very few words are 

actually borrowed from that language. To confuse things, there are so many cognates 

between Iban and Sebuyau (around 90%), that it makes little sense to talk about words 

being borrowed from Iban. However, the Sebuyau perception is somewhat different. 

They frequently comment on words they perceive to be borrowed from Iban. There are 

actually extremely few of these, and most of them (for example, nyau ‘appear’) are likely 

nonces that have not been adopted by the general Sebuyau population. The Iban tend to 

lead more traditional lifestyles, similar to the way the Sebuyau lived in the past. The 

reluctance to pronounce words in the Iban fashion may be in fact a reluctance to identify 

with the Iban traditional lifestyle.  
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Table 6.6 below demonstrates what Sebuyau words that are cognate with Iban 

look like. 

Table 6.5. Sebuyau words cognate with Iban 

Wordlist # Sebuyau Iban Malay Sarawak  

1384 ngihau ngirau mengampur mengampur ‘mix’ 

1149 nduh endur tempat tempat ‘place’ 

1234  hida’ sida’ mereka sidak nya ‘they’ 

In contrast, as shown below, nuan (#1360), ba’ (#90), and ngaga’ (#1210) are 

words the Sebuyau flag as borrowed from Iban. Unlike the cognate words above, these 

contrast sharply with the Sebuyau forms koa (#1358), di (#88), and muat (#1218). 

Table 6.6. Sebuyau words borrowed from Iban 

Wordlist # Sebuyau Iban Malay Sarawak  

1358 

1360 

koa 

nuan 
nuan kamu kau ‘second person singular’ 

88 

90 

di 

ba’ 
ba’ di di ‘on’ 

1218 

1210 

muat 

ngaga’ 
ngaga’ membuat 

membuat 

muat 
‘make’/‘do’  

The words that are cognate with Iban are usually only slightly altered 

phonologically in Sebuyau. For example, the Iban r corresponds to the Sebuyau h; or the 

initial vowel in an Iban word corresponds to Ø Sebuyau word is lost. However, when 

Sebuyau borrows from Iban, the words appear completely unrelated.  

Chinese 

The Sebuyau interact much more regularly with Chinese than with Iban. All the 

stores in Lundu are owned by Chinese and most of the surrounding people work in 

Chinese owned businesses. If the Sebuyau can afford it, they send their children to the 

Chinese school. A number of Sebuyau understand, and some speak, Chinese. Yet there 

are extremely few Chinese loanwords, (only 1% of the lexemes in the text). Usually they 

are cases of the Chinese term being borrowed along with the objects (e.g., ‘sampan’ [kind 

of boat]).  
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The Chinese loanwords most likely did not come into Sebuyau via Malay. 

Chinese traders were active in Sebuyau villages since the beginning. They traded directly 

with the Sebuyau without using Malay intermediaries (Steinmayer, 2012). 

Structural differences may play a small role in this lack of borrowing. This may 

make it difficult for Sebuyau to pronounce and incorporate the words into Austronesian 

structure, thus slowing down borrowing rates. As a counterexample, Winford (2003, p. 

53) explains how Tibetan was easily able to borrow many Chinese words because the two 

languages were similar structurally. On the other hand, few words were borrowed into 

Tibetan from Sanskrit, because it was a very different language. Likely the real reason 

may be the nature of contact between the two groups. In the past, Chinese often refused 

to learn a second language, out of fear of losing their identity, (Outram, 1959, p. 128). In 

spite of more regular interaction today, there remains a great social distance between 

Sebuyau and Chinese. Most of the Chinese live in town and are generally wealthier than 

the tribal people. The Chinese almost always speak to the Sebuyau in Malay. This may 

indicate they are less than enthusiastic about teaching their language. It also may be that 

since the slot for a language to communicate with non-Chinese is already filled, their 

norms of behaviour are to only use Chinese for the purpose of speaking with each other. 

The lack of Chinese vocabulary may also be tied to the lack of lexical need, namely, the 

lack of Chinese objects. For example, though many of the items sold in the Lundu stores 

are made in China, they are conceived of in the West. Thus, they are not marketed using 

the Chinese terms. 

English 

Approximately 40% of all the borrowed words in the text are derived from 

English. Most of the borrowed nouns are associated with modern life, and less with 

traditional living. Almost all of these describe things that are not part of ancient Sebuyau 

culture; words like apple, pen, cake, tin, store, bag, frame, ball, tape, and school. Over 

90% of the borrowed nouns have to do with something introduced directly by the British 

traders. Most of these pertain to new technology, for example, tibi ‘TV’, ges ‘gas’, and 

taya ‘tire’. A few have to do with media (e.g., nyuspepe ‘newspaper’), foods (e.g., bisku 
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‘biscuit’), clothing (e.g., netai ‘necktie’) and other English concepts (e.g., minit ‘minute’). 

If fact, there is only one noun, ‘boat’, which has a Sebuyau synonym. The verbs are 

borrowed from the same domains as the nouns. Three out of four (e.g., repe [‘repair’], 

cek [‘check’], testing [‘testing’]) have to do with mechanical objects not part of 

traditional culture. These verbs presumably described the new activities the British were 

observed doing. So, the Sebuyau (or more likely, the Malays) borrowed the verbs 

associated with these new activities with foreign items. As many of the languages 

previously described, the words and objects were borrowed together. But unlike the Iban, 

Chinese, Sanskrit and the others, items with English terms continue to pour into the 

Sebuyau’s culture today.  

Because the Malays governed together with the English, most of these borrowed 

words are also found in the national language. It can then be assumed that, like the Arabic 

borrowings, most of the English loanwords came into Sebuyau via Malay. However, 

there are cases where the slot was already filled by another language, so the Malays did 

not borrow the English word. For example, the word for ‘car’ in Malay is kereta, 

borrowed from Portuguese; while in Sebuyau, it is moto (a shortened form of ‘motorcar’). 

Because Malay borrowed words for these items from other languages, there is a slightly 

higher percentage of English loanwords in Sebuyau .  

Close to 11% of the English borrowings underwent some sort of semantic change. 

For example, ble ‘blur’ has come to mean ‘confused’ and syen (from ‘action’) now means 

‘pretend’ in Sebuyau. Significantly, even though only 37% of the borrowed words are 

English, 75% of the ones that underwent semantic change come from the language. The 

likely reason the Sebuyau change the semantics of the words is because there are no 

native English speakers living in the area to reinforce the standard meaning. I personally 

may have participated in a similar process. When I was growing up in Argentina, the only 

people we spoke English to were our family. Over the years, the meanings of some of the 

words we used drifted from the way people used them in Standard English. For example, 

we children described anything bad as ‘strict’. To give another case, my Russian mother 

taught all of us some words which we use for in-group communication. However, some 

of them now have a different meanings in our family than they do for other Russians. For 
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example, in modern Russian, a diliets (делец) is a greedy, unethical person (I. 

Presnyakova, personal communication, July 22, 2020). However, in our family it refers to 

someone who puts on airs. 

Although the percentage of English speaking foreigners has continued to fall since 

colonial times, the prestige of English and the objects associated with that language 

remains strong. In speaking with a local lodge owner, he said in the old days he had more 

visitors from English speaking countries than he does today. Although few, if any 

Sebuyau grow up speaking English in their homes, they study English in school, and 

some retain a certain level of proficiency. The language is also reinforced by the signage 

around Lundu town, which is around 30% English. Many Sebuyau also watch the English 

television channel. Even on the other stations there is some English. For instance in 

Malay soap operas, the actors frequently code switch to English. I have never heard 

anybody speak Malay this way, except for on television. Steinmayer (personal 

communication, November 4, 2018) calls this “television Malay”. Because there is so 

much exposure to the language, and because of its prestige, English borrowing continues 

to be a productive way to make new Sebuyau lexical items. In the future, as the Sebuyau 

continue to move towards modernity, the number of English loanwords in their lexicon 

will likely increase. 

Malay 

There is a difference between the majority of Sebuyau words that are cognate with 

Malay, versus the 4% that are borrowed from Malay.  
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The following are examples of Sebuyau words that are cognate with Malay. 

Table 6.7. Sebuyau words cognate with Malay 

Wordlist # Sebuyau Iban Malay Sarawak  

454 dehas deras deras deras ‘powerfully’ 

126 tehejun  terejun terjun  terjun ‘jump’ 

282 nguhung  ngurung  mengurung  ngurung ‘enclose’ 

330 nyuhi  nyuri  mencuri  mencuri ‘steal’ 

In contrast, as shown below, words that are identified by the Sebuyau as Malay 

borrowings are usually longer than two syllables and contain different prefixes.  

Table 6.8. Sebuyau words borrowed from Malay 

Wordlist # Sebuyau Iban Malay Sarawak  

2139 kecamasan nyadi nyinyit kecamasan kecamasan ‘emergency’ 

1004 apa hal  nama kabuah apa hal apa hal ‘why’ 

1437 hampa  sinu’ hampa  hampa  ‘pity’/‘sad’ 

1660 sentiasa  selalu sentiasa sentiasa ‘always’ 

1995 menghalau  gagai menghalau menghalau ‘chase’ 

The largest source of loanwords in Sebuyau is Standard Malay. Over 40% of all 

borrowed words come from the national language. Of these, 83% are taken wholesale 

from Malay, without any changes. This is not difficult to do, as the phonology of the two 

languages is very similar. The intimate and lengthy familiarity the Sebuyau have with the 

language also makes Malay words easily accessible. The historical record implies most, if 

not all Sebuyau have been bilingual in Malay for at least two hundred years (Keppel, 

1846a, p. 54). Today the Sebuyau continue to have an enormous amount of exposure to 

the language. They hear it on TV, in school and in the shops in Lundu. They listen to it in 

songs and sermons. Every day, pre-school children watch hours of cartoons in Malay. 

The school aged youths spend most of their waking hours immersed in the language, 

speaking it with friends and teachers. Likely due to this exposure, the younger Sebuyau 

use more Malay nonce borrowings than their elders. They are also more likely to use the 

Malay question morpheme ka. The inhabitants of certain Sebuyau areas, particularly 

Tabuan village, are known to speak “the old way”, correctly using words nyihup ‘drink’ 
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rather than the Malay minum. Although there is ample opportunity to borrow words from 

Malay, there are strong social constraints against doing so.  

The kind of Malay vocabulary that has been borrowed points to the nature of the 

interaction between the two people groups. For example, there are strong constraints on 

the borrowing of basic or core words. In fact, the whole comparative-historical method of 

studying language change is based on the assumption that basic vocabulary is almost 

immune to replacement via borrowing (Winford, 2003, p. 53). If any such words were to 

be borrowed, it would show intense contact between the people speaking both languages. 

Yet my texts show rather frequent use of core Malay words like makan ‘eat’ and buat 

‘do’. Many of these are nonces, but some have been fully adopted into Sebuyau.  

The domains Malay words are borrowed from are also rather intimate. They tend 

be more traditional, and reflect more of the older, rural way of life than English 

borrowings. For example, of all the nouns borrowed from Malay, 41% have to do with 

the natural world, for example; forest, worm, grasshopper, civet cat, monitor lizard and 

farmer. Another common domain for Malay words, representing 24% of the borrowings, 

pertains to house and home, for example; kitchen, tap and ingredients (for cooking). Most 

of these have Sebuyau cognates. Others have a word in Sebuyau that is not cognate. 

These first two types of borrowing can be considered a form of nonce borrowing, used by 

some individuals, but not all the time. However some of these words have no equivalent 

in Sebuyau. For example, there is no word for “farmer”, because all Sebuyau traditionally 

farmed rice. Since there were no other occupations among the Sebuyau, there was no 

need to talk about farmers as a distinct group. So, they borrowed a word from Sanskrit, 

tani, which through the Malay agentive prefix became petani. 

 Parts of speech 

Regardless of the language, peripheral vocabulary is borrowed more easily than 

core vocabulary. Most of these freely borrowed words are of the “pure loanword” type. In 

the same way, some parts of speech are more prone to borrowing than others. The most 

comprehensive hierarchy of borrowing is the following one proposed by van Hout and 
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Muysken (1994, p. 41): nouns>adjectives>verbs>prepositions>coordinating 

conjunctions> quantifiers>determiners>free pronouns>clitic pronouns>subordinating 

conjunctions. 

It is a little difficult to apply this rubric because in Sebuyau, words have a lot of 

freedom to change functions. It is commonplace to borrow a word from one part of 

speech in one language, and assign it to another part of speech in Sebuyau. There are no 

features in the form of a word that mark it at first glance as any specific part of speech. 

For example, nouns easily become verbs easily, sometimes with no morphological 

change. Adjectives and adverbs look the same in Sebuyau. Even a preposition like ngao 

‘with’ can become verb-like. When people ask me if I am coming with them, they say, 

“Koa ngao?” (literally ‘you with’). So what part of speech a word belongs to depends 

largely on grammar - where it’s used in the phrase and sentence (Steinmayer, 1999, p. 

25).  

English  

Van Hout and Muysken’s hierarchy of borrowing applies fairly uniformly to 

English words borrowed into Sebuyau. As they predict, nouns make up the lion’s share of 

English borrowings (67%). But the Sebuyau are fond of saying things using verbs 

(Steinmayer, 1999, p. 24). (This happens in English, too. For example on a research trip 

paid for by the University, the noun “expense” can be turned into a verb, [e.g. “I can 

expense this taxi receipt.”) So somewhat confusingly, there are several nouns and 

adjectives in English that become verbs when borrowed into Sebuyau. Interestingly, the 

English verbs that are borrowed are rarely changed in any way, either in form or 

meaning. Only one verb “decorate” was modified in pronunciation, with stress moved to 

the final syllable. In contrast, English nouns, adverbs and adjectives are very likely to be 

changed phonemically. The Sebuyau’s borrowing hierarchy is different from that 

proposed by Muysken in other respects, as well. For example, whereas he predicts they 

should be the second most common part of speech, the Sebuyau only used two English 

adjectives in the texts — “creative” and “hot” (and “hot” has changed semantically to 

mean “angry”).  
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Malay 

Predictably, the Sebuyau borrowed more nouns than any other part of speech. As 

Muysken’s hierarchy anticipates, they also use more Malay verbs than coordinating 

conjunctions, and they have few Malay pronouns. But the rates of borrowing are different 

in other respects. One anomaly is the large number of Malay adverbs in Sebuyau. 

Adverbs, which are not described by van Hout and Muysken, are the second most 

common part of speech borrowed. As in English, adjectives also are borrowed at different 

rates than predicted. Though they are supposed to be the second most common part of 

speech, Malay adjectives are relatively rare in Sebuyau, fewer in number than verbs and 

adverbs.  

 Conclusion 

Varieties that are isolated from the main group often retain older, traditional forms 

of the language. Sebuyau exhibits this tendency, and thus to a certain extent can be 

considered a conservative variety of Iban. The Sebuyau lexicon remains extremely close 

to the Iban one, and like Iban consists primarily of disyllabic words. A common way to 

make a Sebuyau word is to borrow a root and add an Iban prefix. Outside of this word-

making process, there is only a handful of words that can considered uniquely Sebuyau.  

There is evidence of a dialect, or comprehensibility chain running from Standard 

Malay to Sarawak Malay, to Sebuyau, to Iban. Sarawak Malay is the in-group language 

spoken by the local Moslems. Many of these are descended from Sebuyau who converted 

to Islam. Because of this history, there may be a Sebuyau substratum to the Malay spoken 

around Lundu. Also, due to intense prolonged contact, Sebuyau has borrowed some 

words from Sarawak Malay.  

There are several different ways words are borrowed into Sebuyau. The most 

common form, representing about 50% of the cases, is total morphemic borrowing — 

where the word and its meaning is borrowed whole. But there are also many other ways 

words are borrowed from other languages, including some not described in the literature. 
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For example, sometimes the Sebuyau will borrow part of the stem, or may borrow a stem 

from one language and use an affix from another. 

Around 10% of the words in my texts are not native Sebuyau. Of these, roughly 

the same percentage come from English and Malay — 40%. However, the form these 

words take is different. Generally the Malay words are borrowed whole, while the ones 

from English (and other languages) usually are phonemically changed to fit Sebuyau 

patterns. The other major languages Sebuyau borrows from are Sanskrit (10%) and 

Arabic (6%). Interestingly, though there has been trade with China for many centuries, 

and close contact with Chinese neighbours for two hundred years, less than 1% of the 

borrowed words come from that language. The influx of words from Sanskrit, Arabic, 

English, and Malay reflect contact and government patterns. Hindu kingdoms began to 

rule or influence Borneo around the seventh century, bringing Sanskrit. By the 1400s, the 

Majapahit Hindu kingdom was declining and the Arab influence was increasing. In the 

early 1800s, rajahs from England began to rule Sarawak, and continued to do so until 

around 1970. After independence, the Malays again took charge of the government. All 

through these periods, Malay was also spoken as a lingua franca.  
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Maintenance 

In this section I will discuss some general factors that correlate with language 

maintenance. We will also focus on the situation on the ground in Lundu, and will show 

how the linguistic ecology of the area has had a stabilizing effect on Sebuyau and other 

languages.  

 Language ecology and language maintenance 

The term “language ecology” was first popularized by Haugen (1972, p. 325), 

who explains: 

Language ecology may be defined as the study of interactions between any 

given language and its environment . . .Part of its ecology is therefore 

psychological: its interaction with other languages in the minds of bi- and 

multilingual speakers. Another part of its ecology is sociological: its 

interaction with the society in which it functions as a medium of 

communication. 

Since then, this term has come to be associated with two closely related 

perspectives (Edwards, 2009, pp. 216–245). The first view is found in much of the recent 

literature (see Mühlhäusler 2000 and Wendel & Heinrich 2012, among others), where 

language ecology is understood as the study of how to make the best out of the linguistic 

home. It is prescriptive because, among other themes, it studies and prescribes solutions 

to problems faced by small, endangered languages. The second perspective is less 

prescriptive. It limits the use of the term to a description of a sociolinguistic home. 

Voegelin and Voegelin (1964, p. 2) emphasize the application of this descriptive 

approach in relation to a broad linguistic area: 
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“In linguistic ecology, one begins not with a particular language but with a 

particular area, not with selective attention to a few languages but with comprehensive 

attention to all the languages in the area”.  

 Prescriptive language ecology 

Mühlhäusler (1996) describes a speech community as a finely balanced mobile, or 

ecosystem. He warns that if one component is altered, it can have detrimental ripple 

effects on the entire system. He writes that focusing on developing only one of the 

languages in the community changes the whole linguistic ecology. The prescriptive view 

also likens linguistic ecology to ecology in the natural world, and thus is generally against 

the idea of trying to modify “healthy” ecosystems. For Mühlhäusler (2000, p. 310), a 

healthy linguistic ecosystem is one that is self-organizing and self-perpetuating. 

Mühlhäusler (2000) cautions that any external intervention, (such as encouraging literacy 

in the Sebuyau language), can have a negative impact on linguistic vitality. He disparages 

efforts by “enlightened educators” that seek to use the mother tongue as a steppingstone 

to acquiring the metropolitan language and knowledge of foreign cultures. These efforts 

can actually be an effective way to exterminate a tribal language (Milner, 1984, p. 18). 

For example, in Micronesia, minority languages were introduced in the school as a way 

of encouraging their speakers to abandon them voluntarily (Kloss, 1977, p. 278). In 

addition to literacy, some economic factors and nationalism are seen as dangerous 

because they, too, tend to lead to monolingualism. Mühlhäusler (2000, p. 359) believes it 

is possible to distinguish healthy and unhealthy linguistic ecologies. Healthy ecologies 

are characterized as being diverse and self-regulating, and should be left alone.  

However, the more prescriptive view believes we do have a moral obligation to 

assist ecologies that are not healthy. Wendel and Heinrich (2012, p. 161) encourage 

assisting unhealthy, endangered language communities in their struggle for equality with 

the dominant languages. By helping them gain power, we can strengthen multilingualism. 

Nettle (1999, pp. 112–113) argues that an improvement of economic and social 

conditions is needed if linguistic diversity is to survive. Mühlhäusler (2000, p. 359) refers 

to this as “ecological language management”. He says linguists must study the language 
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ecology of the area, and have a detailed knowledge of the factors that affect it positively 

or adversely.  

Prescriptive language ecologists believe linguists should be committed to 

fostering cooperative links to minimize competition and maximize equality between the 

groups (Mühlhäusler, 2000, p. 360). Wendel and Heinrich (2012, p. 163) agree that 

“equality and diversity are in fact two sides of the same coin”. Mühlhäusler (2000, p. 

346) sees that problem in the European Union, where there is a pecking order of 

languages: Large (e.g. English) > Smaller (e.g. Dutch) > Minority (e.g. Serbian) > 

Unrecognized (e.g. Occitan). In the Lundu area ecology, there is also a language 

hierarchy, where people down the chain learn languages higher up, but not usually vice 

versa: The ranking would be English > Chinese > Malay > Iban > Sebuyau > Salako > 

Rara. There does not seem to be a lot of empirical evidence that communities where there 

is equality are more peaceful and prosperous than those where there is stratification. 

Additionally, although it is intuitive that language equality would lead to language 

maintenance, this does not seem to hold in the case of the language ecology in southwest 

Sarawak. However, for the proponents of this prescriptive view of language ecology, 

maintaining language equality and diversity continues to be an important moral issue.  

Likewise, there does not seem to be a lot of empirical evidence to support the eco-

linguistic perspective that equates community wellbeing with linguistic diversity. Areas 

of the world with a high density of languages do not seem to be more peaceful and 

prosperous than countries where only one language is spoken. A map of the world’s 

languages does not show that regions of high linguistic diversity clearly overlap with 

countries having high community well being. For example Papua New Guinea has great 

linguistic diversity and is known for having a very high crime rate. So, diversity for 

diversity’s sake does not always seem to be good for the wellbeing of a community.   

Another way they recommend helping vulnerable communities get to a healthy 

ecology and avoid language shift is for them to isolate themselves and thus gain more 

autonomy (Wendel & Heinrich, 2012, p. 161). The Sebuyau seem to have chosen this 

option by segregating themselves from the more mainstream Malay community. It is 
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probably more accurate to say that the Malays and Sebuyau have both moved away from 

each other, both geographically and socially. 

Prescriptive language ecologists discourage the practice of identifying linguistic 

boundaries. They condemn this as “segregational linguistics” (Mühlhäusler, 2000, p. 

358). Mühlhäusler (1996, p. 5) warns that “the idea of languages and their subsequent 

naming is far from being an act of objective description, and it can constitute a very 

serious trespass on the linguistic ecology of an area”. He also explains how the entire 

notion of a ‘language’ only came into vigour with the rise of European nation states 

(Mühlhäusler, 2000, p. 358). I concur with this because in my surveys in Brazil, I found 

the idea of “a language” was not really a part of most traditional societies. It is also 

somewhat true of the Sebuyau, whose boundaries are not very clear. This lack of clarity 

can be seen in the nomenclature they give to the way they talk. “Sebuyau” is also referred 

to as “Koa’”, “Iban” or “Lundu Iban”.  

 Descriptive language ecology 

Without making any recommendations, this school of thought simply describes 

the linguistic and social affinities that hold between the communities and languages. 

Mühlhäusler (2000, p. 318) explains how “the support system required to keep particular 

ways of speaking intact differs from language to language and from situation to 

situation.”  

The first thoughts along these lines began in nineteenth century Europe. In 

particular, it was Kopitar (1829 in Winford, 2003, p. 8) and Schuchardt (1884), who 

described the linguistic area of the Balkans. Trubetzkoy (1928 in Weinreich, 1953, p. 112 

N. 4) first defined the notion of “sprachbund” as a linguistic area. Since then, there have 

been many studies of similar areas outside of the Balkans. Following Voegelin and 

Voegelin (1964, p. 2) and Trubetzkoy, I will use language ecology and linguistic ecology 

to talk about the sprachbund of the Lundu region.  
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One hundred and fifty years ago, the naturalist Alfred Wallace conducted 

fieldwork near Kuching. His studies led him to observe there were higher numbers of 

species in the equatorial regions (Wallace, 1878, p. 66). Eduardo Rapoport (1982, pp. 

160–188) noted there was greater diversity and smaller ranges for plants and animals in 

the tropics, a phenomenon now known as “Rapoport’s Rule”. He also observed the same 

held for linguistic groups. Mace and Pagel (1995) wrote in more detail about how 

languages, as well as mammals, tended to have smaller niches in the tropics. Like 

Rapoport, Harmon (1996) noted that the areas in the planet with high biodiversity 

(including Southeast Asia) were the same ones that had high linguistic diversity. Harmon 

(1996, p. 98,99) also listed the nations with most endemic languages and found many 

were “megadiversity countries”. Ten of the twelve of these countries (83%) were among 

the top twenty-five in endemic languages as well. Nettle (1996) demonstrated a 

correlation between high amounts of rainfall, longer growing seasons, self-sufficiency of 

communities, and high language densities. Nichols (1997, p. 368) found there were more 

languages in coastal regions, lower latitudes, and in wetter and less seasonal climates. All 

these observations clearly showed how languages were embedded in their environment, 

and led to the term “biolinguistic diversity” (Nettle & Romaine, 2000, p. 57). 

Nearly all these features and predictions hold true for the linguistic ecology 

Lundu. The area is definitely tropical, lying only one degree north of the equator, and 

with temperatures varying only 1.6 degrees Celsius throughout the year (Climate-

data.org, 2019). There is an enormous amount of rainfall, averaging 3,861 millimeters per 

year (Climate-data.org, 2019). Most of the area is also at tidewater. There are a large 

number of species of animals and plants in the region. A local national park, Gunung 

Gading, has been set aside to preserve some of this beautiful diversity — particularly the 

world’s largest flower, the rafflesia. 
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Figure 7.1. Rafflesia flower 

Note: photo taken by Sandra Anonby, 2014. Used with permission. 

 

As Rapoport’s Rule would predict, there is also a great diversity of people and 

languages. Within an easy twenty-minute drive from Lundu, there are numerous villages, 

representing seven distinct cultural groups: Sebuyau, Malay, Chinese, Iban, Salako, 

Jaggoi and Rara. (Rara, Salako, and Jaggoi are distinct languages. Sebuyau may be a 

variety of Iban). In addition, some people speak English as a lingua franca.  

In any society, there is usually a bundle of ecological factors which are either 

strengthening or weakening the language. Many ecologies exhibit aspects that favour 

language maintenance, while others favour language mixture or shift (Winford, 2003, p. 

28). Ecologies can best be understood as points on a continuum, some more or less 

favorable to language maintenance.  
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Figure 7.2. The language ecology continuum 

Language shift <-------------------------------------------> Language maintenance 

The Sebuyau live in a linguistic ecology is a mixture of exotic (Chinese and 

English) and endemic (Sebuyau, Malay, Iban) languages. However, most Sebuyau are 

only bilingual in their language and Malay. Interestingly, the ecology is somewhat 

different in Bau, a town an hour’s drive away. In Bau, most people speak English as a 

lingua franca, rather than Malay. This is likely due to the fact that Lundu is near the sea, 

thus there is a higher percentage of Malays who prefer to make a living as fishermen.  

 The language ecology of southwestern Sarawak 

An article written by Anonby and Eberhard (2016) discusses two broad ecological 

categories, which could have been called something like “Eastern” and “Western”, but 

which we named “American” and “Asian”. Retrospectively, a more accurate designation 

would underscore the difference between “settler” and “extractive” regions of the world, 

designations that build on Mufwene’s (2001, 2002) terms “settlement” and “trade” type 

colonialism. Generally, the characteristics of ecologies in regions heavily settled by 

immigrants are less favourable to linguistic minorities, and encourage shift to a second 

language. In areas overwhelmed by settlers, tribal communities must work harder to keep 

their languages alive. In contrast, areas of the world where there is a lower percentage of 

immigrant settlers tend to have what Mühlhäusler (2000) defines as healthy ecologies. 

Many of these lands were also colonized, but were where the European powers favoured 

more of an “extraction” model. In these settler ecologies, it was, and still, is easier to 

maintain a tribal language.  

 

Figure 7.3. “Settler” and “Extractive” on the language ecology continuum 

 Less         < Favourable conditions for language maintenance >          More  

 

   ‘Settler’ type                   ‘Extractive’ type 
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The settler type ecologies predominate in the Americas, Australia, and Europe, 

while the extractive ones are  are largely found in Africa and Asia. However, this is only 

a general observation based on twenty years of language survey, and it does not apply 

categorically. There are counterexamples of strong tribal languages in settler ecologies 

and of ecologies favouring shift in the more typical extractive colonial areas of the world. 

For example, one of my tasks was to conduct sociolinguistic surveys for SIL International 

in the state of Sabah, on northern Borneo. Interestingly, I found that though the speakers 

of minority languages are generally more isolated geographically in Sabah, they were 

clearly shifting to Malay. A counterexample from the Americas is the Pirahã. When I 

surveyed an area in southern Amazonas state, Brazil, I noted that the languages of most 

ethnic groups were gradually losing ground to Portuguese (Anonby, 2018). However, 

though the Pirahã villages were not as isolated as some of other communities, and though 

they had been in contact with Portuguese speakers for hundreds of years, their language 

remained very strong.  

The settler and extractive ecological types are defined below by a set of traits. I 

will examine eight of them, although these are by no means an exhaustive list. Some of 

these traits are taken from Anonby and Eberhard (2016), others are not.  

Figure 7.4. The language ecology continuum and its concomitant traits 

 

settlement  1. COLONIAL HISTORY  trade  

accelerates shift  2. MULTILINGUALISM/SHIFT CONNECTION  does not accelerate 

shift  

accelerates shift  3. LACK OF ECONOMIC CONTROL  does not accelerate 

shift  

accelerates shift  4. HIGH LITERACY RATE  does not accelerate 

shift 

strong 5. LANGUAGE/ TRADITIONAL CULTURE 

CONNECTION 

weak 

single choice 6. TARGET OF SHIFT multiple choices 

accelerates shift 7. NATIONAL LANGUAGE IN HOME/SHIFT 

CONNECTION 

does not accelerate 

shift 

wide 8. SIZE/PRESTIGE GAP narrow 
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Most of my observations about strong linguistic ecologies come from my 

fieldwork in southwestern Sarawak. The evidence from my notes mostly pertains to the 

area west of Kuching. However, I have travelled around Asia enough to see they apply 

elsewhere on the continent as well. Most of my observations about linguistic ecologies 

that are not favourable to language maintenance come from British Columbia, Canada 

and from Brazil.  

 Factors that apply differently in “settler” versus “extractive” 

colonies 

The traits mentioned above manifest differently depending on what sort of 

linguistic ecology the tribal group is embedded in. In many cases, the same trait can have 

the opposite effect in the settler versus extractive ecologies. Furthermore, there may be 

few areas of the world that have only settler traits, or only extractive ones. It may be more 

accurate to look at the model as a scale. If a language is situated in a region with more 

settler traits, it is more likely to shift. If the people live in region demonstrating mostly 

extractive traits, they will more likely find it easier to maintain their language. This will 

be discussed in greater detail below. 

1) Colonial history 

Over the last few hundred years, many areas with settler type language ecologies 

have experienced massive immigration. In these colonies, the normal pattern was for 

large numbers of people (typically Europeans) to move into the region, forming a 

permanent new community. These colonizers were frequently men who brought along 

their spouses and raised families in a New World. Their intention was to make copies of 

their original cultures and languages in a new location. They typically had no intention of 

assimilating to the local communities, or learning local languages. Under this system, 

which Mufwene (2001) refers to as “settlement type” colonization, the European 

languages tended to become dominant and the indigenous people shifted to them.  

The speed of language shift in the settler type areas had a lot to do with the 

diseases carried by the Europeans. Crosby (1992) details how Old World diseases wiped 
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out vast majorities of the indigenous people. The shattered remnants, survivors of a 

veritable holocaust, were not able to successfully resist the settlers from Europe. 

In Asia and Africa, the colonial pattern was quite different. Although some 

European powers established a significant presence, their influence was not nearly as 

pervasive as in the settler areas. First off, the Europeans generally did not move there 

with their families. Instead, merchants (often single men) came to trade. Their respective 

governments would later follow, building entrepôts to buy and sell goods. European 

powers eventually came to dominate many of these areas. But though colonial authorities 

ruled for centuries, they had little success at recreate copies of European homelands in 

these extractive areas.  

One reason the indigenous languages remained stronger in the extractive areas 

was because the local people remained valued trade partners. So, there was a role for the 

indigenous people and their languages. This was also largely due to the fact that the 

native population in these areas remained very high. Unlike the indigenous people of the 

Americas, the Asians had more resistant immune systems, so were not decimated by the 

European diseases described by Diamond (1997) and Crosby (1992). Asia remained more 

densely populated, leaving less room for European settlers. Because of this, the European 

immigrants never became a majority and their languages did not overpower the local ones 

as they did in the Americas. This difference in settlement patterns may well be the most 

significant difference between the ecologies of Asia and the Americas. 

The Sebuyau have clearly had an extractive type colonial history. They were 

under British rule for over 100 years, under a system that Mufwene (2001, 2002) calls 

“trade type” colonialism. The British government officials who came to the Lundu area 

were very few, and were almost exclusively single young men. Their superiors 

encouraged them to take Sebuyau wives, rather than bring women from Europe. Because 

they did not settle in the Sebuyau area with British families, there was little competition 

for land. Thus, the “trade type” colonial masters had little impact on the local cultures and 

languages. Maybe most significantly, the Sebuyau populations were not diminished by 
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European diseases. This enabled the local people to continue mostly as they were, largely 

governing themselves and speaking their own language.  

2) Multilingualism/Shift connection  

Many scholars have noted the connection between group multilingualism and 

language shift. Sociolinguist Paulston (2002, p. 130) writes “When languages coexist ... 

without functional complementary distribution in a super-subordinate relationship, the 

norm is shift to the dominant language.” Romaine (2006, p. 452) also believes that 

societal bilingualism does not last long, particularly if the two languages in play are 

unequal in power. O’Shannessy (2011, p. 80) notes that stable bilingualism or 

multilingualism occurs mostly when all of the languages involved have large numbers of 

speakers and high social status. Joseph (2004, p. 159) writes that group multilingualism is 

the first stage in the demise of a language. Laycock (2001, p. 169) pessimistically 

observes “In most areas of the world a language spoken by a small community of 

bilinguals – and small in this instance may mean more than half a million, as is the case 

with Welsh – is almost certainly doomed to extinction.”  

Luykx (2011) studied the five hundred year history of contact between Spanish 

and Quechua in Bolivia. In the 1950s, a successful bilingual education program was 

begun. What the language activists did not count on was that the children came to see 

Spanish as far superior to Quechua (Luykx, 2011, p. 138). Recent Bolivian census data 

show that for many Quechua families bilingualism is a transitional phase, leading to 

Spanish monolingualism within two or three generations (Luykx, 2011, p. 146). Other 

examples of bilingualism leading to shift include Hungarians losing their language to 

German in Austria (Gal, 1979) and immigrants losing their language to English in the 

United States (Winford, 2003, p. 27). 

Group bilingualism is unstable when the boundaries between the groups soften 

(Bratt Paulston, 1986, p. 121). Paradoxically, this can happen when governments 

celebrate multiculturalism. A related reason is leaky diglossia, where societies allow two 

languages to be used in the same domain (Winford, 2003, p. 27). Pressure to shift occurs 

when groups are located in an ecology were most people were monolingual, and where 
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bilingualism was unusual (Holmes, 2001, p. 67). In other words, the dominant group 

exerts strong pressure on people to be monolingual (Winford, 2003, p. 27). 

But in many areas in Asia, language communities can remain bilingual for 

centuries. This is because they are located in an extractive type ecology. Laycock (2001, 

p. 169) observes that in Melanesia all it takes is a few hundred people to maintain a 

language. Even though the speakers become bilingual, small languages in New Guinea do 

not tend to disappear or become absorbed into larger ones (Laycock, 2001, p. 168). 

Unlike the setter ecology areas of the world, group multilingualism in the extractive 

regions is not necessarily a transition to monolingualism in the language of wider 

communication.  

For the tribal people living around Lundu, the historical records imply that much 

of the tribe has been bilingual for generations. But though group bilingualism in the 

national language has been the norm for a long time, and has not led to language shift.  

Mühlhäusler (2000, p. 326) refers to sprachbunden like Lundu as mixed 

endemic/exotic language ecologies. The endemic languages in the Lundu area are 

Sebuyau, Iban and Malay; while the exotic ones are English and Chinese. Mühlhäusler 

gives parallel examples of Timor, the Balkans, Arnhemland in Australia and Paraguay. A 

seminal study of an endemic/exotic ecology is Kupwar village in India, where there is a 

mixture of Dravidian and Indo-European languages (Gumperz & Wilson, 1971). All these 

communities exhibit social structures that discourage social mobility, a trait that helps 

retard language shift (Mühlhäusler, 2000, p. 327).  

Multilingualism does not lead to shift in the ecologies where it is normal for 

people to speak more than one language and where the dominant society does not 

pressure minorities to become monolingual (Holmes, 2001, p. 67). Prolonged 

multilingualism thrives in places like Congo, where the idea that you should stop 

speaking one language when you start learning another is inconceivable (Holmes, 2001, 

p. 67). In Malaysia, it is extremely common to hear tribal languages spoken rather loudly 

in public places. The majority cultures do not expect and pressure the Sebuyau to become 
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monolingual. Scott (2009, p. 239), describing the linguistic ecology in Myanmar where 

he conducted fieldwork, states that except for Burmans who were generally monolingual, 

bilingualism among minority hill peoples was the rule rather than the exception. Almost 

the same observation could be made of the linguistic ecology of Lundu. Except for the 

Malays, who are generally monolingual, bilingualism is the norm. 

Local and national attitudes about multilingualism influence language shift. In 

extractive areas, the prevailing attitude is that multilingualism is normal. In Malaysia, for 

example, speakers of minority languages do not feel very different from anybody else. 

They experience little pressure to shift to monolingualism because most people they 

interact with are also multilingual. However, in the settler regions of the world, the vast 

majority of multilinguals are non-locals born outside the community. No matter what the 

national policy may be, people from settler areas believe a multilingual person is 

somehow “different”. But the children of bilingual people may not want to be seen as 

different. If the second generation buys into the attitude that monolingualism is normal, 

they often shift to the majority language. In an effort to belong, they may choose to 

suppress their difference and speak only in the national language.  

Another reason why bilingualism can last in a place like Malaysia may be because 

of the exoteric/esoteric division between languages. This demarcation tends to occur in 

balanced equitable ecologies (Mühlhäusler, 2000, p. 326), which are found in highly 

multilingual regions such as the coastal areas of Papua New Guinea (Laycock, 1979, 

1982, 2001), the Cape York Peninsula of Queensland (Sutton, 1991), western Brazil 

(Aikhenvald, 2010), and southern United States in past centuries (Drechsel, 1997). These 

communities have a layered language ecology. People use the vernacular languages to 

talk about local matters among themselves, while pidgins and lingua francas are used to 

communicate with outsiders (Mühlhäusler, 2000, p. 326). The esoteric languages used for 

in group are more complex, while the exoteric ones are used for the out group, and are 

simpler (Thurston, 1987, p. 32; Lupyan & Dale, 2010, p. 7).  

Thurston’s (1987) work in New Britain, Papua New Guinea, led him to observe 

that esoteric languages, (like Sebuyau), were deliberately made difficult (esoterogenic) so 
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that they would be better badges of community identity. So in terms of language ecology, 

esoterogeny can explain both high levels of linguistic diversity and prolonged language 

maintenance. This happens because the upper layers of the language ecology (in our case 

Malay and English) protect the lower layers.  

In an ecology like Lundu, this may explain why the Sebuyau are very worried 

about Malay encroaching, but not about English. Extremely few people ever learned 

English well enough to actually communicate really well. So, English’s function could 

only be as a lingua franca. They needed Sebuyau both for identity and communicative 

purposes. So lack of competence in, or simplicity of the second language may have 

ensured the prolonged maintenance of the first language. At one time Malay, too, may 

only have been spoken well enough to express needs to outsiders. But it has now crossed 

the divide between lingua franca and dominant language. The Malay spoken today is no 

longer simple. People know it well enough to communicate about intimate details. So, 

they are down to only one reason to keep speaking Sebuyau — for identity purposes.  

3) Economic control  

Does a robust economy encourage language maintenance or lead to language 

shift? In the extractive context, it doesn’t seem to matter much. But in the settler type 

ecology, if the economy is under the control of the community, there is a much greater 

chance the language will be preserved. In that ecology, when the economy is poor, yet 

under the people’s control, the language tends to be strong. When the economy is robust 

and under the people’s control, the language is also strong. Whether the people are rich or 

poor, if they are not in control of their economy, their language tends to weaken. So, of 

the two, the axis of control has a much greater explanatory power than that of wealth.  

Based on the above description, we can further categorize languages along the 

axes of wealth and control. In the following discussion I will assign them to one of four 

quadrants and examine the situation in each. Another way to clarify the situation is with 

the diagram below. Here, I divide languages along two axes. The vertical axis represents 

control and the horizontal axis represents wealth. These axes intersect and divide the 

languages into the four sections.  
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Figure 7.5. The Economy Matrix 
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Quadrant A 

This first category is where the traditional economy is still intact, without much 

influence from globalization. Harbert (2011, p. 407) believes that “the relative poverty 

and lack of resources of their speakers may in fact serve to protect these languages from 

potentially destabilizing influences from the outside precisely by making the areas in 

which they are spoken undesirable for economic exploitation.” This seems to be borne 

out by a cursory look at the per capita gross domestic product (GDP) of countries around 

globe. Those with the lowest per capita GDP (International Monetary Fund, 2012) tend to 

have a higher density of languages.  

A clear example of this is Sub-Saharan Africa. The fourteen poorest countries on 

Earth are in this region (United Nations, 2010). Brenzinger (2007, pp. 197–198) believes 

there is a correlation between large numbers of African languages and the poverty of the 

continent. Specifically, he believes that these languages have been saved because of their 

speakers have been denied access to economic progress (Brenzinger, 2007, p. 197). 

Hoffman (2003) concluded that Berber continued to be spoken in Morocco because rural 

women speakers were economically disadvantaged by not being allowed to earn wages. 

Ansaldo (2008) studied the language vitality in five Malay communities in Sri Lanka. 

The only community where the language was strong was Kirinda, which unlike the other 

villages, was so poor, they had no electricity.  

Keeping the traditional economy intact by denying access to the global economy 

may indeed preserve languages, but it is a very high price to pay. Malik (2000, p. 17) 

presumably speaking from the perspective of India, puts it this way, “There is nothing 

noble or authentic about local ways of life; they are often simply degrading and 

backbreaking.” 

Quadrant B 

In this second category, the communities are still poor, but the economy is in flux. 

Luykx (2011) underscores the paradox of the Quechua situation in the highlands of 

Bolivia. When economic possibilities opened up, many indigenous people shifted to 
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Spanish (Luykx, 2011, p. 138). The Quechuas with the most promise were the ones most 

likely to leave their language behind as they sought ever greater opportunities (Luykx, 

2011, p. 139). Dorian (2010, pp. 47–48) blames the poverty tied to fishing, coupled with 

the lure of paying jobs in English, for the shift away from Gaelic among the seaside 

Scottish fisherfolk. In a study focusing on another region in Scotland, Edwards (1985, p. 

75) explains how Gaelic came to be associated with destitution, and English with 

prosperity. O’Danachair (1969, p. 121) writes about the how Irish was unattractive 

because it was associated with “penury, drudgery and backwardness”. In France, 

Edwards (1985, p. 68) explains that Breton women reject their language because it 

symbolised rurality and backwardness to them. In Honduras, Bonner (2001, pp. 86–87) 

feels the loss of Garifuna is based on, “the association of Garifuna ethnic identity with 

poverty and low social status.” Hyslop and Tshering (2009, p. 107) claim the community 

of Tasha-Sili in Bhutan is associated with a low socioeconomic status. They propose it is 

the shame associated their language that motivates the Tasha-Sili to switch to speaking 

Dzongkha (the Bhutanese national language) (p. 107).  

Mufwene (2001, pp. 199–200) believes that the survival of any language depends 

on its ability to provide socioeconomic status to its users. Harbert (2011) writes that 

people eventually give up languages they deem to be economically irrelevant. Coulmas 

(1992, pp. 221–222) explains how the high “economic viability” of a language gives it 

value. Grenoble and Whaley (1998, p. 37) show that languages with high value tend to be 

used. Dobrin and Berson (2011, p. 199) believe ethnic groups give up their language in 

order to better integrate into dominant economic spheres. Obviously, these ideas are 

particularly poignant if poorer people have the possibility and desire of wealth via the 

dominant language. However, the connection these statements ring more true in areas of 

the world with settler ecologies. In regions of extractive ecology, small languages may 

survive even if there is no socioeconomic status associated with them.  

Quadrant C 

In the third category, the majority of the community has integrated into the 

dominant economy. In some cases, the entire economy is supported by governmental 
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largesse. The people in quadrant C appear poor compared to the majority culture, but they 

have large surpluses compared to those in quadrants A and B.  

Prescriptive language ecologists such as Wendel and Heinrich (2012), Nettle 

(1999) and Mühlhäusler (2000) believe having a strong economy on par with the majority 

groups strengthens endangered languages. Mufwene (2001, pp. 199–200) writes that 

minority languages must have socioeconomic status to survive. On the other hand, he 

observes that “gradual economic demarginalisation of Native Americans has been a 

 catalyst in the endangerment of the indigenous languages” (Mufwene, 2000, p. 58). 

However, most of these cases in areas of settler type language ecology. In settler 

ecologies, a more robust economy actually accelerates language shift for minority 

communities. 

McNabb (1985) describes the economy of the Inupiaq in Alaska. Close to 90% of 

all income in the region is created by government spending (NANA Region Coastal 

Management Plan: Background Report, 1985, p. 30). There is no local tax base at all 

(McNabb, 1985, p. 130). Fishing and reindeer herding have shrunk to only 5% of their 

economy. Yet during the 1970s, per capita income rose in the region by almost 300% 

(NANA Region Coastal Management Plan: Background Report, 1985, p. 29). So in this 

case, as the economy improved under non-Inupiaq control, the Inupiatun language 

languished. Crawford (1996a, p. 63) cites the case of the Mississippi Choctaw community 

whose traditionally high level of language maintenance is being threatened by the effects 

of an oil boom. As the Navajos in the American southwest have become wealthier, their 

language has weakened. A Navajo youth named Jonathan explains the pressure exerted 

by this new economy, “many times, the older people will encourage English so [their 

children] can make it in the white man’s world” (McCarty et al., 2008, p. 167). 

There are examples from Europe, as well. Sloboda’s (2011) study of Belarusian 

looked at the results of a general population census in the Russian Empire. He found that 

in 1897, when the language was strong, 92% of Belarusians were poor, illiterate, self-

sufficient peasants, who lived mainly off the land (Sloboda, 2011, p. 386). Today, only 
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36% of the Belarusians are rural work in agriculture, the economy is robust (Ecopress, 

2001), and only 37% speak Belarusian in their home (Sloboda, 2011, p. 382).  

Carnie (1996, p. 9) explains how the government imported industry to the 

poverty-stricken Irish speaking areas, known as the Gaeltacht. However, the good factory 

jobs were taken by qualified people who immigrated from English speaking areas. 

Edwards (2007, p. 258) calls this the “paradox of the Gaeltacht.” 

However, in extractive areas, the link between economic control and language 

maintenance is not as strong. For example, most of the Sebuyau income today comes 

through the market economy, which is largely controlled by the Chinese. Nevertheless, 

there are very few signs of language shift.   

Quadrant D 

Mühlhäusler (2000, p. 354) writes “where there is real economic development, 

which reduces the economic disparities which underlie language shift, people tend to 

become interested in vernacular languages again, and may derive great prestige from 

them.” This is the position of languages in Quadrant D. 

One example is Luxembourgish, the formerly low prestige, unwritten variety of 

German, which is on the rise. Now more and more people are learning, writing, and 

speaking the language (Ehrhart & Fehlen, 2009, pp. 289–292). Luxembourg has become 

a Mecca for immigrants, but unlike the Irish case, where the immigrants were more 

skilled, these newcomers to Luxembourg have not weakened the language. 44% of the 

population are foreigners but 60% of these have learned Luxembourgish (Ehrhart & 

Fehlen, 2009, p. 289). There is a great demand for Luxembourgish as a second language 

classes, as the language is seen as a ticket for upward financial mobility (Ehrhart & 

Fehlen, 2009, p. 294).  

Another example of a language in quadrant D is Papiamento, a tiny creole that has 

dominated the linguistic landscape of Aruba, Curacao, and Bonaire for centuries (J. 

Pereira, personal communication, May 18, 2012). Aruba is a very prosperous country 
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with a gross domestic product that more than doubled between 1995 and 2008 (Central 

Bureau of Statistics, 2009). The Arubans are clearly in charge of the economy and 

politics of their country. So, even though Arubans are multilingual and their population is 

tiny, their language, Papiamento, is spoken by wealthy people in control of their own 

state. In this case, the effect of wealth served to strengthen the language. 

A third example, Catalan, is especially poignant when compared to its neighbour, 

Occitan. Catalan is a Romance language spoken in northeastern Spain. Across the border 

in France, the related language of Occitan is spoken. But Catalan is vital and expanding, 

while in the Occitan area, almost everyone has shifted to French (Strubell, 2001, p. 267, 

279). The difference can be summed up in the word “Barcelona”. Particularly in the 

1960s, Barcelona boomed economically and immigrants from the south of the country 

flocked to its suburbs to find employment (Fishman, 1991, p. 298; Strubell, 2001, pp. 

264, 276). The Catalans used their newfound wealth to encourage the use of their 

language. The immigrants who moved into the area learned Catalan (Strubell, 2001, pp. 

276–277). The Occitan area did not have a Barcelona. The economy of the country 

continued to revolve around Paris. So, Occitan, though adjacent geographically to 

Catalan and historically sharing similarities, remained in quadrant C, without full control 

of their own economy.  

The economy matrix 

Based on these observations we can divide ethnic groups into –wealth and 

+wealth. These are the categories labeled on top of the matrices below. Largely 

depending on whether it is physically located in in the settler or extractive area, wealth 

can either weaken a language or strengthen it. In settler regions, a key factor seems to be 

whether the economy is controlled by the minority group or an external group. These are 

labeled +control and –control on the left of the table below. In extractive areas, lack of 

control of the economy does not correlate with language shift in the same way.  
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Table 7.1. The economy matrix 

 -Wealth +Wealth 

+Control   A + vitality D + vitality 

-Control  B – vitality C – vitality 

Many of the languages shown in their respective quadrants may not be there 

permanently. Languages can migrate from A>B>C, and a few may make it to D.  

By “economic control”, I am not referring to the concept of a government 

restricting what people can buy. Rather, I am using the term to refer to the group of 

people who control the market economy. For example, when an ethnic group consists of 

subsistence farmers, they are in control of their own economy — they mostly depend on 

what they can produce themselves. However, in a market economy, most people are 

usually not self-sufficient, and to meet their basic needs they must rely on others to 

employ them. In some market economies, the employers and workers belong to the same 

ethnolinguistic group. In these cases, the language can remain strong. In other scenarios, 

the people in charge of the market economy belong to a different culture and speak a 

different language than the workers. Furthermore, in many cases, the workers speak a 

minority language, while the group that controls the economy speaks a major language.  

Below is another diagram of the quadrants of Figure 7.5, filled out with some of 

the languages I have discussed. The endangerend languages are in the yellow, bottom 

half, and the people speaking them have little economic control. The strong languages are 

in the green top half of the diagram, which shows the ethnic groups speaking them have 

control of their own economies.  
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Figure 7.6. Languages in the Economy Matrix 

 

This description of the economy applies better in more monolingual ecologies, 

which are more common in the Americas. Malaysia does not fit well into this description 

of the economy. For example, the Chinese have not gone through stages B or C. They 

have moved from poverty to wealth, but have always been in charge of their economy. 

Like many indigenous groups in the world today, the Sebuyau are primarily in Quadrant 

C. They do not control their economy, yet their language remains robust. If Sebuyau were 

spoken in a settler area, the model would suggest that they should be in decline. But since 

they are located in an extractive ecology, they are able to maintain their language despite 

not having control of the economy.  

4) Literacy rates 

Mühlhäusler (2000, p. 320) writes that it is unclear whether literacy strengthens or 

weakens a language. On the one hand, literacy can help maintain an indigenous language. 

Fishman (1980, p. 169) writes, “Unless they are entirely withdrawn from the modern 
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world, minority ethnolinguistic groups need to be literate in their mother tongue…”. 

Cherokee and Mohawk are two languages with a long history of contact with English and 

French, and they also have a long literary tradition (Crawford, 1989, p. 8). These have 

survived better than surrounding languages, which may be a testament to the staying 

power of indigenous literacy.  

As a counterexample, Luykx (2011, p. 146) describes how when Quechua 

speakers in Bolivia learned to read in Quechua, they shifted to Spanish. Spolsky (personal 

communication, September 4, 2001) suspects that developing Navajo literacy weakened 

the language. Dooley (personal communication, December 10, 2010) commented on how 

literacy in Guarani inadvertently led people to abandon their language. 

In my surveys through Latin America, I usually found very low literacy rates 

among speakers of indigenous languages. Hill and Hill (1977, p. 59) realized the same 

thing, that in Mexico most of the Nahautl speakers were illiterate. But in contrast, a large 

portion of people speaking sustainable minority languages in Asia often can read and 

write quite well, sometimes in more than one language. Since they are typically 

integrated into the national economy, there is great need for them to be able to read in the 

language of wider communication. The Sebuyau are no exception to this. Before 

independence, they were largely literate in Iban and English. Now, public schooling is in 

Malay and almost everyone is able to read.  

So literacy may have a different effect on language maintenance depending on 

where the language is located. If the minority people are located in an extractive ecology, 

literacy can actually strengthen the language. It has the potential of moving into different 

domains, such as texting. This can happen whether the schooling is in the indigenous 

language, or in a language of wider communication (as with the Sebuyau). The vast 

majority is literate, yet their language remains strong. But in a settler ecology, high 

literacy tends to accelerate language shift.  
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5) Connection to traditional culture 

The prevailing theory of language maintenance seems to imply that to maintain a 

language, you must maintain the old culture that goes along with it (Fishman, 1991). 

Indeed in areas where the settler ecology predominates, most communities that have 

maintained their language have also kept their traditional lifestyle and culture. When their 

old world dies, their language often dies with it (Fishman, 1991, p. 57). But young people 

tend to be more inclined to look toward their own future, and are less interested in living 

in their past culture. Many youths desire to construct a new identity and culture for 

themselves that extends beyond their village, and they give up their traditional language 

in the process (Joseph, 2004, p. 23).  

That is not so much the case in the extractive ecologies. Minority communities in 

Asia and Africa continue to be proud of their identity, but their culture is often not 

traditional. Chew (2007, p. 89) explains that from the Asian perspective, preserving one’s 

culture does not mean clinging to the past but changing as one goes along. But though 

they give up their traditional culture, they cling to their language.  

Eberhard (personal communication, January 21, 2019) believes that all minority 

languages are ultimately at risk. However, in the languages spoken in settler ecologies, 

when the traditional culture is lost, it is quickly followed by the language. The identity 

may last much longer. On the other hand, in the extractive ecologies, when the traditional 

culture is lost, the language can remain for hundreds of years. However, even in Asia and 

Africa, the traditional language is likely to eventually be lost, and when that happens, is 

quickly followed by the loss of identity. In other words, the languages in settler ecologies 

shift as follows:  

Traditional culture goes first 

  then language  

        then identity 
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While in extractive ecologies, it is more like:  

Traditional culture goes first 

       then language  

        then identity 

Mühlhäusler (2000, p. 337) explains how the Enga of New Guinea became 

dependent on imported foods and lost their traditional knowledge as their land was turned 

into plantations. Much the same process occurred in the Lundu region, as most Sebuyau 

land succumbed to palm oil plantations. Today, the Sebuyau have largely abandoned their 

traditional culture, and seem to have little nostalgia about it. They stopped wearing 

loincloths in the 1920s, moved out of longhouses in the 1960s, and are in the process of 

giving up subsistence farming. But the Sebuyau language is not being abandoned along 

with the traditional culture. And although they do not live in the old way, their culture 

remains distinct. They have cobbled together a new way to be Sebuyau, taking part of 

their past and incorporating new elements. Like many other minority groups, they choose 

to distinguish themselves by their food, religion and dress (Holmes, 2001, p. 176). For 

example, though many no longer grow their own rice, they continue to eat traditional 

foods that are different than the Malays and Chinese. Although the majority no longer 

practice their traditional religion, most have converted to Christianity (as opposed to the 

Malays, who are Moslem, and the Chinese, who are Buddhists). Though they no longer 

wear loincloths, they continue to dress somewhat differently from the Chinese, and very 

differently from the Malays. Most importantly, Sebuyau, and not some other language, is 

linked to this new culture (D. Eberhard, personal communication, January 21, 2019). 

They continue to speak their language, and have even expanded it into new domains such 

as texting. 

6) Target of shift 

In the settler type ecology, there is typically only one target of shift. The goal 

(sometimes unstated) is to align everyone to a single dominating language, culture, 

history and mores (Wendel & Heinrich, 2012, p. 157). For example, when indigenous 

groups in Brazil stop speaking their language, they shift to Portuguese. But language shift 

in multilingual extractive ecologies is not that straightforward. What language will you 
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shift to? The Sebuyau, for example, can choose from Iban, Malay, Chinese, or English — 

all of which are languages of wider communication. Many aspire to speak all four, and 

some of them do. One of the selling points of the Anglican church, for example, is that 

they sing in English and Iban. The Sebuyau also covet Chinese education for their 

children. The fact that there are so many dominant languages likely limits the reach, 

depth, prestige and power of any single one. The Sebuyau feel pulled toward Iban, 

Malay, Chinese and English. This can be contrasted to indigenous people in the Americas 

ecologies who feel pulled in the direction of only one dominant language. Having 

multiple targets of shift may slow the process of language loss. For example, immigrants 

and indigenous people in Quebec tend to preserve their heritage languages longer than 

those in the rest of Canada. This may be because in Quebec, there are two possible targets 

of shift – French and English, while in the rest of Canada, there is only one. Similarly, the 

various languages of wider communication available to the Sebuyau may have helped 

them maintain their tribal language, by leading to some sort of stasis.  

7) National language in the home  

Fishman’s (1991, p. 5, 162) seminal book on language shift places a great deal of 

the importance on having a language connected to hearth and home and taught by 

mothers to their young children. According to his widely accepted Graded 

Intergenerational Disruption Scale (GIDS), the family is the most important domain for 

language maintenance (Fishman, 1991, pp. 92–95). The model presumes that a second 

language will be acquired later, often when the children begin schooling. Holmes (2001, 

p. 367) agrees that in multilingual communities children generally learn their ethnic 

language first, and add other languages after that. When a language of wider 

communication is spoken in the home, it is seen as a harbinger of language shift. Holmes 

(2001, p. 61) notes how when Germans in Australia and Cherokees in Oklahoma marry 

someone outside of their community, they speak English in their home and to their 

children, and lose their heritage language. The received wisdom is that to maintain the 

language, children should learn the indigenous language first and the home should remain 

a sacred space for that language. All this seems to hold true for languages spoken in areas 

of settler linguistic ecology. 
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But in some extractive ecology areas, parents may not insist on speaking their 

heritage language to their children. And this seems to have minimal effect on language 

maintenance. For example, many Sebuyau families make little effort to keep languages of 

wider communication out of the home. Quite the opposite, some want to raise 

multilingual children, and realize the young acquire languages more easily. To that end, 

the more ambitious parents attempt to speak to their children in Chinese, Iban, Malay, or 

English. The ubiquitousness of television also makes it very difficult to maintain the 

home as a sacred space for Sebuyau. Although there is English and Chinese programing, 

I have noticed the Sebuyau usually watch the Malay channels in their homes. So in 

contrast to the situation in settler ecologies, hearth and home is not the last redoubt of 

Sebuyau. Because of the factors discussed above, small children often speak a mixture of 

languages in the home domain. This “confusion” may also be a result of the closeness of 

Austronesian languages. Because they are so similar, it is only when children become 

older that they recognize which words are Sebuyauy, Malay and Iban.  

One Lundu man estimated that 40% of his village (Sileng) uses Iban or Malay in 

the home. Many of these household have spouses from different communities, but is even 

true in some homes where both mother and father are Sebuyau. I have noticed some very 

young children use much more Malay than Sebuyau. Some even speak with a West 

Malaysian accent — the variety used on television. When I talk to some very young 

children in Sebuyau, they do not seem to understand me, but they do respond to my 

Malay. One child told me he did not speak Sebuyau – only Malay. Since the parents 

understand the national language, the children have no real communicative need to speak 

Sebuyau to them.  

The large percent of children who do not speak (exclusively) Sebuyau at home 

eventually learn it from their peers and elders. These Sebuyau do not learn their heritage 

language primarily from their mothers, but rather perfect it outside their home. 

Furthermore, they do not fully master their tribal language until their late teens – well 

after they already have a good grasp of Malay. For these reasons, “mother tongue” may 

not be a very accurate term for Sebuyau and other languages like it in Asia.  
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The model that links the language of wider communication in the home with 

language shift does not seem to hold true in the Sebuyau situation. Actually, even in the 

settler ecologies, there are few examples of minority languages being preserved because 

parents insist on speaking it in the home. If the goal is language maintenance, the 

extractive type ecology, where many languages are allowed in the house, seems to 

actually be more successful. However, this may not be because the mothers do not speak 

the indigenous language to their children. Rather, it is more likely because the tribe 

happens to be located in an extractive linguistic ecology area.  

8) Size/Prestige gap: Narrow 

Tribal languages are generally larger, and the languages of wider communication 

are comparatively smaller in the extractive versus settler ecologies. Largely this is 

because, unlike Amerindians, most of the original peoples of Asia and Africa were not 

decimated by European diseases (Crosby, 1992). Because of this, extractive minority 

languages usually have more speakers than their settler counterparts. One of the results of 

this is that the gap between the relative size of the languages is not as gigantic in Asia and 

Africa as it is in the Americas and Australia. So, for example, the benefits of switching to 

Malay in Sarawak are not as huge as the benefits of switching to English in the United 

States. 

In the context of Sarawak in general and Lundu district in particular, the ratio of 

size and prestige between the Sebuyau and the neighboring languages is narrow. The 

population is more or less equally divided between Chinese, Malay and various tribal 

groups. Iban and Malay are not seen as being much superior to Sebuyau. Most Sebuyau 

exhibit rather high self-esteem, which helps them to feel proud of their language. It is rare 

to hear Sebuyau compare themselves unfavourably to the Malays and to other tribal 

groups.  
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 Sebuyau speech community — a more detailed look 

In the previous section, we have attempted to explain the language shifted and 

maintenance from a global perspective. Now we will look more specifically at some 

factors and issues that are unique to the Sebuyau speech community in Lundu. There are 

sociolinguistic, lexical, phonological, and morphological evidence for three possibilities: 

(1) language shift to Iban, (2) language shift to Malay, and (3) language change. The next 

two sections will discuss data for these position. 

 A history of stability 

I will now talk about linguistic and sociolinguistic factors that indicate Sebuyau 

remains strong. I will also discuss some causes that help perpetuate the Sebuyau language 

through the generations.  

As discussed in section 7.1.4, there are at least five languages and cultures in the 

Lundu linguistic ecology: Standard Malay, Sarawak Malay, Iban, Chinese, and English. 

The first three are very closely related varieties of the Austronesian family. They are all 

sub-classified as Malayo-Polynesian, Malayo-Chamic, and Proto-Malayic. Iban is even 

closer to Sebuyau, as both varieties are Ibanic languages under the Proto-Malayic node 

(Adelaar, 1985).  

Almost since its inception, Lundu has been a polyethnic and polyglottal town. In 

the 1800’s, Gomes’ mission held services in Malay for parishioners from both the 

Chinese and Sebuyau communities. In addition, prayers were held in English, Chinese, 

and Sebuyau (Steinmayer, 2004). St. John (1862a, p. 10) described how the banks of the 

Kayan river were manicured by Chinese, Malays, and Sebuyau. Today, the three groups 

continue interacting in schools, stores, government offices, and buses — though each live 

in separate neighbourhoods (Winzeler, 1995, p. 121).  

Although there has been intermarriage over the years, it has not resulted in a 

mixed identity, such as Metis in Canada. Neither did the diverse population of Lundu 

become linguistically and culturally homogeneous. Pringle (1970, p. 296) makes the 
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point that throughout Sarawak, the distinctions between Malay, Chinese. and tribal were 

cultural, not biological. A person’s ethnic affiliation was determined by their way of life, 

language, and religion, not their physical ancestry.  

The Brooke regime was somewhat responsible for this state of affairs. The 

practical reason for this was that they were woefully understaffed, so they tried to 

minimize their administrative work. They quickly realized that there were procedures and 

authorities designed to settle quarrels within each ethnicity. But when the disputes 

crossed community boundaries, they needed an impartial arbitrator – which meant an 

Englishman. Pringle (1970, p. 308) quotes Brooke’s policy, “It is desirable to separate 

races as much as possible to prevent difficulties or quarrels arising in the future.” For this 

reason, the Brooke administration used all legal means possible to keep the Sebuyau in 

their own community (Pringle, 1970, p. 299). The administration parlayed something that 

was a matter of pragmatics into a moral issue. The Brooke regime became a champion of 

“racial purity”, and encouraged the Sebuyau, Chinese, and Malays not to dilute their 

customs by improperly mingling with each other (Pringle, 1970, p. 300). In some ways, 

the English officers were more fiercely tribal than the Sebuyau, seeing them and other 

groups as distinct, clearly bounded linguistic and cultural entities. Their policy changed 

the human geography of the region, as the British forced the Sebuyau and Malays to live 

in separate areas. Each ethnic group was relegated to its own neighbourhood and 

occupation. The second white Rajah, Charles Brooke did not want the Sebuyau and Iban 

to “lose pride in themselves” and “drift as a straw before the wind’ (Brooke, 1866b, pp. 

326, 327). The actual reasons may well have been more pragmatic. For example, the state 

wanted to keep them as their standing army, and providing them with education (as he 

did for the Malays) did not improve their battle skills.  

All the languages spoken in and around Lundu continue to be relatively stable 

today. There are signs of language change in the way Sebuyau is spoken in Lundu, but 

very little indication of language shift. In fact, there is evidence that Sebuyau may 

actually be gaining ground. For example, when Ibans move to villages surrounding 

Lundu, their descendants switch to Sebuyau. There also evidence of Sebuyau 

strengthening against Malay. When comparing a 2016 wordlist with an identical one take 
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in almost fifty years ago (Hudson, 1969), there were fewer Malay words. But the 

strongest indicator of Sebuyau’s stability is that the children continue to speak the 

language to each other.  

 Signs of Sebuyau vulnerability 

In spite of the good news about vitality, there are worrying signs that Sebuyau 

may be vulnerable, particularly in the face of the national language. Over the years, the 

high register of Sebuyau has been replaced by Malay (O. Steinmayer, personal 

communication, November 22, 2018). They frequently mention this high variety of the 

language, and call it “deep” Sebuyau. Postill (2003, p. 81) also talked about a formal 

variety of Iban, which they called “deep” language. Today, only the very old people 

speak in this register of Iban and Sebuyau. They are the same demographic that does not 

speak Standard Malay, because they have no formal education. When I interact with older 

people, they teach me Sebuyau words the young people do not know, and that even the 

elders seldom use. Some of these words, like sipan (‘rice pot’), are being lost because 

young people do not use that technology or engage in that activity anymore. In the 

appendix, there are forty cases of synonyms where one of the words is English the other 

Sebuyau. In contrast, there are almost four times as many synonyms (132) where one of 

the words was Malay. People in their forties, fifties, and sixties were easily able to pick 

out these Malay words, but the younger people seemed not to be as certain which 

vocabulary items were not Sebuyau. The younger generation are replacing some Sebuyau 

words with Malay ones. For example, the word for “family”, sebilik (literally ‘one room’ 

— presumably from the time they lived in longhouses), is rarely used, and has been 

supplanted by the Malay equivalent keluarga. Though I have only observed young people 

speaking Sebuyau together, some claim to speak better in the national language. I have 

noticed the youth at Keluarga tend to pray in Malay, while their parents prefer Sebuyau 

or Iban. 

Predictably, the Sebuyau outside of the Lundu area seem to be losing their 

language much more quickly. Those living in the capital city of Kuching have much more 

opportunity to interact with non-Sebuyau. After finishing high school, many Sebuyau 
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attempt to move to Johor, the boom state on the Malaysian mainland, where they try to 

find factory jobs. I have been told that even the Ibans, a very large tribal group, lose their 

language in Johor (R. Aron, personal communication, May 7, 2012). In the cities, the 

Sebuyau find fewer opportunities to interact with other people from their tribe. Many of 

those working in Kuching come back to Lundu every weekend. Those working in Johor 

are able to return much less frequently, so speak mostly Malay. 

But even the Lundu Sebuyau are concerned about the influx of Malay words. 

While they do not worry about losing their language to Iban, they fear their young people 

will shift to Malay. When asked what language everyone will speak in forty years, the 

answer is “Malay”. The Sebuyau blame the influx of Malay on the educational system, 

which since the 1970’s has been mostly in that language. The sentiment expressed is that 

Sebuyau was purer when people were educated through the medium of English.  

 Multilingualism 

Most Sebuyau speak both the Standard and Sarawak varieties of Malay. Many are 

also able to understand Iban and other tribal languages, English, and even Chinese. In a 

2015 workshop, the Lundu Sebuyau were asked to choose their two main languages (they 

selected Malay and Sebuyau) and create a Venn diagram. They then wrote down the 

types of people who spoke each language. I also put the same information on a chart 

below, to make it clearer. The tokens on the picture indicate the number of people and 

number of interactions. The diagram shows there are not any Sebuyau who speak only 

Malay. This would corroborate the observation that there is no language shift to Malay 

going on among the Lundu area Sebuyau.  
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Figure 7.7. Categories of people speaking Sebuyau and Malay 

 

Drawn by Lily Genam, Nusi Baki, Otto Steinmayer, Mark Karan, Juerg Stalder and Stan Anonby. Used 

with permission. 

Table 7.2. Categories of people speaking Sebuyau and Malay 

Only Sebuyau Sebuyau and Standard Malay 

Some grandparents Educated children 

Children under three years old University students 

 Children of mixed marriages 

 Teenagers 

 Parents 

The next Venn diagram they made at the workshop was not of categories of 

people, but rather the contexts in which they speak Malay and Sebuyau. I also have the 

same information on a chart below the picture, to make it clearer. This rendering seems to 

show they have fewer opportunities to speak Sebuyau than Malay.  
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Figure 7.8. Contexts in which people speak Sebuyau and Malay 

 

Drawn by Lily Genam, Nusi Baki, Otto Steinmayer, Mark Karan, Juerg Stalder and Stan Anonby. Used 

with permission. 

Table 7.3. Contexts in which people speak Sebuyau and Malay 

Sebuyau Sebuyau and Malay 
A little Sebuyau and 

a lot of Malay 
Malay 

Home Work School Salako area 

Padi field Church Hospital Government offices 

The next activity was to draw a map of all the important places in Lundu. Then 

they wrote down on small pieces of coloured paper which languages they used at each 

place. Sebuyau was pink, Iban was orange, Malay was green and English was yellow. I 

also made a chart summarizing the time and places the Lundu Sebuyau use each language 

in their repertoire.  
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Figure 7.9. Linguistic landscape 

 

Drawn by Lily Genam, Nusi Baki, Otto Steinmayer, Mark Karan, Juerg Stalder and Stan Anonby. Used 

with permission. 

 

Table 7.4. Percentages in the linguistic landscape 

 Percetage of places used Percentage of time used 

Sebuyau 40% 30% 

Malay 40% 60% 

Iban 10% 7% 

English 10% 3% 

The above map and chart seem to show Malay dominates the linguistic and temporal 

landscape of the Sebuyau’s lives.  

From the macro linguistic descriptions of communities above, we now look the 

individual. Each person has his or her own distinct linguistic repertoire. In other words, 

every Malaysian speaks a variety of languages, and uses each of these in different ways. 
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Holmes (2001, p. 7) explains how a single Chinese person’s linguistic repertoire in 

Malaysia may include two varieties of English, two different dialects of Chinese and 

different styles within these, as well as Standard Malay and Bazaar Malay.  

I will discuss the linguistic repertoire of Andrew, a somewhat typical Sebuyau 

man in his 30s. Like other people in his tribe, he built up most of his linguistic repertoire 

by hearing the different languages as a child, in the communities in which he interacted 

(Holmes, 2001, p. 8). Andrew was born near the Indonesian border in a Salako village, 

and learned that language very well. Today, he lives in a housing development in the 

outskirts of Lundu. When he gets up, he talks to his Iban wife in that language. He then 

addresses his children in English, and when they do not understand, he switches to Iban. 

If they still do not understand, he will use Malay. His younger children attend a preschool 

that has instruction in English and (primarily) Malay. His school age children attend 

Chinese school because he wants them to learn the language of business in Malaysia. 

When he visits his parents (about once a month), he speaks to his mother in Sebuyau and 

to his Jaggoi father in a mixture of Jaggoi and English. In the afternoon, Andrew’s wife’s 

parents look after his children. When he goes to pick them up, he speaks to his in-laws in 

Iban. In the evening, Andrew relaxes by watching Malay television with his family. 

Most mornings Andrew goes to his office, where he uses Sebuyau to talk to his 

fellow pastor, Lily. If the Chinese missionary from the city of Kuching is present, he will 

speak to her in English. Several days a week, Andrew preaches in Sebuyau, but 

sometimes he uses Malay. When preaching, always asks people to read out loud the Bible 

in Malay, Indonesian, and Iban. One Sunday a month, Andrew visits a village of the Rara 

tribe, and there he preaches in Salako. Several times a month, Andrew travels to Kuching 

for meetings with church leaders, which are conducted in English. He can converse in the 

variety of English spoken by Chinese Malaysians, but he has difficulty understanding my 

Canadian English. 

Andrew buys his food from stores owned by Chinese grocers, and he usually talks 

to them in Malay the lingua franca of rural Malaysia. Some of the businesses are run by 

older Chinese people who prefer English to Malay. In these establishments, Andrew 
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conducts his business in English. If he runs into someone from his own tribe, he will 

speak to him or her in Sebuyau. If he meets a Salako, he will speak Salako. 

So we see there is a variety of languages Andrew can select from, depending on 

the context and the people he is communicating with. The different codes can be used to 

clarify communication with some people, for rhetoric purposes or even to obfuscate the 

transmission of information (Laycock, 2001, p. 169). 

 Identity 

Winford (2003, p. 86) explains how tribes in New Britain preserve separate 

vocabularies in order to keep a cohesive group identity. They feel the need for an in-

group lect as well as a separate language to speak with people who do not belong to their 

tribe. These cultural pressures form something like a force field that keeps languages in 

the area from converging. The same tensions are in play in the Lundu region. It is not so 

much that the Sebuyau feel a need to preserve their language. The issue is more that they 

want to maintain their distinct group identity.  

Since local people all look fairy similar, switching identities is not so difficult. 

Scott (2009, p. 84) explains how throughout South East Asia, you can easily shift your 

ethnic identity by changing your dress, hairstyle, and residence. This applies to the 

Sebuyau, but to become Malay in Malaysia, you also must change your religion. The 

Sebuyau are quite motivated not to adopt the Malay identity, which probably has helped 

their persistent language maintenance. 

The Sebuyau in Keluarga church also identify as Christians. They frequently 

express enthusiasm about joint meetings with congregations from Salako and Rara tribes. 

The Sebuyau of Keluarga also eagerly participate in the activities planned by the Chinese 

mother church in Kuching. Most of the songs they sing in church are composed by 

Christians from Indonesia, and the Sebuyau seem happy to participate in that music 

genre.  
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Since Sebuyau is a dependent variety of Iban, the boundary between the two 

groups is poorly defined. One way to look at identification is to see it as a continuum, 

with some people identifying more with the Iban point, others more on the Sebuyau end. 

Some people insist they are Sebuyau, not Iban. When pushed, they will admit that 

Sebuyau is a type of Iban. Many seem to use the words “Iban” and “Sebuyau” 

interchangeably. Once some young people from Tabuan picked me up as I was walking. 

When I asked them if they spoke Sebuyau, they did not understand me. Finally, they said, 

“We are Lundu Ibans”. When I later mentioned this to an older Sebuyau, his reaction 

was, “Oh, no, they must not have understood you. There are only three Iban longhouses 

here [and none in Tabuan].” But his sixteen-year-old son contradicted him, saying, “He’s 

right, Dad. The young people don’t know what Sebuyau is. They just think of themselves 

as Iban.”  

Malays, Chinese. and members of other tribal groups are all familiar with Iban, 

and many speak some of that language. However, they are often are not aware of the 

existence of the Sebuyau ethnic group. The Salako tribe, located west of the Sebuyau and 

far from the Iban area, is somewhat of an exception. Salakos generally are very aware of 

the Sebuyau and use the ethnonym frequently. Interestingly, when I crossed the border 

and visited Salakos in Indonesia, they instantly understood the term Sebuyau, but were 

only vaguely familiar with the Ibans. This may be because the proximity of Sebuyau and 

remoteness of Iban territory.  

 Mixed speech 

The Sebuyau themselves frequently say their speech is campuh, (campur in 

Malay), or “mixed”. Primarily, they are referring to interference from Malay. However, 

as we discuss below, the reality is much more nuanced.  

Evidence of separate codes 

On the one hand, the Sebuyau perceive the languages they speak to be separate. 

For example shows, I was at a wedding where a chief greeted people in four local 

languages, then spoke in Malay for a few minutes. After that, he switched to Sebuyau for 
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a few more minutes. The fact that educated people are seen as being better speakers of 

Sebuyau also provides evidence that the languages are recognized as a separate codes. 

Those who have a clear grasp of the Malay standard know which words to avoid when 

they speak Sebuyau.  

Concerned with teaching me good Sebuyau, the people at Keluarga first paired me 

with people who spoke the language with very few loanwords from Iban and Malay. Or, 

when they gave me a lesson, they would try to rid their speech of Malay or Iban words. 

When they instructed me in the language, they were careful to tell me I must not use the 

Malay words. During the language sessions (but not the text recordings), my coaches 

modified the way they talked to try to eliminate non-Sebuyau words and sounds. The 

result was that when I spoke, people would laugh at me because I sounded like a very old 

person. There was not always clear agreement within the community, or even within 

families, as to whether or not a term was Sebuyau. There were frequent discussions about 

what were Malay or Iban words. I also noticed a lot of self-correcting and correcting by 

elders when people speak. So, on the one hand, Sebuyau is recognized and valued as a 

distinct code. On the other hand, there is not 100% clarity on what it is.  

An explanation of mixed speech 

Another school of thought is that we cannot presume to identify the boundaries 

between the languages. Indeed, many of the younger people seemed to be somewhat 

unclear as to the borders of Sebuyau. When I asked them what language they are 

speaking, they would often pause and answer, “campur” ‘mixed’. The very young were 

not even fully aware of what language they were speaking. When I heard young teens use 

a Malay term, and asked their parents about it, they sometimes would tell me the 

teenagers did not know the Sebuyau word.  

Any attempt to identify the Sebuyau language as a particle (Lewis, 2013) may be 

futile and/or misleading. The classic “linguistic” approach, which isolates, describes and 

abstracts language comes from those who see the world as made up mostly of 

monolingual groups of people (Lewis, 1999, p. 8). Le Page and Tabouret-Keller (1985, p. 

9) feel outsiders should not be the ones to put a boundary around a group of speakers and 
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say, “These are the speakers of Language A, different from Language B”. Mühlhäusler 

(1996) believes linguists should not try reduce or systematize language situations like 

these. Instead, he stresses the importance of linguistic ecology and studying the 

environment in which language use takes place.  

Le Page and Tabouret-Keller (1985, p. 9) would conclude the only people with 

the right to decide what their language is should be the Sebuyau themselves. I found that 

many had trouble defining what they meant by the term “Sebuyau”. There is one man I 

know, who dresses in flamboyant hats and shirts, and speaks a Sebuyau with a liberal 

smattering of words from other languages. People may tolerate his form of speaking 

because there is no standard linguistic role model. Social relationships may be another 

reason for the large amount of variation allowed in Sebuyau. Almost everyone in the 

community knows everyone else. Villages are characterized by dense and multiplex 

social networks (J. Milroy & Milroy, 1985, pp. 359–363; L. Milroy & Milroy, 1992). 

They are places where you know most people well, and where your neighbour is your 

relative (Trudgill, 2011, p. 100). The Sebuyau are a “society of intimates” (Givon, 1979; 

Givon & Young, 2002), so are used to the way others speak. Wendel and Heinrich (2012, 

p. 152) explain how esoteric, in-group languages like Sebuyau rely on a high degree of 

implicitness to maintain comprehensibility between speakers and hearers. There is less 

need to be explicit, because they share a large amount of information communally 

(Trudgill, 2011, p. 126). This social context diminishes the need for a standard.  

Code mixing seems to be a rather common phenomenon among multilingual 

communities all over the world. For example, Poplack (1985) describes the different 

ways French Canadian and Puerto Rican bilingual communities mix English in their 

French and Spanish speech. The French Canadians are very apologetic about mixing in 

English. They generally make it very clear that they are aware they are using an English 

word, and give an excuse as to why they are choosing to mix the two languages. On the 

other hand, the Puerto Ricans show no embarrassment about mixing languages. In fact, 

they like to celebrate their skilful use of both English and Spanish. When confronted 

about why they speak that way, they say it is because they are bilingual.  
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The mixing of Sebuyau may be between the French Canadian and Puerto Rican 

poles. On the one hand, people do allude to the concept of an unalloyed Sebuyau. For 

example, there are some people who are known for speaking an older, pure variety of the 

language. On the other hand, many people make comments to the effect that all Sebuyau 

spoken today is mixed with Malay, Iban, and English. “Pure” Sebuyau is not the same 

thing as the high register of the language that has been lost. Rather, they are referring to a 

low register of the language that uses more of the older Sebuyau words.  

The source of Sebuyau mixture with Iban comes from two sources — radio and 

roads. In the old days before 1950, people had to take a boat to Kuching, so rarely 

traveled there. Today, people can get to the city in less than two hours, and many travel 

fairly often and interact with Ibans living there. The Sebuyau who live in the city have 

even more Iban influence. Sometimes their speech is so mixed I am unsure what language 

they are speaking. Their variety may in fact be in the process of converging with Iban. 

There are circumstances where and when campur speech is encouraged. For 

example, when people from various tribes communicate with each other, they often speak 

a mixture. They often prefer to speak in this way, rather than the Standard Malay they all 

know. The mixture changes depending on whom they are talking to. I know of two half-

sisters, one raised in a Chinese village, the other a Sebuyau one. One does not speak 

Sebuyau well, the other speaks very little of the Chinese dialect Hakka. Yet they 

communicate well together using their own particular mixture of languages. Another 

example comes from a clerk told me he speaks a different type of campur depending on 

his customer. So, if someone comes in and it is obvious that he is from Serian, the clerk 

will attempt to speak Serian Bidayuh; he will practice his Chinese on a Chinese customer; 

and English with me. When I first arrived in Sarawak, I thought people were using me to 

practice their English. But they may simply have been following their custom of trying to 

use the languages they know in order to accommodate the speaker. For example, I heard 

this same clerk speaking Chinese, and it sounded like it was just as simple as his English.  

There are some languages that are seen as more acceptable sources of mixture 

with Sebuyau. For example, Sarawak Malay is looked on rather favourably as a source 
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language. With older people, they use the Sarawak Malay pronoun kitak instead of the 

Sebuyau koa, because they think it sounds more polite. In some instances, such as in 

village meetings, it is admissible to mix Sebuyau with Iban.  

It is not acceptable to speak campur with fellow Sebuyau in an informal settings, 

including storytelling. This strong sanction against speaking mixed Sebuyau causes the 

young people to feel insecure about the way they talk. Sometimes, they will use a word, 

then correct themselves, saying, “No, that’s radio Iban.” Often, they will give the Malay 

word first, then replace it with Sebuyau. Sometimes, when I bring to their attention the 

fact they have used a word that is not Sebuyau, they will deny having done so. A 

discrepancy between reported and actual language use shows they admire the speech of 

people who speak a “purer” form of Sebuyau. Some young Sebuyau are very reluctant to 

be recorded, and others simply refuse. They are afraid they will mix their speech with 

Malay, and then other Sebuyau hearing the tape will laugh at them. They know older 

people talk, in disgusted terms, about “new Sebuyau” a variety that is mixed with Malay, 

Iban and English. 

Differences in code-mixing acceptability across bilingual communities can be 

explained in terms of differences in perceptions of group identity. For instance, in 

Strasbourg, the Alsatians speak a mixture of German and French with each other. They 

accept this way of speaking as a symbol of their ethnic identity (Gardner-Chloros, 1985, 

p. 166 in Treffers-Daller, 1994, p. 85). In contrast, the younger people of Brussels frown 

upon speaking a mixture of Dutch and French because that way of speaking is not seen as 

a marker of identity. In Brussels today, the Flemish identify with Dutch; and the 

Walloons with French (Treffers-Daller, 1994, p. 85). Likewise, the Sebuyau’s negative 

attitudes towards language mixture have to do with the relationship between language 

and social identity (Winford, 2003, p. 90). Like the Flemish people in Brussels, the 

Sebuyau identify with one language, though they speak two or more. They do not want 

identity nor their language mixed with Malay.  
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 Communication problems 

For the first few years I lived in Malaysia, I felt frustrated because I did not 

understand people. I thought it was because I could not speak Malay, Iban, or Malaysian 

English. Then I heard a local pastor in her fifties begin a story with, “This being 

Malaysia, there’s always a communication problem”. Upon further reflection, I realized 

there were many signs that people often had difficulties communicating. For example, a 

coconut vendor in Lundu who claimed to speak Mandarin, Hakka, Malay, Sebuyau, 

English, and Iban, told me ruefully, “I don’t speak any language well.” At Keluarga 

Church, we sing most of our songs in Indonesian (which is very close to Malay). I really 

enjoyed one of the more popular songs, but I did not understand all the words. I asked 

several people in Keluarga and other churches, and was surprised to find out they did not 

understand the song clearly either. Teachers confided in me that some six-year-old 

children coming to school are barely able to talk any language at all. A pastor told me 

people in his church have trouble carrying out instructions because they do not 

understand him. Both the pastor and the church members in question are Sebuyau. There 

were some individuals who were known for being particularly difficult to understand. For 

example, one clearly intelligent man in his fifties seemed to have more trouble than usual 

explaining things. Although he had lived in Sebuyau villages all his life, some of his 

tribesmen claimed not to understand him well. These experiences made me suspect 

people were used to quite a bit of ambiguity in communication. What were the reasons 

for this?  

One observation was that people had a better grasp of the Sebuyau spoken by 

people their own age. For example, when I reviewed text recordings with older Sebuyau, 

it became apparent they had trouble understanding the variety spoken by the young 

people. They called it “broken”, or mixed with Iban and Malay. Another reason for might 

have to do with multilingualism. For example, people noted that the hard to understand 

individuals mixed English, Sebuyau, Iban, Jaggoi, Sarawak Malay, and Standard Malay. I 

began thinking, “Could multilingualism bring both benefits and handicaps?” Sebuyau 

might also be ambiguous because of its limited vocabulary. Decades ago, an elder told 

Steinmayer that true Sebuyau had died out long ago (personal communication, October 
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16, 2018). What he likely meant was that the high functions of Sebuyau have been 

replaced by Malay and today people mostly use the language only to communicate with 

friends and family. So maybe the Sebuyau spoken now only has the capacity to bear 

some, but not all the information load needed for clear communication.  

Miscommunication may also have to do with a lack of a standard form of the 

language. One reason some people refused to be recorded was that they were afraid other 

people would listen and laugh at them. One man in his thirties asked me for the 

transcripts of the texts so he could “learn Sebuyau better”. This language insecurity 

contrasts with the attitudes held in by people born in English Canada, for example, who 

feel confident about the way the speak. The difference might have to do with the fact that 

there is a more clearly accepted Standard English. In contrast, there is a lot more variety 

in the way Sebuyau is spoken. Mühlhäusler (2000, p. 325) notes that when there is no 

clearly accepted standard code, people tolerate a great deal of inter-individual and inter-

group variation. I suspect this variation may inhibit clear communication.  

 Interpreting phonological, morphological, and lexical findings 

The phonological and morphological findings in chapter five show evidence of 

language change. They also show weak signs of a possible movement toward Iban. The 

data from chapter six may indicate incipient language shift to Malay. Below I will discuss 

the phonological, morphological, and lexical data from chapters five and six. Even 

though I did not study the syntax in depth, on first impression there do not seem to be any 

contact phenomena affecting the syntax of Sebuyau. 

The weak threat from Iban 

I will now discuss evidence that shows Sebuyau in Lundu is holding its own in the 

face of external pressure. One example of phonological data suggesting Sebuyau may be 

shifting is that some people use the Malay or Iban r in place of the Sebuyau h (see section 

5.2.5, and Tables 5.16, 5.17, 5.19, 5.20, and 5.21). I will attempt to demonstrate that r use 
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is an incipient change to Iban, that it poses little threat to the stability of the Sebuyau 

language, and that it is not leading to monolingualism.  

I will begin by briefly looking the historical linguistics of the r~h change 

(discussed in section 5.2.5) and how it affects pronunciation today. Proto-Malayic *ɣ 

became r in Malay and Ibanic. In a later innovation, Ibanic r became Sebuyau h. 

Renewed contact with speakers of Iban have caused them to begin shifting back to r. 

Today some Sebuyau pronounce these h~r words in the Iban manner, with r, 26% of the 

time (see Figure 5.2). However, there is a subset of these words that are variable, and it is 

not clear whether they should r or h (see Table 5.21). Sebuyau pronounce these variable 

forms the Iban way, with r, 36% of the time (see Figure 5.3). Because Sebuyau and Iban 

are so close, and since Sebuyau speakers are on a continuum of r versus h use, at what 

point do we say people are speaking Iban rather than Sebuyau? This question is relevant 

if we want to use this sound change as an indicator of language shift from Sebuyau to 

Iban. 

The difference between regular and variable r~h words may be seen as evidence 

either that the Iban r is gaining ground on the Sebuyau h, or vice versa. But even with 

these variable words, sixteen out of twenty-four people (two-thirds) still pronounced a 

higher percentage the Sebuyau way, with an h. This likely shows a change in progress 

from h to r in which the innovative form, r, is less frequent. The greater frequency of h is 

not a sign of a nearly completed change from r to h (Iban to Sebuyau). Rather, it implies 

the change from h to r  (Sebuyau to Iban) is in the initial stages. Sociolinguistic evidence 

(which will be looked at in greater detail below) also seem to favour the hypothesis that 

this is an incipient change from h to r. The Sebuyau are very aware of these r forms, and 

consider them to be Iban. So the fact that the h is still more frequent seems to argue for 

Sebuyau being in an early phase of the change from h to r.  

The fact that their phonologies are almost identical is one reason to treat Sebuyau 

as a variety of Iban. Nevertheless there are a few features that distinguish the two lects, 

including  s~t͡ ʃ alternation and initial schwa corresponding to Ø. The most salient feature, 
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the r  variant, is used in both Malay and Iban, but I will argue that on sociolinguistic 

grounds, the r is more likely influence from Iban.  

The main reason I believe h alternates with Iban r and not Malay r is Sebuyau 

self-perception. Unlike other phonological distictions, the r~h alternation is very salient 

in the Sebuyau’s minds. When they correct themselves, and change the r pronunciation to 

h, they always identify their mistake as Iban. They never refer to the r variant as Malay.  

Why would they identify the same word as Iban instead of Malay? It may be 

because of whom they are speaking to. They generally speak Malay to the Chinese and 

Malays, and Sebuyau to each other (and to me). The reason for calling an r pronunciation 

Iban may be that when speaking Sebuyau they are in an “in-group” or “tribal” headspace. 

When people are talking Sebuyau, an in-group tribal language, it may be more intuitive 

for them to emulate another, closely related tribal language — Iban. They may feel a 

closer connection to Iban (another in-group/tribal language) than to Malay (the official 

language). Another reason may be that they would rather (consciously or unconsciously) 

utter an Iban word than a Malay one. So on sociolinguistic grounds it is logical to call h > 

r a change towards Iban, rather than Malay. 

In addition to Sebuyau self-perception, there are other reasons to believe h is 

shifting to r because of the influence of Iban rather than that of Malay. For example, it 

seems that higher contact with outsiders influences people to speak more like Iban. 

Increased exposure to Iban tends to correlate with pronouncing words with r rather than h 

(see section 5.2.5 and Figure 5.2). Cullip (1999, pp. 1, 5, 37) observed this among the 

Remun, another Ibanic group, noting that the peripheral Remun villages had more Iban 

influences in their speech. Just as the villages on the border of Remun territory have more 

contact with their non-Remun neighbours, so those living on the border of Sebuyau 

territory likely have more interaction with their non-Sebuyau neighbours. This results in 

more Iban influence in the speech of Sebuyau living in peripheral villages. For example, 

the people of Stunggang Ulu live on the southern extremity of Sebuyau territory near two 

Iban villages, and they also have higher than average r use.  
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There do seem to be indications that Sebuyau is in danger from Iban, and I will 

now discuss that possibility and its ramifications. Sidi Munan, originally from Lundu, is a 

Sebuyau lawyer and scholar who lives in the city of Kuching. Munan was the first to 

point out to me that when his people move away from the Lundu area to Kuching, they 

shift to Iban (personal communication, December 10, 2013). During my time living in the 

city, I met many many of them who admitted they were more comfortable in Iban than in 

Sebuyau. For example in my first year, I attempted to record a Sebuyau guard in our 

apartment complex, but he declined, saying that he spoke Iban, and only an “impure” 

form of Sebuyau.  

Unlike Kuching, in Lundu there very little indication of language shift to Iban. 

Nevertheless, many people feel that the Sebuyau language and identity are weakening, 

and express varying degrees of regret and resistance. However, they generally speak 

much more favourably of Iban than Malay. The Sebuyau perceive Iban as more 

“friendly” and less of a threat than Malay. Their concern seems to be less about 

maintaining Sebuyau, and more about preserving an in-group language to distinguish 

them from the Malays.  

So if the Sebuyau h is moving toward r, and even if the entire language were to 

follow, what would that mean for prolonged language maintenance? Remember, the 

Sebuyau people were originally Ibans who moved west over two hundred years ago. So, 

rather than language shift, h moving to r could be seen as a non-standard dialect 

(Sebuyau) being reincorporated into Iban. Reincorporation into Iban may actually make 

their identity stronger vis a vis Malay, because Iban is by far the most powerful tribal 

language in Sarawak, with over one million speakers.  

Furthermore, even if there were language shift to Iban, the Sebuyau would 

continue to regularly use Malay to communicate with strangers, and a tribal language to 

talk with their intimates. They would need to keep using Malay with Chinese and Malays, 

who in turn have their own in-group languages, Chinese and Sarawak Malay. This type of 

bilingualism, with one lect for high functions (Malay), and another for low ones 

(Sebuyau/Sarawak Malay/Iban/Chinese) is a common form of diglossia. Ferguson (1959) 
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first described scenarios like this one in Germany and France. The concept of diglossia 

helps explain how the languages of southwestern Sarawak continue to thrive. So the 

Sebuyau are by no means unique. In fact, most other southwestern Sarawakian 

communities also maintain their in-group, ‘low’ language and exhibit this high/low form 

of diglossia. 

 Diglossia, combined with a favourable attitude toward Iban, bodes well for 

continued multilingualism among the Sebuyau. Even if they should shift in the future, 

they would retain a tribal language (Iban) as well as a language of wider communication 

(Malay) in their linguistic repertoire. This is because Sebuyau and Iban would continue to 

have the same function, that of intra-group communication. A shift to Iban would only 

change their in-group (or esoteric) language, not extinguish it. Thus the Sebuyau would 

not become monolingual as a result of language shift to Iban, they would remain 

multilingual. Any change from h to r does not indicate that the Sebuyau are losing their 

in-group language and becoming monolingual in Malay. They will not become people 

who use one language for all purposes. If the Sebuyau of Lundu do eventually shift to 

Iban (as many of the Sebuyau in Kuching already have), it would not diminish their 

persistent multilingualism. They would continue to be bilingual, just in Iban and Malay, 

rather than Sebuyau and Malay. For this reason, Iban is not a threat to prolonged 

multilingualism among the Sebuyau. 

I will now discuss another reason why I believe the threat from Iban is very weak. 

There is evidence that h use is increasing among some people. Individuals who are 

linguistically insecure sometimes pronounce h as a way to identify more strongly with 

Sebuyau. Remember the h~r alternation is not ironclad (see Figure 5.2). It is not a matter 

of Sebuyau always using h and Iban always using r. In fact, the Sebuyau pronounce one 

set of words almost always with r (see Table 5.20) and another set almost always with h 

(see Table 5.19). There is also a set of variable words, which can be pronounced either 

way (see Table 5.21). Looking at this third set, the data shows five people who pronounce 

these words more the Sebuyau way, with h. Upon further scrutiny, we see these five 

people are all somewhat atypical and peripheral. Two of them were teenage siblings of an 

Iban mother. We could speculate their speech is becoming more Sebuyau-like as their 
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locus of identity moves from the home to the village. Another individual who used more 

h variable words had been married to an Iban in the city of Kuching, but had recently 

separated and moved back to her village. It may be that her speech is becoming less like 

Iban because she is once again interacting and identifying more with Sebuyau. All five 

people who pronounced a higher percentage of variable words with h were the people 

who spoke least like Sebuyau according to other indications (see Figure 5.2). So the 

network, or bandwagon effect may be in play. As h use becomes a more valuable as a 

maker of Sebuyau identity and speech, people like these five, who are insecure 

linguistically, may be tempted to use h in words their fellow tribespeople usually 

pronounced with r.  

An indication that Iban does not pose a strong threat to Sebuyau has to do with the 

demographics of language shift. Cross-linguistically, it is young women who tend to lead 

linguistic innovations (Gal, 1978; Labov, 1994; Eckert, 2011). In Western societies, this 

may be due to a “cosmopolitan effect” where young women are motivated to identify 

with fashionable, urban peers (Labov, 1994, p. 357). As shown in section 6.5, this also 

seems to be the case for the Sebuyau. By extension, the cosmopolitan effect may hold 

true in rural Asian societies as well as in Western ones. However, I found that women of 

all ages tended to be more h-using (see section 5.2.6 and Figure 5.2). This would seem to 

indicate that the young women are not leading the change from h to r, nor, by extension, 

are they leading any shift to Iban. This may be because they do not perceive the Iban 

identity as “cosmopolitan”, but rather identify it with rural, longhouse life. In contrast, I 

found the men were more likely to use the innovative r form. Because the women are not 

leading this change, it may be an example of “change from below” (Labov, 1994, p. 196). 

So the finding that women — particularly the young ones — are more conservative in 

their pronunciation may be a sign that the Sebuyau h will continue to be passed on to the 

next generation. 

There is one more factor that connects the women favouring Sebuyau h to 

prolonged multilingualism. It has to do with the women’s influence on the speech of 

children. Fishman (1991, p. 162) writes that the mother’s role in the intergenerational 

transmission of a language is far more determining than the father’s. So the women’s 
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speech choices may indicate that the h variant, and by extention, the Sebuyau language, 

will continue to be used by generations to come. 

In summary, I posit the following path of change. Proto-Malayic *ɣ > r in Malay 

and Ibanic. In a later innovation, Ibanic r > h in Sebuyau. Recently the Sebuyau have had 

more contact with speakers of Iban, which has induced an incipient shift from h back to r. 

The reasons for this proposal are largely sociolinguistic. Most Sebuyau feel quite positive 

about the Iban language, which uses r. Furthermore, I have observed that the speakers 

who are most likely to use the r variants tend to be the Sebuyau who have more contact 

with Ibans than their peers. However, the threat from Iban is low. 

The stronger threat from Malay 

As noted in section 7.2.2, the Lundu Sebuyau express concern about the influence 

of Malay. They may be correct in worrying about the encroachment of the national 

language. There are plenty of phonological, morphological, and lexical signs that 

Sebuyau may be shifting to to to Malay — far more than the evidence for Iban. Intense, 

prolonged contact with what is now the national language of Malaysia has affected 

Sebuyau both structurally and sociolinguistically. I will describe these influences below. 

The findings of my research seem to confirm that even the Lundu Sebuyau are vulnerable 

to shift to Malay.  

Phonological and morphological evidence 

I will begin with some phonological evidence. Sebuyau sometimes pronounce 

Malay monophthongs u  and i in place of  the usual diphthongs uwa and iya (see section 

5.1.1 and Tables 5.3 and 5.4). Although Standard Iban, the form written in dictionaries, 

also uses the u and i, the Iban living around Lundu usually add the extra syllable wa or 

ya. For this reason, when the Sebuyau pronounce u and i in these contexts, it is likely due 

to the influence from Malay.  

The morphological process of reduplication may also be related to language shift. 

Sebuyau does not usually mark plural nouns, while Malay uses reduplication. However, 
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some Sebuyau also mark plural nouns in the Malay fashion, by reduplication (see section 

5.3.3 and Figure 5.4). Since borrowing morphological processes indicates intense and 

prolonged contact, this could be interpreted as a portent of language shift to the national 

language. Upon further scrutiny, however, almost none of the Sebuyau that mark plurals 

by reduplication (the Malay way) are women. Fishman (1991, p. 162) found the mother’s 

role in the intergenerational transmission of a language was far more determining than the 

father’s. So it is encouraging that those who pluralize the Malay way are women, because 

that can be interepreted as a sign that the threat of shift is rather weak. It suggests that the 

Sebuyau language will continue to be passed onto the next generation. 

In addition to reduplication, speakers sometimes use the concatenating Malay 

prefixes ber-, ter-, and meN- in place of the Sebuyau and Iban be-, te-, and meN- (see 

sections 5.1.1 and 5.3.2 and Tables 5.5, 5.28, 5.46, 5.48, and 5.50). Sometimes, it is 

unclear whether the Sebuyau are borrowing a prefix, or the entire word. For example, 

number 97 main ‘play’ has the same form and meaning in Iban, Sebuyau, and Malay. So 

what is happening when the Sebuyau say bermain (‘play’) (#99)? Are they borrowing the 

whole word or merely the prefix? The same ambiguity holds true for the prefix te-. In 

#234 terkena (‘use’), it is not obvious whether the Sebuyau are borrowing the Malay 

prefix ter- or the entire word terkena. The same is true for the transitive morpheme N-. It 

is not uncommon for the Sebuyau to use the Malay transitivizer meN- rather than the Iban 

and Sebuyau N- (see section 5.3.2 and Table 5.43). As with the case of be- and te-, there 

are times when the stem is identical in Iban, Sebuyau, and Malay, thus it is unclear 

whether the entire word is being borrowed, or just the prefix meN-. For example, #290 

kunci ‘lock’ has the same form and meaning in Iban, Sebuyau, and Malay. So when the 

Sebuyau use the transitive form mengunci (#289) are they borrowing the whole word or 

merely the prefix meng-? Since there are many Sebuyau/Iban stems with imported 

prefixes, these could be examples of Malay influence on the prefix, rather importation of 

the entire word. 

Borrowing Malay morphology can be a stronger indication incipient language 

shift than borrowing words, because languages tend to borrow morphology only in 

situations of intense contact (Thomason & Kaufman, 1988, p. 74). Furthermore, unlike 
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the case borrowing of lexical items (such as stems), languages must be very similar 

structurally in order to borrow morphology (Winford, 2003, pp. 92–93). Examples of this 

type of contact are Meglenite Rumanian, which uses Bulgarian verb inflections 

(Weinreich, 1953, p. 32), and Chakavian, which uses Serbo-Croatian number affixes 

(Thomason & Kaufman, 1988, p. 57). The fact that Sebuyau use a large number of Malay 

affixes (see Table 5.43) is not surprising given the centuries of close interaction between 

the two groups. This borrowing of bound morphemes shows the influence of Malay is 

strong and may eventually endanger Sebuyau. The reason for this is that intense contact 

between superordinate languages and subordinate ones can correlate with language shift 

(Paulston, 2002, p. 130). It is only strong social constraints and “ethnic stubbornness” 

(Paulston, 1994, p. 16) that have kept Sebuyau strong up to now.  

Another way to see the Malay influence is when the Sebuyau borrow stems from 

Malay, and “Sebuyauize” the word. They may do this because they are not aware of the 

term in their own language, or because they are simply more familiar with the Malay 

form. For example, they know that some Malay prefixes have an r while the Sebuyau 

ones do not (ber-/ter- versus be-/te-). Sometimes, it appears the Sebuyau borrow a Malay 

word, and delete the r, possibly in analogy to the alternation shown in the prefixes. For 

example, ‘jump’ (#126) is tehejun in Sebuyau and terjun in Malay. But sometimes the 

Sebuyau borrow the term from Malay, delete the r, and pronounce it tejun (#125) (see 

Table 5.18). They also sometimes “Sebuyauize” half of a borrowed Malay word. For 

example, the word ‘from’ (#361) is daripada in Malay, while in Sebuyau, it is ahipada 

(see Tables 6.1 and 6.2). The influence of Malay is also seen when they attach Sebuyau 

prefixes onto Malay words (see Table 5.40). For example, the Malay word lintas (‘pass’) 

can be given the Sebuyau transitive prefix nge- and become ngelintas (#211).   

Lexical evidence 

The percentage of borrowed words in the lexicon can be a good indicator of 

language change or shift. Often increased levels of borrowing are a sign of decreased use 

and vitality of the language (Hill & Hill, 1977, pp. 60–67). So, what does the lexicon tell 

us about the direction of language change and/or shift in Sebuyau?  The data I will 
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present below point to Malay being a greater threat than Iban, because Sebuyau borrows 

many words from Malay and few from Iban (see Figure 6.2). Additionally, the kind of 

Malay words used by the Sebuyau is worrying. Usually, there are strong constraints about 

borrowing basic vocabulary (Winford, 2003, p. 53), but the Sebuyau use many Malay 

words from these more intimate domains (see section 6.4.3). This borrowing pattern 

shows very intense and prolonged contact between the two languages, which may be a 

sign of impending shift (Paulston, 2002, p. 130).  

Poplack et al. (1988, p. 97) found that people living in some French 

neighbourhoods of greater Ottawa borrowed more words than those living in other 

French neighbourhoods. To find out whether this was also true of Lundu, I coded for 

location (central versus peripheral villages). In the Sebuyau case, it did not turn out to be 

the case that people from some villages borrowed more words than those from other 

villages. 

In Western societies, young women are usually at the forefront of language shift 

(Gal, 1978) as well as language change (Labov, 1994). Eckert (2011) believes this is 

because males have less license to be flamboyant. The processes involved in both shift 

and change is also similar (Karan, 2001, pp. 27–32). For this reason, I wanted to see if 

there were similarities between high use of hida’ (indicating possible language change) 

(see section 5.2.3 and Figure 5.1) and high use of borrowing (indicating possible 

language shift). To find out if this was true with the Sebuyau as well as in Western 

societies, I coded for age and sex. Graph 7.10 below charts the percentage of borrowed 

words used by each speaker in my texts. Sure enough, at the top left of the chart there is a 

cluster of four teenage girls who use more borrowed words than the rest of the 

community. Since young women frequently lead language shift, it is a worrying trend to 

see teenage girls using more loanwords than the rest of the population. 
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Figure 7.10. Total borrowed words 

 

 Note: red = female; blue = male; black = innovative female 

P = peripheral village 

I will now describe in greater detail these four innovative teenagers. Three of 

these girls are closely related (two are sisters, one is a cousin), and they live in adjacent 

houses in a central village called Sileng. These are the same three girls who seemed to be 

leading language change, using hida’ at higher rates than the rest of the Sebuyau (see 

section 5.2.3 and Figure 5.1) The outlier is not the same as the fourth girl in the group 

that used hida’. However, like the outlier in the hida’ group, she is from Klaoh village. 

This high borrowing girl from Klaoh has a somewhat anomalous way of speaking. Her 

phonology patterns are modeled after the way young women from Mainland Malaysia 

speak on television and radio advertisements. Typical of innovators, she is also 

exceptionally well dressed, and stands out as a leader in the “popular crowd” (Eckert, 

2011, p. 92). She could even be described as somewhat flamboyant, noticeable in her 

dress and demeanor.  
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The details described above may be significant, as Labov’s research (1994, p. 

357) noted that fashion leadership offers “the closest parallel to linguistic change.” This 

may be due to a “cosmopolitan effect”, where young women are motivated to identify 

with fashionable, urban peers. It would seem rather difficult for one person to have both a 

cosmopolitan and a Sebuyau identity, but of all the people in my data set, the young 

woman from Klaoh comes the closest. The fact that she speaks with a Mainland 

Malaysian accent is not unique, and may have to do with an imagined cosmopolitan 

identity discussed by Kanno and Eckert (2003) and Ntelioglou (2017, p. 69). I have also 

noticed this phenomenon in Indonesia. On the island of Sulawesi, tribal people pepper 

their speech with words and phonology from Jakarta Indonesian. On the radio, a few 

singers use an English accent, while some Minangkabau songs are sung with a Arabic 

phonology. Anderson (1983), on the topic of nationalism, wrote about “imagined 

communities.” Both the Minangkabau and Indonesian examples may be cases of young 

people aspiring to be part of imagined communities. In the first instance, they may be 

wanting to identify with the Muslim world; in the latter case, the English-speaking one. A 

similar example comes from when I visited Venezuala, where a local person used English 

phonology when speaking Spanish. In the case of the teen from Klaoh, she may aspire to 

be part of an incipient Malaysian national identity. This may be similar to the Kuching 

Sebuyau teenage girl in  section 3.2.4 who imagined herself as “100% Malaysian, 50% 

Iban and 100% Christian.” For whatever reason, these four innovative young women 

spend a lot of time together, and presently seem to have influence over their peers.  

The next chart narrows down the percentage of borrowed words per speaker by 

excluding ancient borrowings from languages like Sanskrit and Arabic that are no longer 

heard by the Sebuyau. As would be expected, the cluster of innovative teenage girls is 

even more pronounced. They borrow more words from languages they are exposed to 

now than the average Sebuyau speaker. 
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Figure 7.11. New borrowed words 

 

Note: red = female; blue = male; black = innovative female 

P = peripheral village 

There are two modern languages the Sebuyau have access to now – English and 

Malay. They borrow from both languages at roughly the same rates. 41% of the borrowed 

words in the texts are Malay, 40% are English. Although there may be the same number 

of total loanwords from each language, there are important differences. Most of the 

Malay loanwords pertain to more traditional domains, not so much new things. In the 

future, there may be less and less of a need to borrow terms for these items and activities. 

A higher percentage of the English borrowings have to do with new technology and 

ideas. Can information like this help predict whether Sebuyau is weakening or 

strengthening? If there is a threat to the Sebuyau language, what language does it come 

from?  

The English words are recent and prestigious, but since few Sebuyau speak the 
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pattern of people using English words seems to confirm this. There is no clearly defined 
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group of people who borrow more English than others. The chart below shows that 

everyone borrowed English words at similar rates. The fact that the younger people did 

not use more English than their elders seems to confirm that the former colonial language 

does not pose a threat to Sebuyau.  

Figure 7.12. English borrowings 

 

Note: red = female; blue = male; black = innovative female 

P = peripheral village 

But the positive attitude toward, and the spread of English features may affect the 

language in the area in other ways. For example, though the people of the Balkans 

generally continue to speak their own varieties, the area is famous among linguists 

because its languages share similarities in grammar, syntax, vocabulary and phonology. 

Heath (1984, p. 378) claims that the “ongoing mixture involving European languages and 

native vernaculars in former colonies is at least as extensive as in the Balkans.” So, while 

people may not be replacing Sebuyau with English, the former colonial language is 

definitely changing way the tribal language is spoken today. 
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When I charted only the Malay borrowings, the graph showed something 

interesting. Again the same four innovative girls clustered together, this time even more 

strongly than in the charts of general (Figure 7.10) and recent (Figure 7.11) borrowings. It 

showed these four teenage girls used more words borrowed from Malay than any other 

Sebuyau demographic. This may indicate, that the young women are leading language 

shift, and that shift is toward Malay.  

Figure 7.13. Malay borrowings 

 

Note: red = female; blue = male; black = innovative female 

P = peripheral village 

One question relevant to Sebuyau language maintenance is whether the young 

women’s influence will increase or decrease as they age. Will their use of Malay words 

will taper off as they grow older, or will the rest of the population will follow their lead 

and use more Malay? If the innovative girls influence the rest of the Sebuyau, their 

increased use of Malay today can be seen as a harbinger of language shift. But their 

influence may in fact decrease. Cameron’s (2005, p. 39) study of Puerto Rican Spanish  

found that variation in speech due to gender peaked in the teenage years. The innovative 

Sebuyau girls ranged from thirteen to nineteen years old when I recorded them in 2013. 
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Will they begin to speak more mainstream Sebuyau after this stage of life? It would be 

interesting to return to Lundu in 2023 and rerecord these four individuals. I would be 

curious to see if their rates of Malay borrowing have increased, decreased or remained 

constant. If the rates have increased, it may be another case of language shift led by 

young women, as predicted by Gal (1978). 

There are also indicators that the use of Malay words has decreased over the 

years, showing that the Sebuyau language may be strengthening against Malay. Almost 

five decades ago, Hudson (1969) took the Basic Austronesian Wordlist of 211 Sebuyau 

words. In 2016, one of my language helpers gave me the same wordlist. A comparison of 

the lists revealed that in almost fifty years, 90% of the lexemes had remained the same. 

Karl Anderbeck, a linguist with expertise in Borneo who provided me with Hudson’s list, 

had some interesting comments about the 10% of words that differed. I have noted these 

in the tables below.  
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Table 7.5. Sebuyau words becoming more Malay (out of 211) 

 Hudson 1969 Anonby 2016  

1 ngalambat buhu ‘hunt’ 

2 kempat putong ‘cut’ 

3 pegai ngenggam ‘hold’ 

4 lauk ikan ‘fish’ 

5 hangkai kahing ‘dry’ 

6 amau abu ‘ashes’ 

7 lantang luwas ‘wide’ 

8 kemaia bila’ ‘when’ 

 

Table 7.6. Sebuyau words becoming less Malay (out of 211) 

 Hudson 1969 Anonby 2016  

1 tanggan jah ‘let’s’ 

2 kiri kibak ‘left’ 

3 belok biluk ‘turn’ 

4 isap insap ‘suck’ 

5 busok but ‘rotten’ 

6 tiup sepu ‘blow’ 

7 sejuk celap ‘cold’ 

8 baik badas ‘good’ 

9 betul amat ‘true’ 

10 ini/itu tuk/nyak ‘this’ 

11 dan ngao ‘and’ 

12 kalau entik ‘or’ 

13 macamni bekani ‘like’/‘this’ 

14 itu nyak ‘that’ 

A comparison of the wordlists above, taken in 1969 and 2016,  shows a decrease 

in borrowed words over the five decades. Examining both lists, Anderbeck noticed that 

4% of the words were becoming more like Malay. In other words, they were replaced by 

Malay terms, or cognates. In 1969, these same words patterned more like Ibanic. In 

contrast, 7% of the Sebuyau had moved toward Iban/Sebuyau. In other words, in 1969 

these same words were closer to Malay than they are today. So, the evidence from these 

lists seems to show that over the past fifty years, Sebuyau has been slowly purging its 

lexicon of Malay words. According to these wordlists, the percentage of Malay 
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loanwords has decreased over the last five decades. Also, the Sebuyau’s expressed 

attitudes toward Malay are negative. These factors may indicate that Sebuyau is diverging 

from Malay linguistically as well as culturally.  

Analogous to the case of Malay and Sebuyau, Treffers-Daller (1994, p. 85) writes 

about how the young people of Brussels are mixing less French and Dutch in their 

speech. This is a direct result of the growing social distance between the Flemish and the 

Walloons, which is causing each group to identify more exclusively with its own 

language. Gumperz and Wilson (1971) describe a similar scenario in the village of 

Kupwar, India. The villagers belong to three ethnic groups: The Kannada speaking Jains, 

the Urdu speaking Moslems, and the Marathi speaking Untouchables. Like Malay, 

Sebuyau. and Iban; the grammars, word order, structure, and inflections of the Kannada, 

Urdu, and Marathi are almost identical. On the other hand each group wants to be 

identifiably distinct, and as in the case of Sebuyau, this has led to the maintenance of 

differences at the vocabulary level.  

So on closer scrutiny, the indications that the Sebuyau are shifting to Malay are 

not overwhelmingly convincing. Furthermore, the evidence presented above may not be 

of shift, but rather of “language slide” (K. Anderbeck, personal communication, May 14, 

2017). This language slide takes place when it is difficult to clearly say when people have 

given up one language and begun to communicate in another. This particular slide is 

made possible because of the similarity between Sebuyau and Malay. Because of their 

closeness, it may not be a case of the Sebuyau no longer speaking their language, and 

speaking Malay instead. Rather, it may be a matter of their pronouncing some words in a 

more Malay fashion.  

Language change 

I will turn now to the subject of language change in Sebuyau. Internal language 

change is a normal process that does not lead to language shift, so can been seen as 

evidence of language maintenance. There is plenty of data for for language change in 

Sebuyau. For example, speakers use the transitive prefix m- as a way to distinguish Iban 
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verbs from Sebuyau ones (see section 5.3.2, Table 5.39). In Sebuyau it is grammatical to 

insert the m- prefix before roots beginning with g, k,and t. In contrast, in Iban and Malay, 

the m is only used before b and p (see section 5.3.2 and Table 5.33). Sometimes, this may 

result in their overgeneralizing the m- prefix in nonce pronunciations. For example, the 

usual Sebuyau transitive of tiki’ (‘climb’) is niki’ (#705), and the transitive of giga’ 

(‘look’) is ngiga’ (#1245). But at times, some Sebuyau pronounce these words more like 

muiki’ (#709) and miga’ (#1246). The m- may be influenced by the Malay prefix meN. 

However, increased use of m- is not a clear-cut harbinger of language shift. The Malay 

reflexes for ‘climb’ and ‘look’ are naik and mencari, quite different from muiki’ and 

miga’. More likely the (over)use of the transitive prefix m- is a sign of internal language 

change. As the years go by, miki’ and miga’ may become acceptable Sebuyau words, 

distinct from the Iban niki’ and ngiga’.  

Cases of hypercorrection involving m- also point to the Sebuyau language 

remaining distinct and strong. For example, they sometimes use #649 mangkong (‘hit’) 

and other times #650 ngekong. Furthermore, the Sebuyau believe ngekong to be the Iban 

pronunciation. But Steinmayer’s (1999, p. 54) grammar and local Iban speakers maintain 

that the Iban word is not ngekong, but rather mangkong. So why are the Sebuyau 

confused? As explained above, one of the ways Sebuyau differs from Iban is by marking 

some transitive words with an m- instead of the Iban ng-. Since the Sebuyau know that in 

some cases they use m- where the Iban pronounce ng-, they may be overgeneralizing 

(hypercorrecting), when trying to use Iban words, and pronouncing ng- too frequently. 

This hypercorrection may indicate people are aware of, and desire to maintain the 

distinction between Iban and Sebuyau. 

Overdetemination, or marking the same prefix twice, may also point to the fact 

that Sebuyau continues on a more stable course of language change, rather than an 

unstable one of language shift. Overdetermination is a corollary to a rather rich, 

overspecified morphological system (Lupyan & Dale, 2010, p. 2), a system Sebuyau may 

be moving towards. In both Iban and Sebuyau, an extra nge- transitive prefix is 

sometimes added to a stem beginning with a bilabial stop, where the expected prefix 

would be m-. As we have seen, the Sebuyau sometimes put the prefix m- in place of the 
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default homorganic nasal, and perceive this m- to be a marker of the Sebuyau speech 

variety. The Sebuyau’s propensity for adding an extra nge- prefix to words starting with 

m- may be because they are starting to see m- as part of the stem. So, overdetermination 

may be the beginning of a process whereby the m- will no longer be perceived as a 

transitive prefix. 11 

Since the bilabial prefix is seen as a marker of Sebuyau pronunciation, the term 

“mismatched prefixes” used in section 5.3.2 may mean two things. In fact, in Table 5.39 

it can have almost the opposite sense of what it means in Tables 5.36, 5.37, and 5.38. In 

Tables 5.36, 5.37, and 5.38 the mismatched nasals are the ones that have a different point 

of articulation than the first consonant of the stem they adhere to. But in Table 5.39, the 

mismatched prefixes may actually be the ones where the nasal prefix has the same point 

of articulation as the first consonant of the stem. In Table 5.39 they would be mismatched 

because they are not pronounced in the Sebuyau manner (with m), but rather in the Iban 

fashion (with ng). For example, both pronunciations of ‘look’ have the same stem — 

giga’. So which is mismatched, the Iban ngiga’ (#1245) or the Sebuyau miga’ (#1246)?  

Another phonological change happening in Sebuyau is s~h alternation in the 

words sida’ and hida’ (‘they’) (see section 5.2.2 and Table 5.12). Unlike the m- prefix, 

the s~h alternation seems to be below the level of consciousness. People are aware that 

the m- prefix is a marker of Sebuyau, but they do not comment on hida’ being Sebuyau 

and sida’ being Iban. As mentioned previously, young women are usually at the forefront 

of language change (Labov, 1994). Eckert (2011) believes this is because males have less 

license to be flamboyant. To see if this was also true in non-Western societies, I coded 

Sebuyau speakers for age and sex. The use of hida’ turned out to be particularly high in a 

group of four teenage girls (see Figure 5.1). Three of them are cousins living in adjascent 

houses in the village of Sileng, and the fourth girl is from the village of Klaoh. The three 

Sileng cousins are innovating in other ways as well, which I have discussed previously. 

                                                 
11 One way to prove this would be to see if the younger people had higher incidents of double transitive 

use, attaching an ng- to a verb that already had the transitive marked by m-. If the younger people are 

more likely than adults to attach the ng- prefix to a word beginning with the m- prefix, this may indicate 

Sebuyau youth are beginning to re-analyze this m- prefix as part of the stem. 
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Finding the three cousins and their friend use much more hida’ may indicate that young 

women lead language change in Eastern societies as well as Western ones. 

As with all language change, an important question is whether this trend to use 

hida’ will be followed by the rest of the population, or whether the innovating girls’ 

influence will taper off as they grow older. Cameron’s study of Puerto Rican Spanish 

(2005, p. 39) found that variation in speech due to gender peaked in the teenage years. 

The innovating Sebuyau girls are aged thirteen to nineteen. Will they begin to more sida’ 

as they grow older, or will the rest of the population follow their lead and begin using 

more hida’? Looking at Figure 5.1, the use of hida’ does seem to decrease with age. If the 

innovative girls influence the rest of the Sebuyau, hida’ may be a case of incipient 

language change. The fact that the s variant is still more common at present may indicate 

the change from Iban s to Sebuyau h is in the beginning stages. It would be interesting to 

return to Lundu at some later date and rerecord these four young women to see if their 

rates of hida’ use have increased, decreased, or remained constant. If there were 

indications of more hida’ use, it would be a case of normal language change, predicted by 

Labov (1994), rather than an indication of language shift. 

Summary 

In conclusion, there seems to be strong evidence that Sebuyau is undergoing 

independent change. Most morphological and phonological evidence indicate that the 

language is changing in ways that have little to do with the people’s exposure to Malay, 

English, or Iban. By far the most salient sound change is that Sebuyau pronounce h where 

Malay and Iban use r. There is also phonological variation where c is sometimes 

pronounced s, and s becomes h. In terms of morphology, there seems to be a trend in 

Sebuyau to use the bilabial nasal m- prefix to mark transitive verbs. But even evidene of 

clear borrowings from Malay, such as noun reduplication, poses little threat to the 

intergenerational transmission of Sebuyau. Likely the strongest sign of incipient language 

shift is that cadre of teenage girls who use more Malay borrowed words than average. 

However, there are strong cultural forces that mitigate the pressure to shift to Malay and 

Iban, and these sociolinguistic forces are maintaining the Sebuyau language strong. 
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 Conclusion 

Minority languages exist in various permutations of language ecology. The 

prospects for prolonged multilingualism within the Americas (a typical settler ecology 

area) are more tenuous than in Asia. As demonstrated in this chapter, Sebuyau has the 

good fortune of being embedded in a prototypical extractive ecology. However, there is 

linguistc evidence for language change as well as for language shift. The most serious 

threat seems to come from Malay. Though Sebuyau appears fairly secure for the time 

being, there are reasons to worry about its vitality in the future.  
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Conclusion 

This chapter will begin with a summary of the research questions, and how I 

answered them. I will then discuss some other general findings that were not specific to 

my research questions. There will be a cursory look at possible signs of language shift 

among the Sebuyau, but more emphasis on the clear indications of language maintenance. 

The reasons there is so little danger of shift are largely due to the language ecology of the 

region. This study will give people who are trying to maintain or revive indigenous 

languages a clearer picture of the ecologies in which their own languages are situated. 

The chapter will conclude with some suggestions for future research, both on the specific 

topic of the Sebuyau language and on language maintenance in general.  

 Answers to research questions 

Why haven’t the Sebuyau been swallowed up by Malay, Chinese, or some other 

dominant language and culture? They have been able to keep their language and culture 

largely because they live in an environment that is favourable to small language 

maintenance. It is not so much the Sebuyau themselves, but more the linguistic ecology 

of the region that is responsible for their prolonged multilingualism. 

How do the Sebuyau relate to their neighbours? Paradoxically, though the 

Sebuyau belong to a small group that is decidedly not wealthy, they do not exhibit signs 

of being oppressed by their larger neighbours. They own their own land, and exhibit a 

sense of sovereignty that likely helps them maintain their language. 
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It is not entirely clear how attitudes correlate with language maintenance among 

the Sebuyau. For example, the attitudes toward English are extremely positive, yet there 

seems to be no sign of anyone shifting to that language. The attitudes toward Malay are 

generally negative, yet there are many borrowing from that language and even 

preliminary indications of language shift to Malay. 

The Sebuyau generally celebrate the “purer” form of their language, and attempt 

to discourage people (especially the youth) from mixing it — particularly with Malay. 

The youth accept, and even appear grateful for their elders’ criticism. These attitudes 

toward mixing, coupled with the prohibition of speaking anything but Sebuyau with 

peers, seems to have contributed to language maintenance. 

At first glance, the Sebuyau seem to be a counterexample to the norm that when 

large and small languages coexist, the norm is shift to the dominant language. Prolonged 

group multilingualism has not resulted in their shifting to another, larger language. 

Sebuyau has continued because it exists in “functional complementary distribution” 

(Paulston, 2002, p. 130) with Malay. Basically, this means the two languages are used in 

mutually exclusive domains. Sebuyau is used when speaking with other Sebuyau and 

Malay is used in other transactions. This diglossic situation has had the effect of keeping 

the Sebuyau language strong. 

Are small languages more easily maintained if the larger ones that are the target 

of shift are related structurally? In this study, Sebuyau and Malay are very similar (see 

Tables 5.25 and 5.28). Furthermore, the Sebuyau have remained bilingual in Malay for 

centuries. We may surmise it would be a greater mental investment for an individual 

Sebuyau to maintain an unrelated language such as Chinese. So the Sebuyau experience 

seems to indicate that in a highly multilingual situation, if the target of shift is related 

structurally, prolonged maintenance is more feasible. 

The way Sebuyau tell stories varies widely from individual to individual. Some of 

the differences are because of the way their speech was influence by other languages. 

This influence in turn haa to do with contact, location, and parentage. For example, 
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people living in the peripheral villages tended to use more Iban, as did children with an 

Iban parent (see section 5.2.5). 

In particular, there was one group of young women who borrowed more Malay 

words than average (see section 6.5 and Figure 6.6). This is significant, because this is 

often the demographic that is at the forefront of language change. Although there were 

only four of these teens, this was probably the strongest quantifiable indicator of 

language shift among the Sebuyau.  

 General findings  

The attempts to answer the research questions led to many other discoveries. 

What follows is a summary of these. 

The study found that there are two groups of Sebuyau. The primary group, which 

I studied, lives around Lundu. These Sebuyau have maintained their language. The 

second conglomeration resides in the suburbs of the city of Kuching, and has largely 

shifted to Iban. In the Lundu area, there are two Sebuyau dialects, upriver and downriver. 

Both are mutually intelligible, and the upriver dialect is the prestige variety. 

One feature that distinguishes this thesis from most studies of language 

maintenance is the emphasis on textual data. Other studies rely more on interviews and 

more qualitative methods. I recorded 48 texts of 24 Sebuyau telling stories. I then 

transcribed them, glossed the words, and translated them into English. I then took all the 

words from these stories and put them into an Excel sheet dictionary, with translations 

into Iban, Standard Malay, Sarawak Malay and English. I also noted the borrowed words, 

which comprised about 10% of Sebuyau vocabulary, and recorded which source 

languages the lexemes came from. These data may be useful to scholars who wish to 

study these languages in the future. 

The linguistic data indicate Sebuyau is a variant of Iban that is heavily influenced 

by Malay. Analysis of the recorded data shows there is a dialect chain from Iban to 
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Sebuyau to Sarawak Malay to Standard Malay. Sebuyau and Iban are not mutually 

intelligible. Some Sebuyau feel they have a separate language, while others believe they 

speak a form of Iban.  

Sebuyau has borrowed from many languages (see Figure 6.2). However, the 

largest share of non-native words (80%) are either Malay or English. Most of the other 

20% come from languages that are no longer spoken on Borneo, such as Sanskrit, 

Portuguese, and Arabic. Interestingly, even though there has been rather intense contact 

with Chinese people for over two hundred years, their language seems to have exerted 

almost no influence on Sebuyau.  

Sebuyau villages are surrounded by Malay and Chinese ones (see Figure 3.5). 

Although English and Iban communities are non-existent or sparse, both of these 

languages also exert an influence on Sebuyau. They borrow many words from English, 

but the structure of Sebuyau has not been influenced by that language. 

On the one hand, differences in linguistic structure do not seem to affect 

borrowing. For example, Sebuyau borrows roughly the same percentage of words from 

Malay (which has similar structure) as it does from English (which has a different 

structure). However having a similar structure does seem to make it easier for the 

Sebuyau to use Malay affixes.  

The research revealed some interesting examples of borrowing. These are cases 

often overlooked in the foundational work in contact linguistics (Winford, 2003). For 

example, at times the Sebuyau borrowed a word with a stem from one language and an 

affix from another (see section 6.4.1 and Table 6.4). In other cases, a person would start a 

word in one language, then finish it in another (see section 6.4.1).  
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 Language maintenance 

There are many factors that have helped the Sebuyau who live in Lundu to retain 

their language. The various reasons have much to do with history, ecology and 

dissimilation (with some overlap between the categories).  

 Is Sebuyau threatened? 

There are three large languages which could potentially pose a threat to Sebuyau: 

English, Malay and Iban. We will summarize each of these in turn. 

Though the Sebuyau generally love English and borrow many English words, 

extremely few are fluent in the language. It is primarily the Chinese who speak English. 

Also, unlike Malay, few of the terms borrowed from English are basic vocabulary words. 

Since fluency is so low, and since few English borrowings are core vocabulary, there is 

little danger of anyone shifting from Sebuyau to English. 

The situation with Malay is almost a mirror image of English. Generally, attitudes 

towards Malay are not positive, yet all the Sebuyau are fluent in the language. Sebuyau 

borrows not just stems, but also affixes from Malay (see Tables 5.40, 5.41, and 5.43). 

This is a sign of very intense contact (Thomason & Kaufman, 1988, p. 74). Most of the 

data seem to show the Sebuyau are not shifting to Malay. For example, more women use 

the conservative h phonological variant (see section 5.2.5 and Figure 5.2) and they tend to 

pluralize nouns in the Sebuyau way (see Figure 5.4). Since women have the more 

important role in intergenerational transmission of language (Fishman, 1991, p. 162), 

their vigorous use of Sebuyau bodes well for the future. On the other hand, there may be 

indicators of incipient language shift. For example, a group of four teenage girls in 

Keluarga church use more Malay words than average. The literature (Gal, 1978; Labov, 

1994) shows teenage girls are the demographic that tends to be at the forefront of 

language change (Labov, 1994). Since the process of language shift is similar to that of 

language change (Karan, 2001, pp. 27–32), these four girls’ way of speaking may be the 

beginning of language shift to Malay.  
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There is also evidence that Sebuyau is becoming closer to Iban. Particularly, 

people seem to be beginning to pronounce the iconic Sebuyau h as the Iban r. The r is the 

Malay pronunciation as well as the Iban one, so the change could also be analyzed as 

Sebuyau becoming closer to Malay. The Sebuyau, however consider this r pronunciation 

to be speaking “the Iban way”. The men are leading the shift to r pronunciation (see 

section 5.2.5 and Figure 5.2). It is likely an example of “change from below” the level of 

consciousness (Labov, 1994, p. 196). If Sebuyau is treated as a language, the h to r 

change could be seen as a harbinger language shift to Iban (or Malay). If Sebuyau is 

looked at as a dependent variety of Iban, this could be regarded simply as the loss of a 

non-standard variety of that language. Maybe the difference is that the change to Iban is 

leading the Sebuyau closer to a tribal identity, while the change to Malay is leading away.  

I believe a diffusion or wave model (Campbell, 2004, pp. 188–191; Krauss & 

Golla, 1981, p. 68) explains the Sebuyau change from h to r better than a tree model. The 

influence of Malay has intensified recently, due mainly to schooling. Additionally, Iban 

radio has been a strong force in making that language well known in the area. The 

Sebuyau language may be changing because of so much exposure Malay and Iban, that 

use r.  

 Historical reasons for maintenance 

The island of Borneo is not well located vis-à-vis international trade routes, nor is 

it richly endowed with natural resources that could be coveted by outsiders. Because of 

this, the economy did not develop quickly (Pringle, 1970, p. 73). Had the island been 

strategically located and graced with marketable resources, it may have been more of a 

target for powerful polities and their languages. Thus the initial economic stagnation of 

Borneo in general and the Lundu area in particular may have helped preserve its 

languages. 

The Brooke regime strongly encouraged Chinese, Malays, and other tribal people, 

such as Ibans and Sebuyau, to live in separate areas. They also discouraged any 

intermarriage, because they found segregating people into autonomous neighbourhoods 
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made administration easier. A mild form of apartheid has more or less continued to this 

day under the Malaysian administration. This social and economic segregation has likely 

helped the Sebuyau maintain their language by keeping the people together in one area.  

The second rajah, Charles, abolished Sebuyau rule over the Malays (“Sarawak 

Gazette,” 1878), and gave the Malays charge over the government. This may have further 

decreased the interaction between the two groups. It also may have caused the Sebuyau to 

resent the Malays for usurping their official power and land. The acrimony, which 

continues today, may have contributed toward keeping the Malays and their language at a 

distance. 

In the past, the Sebuyau generally feared and mistrusted anyone living outside of 

their village. For this reason, endogamy was the rule. (It used to be very common to 

marry cousins). This lack of exogamy probably contributed to many generations of 

children being raised in the Sebuyau culture and language. Endogamy likely helped keep 

the Sebuyau language strong.  

The fact that Maryatt and Brooke could use Malay with the Sebuyau in the mid 

1800s implies Sebuyau has had a diglossic relationship with Malay for a long time. For 

most of its history, Malay functioned as a simplified lingua franca, so the people needed 

to speak Sebuyau among themselves to talk about more complicated matters. It continues 

to be very unusual, and socially sanctioned, for non-Malays to be monolingual in Malay. 

The English language also functioned as a lingua franca in the Lundu area. Because of 

the rather limited role played by lingua francas, Malay and English never posed the same 

threat to indigenous languages that, for example, English did in the Americas.  

 Linguistic ecology reasons for maintenance 

The strong diglossic relationship between Sebuyau on the one hand, and Malay 

(and other languages) on the other, has continued since historical times. There still is a 

strong injunction against speaking any language other than Sebuyau with fellow Sebuyau. 
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This situation of stable diglossia has allowed the Sebuyau to retain their language over 

the years.  

Another factor that may help the survival of Sebuyau is the larger society’s 

acceptance of multilingualism. For example, in most of Canada, it is seen as rude to 

speak a language other than English with a clerk in a public setting. However, in 

Malaysia, it is the norm for Chinese, Malay, or tribal sales attendants to speak with fellow 

employees or clients out loud in a language other customers do not understand. This habit 

may serve the function of regularly putting all languages on the same footing, and thus 

taking away any stigma of speaking Sebuyau. 

There are multilingual ecologies with a laissez-faire attitude toward mixing 

languages (such as Puerto Rican Spanish) (Poplack, 1985). Others, such as the French 

Canadian and Sebuyau, strongly discourage language mixing. This study seems to show 

that encouraging language purity and discouraging language mixing, as the Sebuyau do, 

can correlate with prolonged language maintenance. 

Sebuyau territory is in a geographic area that is conducive to high diversity. Over 

the years, researchers from Wallace (1878) to Rapoport (1982) observed there was higher 

number of species in coastal and equatorial regions. Many scholars also noted these areas 

with high species diversity also had a large number of languages (e.g., Rapoport, 1982; 

Mace & Pagel, 1995; Harmon, 1996; Nettle, 1996; Nichols, 1997). The Lundu area, with 

its high humidity, heat and tropical coastal climate, would be a region one would expect 

to find many small languages. So it would seem that geography itself is helping the tribal 

people of the area retain their languages.  

Most Sebuyau seem to be quite proud of their heritage, and that feeling extends to 

their way of speaking. For this reason, they experience little internal pressure to give up 

their language. They are happy to maintain their distinct identity, and the Sebuyau 

language is a part of that. Their positive attitude has likely helped the Sebuyau maintain 

their language.  
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The Sebuyau (particularly the ones we observed from Keluarga church) form a 

very tight knit society, close to what Givon (1979) called a “community of intimates”. 

They regularly go on group outings, participate in rites of passage such as funerals and 

weddings, and spend almost the entire day together on Sundays. This provides them with 

many opportunities to speak Sebuyau, which no doubt contributes to keeping the 

language robust among them.  

Edwards (1985, p. 150) explains that it is much easier to maintain two dialects 

than two languages, because the intellectual cost is much lower. By implication, it 

requires much less effort to maintain bilingualism in two structurally similar languages 

than it does to retain two completely different languages. So fact that Malay and Iban are 

very similar structurally to Sebuyau may help maintain bilingualism for generations to 

come.  

Another aspect that has helped Sebuyau is that language comes “packaged” with 

territory (Mühlhäusler, 2000, p. 236). Tribal villages are distinctly marked by signage as 

being “Dayak”. The Sebuyau area is clearly demarcated, and there are strong opinions 

against the selling of tribal land to Chinese or Malays. Since Sebuyau has its own safe 

territory, it is stronger and more likely to be maintained.  

Conversely, Sebuyau may have been able to weather the onslaught of English 

because that language does not come packaged with territory. Though Sarawak was some 

sort of an English colony, very few English women moved there. This is largely because 

the administration only hired single men, and strongly encouraged them not to marry. The 

fact that there is still no English speaking enclave in Lundu makes that very powerful 

international language less of a threat to Sebuyau, and thus helps their tribal language 

remain strong. 

In the old days, people were punished for using Sebuyau in school, and the 

language still has no place in the classroom. Somewhat controversially, not allowing 

Sebuyau in the classroom may have helped preserve it. Grenoble and Whaley (1998, pp. 

383–386), Fishman (1991, pp. 111–113), Crawford (1996, p. 56), and Paulston (1986, p. 
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503) imply that official reinforcement can be more detrimental to indigenous languages 

than persecution. So, maybe official neglect and/or mild persecution has been a positive 

factor for Sebuyau as well. 

There is a large residential school in Lundu that houses Malays and students from 

various tribes. But since their villages are close enough to bus to the high school, the 

Sebuyau youth do not sleep in dormitories. If they were to live in residence with other 

tribes and Malays, the pressure to speak that language would likely be stronger. Being 

able to come home every day may be the reason the Sebuyau retain their language to an 

even greater degree than other local tribes.  

There are three large, powerful languages in the Lundu district: Malay, English 

and Chinese. This contrasts with other areas of the world, such as the Americas, where 

there is only one language of wider communication. So for example, in Brazil, 

indigenous people are strongly pulled in a single direction — Portuguese, while in the 

Lundu area, the Sebuyau are pulled in three directions. Since there are several pressures 

placed on the Sebuyau, these have the effect of stasis by cancelling each other out. 

Instead of being pulled steadily in toward one language, they are pulled simultaneously to 

three. The outcome is that Sebuyau actually experiences less pressure to shift toward one 

single large language. 

 Dissimilation 

Dissimilation is the process where people create more distance between them and 

another society (Benjamin, 2002, p. 34). This applies to the Sebuyau, who are very 

motivated not to adopt the Malay identity. This negative attitude likely makes them 

unwilling to give up Sebuyau for Malay. The Chinese attitude toward Malay is even more 

unfavourable. Since the Chinese are in charge of the economy and employ many 

Sebuyau, their influence may indirectly encourage the Sebuyau to dissimilate from the 

Malays even more.  
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There are many signs that the Sebuyau have drifted away from the Malays. For 

example, today they rarely play the Malay kompang drum, wear Malay clothing, grow 

goatees like the Malays, or watch movies together. In contrast to the past, there are fewer 

points of contact between the two groups these days. The Malays, too, are becoming 

more distinct. The two languages may also be drifting apart. One wordlist taken in 1969 

and again in 2016 showed the Sebuyau language had dissimilated or diverged from 

Malay over the past fifty years. This cultural drift separating the Sebuyau from the 

Malays may help preserve the language.  

Religion is a major point of contention. The case could be made that the Sebuyau 

accepted Christianity in order to dissimilate from the Moslem Malays (Brooke, 1866a, p. 

77; Steinmayer, 2004). Malay is strongly associated with Islam. The Sebuyau do not want 

to speak the language of a Moslem people. The increasing religious difference has 

inhibited assimilation and thus helped the Sebuyau perpetuate their language. 

 Contribution to the research on language maintenance  

Dorian (1998, p. 17) noted there was a lot of research on communities in the 

process of losing their language, but few studies of small groups that have resisted 

language shift. This study presents a clear example of one such community, and explains 

the factors responsible for the prolonged maintenance. 

There is little evidence of language shift among the Sebuyau, and some data seem 

to show the language is actually becoming more distinct from its potential threat —

Malay. For example, a wordlist taken in 1969 had more Malay words than the same one 

taken in 2016. Treffers-Daller (1994, p. 85) describes how the young people of Brussels 

are mixing less Flemish and French as their social distance grows. There may be evidence 

of the same thing happening between Sebuyau and Malay. So, social distance may be a 

factor in prolonged language maintenance. 

Other issues have to do with timing and footprints of the groups in contact. The 

Chinese, Malays and Sebuyau migrated to western Sarawak at close to the same time, and 
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had more or less the same populations. This contrasts with the Americas, where 

Europeans came much later than the indigenous groups. Furthermore, the Old World 

diseases the Europeans brought decimated the indigenous people, making for a huge 

imbalance of populations (Crosby, 1992). But in the Lundu area, the proportions of 

Chinese, Malays and Sebuyau have continued to be roughly the same. Wendel and 

Heinrich (2012), Mühlhäusler (2000) and Nettle (1999) stress the relationship between 

equality and language maintenance. They believe where there is inequality, there is more 

likely to be language shift. On the one hand, is does seem like having roughly equal 

populations may have contributed to the prolonged language maintenance of Sebuyau. 

But there is also a huge gap between the strength and resources of English, Malay and 

Chinese, versus Sebuyau. So, Sebuyau can also be seen as an example of a language that 

has been maintained for hundreds of years in spite of being in an ecology with great 

inequality. So the premise that inequality leads to language shift may be only partially 

correct. In the case of the Sebuyau, as long as they kept roughly the same population as 

the other groups, they were able to maintain their language — despite large disparities in 

wealth and power.  

This study also shows how control of the economy correlates with language 

maintenance. In the settler societies where languages are strong and spoken by all 

members, there are usually two opposite economic scenarios. The first is where people 

are living in largely a subsistence-based economy, and depend very little on trade. The 

second is when they control the market economy of their region, and thus are basically 

the wealthiest group. But in extractive ecologies, languages like Sebuyau can be 

maintained even though its people have little control over their own economy. 

The correlation between language maintenance and literacy not certain — even in 

the cases of people who learn to read and write in their own language. There are 

examples where indigenous language literacy have encouraged language maintenance 

(Crawford, 1989), and also instances where this led to more rapid language shift (Luykx, 

2011). Mühlhäusler (2000, p. 320) summarizes that it is unclear whether literacy 

strengthens or weakens a language. This study suggests that in settler ecologies, high 

literacy rates among minority people usually weaken their language. But among the 
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Sebuyau, (and possibly in the extractive ecologies in general), when the majority of tribal 

people become literate — even if it is in the language of wider communication — their 

position can strengthen. 

Scholars writing on the topic of language shift often imply that traditional culture 

and language go together. By extension, a good way to preserve language is to preserve 

the lifestyle that accompanies it (Fishman, 1991, p. 57; Joseph, 2004, p. 23). But most of 

today’s Sebuyau speakers no longer practice their traditional culture. Rather, they are 

creating a new, hybrid way of being Sebuyau, and the language is linked to both the old 

and the new culture. This seems to show that closely associating a language with a 

traditional culture can lead to shift. Conversely, if people feel free to link their language 

to a modern or hybrid culture, it can have a better chance of being maintained. 

 The literature on language maintenance suggests that speaking a language of 

wider communication in the home is a harbinger of language shift (Fishman, 1991; 

Holmes, 2001). However, many tribal parents in Sarawak attempt to bring up their 

children in English, Malay, Chinese, or Iban. In fact, many Sebuyau seem not to learn 

their language well until they are in their late teens. Yet speaking a language of wider 

communication in the home does not lead their abandoning the tribal language. So in this 

case, whether or not children speak a tribal language with family members does not seem 

to have a strong bearing on language maintenance. 

One of the apprehensions parents have about raising children to speak two 

languages is that they will not master any language well. This concept, called 

“semilingualism”, can discourage language maintenance. Most linguists do not accept the 

view that people can be semilingual (Edelsky et al., 1983; Martin-Jones & Romaine, 

1986; Hinnenkamp, 2005). Nevertheless, there seems to be some evidence that this 

controversial condition may exist among some multilingual speakers in the Lundu area. 
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 Educational implications 

Do the findings of this research have any educational implications for Sebuyau? 

In Lundu, the school system seems to preserve minority languages, while in extractive 

ecologies such as the Americas, education often seems to correlate with language shift. 

The real reason for this may be because Sebuyau is entirely outside of the official 

educational system. It is only used for oral purposes and for texting (which is something 

between literacy and orality). Almost all young people are in school, and learn in an 

environment of strict diglossia, where Malay (and some English) is the language of the 

classroom. The wealthier study in the local Chinese medium school, where there is also 

no Sebuyau. In the former generation, students were punished and fined for speaking 

their local language in class. Today, consequences are less severe, but Sebuyau continues 

to have no place in the educational system. Paradoxically, this lack of institutional 

support may have helped preserve the language. This diglossia may have kept Sebuyau 

from having to compete with Malay, English, and Chinese in a domain where it would 

not be able to win. In the Carolinas, Heath (1983, pp. 355–356) found that weakening 

the boundaries between the school language and the home language helped parents 

become more involved in their children’s education. But the Sebuyau case seems to 

imply that in the context of an extractive linguistic ecology, parents being engaged in 

their children’s education does not necessarily help them maintain their language. The 

greatest implication of this study for education may be that enforcing strict Fergusonian 

diglossia (Ferguson, 1959) — a high language in school, a low language in the village — 

may serve to prolong multilingualism.  

An educational policy that is hostile or indifferent to minority languages may 

actually help preserve them. In the past, the Brooke administration neglected Sebuyau 

education. This may have kept the language strong simply by keeping the people isolated 

and conservative. If anything, today’s official educational policy is even more overtly 

hostile to Sebuyau. But this, too, may be helping language maintenance by reinforcing 

the concept of an “enemy” language. The Sebuyau have decidedly mixed attitudes about 

the Malaysian educational policy. On the one hand, they are very grateful for free 

education. On the other hand, some express resentment that they are forced to learn via 
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the medium of Malay. So paradoxically, schools that are pro-Malay and anti-Sebuyau 

language may actually be providing the Sebuyau with another reason to use their 

language. Speaking Sebuyau may be a way of passively resisting an unpopular 

educational policy.  This may have the effect of slowing down language shift. 

 Implications for language maintenance 

The findings of this research have implications for language planning. Taking into 

account whether minority languages are located in settler or extractive areas may help 

people be more successful with their language maintenance plans. My experiences in 

Lundu, coupled with many years of work in the Americas, have made me question certain 

orthodoxies when it comes to literacy and economy. For example, Grenoble and 

Whaley’s (1998, p. 54) research established that economics was the most important factor 

influencing the fate of minority languages. They also found (Grenoble & Whaley, 1998, 

p. 37, 38) that if minority people needed the language of wider communication for 

economic advancement, they would eventually shift to it. By analogy, a common 

sentiment among language planners is that helping the minority people become more 

prosperous would improve the strength of their language. But if we put languages in the 

context of a settler or an extractive ecology, the implications of economic control are 

totally different. In an extractive ecology, groups such as the Sebuyau continue to speak 

their language even though there are no economic reasons to do so. In a settler ecology, 

improving the economic prospects of a people without giving them full financial control 

may actually weaken their language. 

Another example involves the role of literacy. Fishman (1980, p. 169) insisted 

that in order to survive, minority languages needed to be written, and not merely spoken. 

However, the truth may be more nuanced. In a settler ecology, literacy does not usually 

correlate with language maintenance. Furthermore, it does not seem to matter much 

whether minority people become literate in their indigenous language (Luykx, 2011, p. 

146), or in the language of wider communication (Hill & Hill, 1977, p. 59). This 

challenges some of the foundations and methodologies of language maintenance efforts 

in many places of the Americas. However, in the extractive type ecologies, high literacy 
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rates may strengthen minority languages. And it does not seem to matter whether they 

write in their indigenous language or in the language of wider communication.  

My research seems to show that official language policies have little influence on 

language shift. Most decisions about language maintenance are made at the grassroots 

level, and the government’s efforts generally do not make a huge difference. Canada and 

Ireland are examples of countries that invest heavily in bilingualism. The government of 

Ireland has many programs for its citizens to learn Gaelic. In Canada there are free 

French immersion schools, French signs for all federally administered services, and 

various other incentives to learn French. Yet despite favourable government policies, 

there has been limited success in maintaining Gaelic speaking communities outside of the 

Gaeltcht, or French speaking communities outside of Quebec. This failure is not so much 

because of lack of government encouragement, but because Ireland and Canada have 

settler linguistic ecologies. Malaysia, on the other hand, has a stronger Malay-only 

policy. All government services and schools are in Malay. Parents who wish to educate 

their child in Chinese or English must pay for their schooling from their own resources. 

But in the area where I did my fieldwork there is almost no language shift. So, the stable 

multilingualism I witnessed cannot be due to official government encouragement. Rather, 

it is more likely because this part of Malaysia is located in an extractive ecology region.   

 Future directions for research 

This study has answered many questions but has also sparked new ones. This final 

section outlines some ideas for future research. Some are specific to the region, while 

others pertain more to language maintenance in general.  

 Research specific to Sebuyau 

In a few years, it would be interesting to conduct another study to see how 

Sebuyau has changed. At first, it would be revealing to test the same four innovative 

teenage girls who used more Malay loanwords than usual. Will they speak more 

“normal” Sebuyau after their teens, or will they be spearheading language shift to Malay?  
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It would also be intriguing to see if Lundu Sebuyau continues to become more 

like Iban. One way to do this would be to study how far the change from h to r has 

progressed. Unlike the subjects who are leading shift to Malay, men are leading the 

change to Iban. Since high r use is not a teenage phenomenon, it is more likely to endure 

an entire generation. Because of this, it may more profitable to wait thirty years or more 

before retesting the percentages of r use among the Sebuyau.  

At present, the percentage of loanwords from Malay and English are almost 

exactly the same. In another generation, it would be revealing to record the same Sebuyau 

texts and analyze them to see if either English or Malay loanwords have increased. 

In another fifty years, it would be interesting to take another Basic Austronesian 

wordlist from a Lundu Sebuyau, and compare it to the same lists taken in 1969 and 2016. 

This study found the percentage of Malay words was lower in the latter list. Will the 

trend continue in the future?  

Around the same time, it would be very revealing to hold another workshop with 

Sebuyau, and have them draw the same charts and maps they did in in 2015. It would be 

interesting to see if the linguistic landscape of Lundu had changed. Will the various 

groups still be located in the same areas? Will any tribal subpopulations be monolingual 

in Malay? In fifty years, will Malay be used in domains that use Sebuyau today? For 

example, at present, speaking Malay with fellow Sebuyau is strongly discouraged, and 

very rare. Will that continue to be the norm in the future? Lastly, the Kuching Sebuyau 

increasingly refer to themselves as “Koa’”. Will the Lundu Sebuyau follow suit?  

 General research 

One potential direction for future research involves the question of late language 

acquisition. The common truism is that it is normal for languages to be acquired in order. 

For example, the tribal language would be the first language a child learns in the home; 

then, he or she would acquire a second language later, often in school. But the languages 

the Sebuyau speak do not seem to be acquired in this consecutive fashion. In fact, it is 
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commonplace for people to learn or perfect their tribal language as adults. I have heard of 

other cases of this. For example, some Mennonites in Manitoba are English dominant 

when they are young, but switch to Plautdietsch as adults (C. Thiessen, personal 

communication, July 5, 1998). A future direction for research might be to study other 

parts of the world where people learn heritage or tribal languages later in life. Related to 

this are the situations where two or more languages are learned simultaneously. Are these 

languages different from those that are mastered in a consecutively by children? 

In general, the field of language endangerment could use more studies of small 

language communities that have resisted language shift (Dorian, 1998, p. 17). This study 

examines the constellation of factors involved in Sebuyau language maintenance, but the 

causes might be different for other groups. My hope is that future researchers will find 

the secrets of prolonged language maintenance among many other tribal communities 

around the world.  

Many examinations of language shift and maintenance have relied primarily on 

data gathered on a single language. As interesting as this may be, it is not very predictive 

of future language maintenance or shift. This study has also tried to demonstrate the 

crucial role played by the linguistic ecology. Rather than concentrate on individual 

languages, a more fruitful track for future research might be to study the entire language 

ecology of the area. In other words, instead of studying one species, we should look at the 

entire forest. In the natural world, we find some ecosystems have few species of trees 

(e.g., the boreal forest) while others have many (e.g., tropical forest). It would be very 

beneficial to have more comparative research that looks at the different ecologies in the 

linguistic world. Working with individual languages has been beneficial, but only to a 

limited extent. If we can learn how to influence entire language ecologies, we may have 

more success in our efforts to maintain minority languages and reverse language shift.  
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Appendix A. 

 

Wordlist 

The following wordlist consists of terms in four columns: Sebuyau, Iban, 

Standard Malay, and Sarawak Malay. The fifth column has the words’ English glosses.  

This is not an attempt to make a comprehensive record of the Sebuyau language. 

Rather, the words in the Sebuyau column are the ones found in my texts. I elicited two 

stories from twenty-four people, and recorded every pronunciation of every word they 

used. At times, I recorded words that were not in the text, and labelled them accordingly 

in the wordlist. Usually, these words surfaced when I was going over the text with a 

Sebuyau speaker. They would say for example, “That is an Iban (or Malay) word, the 

Sebuyau word is ___.”  

The wordlist is an Excel spreadsheet with 2,597 entries in the Sebuyau column. 

There are fewer actual words in the fifth, with English glosses, for the following reasons: 

In 88, there two (or rarely, three) words in Sebuyau that expressed basically the 

same concept in English.  

There are 37 words that are recorded twice because some people spoke the ili, or 

downriver variety of Sebuyau. The main difference is that this dialect uses an e versus a 

in the final syllable of words, so for instance, ‘broken’ is pronounced peceh rather than 

the standard Sebuyau pecah. 

In 108 cases, words are recorded twice because they are said with the Iban 

pronunciation, as well as the Sebuyau. By far the main marker of this was the r~h 

alternation. So, for instance, ‘house’ is pronounced rumah in Iban, but humah in 

Sebuyau. There also appeared to be eighteen Iban loanwords that are not clear cognates, 

as the rumah/humah pair. For example ‘from’ is di in Sebuyau, but ba in Iban. Speakers 

identified both the cognates and the borrowed words as being Iban. 

In 132 instances forms are entered twice because one was the Malay borrowing, 

the other the Sebuyau. Words borrowed directly from Malay without any modification 

account for 95 of the cases, while 37 are pronounced a little differently in Sebuyau. In 

eight instances, two words are recorded twice because the second lexical item with the 

same meaning is borrowed from Indonesian, Sanskrit, Hindi, Tamil, Jaggoi, Arabic 

and/or Chinese. However, in these cases, most of the words could still be considered 
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Malay borrowings. The Sebuyau themselves did not have contact with Indonesians, 

Indians, and Arabs. Rather, it was the ruling Malays who sailed far and wide, making 

contact with a variety of far-ranging peoples and incorporating new words. 

There are forty cases of words being entered at least twice in the Sebuyau column 

because the second (or third, or fourth) entry is an English borrowing. Generally, the 

words coming from English showed a lot of phonetic variation from speaker to speaker, 

and even with the speech same person.  

Finally there are another 578 variants I recorded that could not be placed into any 

of the explanatory categories above. Many of these appear to be examples of the different 

ways words can be pronounced in rapid, natural speech. Blust (2007, p. 11) illustrates 

how some Iban trisyllabic words can also be pronounced disyllabically. There are 

alternative pronunciations of this nature in the text, as well as other kinds of (possibly 

idiolectal) variations. 

The majority of the words in the “Iban” column are taken from Sutlive’s (2016) 

1,892 page dictionary. In the cases where I could find no Sebuyau equivalent in the 

dictionary, I would ask a native Iban speaker (of whom I knew several). In the cases 

where a speaker would give a word not found in the Iban dictionary, I would note it as 

“not found in dictionary”. In there rare cases where none of my contacts knew of an 

equivalent to the Sebuyau word in Iban, I would mark the entry —.  

The words in the “Standard Malay” column are mostly taken from Coope’s 

(1991) dictionary. In the cases where I could find no Sebuyau equivalent in the 

dictionary, I would ask a someone, and/or check the term Google translate. In the cases 

where the word was given to me orally, but not found in the Malay dictionary nor Google 

Translate, I would mark it as such.  

I filled in the “Sarawak Malay” column last. Since I lived in a Malay village, I 

had access to many native speakers and was able to do this rather easily. Most of my help 

came from my neighbour across the street. I also consulted a website called 

boreodictionary.com, which contained some Sarawak Malay words (“Melayu Sarawak,” 

n.d.).  

There are various notes throughout the appendix. The ones in square brackets are 

my editorial comments. The ones relating to the word or the meaning are in regular 

parentheses. At the times I mention the source of comments or words, either Andrew (a 

man in his thirties), Lala (a man in his fifties), or Sudi (a woman in her sixties).  
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— Word not attested in the language 

ADJ Adjective 

ADV Adverb 

I Iban 

ili Downriver dialect 

INTRANS Verb that does not take an object 

N Noun 

S Sebuyau 

Sansk Sanskrit 

TRANS Verb that does not take an object 

V Verb 
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1 anak anak anak anak ‘child’/‘offspring’ 

2 manak [mistake?] Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

3 ainak [mistake?] Ibid Ibid Ibid  Ibid 

4 anek [ili] Ibid Ibid Ibid  Ibid 

5 kanak Ibid kanak Ibid Ibid 

6 kanak Ibid kanak-kanak Ibid ‘children’ 

7 nembiak nembiak anak nembiak ‘child’ 

8 anambiak Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

9 anambiek [ili] Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

10 nambiek [ili] Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

11 nembiek [ili] Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

12 budak nembiak budak budak ‘boy’ 

13 buah buah buah buah ‘round’ (classifier) 

14 sebuah sebuah sebuah sebuah ‘one round thing’ 

15 batang batang batang batang ‘classifier’/‘stick’ 

16 batang-batang batang batang-batang batang ‘branches’ 

17 lama’ lama’ lama lamak ‘long’ 

18 lama’-lama’ Ibid lama-lama lamak ‘long, long’ (flowery speech) 

19 selama’ selama’ selama (means 

‘during’) 

masa yang panjang ‘a long time’/‘usual’ 

20 melama’-lama’ Ibid melama-lama (can 

mean ‘long lasting’) 

lamak ‘after all the things have gone’ 

21 ia ia dia/ia/nya (all 3 mean 

‘3s’) 

nya ‘3s’ 
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22 dia Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

23 a Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

24 ai Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

25 o  Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

26 i Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

27 e Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

28 yin Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

29 am [assimilation?] Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

30 iam Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

31 ioa Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

32 ira Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

33 angkat angkat angkat angkat ‘lift up’ (INTRANS) 

34 ngangkat ngangkat mengangkat ngangkat ‘lift up’ (TRANS) 

35 nyangkat Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

36 diangkat daingkat diangkat daingkat ‘lifted up’ 

37 ngintang manggai meletakkan mengintang/sangkut ‘place’/‘hang’ 

38 nyidai nyidai [not in 

dictionary] 

menyidai menyidai/nyidai ‘hang’ 

39 penyidai penyidai penyidai penyidai ‘hanging’ 

40 pinyadai [pi- assimilation] pengeradai penyidai penyidai/tali sidai ‘clothesline’ 

41 ngantong ngantong menggantung  menggantung/ngantong  ‘hang’ (TRANS) 

42 menggantung  Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

43 begantong begantong bergantung bergantung ‘hang’ (INTRANSITIVE)/ ‘hung’ 

(ADJ) 
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44 nyangkut nyangkut Ibid Ibid ‘hang’ (TRANSITIVE) 

45 nyangkot Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

46 gantong gantung gantung gantung ‘hang’ (INTRANS) 

47 nyuhuwang nyurung (means 

‘offer assistance’) 

menyurung menyurung/nyurung ‘hang up’ 

48 digantong digantong digantung digantung ‘hung’ 

49 disidai disidai disidai disidai Ibid 

50 disedai Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

51 suka [Sansk] suka/rindu suka suka ‘like’ (V) 

52 makin makin makin makin ‘becomes’/‘so’ 

53 semakin semakin semakin semakin ‘grows’ 

54 mandi’ mandi’ mandi mandik ‘bath’ 

55 mandi Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

56 dimandi’ dimandi’ dimandi dimandik ‘bathed’ 

57 gigi gigi/ngeli’ gigi gigi ‘teeth’ 

58 ke ke ke ke ‘to’ 

59 ka Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

60 spana sepana sepana sepana ‘wrench’/‘spanner’ 

61 sepana Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

62 ijas Ibid Ibid ijas/putar ‘adjust’ (ADJ of ‘wrench’) 

63 ngijas ngator ngator/mengator ngator/nyusun ‘adjust’ (V) 

64 ngurtiak-ngurtiak ngurtiak-ngurtiak cuba buat cuba buat ‘try to do something’ 

65 dikuhutiak dikurtiak dibuat dibuat ‘adjusted’/‘tried to do’ 

66 pecah pecah pecah pecah ‘broken’  
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67 pacah Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

68 peceh [ili] Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

69 pecas [ili] Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

70 dipecah dipecah dipecah dipecah Ibid 

71 patah patah patah patah Ibid 

72 pecah-pecah pecah-pecah pecah-pecah pecah-pecah ‘broken into little pieces’ 

73 mecah mecah menetas/mecah (mecah 

means ‘break’ in 

Malay)  

mecah break/hatch (TRANS) 

74 meceh [ili] Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

75 tau’ tau’ tahu tahu ‘know’ 

76 tolong tulong tolong tolong ‘help’ (INTRANS) 

77 tulung Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

78 tulong Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

79 tolowang Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

80 nulung nulung menolong nolong ‘help’ (TRANS) 

81 nuluwang Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

82 nyulung Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

83 ditulong ditulung ditolong ditolong ‘helped’ 

84 dibantu’ dibantu’ dibantu dibantu Ibid 

85 mantu’ mantu’ membantu membantu ‘help’ (TRANS) 

86 bantu’ bantu’ bantu bantu ‘help’ (INTRANS) 

87 perut perut perut perut ‘stomach’ 

88 di di di di ‘on’/‘at’ 
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89 de Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

90 ba [identified as Iban] ba Ibid Ibid Ibid 

91 ba’ Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

92 du Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

93 da da Ibid Ibid ‘preposition indicating location’ 

94 dalam dalam dalam dalam ‘inside’ 

95 dala Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

96 dam Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

97 main main main main ‘play’ 

98 bemain bemain bermain bemain Ibid 

99 bermain Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

100 bemain-main bemain-main bermain-main bermain-main ‘continuously play’ 

101 main-main main-main main-main main-main  Ibid 

102 main-main-main main-main-main main-main-main main-main-main  Ibid 

103 dimain dimain dimain dimain ‘played’ 

104 apa apa apa apa/pa ‘what’/‘everything’ 

105 apo Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

106 merapa [a Jaggoi word] Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

107 sengapa’ sengapa’ sengapa (means ‘why’) apa ‘everything’/‘at random’ 

108 singapoak 1 sengapa’ sebaranggan sebaranggan ‘simply’ 

109 muka’ muka’ muka mukak ‘open’ (TRANS) 

110 mukah Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

                                                 
1 sebahang is the Sebuyau word, but is not in text 
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111 buka’ buka’ buka bukak ‘open’ (INTRANS) 

112 dibuka’ dibuka’ dibuka dibukak ‘opened’ 

113 tebuka’ tebuka’ terbuka terbuka ‘suddenly open’  

114 tekejut tekejut terkejut terkejut ‘startle’ 

115 tekenyat tekanyit  Ibid Ibid Ibid 

116 tekenya Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

117 tekenyit [identified as Iban] tekenyit terkenyit (means 

‘winked’) 

mengenyit Ibid 

118 negah negah negah (means ‘forbid’) negah Ibid 

119 kejut kejut kejut kejut ‘jerk’ (V) 

120 kenyit [identified as Iban] kenyit kenyit (means ‘twitch’) kenyit ‘startle’ 

121 mengkejut ngejut (‘sprint 

suddenly’) 

mengejut (‘suddenly’) mengejut/ngejut 

(‘suddenly’) 

‘jump to hit’ 

122 mengkajut engkejuk Ibid Ibid Ibid 

123 melompat melompat/engejuk melompat melompat ‘boil’/‘jump’ 

124 melumpat Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

125 tejun terejun terjun terjun Ibid 

126 tehejun Ibid terjun Ibid Ibid 

127 terejun Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

128 lumpat lumpat lompat lompat Ibid 

129 belumpa’ belumpa’ mencurahkan curah ‘overflow’ 

130 melumpa’ melumpa’ muntah (‘vomit’) melompat  Ibid 

131 melumpa’-lumpa’ melumpa’-lumpa’ Ibid melompat-lompat ‘continuously jumping’/ 

‘ overflowing’ 
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132 rumah rumah rumah rumah/humah ‘house’ 

133 humah Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

134 humeh [ili] Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

135 tukul tukul tukul tukol ‘hammer’ (N) 

136 tuku Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

137 nukul nukul menukul menukol/nukul ‘hammer’ (V) 

138 paku’ paku’ paku paku ‘nail’ (N) 

139 maku’ maku’ memaku memaku ‘nail’ (V) 

140 ngemaku’ ngemaku’ Ibid Ibid Ibid 

141 tapaku’ tepaku’ terpaku terpaku ‘suddenly nailed’/‘staring’ 

142 salah salah salah salah ‘wrong’ 

143 tasalah tesalah tersalah tersalah ‘accidentally wrong’ 

144 masalah [Arabic] penanggul masalah masaelah ‘problem’ 

145 tumbang tumbang tumbang gugor ‘fall’ 

146 hebah rebah rebah rebah Ibid 

147 heba Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

148 labowah laboh laboh laboh ‘fall’/‘fall for no reason’/ 

‘fall like a tree’ 

149 laboa Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

150 laboh Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

151 dilaboah dilaboh dilaboh digugok ‘fell’ 

152 telaboah telaboh terlaboh tegugok ‘unexpectedly falls’ 

153 beguleak begulek bergoleng bergulek ‘fall down’ 
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154 telantang kelantang (means 

‘comfortable’ in 

Iban) 

telantang (means 

‘tantalize’ in Malay) 

telantang (means 

‘tantalize’ in Malay) 

‘fall backwards’ 

155 atas atas atas atas ‘on top’ 

156 atai Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

157 ata Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

158 atah Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

159 kayuh kayuh kayuh kayuh ‘paddle’ 

160 bekayuh bekayuh berkayuh berkayuh Ibid 

161 bekayuah Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

162 bedayuwang bedayung berdayung berdayung ‘rowing’ 

163 bedayong Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

164 lalat lalat lalat lalat ‘fly’ (N) 

165 nyamoak nyamuk nyamuk nyamuk ‘mosquito’ 

166 dapur dapur dapur dapur ‘kitchen’ 

167 dapor Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

168 dapoh Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

169 dapoah Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

170 bantal bantal bantal bantal ‘pillow’ 

171 panggal [identified as S]  panggal panggal (‘cut off’) panggal (‘cut off’) Ibid 

172 kusyin Ibid kusyen kusyen ‘cushion’ 

173 mata mata mata mata ‘eye’ 

174 tekan  tekan tekan tekan ‘press’ (INTRANS) 

175 tetekan tetekan  tertekan  tertekan  ‘unexpectedly pressed’ 
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176 tetekan-tetekan tetekan-tetekan tertekan-tertekan 

(means ‘depressed’) 

tertekan ‘kept on pressing’ 

177 teketekan teketekan tertekan teketekan Ibid 

178 nekan nekan nekan nekan ‘press’ (TRANS) 

179 nekan-nekan nekan-nekan nekan-nekan nekan-nekan ‘presses and presses’ 

180 ditekan ditekan ditekan ditekan ‘pressed’ 

181 puas puas puas puas ‘satisfied’ 

182 pua Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

183 puah Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

184 sepuas Ibid sepuas sepuas Ibid 

185 puas-puas puas-puas puas-puas puas-puas ‘fed up’ 

186 puah-puah Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

187 pueh-pueh [ili] Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

188 patot patot patot patut ‘should’ 

189 patut Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

190 sapa sapa sapa/siapa siapa ‘who’ 

191 siapa Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

192 adoh adoh adoh/aduh adoh ‘oh!’ (quite negative) 

193 oh oh oh oh ‘oh!’ 

194 eh eh eh eh ‘oh!’ (interjection denoting 

mistake) 

195 eih Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

196 e Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

197 ai aie alamak ai ‘interjection of bewilderment’ 
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198 hei hei hei hei ‘interjection used to call 

someone’ 

199 ieh ih Ibid ieh ‘exclamation of surprise’ 

200 i Ibid Ibid i Ibid 

201 u u Ibid u Ibid 

202 a Ibid Ibid a Ibid 

203 po Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

204 akai akai adoh adoh ‘ouch!’ 

205 tapi tapi/tang tapi/tetapi tapi ‘but’ 

206 pi Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

207 etap Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

208 tetapi Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

209 napi enggai menafi menafi/nafi/tidak maok ‘don’t want to accept’ 

210 melimpah melimpah melimpah (means 

‘overflow’) 

melimpah (means 

‘overflow’) 

‘overflow’ 

211 ngelintas ngelimpas 

[dictionary says 

Sarawak Malay 

borrowing] 

melintas  melintas ‘pass’ 

212 ngelimpas Ibid Ibid ngelimpas Ibid 

213 disua’ disua’ dibawa dibawa ‘was passing’/‘carry from one 

place to another’ 

214 mansa’ mansa’ berubah lalu ‘pass’  

215 sama sama sama sama ‘same’/‘together’ 

216 besama besama bersama bersama ‘together’ 
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217 sama sama sama sama sama sama sama sama ‘altogether’/‘returned in kind’ 

218 besama-sama Ibid bersama-sama bersama-sama Ibid 

219 beserta besereta beserta beserta ‘together’ 

220 begelumu’ begelumu’ (means 

‘mold on rice’) 

Ibid begelumu’ ‘crowd in confusion’ 

221 tungau tungau tungau tungau ‘mite’ 

222 tadi tadi tadi tadi ‘just now’ 

223 tedi Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

224 te Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

225 tadi’ Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

226 tad Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

227 kena’ kena’ kena (‘hit’) kena (‘hit’) ‘undergo’/‘use’/‘get’ 

228 kenae Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

229 bekanaan pasal berkenan berkenaan ‘about’/‘because’/‘concerning’ 

230 dikena’ dikena’ dikena dikena ‘used’ 

231 ngena’ ngena’ mengena (means ‘hit 

the mark’) 

mengena/ngena (means 

‘hit the mark’) 

‘use’ (TRANS) 

232 gena’ Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

233 tekena’ tekena’ terkena terkena ‘suddenly using’ 

234 terkena’ Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

235 tekanaka tekanaka Ibid Ibid ‘suddenly causing to use’ 

236 guno guna guna makei/memakai ‘use’ (INTRANS) 

237 diguna diguna diguna diguna/dipakai ‘used’ 

238 untuk kena’ untuk untuk ‘for’ 
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239 untok Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

240 sungai sungai sungai sungei ‘river’ 

241 umpan umpan umpan kompon ‘bait’ 

242 iti’ iti’/itit itik itit/itik/iti’ ‘duck’ 

243 itit Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

244 iti’-manoak iti’-manok itit-ayam iti’-manok ‘poultry’ 

245 semut semut semut semut ‘ant’ 

246 semuwat Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

247 semuwot Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

248 sekaki sekaki sekaki sekaki ‘one foot’ 

249 kaki kaki kaki kaki ‘foot’ 

250 tinggi’ tinggi’ tinggi tinggi ‘tall’ 

251 peninggi’ peninggi’ peninggi peninggi (‘things used to 

raise yourself’) 

‘height’ 

252 pedinggi petinggi (a title) petinggi (means ‘high 

official’ in Malay) 

Ibid Ibid 

253 tangga’ tangga’ tangga tangga’ ‘ladder’ 

254 tangga-tangga tangga’ tangga-tangga tangga’ ‘ladders’ 

255 kayu kayu kayu kayu ‘tree’/‘wood’ 

256 pokok Ibid pokok pokok ‘tree’/‘stalk’ 

257 macam macam macam macam macam-macam macam-macam ‘any’/‘mixed’ 

258 cacam cacam cacam (means 

‘cacophony’) 

cacam (‘poking needle’) Ibid 

259 macam macam macam macam ‘looks like’ 
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260 macamni Ibid macamni/bagaimana camney/camne ‘how’/‘like this’ 

261 ceni Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

262 cini Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

263 camni Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

264 macamna baka macamna macam ‘like that’/‘looks like’ 

265 baka Ibid macam mana Ibid Ibid 

266 baka ni baka ni bagaimana bagaimana ‘how’ 

267 bekeni bekeni Ibid Ibid Ibid 

268 kati kati macam mana macam mana ‘how to’ 

269 baka baka bagai baka/macam ‘like’ 

270 beka Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

271 ka Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

272 na Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

273 beke Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

274 da’ da’ (means ‘once 

more’) 

Ibid Ibid Ibid 

275 sepeti sebaka seperti seperti Ibid 

276 sebagai sebaka sebagai sebagai/macam sama Ibid 

277 sebaka Ibid seperti sebaka ‘as’/‘exactly like something 

else’ 

278 kandang kandang kandang kandang ‘enclosure’ 

279 ngandang ngandang mengandang ngandang ‘enclose’ 

280 dikandang dikandang dikandang dikandang ‘enclosed’ 

281 ngurung ngurung mengurung ngurung ‘enclose’ 
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282 nguhung Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

283 muhung nguruwang mengurung mengurung/nguruwang ‘lock up’ 

284 dikuhung dikurung dikurung dikurong ‘locked in’ 

285 dikuhuwang Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

286 dimuhung  dikuruwang dikurung dikurung Ibid 

287 dikunci dikunci dikunci dikunci Ibid 

288 ngunci ngunci mengunci ngunci ‘lock’/‘twist’ (TRANS) 

289 mengunci Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

290 kunci kunci kunci kunci ‘lock’/‘twist’ (INTRANS) 

291 kunci-kunci kunci kunci kunci kunci ‘twist continuously’ 

292 tanah tanah tanah tanah ‘soil’ 

293 padi padi padi padi ‘rice in field’ 

294 padi-padi Ibid padi-padi Ibid ‘rice paddy’ 

295 takot takut takut takut ‘afraid’ 

296 betakot betakut bertakut Ibid ‘were afraid of’ 

297 menakotkan ngenakutka menakotkan ketakutan ‘scare’ 

298 ketam ketam ketam ketam ‘crab’ 

299 dijari dijari dijari/dihulur/digunjukk

an 

dijarik ‘handed’ 

300 jahi jari tangan/jari (jari means 

‘finger’ in Malay) 

jarik ‘hand’ 

301 nyari [slip of tongue?] Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

302 jari Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

303 tangan [identified as Malay] tangan tangan tangan ‘lower arm and hand’ 
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304 lekat lekat lekat lekat ‘stick’ (INTRANS) 

305 melekat ngelekat melekat melekat ‘stick’ (TRANS) 

306 ngelekat Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

307 ngelekat-ngelekat ngelekat-ngelekat melekat-melekat melekat ‘keeps on sticking’ 

308 dilekat dilekat dilekat dilekat ‘stuck’ 

309 malam malam malam malam ‘night’ 

310 tuan tuan tuan tuan ‘sir’ 

311 tuhan tuhan/petara tuhan (means ‘God’ in 

Malay) 

tuhan (means ‘God’ in 

Malay) 

‘God’ 

312 tukang tukang tukang tukang ‘boss’/‘tradesman’ 

313 berapa berapa berapa berapa ‘how much’/‘few’ 

314 behapa Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

315 bapa Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

316 tebu tebu tebu tebu ‘sugar cane’ 

317 siang siang siyang (‘noon’) siyang (‘noon’) ‘daylight’ 

318 perangai perangai perangai perangai ‘temperament’ 

319 sikap sikap (means 

‘equipped, ready’) 

sikap (means ‘attitude’) perangai ‘character’ 

320 pagi (Sansk) pagi pagi pagi ‘morning’ 

321 memagim/memagi [identified 

as S] (Sansk) 

pagi pagi pagi ‘during the morning’ 

322 ako ako saya [Sansk] ako/kamek ‘1s’ 

323 ku Ibid Ibid ku Ibid 

324 ko Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 
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325 aku [vowel assimilation?] Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

326 mencuhi [identified as Malay] nyuri mencuri mencuri ‘steal’ 

327 mencuri Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

328 mencuhi-cuhi Ibid mencuri-curi mencuri-curi ‘stealthily’/‘steal’ 

329 nyuri Ibid Ibid Ibid ‘steal’ 

330 nyuhi Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

331 ngecuhi Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

332 cuhi-cuhi curi-curi curi-curi curi-curi  ‘continuously steal’/‘sneak off 

here and there’/‘sneaking’ 

333 ci-cuhui Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

334 pencuri pencuri pencuri pencuri ‘thief’ 

335 mehi’ meri’ memberi merik ‘give’/‘produce’ (TRANS) 

336 meri’ Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

337 merri’ Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

338 behi’ beri’ beri beri ‘give’ (INTRANS) 

339 beri’ Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

340 dibehi’ diberi’ diberi diberi ‘gave’ 

341 diberi’ Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

342 surat surat surat surat ‘letter’/‘writing’ 

343 suhat Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

344 cuhat Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

345 suhat kabar surat kabar surat khabar surat khabar/surat berita ‘newspaper’ 

346 surat kabar Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

347 suhat kaba Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 
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348 cuhat kabar Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

349 nyuspepe Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

350 nyuspeper Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

351 surat menyurat surat  surat menyurat surat menyurat ‘correspondence’ 

352 kehtas keretas kertas kertas ‘paper’ 

353 kehetas Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

354 ahi ari dari dari ‘from’/‘through’ 

355 ari Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

356 ari [rhoticized] Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

357 ahai [ili] Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

358 daripada [identified as Malay] daripada (means 

‘rather than’ in Iban) 

daripada daripada Ibid 

359 dari dari (means ‘move to 

avoid an accident’ in 

Iban) 

Ibid Ibid Ibid 

360 dahi Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

361 ahipada [identified as Malay] Ibid Ibid Ibid ‘from’/‘better still’ 

362 lahi lari lari lari ‘flees’ 

363 lari Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

364 rari Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

365 belahi belari berlari berekot Ibid 

366 gambah gambar gambar gambar ‘picture’ (N) 

367 gamba Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

368 gambeh [ili] Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 
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369 gambaeh [ili] Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

370 gambar Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

371 ngambah ngambar menggambar ngambar ‘picture’ (V) 

372 gambaran [identified as 

Malay] 

Ibid gambaran gambaran ‘picture’ (N) 

373 gambar-gambar gambar gambar-gambar gambar ‘pictures’ 

374 bahu baru baru baru/baharu ‘new’ 

375 baru Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

376 bahalu Ibid baharu Ibid ‘new’ 

377 luah luar luar lua ‘outside’ (sometimes V) 

378 lueh [ili] Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

379 luar Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

380 keluah keluar keluar keluar ‘go out’ 

381 kelueh [ili] Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

382 keluar Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

383 ngelabus ngelebus keluar Ibid ‘come out’/‘push through and 

look beyond’ 

384 tekelueh [ili] tekeluar terkeluar tekeluar ‘suddenly go out’ 

385 tekeluar Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

386 tekeluah Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

387 ngeluah ngeluar mengeluar ngeluar ‘put out’ 

388 utai utai/barang barang barang ‘thing’ 

389 tai Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

390 ta Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 
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391 te Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

392 ate Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

393 benda [identified as Malay] benda (means ‘jar’ in 

Iban) 

benda benda Ibid 

394 bendau Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

395 bendoa Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

396 bahang barang barang bahang Ibid 

397 behan Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

398 barang Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

399 sebahang sebarang sebarang sebarang ‘one thing’/‘any’/‘anything’ 

400 sebarang Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

401 alat  utai alat alat ‘thing’/‘equipment’ 

402 bahang-bahang barang barang-barang barang-barang ‘things’ 

403 barang-barang Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

404 pengka-pengka Ibid pengka-pengka (means 

‘generators’) 

[not in Sarawak Malay] Ibid 

405 alat-alat perengka alat-alat alat-alat Ibid 

406 pekakas [identified as Malay] pekakas pekakas pekakas Ibid 

407 uhang orang orang orang ‘person’ 

408 ohang Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

409 orang Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

410 urang Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

411 aru [influenced by baru 

nearby?] 

Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 
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412 seohang seorang seorang seorang ‘one person’ 

413 seuhang Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

414 seorang-seorang Ibid seorang-seorang Ibid ‘alone’ 

415 gaham garang garang garang ‘fierce’ 

416 ihan [Arabic] iran hairan/heran heran ‘wonder’  

417 eran Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

418 iran Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

419 heran Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

420 hiran Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

421 haeran Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

422 sangkah sangkar sangkar sangkar ‘cage’ 

423 sangka Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

424 tehus terus terus terus ‘straightaway’ 

425 terus Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

426 ngeheja ngereja mengerja bekerja/bekeja ‘works’ (TRANS) 

427 ngereja Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

428 keheja kereja kerja kerja/keja ‘work’ (N) 

429 keja Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

430 kija Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

431 bekehja bekereja bekerja bekerja/bekeja ‘works’ (INTRANS) 

432 bekereja Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

433 bekeja Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

434 dikeja dikereja dikerja dikerja/dikeja ‘worked’ 

435 pekeja pengereja pekerja pekerja/pekeja ‘worker’ 
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436 becampuh becampur bercampur-campur bercampur-campur ‘mix’ 

437 becampuah Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

438 nyampoah nyampur bercampur bercampur ‘mix’/‘pour’ (TRANS) 

439 nyampuah Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

440 nyampul Ibid mencampur/ 

menyampur 

mencampur/nyampur ‘mix’ (TRANS) 

441 campur campur campur campur ‘mix’ (INTRANS) 

442 campuh Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

443 dicampuh dicampur dicampur dicampur ‘mixed’ 

444 dicampur Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

445 campur-campur gulai/campur campur-campur campur-campur Ibid 

446 dapoah dapur dapur dapur ‘kitchen’ 

447 bubuh bubur bubur bubur ‘porridge’ 

448 belajah belajar belajar blaja ‘learn’/‘teach’ 

449 biajah Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

450 belajar Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

451 belaja Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

452 ngajah ngajar mengajar mengajar/ngajar ‘teach’ (TRANS) 

453 ngejeh [ili] Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

454 ngajeh [ili] Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

455 diajah diajar diajar diajar ‘taught’ 

456 dehas deras deras deras ‘powerfully’ 

457 deras Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

458 nuhun nurun nurun nuhun ‘go down’ (TRANS) 
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459 ndurun Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

460 turun turun turun tuhun ‘go down’ (INTRANS) 

461 tuhun Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

462 ngehusak ngerusak merosak merosak ‘damage’ (TRANS) 

463 ngehusek Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

464 husak rusak rosak rosak ‘damage’ (INTRANS) 

465 husa’ Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

466 rusak Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

467 rusa’ rusa’ rosak rosak/ruboh Ibid 

468 rosa’ Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

469 tehusek [ili] terusak terrosak not in SM ‘suddenly damaged’ 

470 teganggu lingkap terganggu terganggu ‘destroyed’ 

471 ngambi’ ngambi’ mengambil ambik ‘pick up’ (TRANS) 

472 bengambi’ [Andrew says 

mistake] 

Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

473 ambi’ ambi’ ambil ambik ‘pick up’ (INTRANS) 

474 diambi’ diambi’ diambil diamik ‘picked up’ 

475 malit malit memalit memalit/malit ‘wipe’ 

476 ditangkap ditangkap ditangkap ditangkap ‘caught’ 

477 tetangkap tetangkap tertangkap tertangkap ‘suddenly catch’ 

478 tangkap tangkap tangkap  tangkap  ‘catch’ (INTRANS) 

479 nangkap nangkap mengangkap nangkap ‘catch’ (TRANS) 

480 nangka’ Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 
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481 nyambut nyambut menyambut (means 

‘answer’) 

nyambut (means ‘answer’) Ibid 

482 sambut sambut sambut (means 

‘celebrate’ in Malay) 

sambut (‘catch’) ‘catch’/‘receive with hands’ 

(INTRANS) 

483 disambut disambut disambut (means 

‘answered’ in Malay) 

disambut ‘caught’ 

484 ngantoak ngantok mengantuk mengantuk/ngantok ‘sleepy’ 

485 ninga ninga mendengar mendengar/dengar ‘hear’ 

486 nyinga Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

487 ndingao Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

488 ndingo Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

489 ndinga Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

490 salamat salamat salamat (means 

‘thanks’) 

salamat ‘save’ 

491 selamat Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

492 disalamatkan disalamat disalamatkan disalamat ‘saved’ 

493 nyalamat nyalamat menyalamat (‘thank’ in 

Malay) 

nyalamat (‘thank’ in 

Malay) 

‘save’ (TRANS) 

494 menyalamat (‘thank ’ in 

Malay) 

Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

495 jadi jadi jadi  jadi ‘becomes’/‘so’/‘mixed’/ 

‘actually’ 

496 nyadi nyadi Ibid Ibid ‘becomes’/‘says’ 

497 yadi Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

498 jandi [slip of tongue?] Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 
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499 menjadi nyadi menjadi menjadi/nyadi Ibid 

500 so kati gaya bagaimana Ibid ‘so’ 

501 menyadiakan nyedia menyadiakan menyediakan ‘prepare’ 

502 nyadia [Sansk] Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

503 tejadi tejadi terjadi terjadi ‘suddenly happens’ 

504 dijadi dijadi dijadi dijadi ‘became’ 

505 kejadian utai nyadi kejadian kejadian ‘things that happen’/‘incident’ 

506 masowak masok masok masok ‘enter’ (TRANS) 

507 masok Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

508 masokan masok ka memasukkan memasukkan Ibid 

509 pasoak pasok pasok pasok ‘enter’ (INTRANS) 

510 dipasoak dipasok dipasok dipasok ‘entered’ 

511 temasok temasuk termasuk termasuk ‘including’/‘suddenly entered’ 

512 temasoak Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

513 duduwak duduk duduk dudok ‘sit’ 

514 duduwa’ duduwak Ibid Ibid Ibid 

515 duduk Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

516 tinduwak tinduk tidur tido ‘sleep’/‘bob’ 

517 tinduk Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

518 ninduwak ninduk menidur nidur ‘put to sleep’ 

519 tetinduak tetinduk tertidur tetido ‘nod off’ 

520 terrtinduwa Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

521 tetiduwak Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

522 tetinduak-tinduak tetinduak-tinduak tertidur-tidur tetido-tido ‘nod off’ (flowery speech) 
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523 setintinduak setinduak-tinduak? setidur-tidur (means 

‘sleepless nights’) 

Ibid ‘until she falls asleep’ 

524 tinduak-tinduak tinduk-tinduk tidur tidur ‘falling asleep’ 

525 jauwah jauh jauh jauh ‘far’ 

526 penyingowak penyenguk tingkap penjan ‘window’ 

527 panjan penjan Ibid Ibid Ibid 

528 penjan Ibid   Ibid Ibid 

529 tingkap [identified as Malay] tingkap (means 

‘upside down’) 

Ibid Ibid Ibid 

530 ngintip nyubuak/nyipa’ menyintip (means 

‘cover’) 

ngintip (means ‘cover’) ‘keep an eye on’ 

531 nyintip Ibid Ibid Ibid   

532 nyingoa’ nyingo mengintip mengintip/ngintip ‘look’/‘peer’/‘peep’ 

533 nyengoak Ibid menjengok nyengok Ibid 

534 nyinoak ninoak Ibid Ibid ‘concentrate’/‘stare’ 

535 cehemin ceremin cermin cermin ‘glass’/‘window’ 

536 cemin Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

537 semin Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

538 seceremin seceremin secermin secermin ‘a window’ 

539 manoak manok ayam  manok ‘chicken’ 

540 manok Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

541 man Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

542 bowak bok rambut rambut ‘hair’ 

Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 
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544 bulu bulu bulu bulu ‘hair’ (not on head) 

545 tepuwong tepung tepung tepung ‘flour’ 

546 tepuwang Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

547 tepong Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

548 uliyah ulih/olih/oleh boleh (means 

‘allowed’) 

boleh (means ‘allowed’) ‘can’/‘get’ (V) 

549 ulieh Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

550 uleh Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

551 oleh Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

552 ulah Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

553 uliyeh Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

554 ulih Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

555 diulieh diulih diboleh diboleh ‘could’ 

556 uli-uliyeh oleh-oleh boleh-boleh boleh-boleh ‘continuously can’ 

557 boleh bulih boleh boleh ‘get for yourself’/‘succeed in 

getting things’/‘grab’ 

558 gasak gasak oleh (gasak means 

‘gobble’) 

gasak ‘by’ 

Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

561 uleh Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

562 ke ke Ibid Ibid Ibid 

563 ka [identified as S. Not in 

text] 

Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

564 biliyak bilik bilik telok/bilit ‘room’ 
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565 biliyek Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

566 bilik Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

567 dindiyang dinding dinding dinding ‘wall’ (N) 

568 dinding dindiyang Ibid Ibid Ibid 

569 bedinding bedinding berdinding berdinding ‘wall covering’ (plaster) 

570 bepusiyang-pusiyang bepusin-pusin berpusing-pusing berpusing-pusing ‘turns continuously’ (INTRANS) 

571 pusiyang-pusiyang pusing-pusing pusing-pusing pusing Ibid 

572 bepusin bepusin berpusing berpusing ‘turns’ 

573 dipusiyang dipusing dipusing dipusing ‘turned’ 

574 musing musing berpusing berpusing ‘turn’ (TRANS) 

575 musin Ibid memusing memusing/musing Ibid 

576 musiyang Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

577 musu-musu-munsiak musing-musing-

musing 

berpusing berpusing ‘turns and turns and turns’ 

578 pusin pusin pusing pusing ‘turn’ (INTRANS) 

579 male Ibid berpaling berpaling ‘turn’ (TRANS) 

580 malea’ Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

581 bilea’ Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

582 pale’ Ibid Ibid Ibid ‘turn’ (INTRANS) 

583 juliyang juling juling juling ‘squinting’ 

584 tebaliyak tebaliyak terbalik tebaliyak ‘upside down’ 

585 tabaleak Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

586 tebaleak Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

587 tabalek Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 
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588 nitiah niteh mengikut ngikot ‘follow’ (TRANS) 

589 niteh Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

590 nitieh Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

591 nitih Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

592 menitih Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

593 menyusol [identified as 

Malay] 

Ibid menyusul Ibid Ibid 

594 titieh titeh ikut ikut ‘follow’ (INTRANS) 

595 dititih dititih diikut diikut ‘followed’ 

596 dititihka dititihka Ibid Ibid ‘cause to follow’ 

597 nunda’ nunda’ menunda menunda/nunda (means 

fishing troller) 

‘follow’ 

598 meham ngeram  mengeram ngeram ‘brood’ (TRANS) 

599 maham Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

600 ngeham Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

601 meram Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

602 meram-meram ngeram mengeram-mengeram Ibid ‘broods and broods’ 

603 dipeham diperam digeram digeram ‘brooded’ 

604 peham [identified as Malay] peram geram geram ‘brood’ (imperative)  

605 geram geram geram Ibid ‘fierce’ 

606 minti’ nginti’ memancing memancing/mengail/ 

mincing 

‘fish’ (V) 

607 nginti’ [identified as Iban] Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

608 mintai’ [retroflex t] Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 
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609 memancing Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

610 binti’ ginti’ joran joran ‘fishing rod’/‘tackle’ 

611 mata nginti’ [identified as 

Iban] 

mata nginti’ 

[identified as Iban] 

cangkuk mata kail ‘hook’ 

612 mata binti [not in text. S] Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

613 ikan ikan ikan ikan ‘fish’ (N) 

614 ikan-ikan ikan ikan-ikan ikan ‘fish’ (plural) 

615 telu’ telu’ telur telur ‘egg’ 

616 telau’ [ili] Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

617 telo’ Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

618 betelu’ betelu’ bertelur betelu’ ‘lay eggs’ 

619 betelou’ Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

620 ai’ ai’ air aik ‘water’ 

621 pegi pegi pergi pegi ‘go’ 

622 pagi Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

623 palu’ palu’ palu palu/pukul ‘hits’ (intr) 

624 malu’ malu’ memalu malu ‘hits’ (TRANS) 

625 malu’-malu’ malu’-malu’ memalu-memalu Ibid ‘hit continuously [a nail]’ 

626 bepalu-palu’ bepalupalu’ berpalu-palu berpalu  Ibid 

627 bermalu-malu-malu’ bemalu-malu-malu’ berpalu-palu-palu palu ‘hit here and there’ 

(complicated frequentative) 

628 tepalu-palu’ tepalu-palu’ terpalu-palu Ibid ‘unexpectedlly hit and hit’ 

629 tepalu’ tepalu’ terpalu terpalu ‘unexpectedly hammers’ 

630 terrpalu’ Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 
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631 dipalu’ dipalu’ dipalu dipalu ‘hit’ (past) 

632 pemalu’ pemalu’ pemukol pemukol ‘swatter’ 

633 tetempap tetempap tertempap/ditimpak terempap ‘hit repeatedly’/‘unexpectedly’/ 

‘accidentally’ 

634 tempap tempap tempap tempap ‘hit’ (INTRANS) 

635 nempap nempap nempap nempap ‘hit’/‘become’/‘slap’ (TRANS) 

636 nampap Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

637 ngenempap Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

638 penempap penempap penempap (means 

‘picker’)/pemukul 

pukul ‘swatter’/‘wrench’ 

639 penyipat penyipat cambuk cabuk ‘swatter’/‘whip’ 

640 mantang mantang pantang - means 

prohibited 

mantak ‘knock’/‘hammer’ 

641 ngelantat ngelantat melantak melantak ‘hammer’/‘poke’ (TRANS) 

642 nglantat Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

643 ngelante’ [ili] Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

644 lantat lantat lantak lantak ‘hammer’ (INTRANS) 

645 dilante’ [ili] dilantat dilantak dilantak ‘hammered’ 

646 dilantat Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

647 pangkwong pangkung pukul kol ‘strike’ (INTRANS) 

648 pakuwong-pakuwong pankung-pangkung pangkung/pukul pangkung ‘continuously knock’ 

649 mangkong mangkung mengkong mangkung ‘strike’ (TRANS) 

650 ngekong [incorrectly 

identified as Iban] 

Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

651 ngehudu ngerudu melanta’ melanta’  Ibid 
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652 dipangkong dipangkung dipangkong dipangkong ‘struck’ 

653 tepangkong tepangkong terpangkong pankong ‘suddenly strike’ 

654 dipangkwong-dipangkung Ibid dipukul dipukul ‘struck’ (continuously) 

655 pukul pukul pukul kol ‘time’ (striking) 

656 diketuak diketuk diketuk diketuk ‘knocked’ 

657 ngetuak ngetok mengetuk ngetuk ‘knock’ 

658 ngetoak Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

659 mingatoak Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

660 mengatoak-ngatoak Ibid mengetuk-ngentuk mengetok-ngetok ‘continuously knock’ 

661 ngungkup ngungkup (means 

‘give a share’) 

memalu memalu/malu ‘hit’ 

662 bejalai bejalai berjalan raon ‘walk’ 

663 menyalai [identified as  

mistaken pronunciation] 

Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

664 jalai jalai jalan jalan Ibid 

665 dijalai dijalai dijalan dijalan ‘walked’ 

666 jalai jalai jalan jalan ‘road’ 

667 pejalai pejalai pejalanan (‘journey’) pejalanan (‘journey’) ‘carry out’ 

668 pejalanan pejalai Ibid Ibid ‘journey’ 

669 bejalai-jalai bejalaijalai berjalan-jalan berjalan-jalan ‘stroll’ 

670 jalai-jalai jalai-jalai jalan-jalan jalan-jalan Ibid 

671 tebejalai-bejalai tebejalai-bejalai berjalan berjalan ‘walk in’ 

672 makai makai/empa’  makan makan ‘eat’ (TRANS)/ ‘dinner’ 

673 makanan utai pakai makanan Ibid ‘food’ 
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674 makan ngempap [not in 

dictionary] 

Ibid Ibid Ibid 

675 pemakai pemakai pemakan (means 

‘eater’) 

makanan Ibid 

676 dipakai dipakai dipakai (used or worn 

in Malay) 

dipakai (used or worn in 

Malay) 

‘eaten’ 

677 dimpa’ [identified as Iban - 

not in Iban dictionary] 

diempak Ibid Ibid ‘ate’ 

678 tepakai tepakai termakan termakan ‘suddenly eat’ 

679 pakai pakai makan makea ‘eat’/‘wear’ (intr)/ ‘eaten’ 

680 sapu [identified as Malay] sapu (means ‘sweep’) sapu (means ‘sweep’) sapu ‘eat everything’ 

681 entam entam (means 

‘assemble’) 

Ibid hentam (also means ‘box’ 

(V) 

‘just eat!’ 

682 kunyah kunyah kunyah kunyah ‘eat’/‘chew’ 

683 panjai panjai panjang panjang ‘long’ 

684 pemanjai pemanjai pemanjang (extender) penyukat ‘length’ 

685 pulai pulai pulang mulang ‘go home’(V)/ ‘back(ADV)’ 

686 terbia terbai terbang terbang ‘fly’ (V) 

687 terebai Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

688 tehebang Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

689 tebang Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

690 ari ari hari ari ‘day’ 

691 ahi Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

692 ahe Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

693 hari Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 
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694 harri Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

695 sahi seari sehari sehari ‘one day’ 

Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

697 abis abis habis abis ‘finish’ 

698 abih Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

699 habis Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

700 habih [identified as Malay] Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

701 habi-habis abis-abis habis-habis Ibid Ibid 

702 abi-habis Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

703 pengabis pengabis penghabis (means 

expense in Malay) 

penghabis (means expense 

in Malay) 

‘the end’ 

704 menamatkan [Arabic] namatka menamatkan menamatkan ‘finish’ 

705 niki’ niki’ naik nait ‘climb’ 

706 naik Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

707 naiyak Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

708 niti Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

709 muiki Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

710 panjat Ibid panjat panjat Ibid 

711 besai besai besar besar ‘big’ 

712 sai Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

713 besai-besai besai-besai besar-besar Ibid Ibid 

714 membesai ngemesai membesar membesar ‘get bigger’ 

715 membesah Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

716 mesai mesai sama besar sama besar ‘as big as’ 
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717 pemesai pemesai besarnya saiz ‘size’ 

718 sebesai mesai sebesar sebesar (the size) ‘one big’ 

719 agi’ agi’ lagi agik ‘again’ 

720 gi Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

721 gi’ Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

722 lagi’ lagi’   agik ‘later’ 

723 undang undang udang siar ‘shrimp’ 

724 undeang [ili] Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

725 udang Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

726 undang galah undang gala udang galah udang galah ‘a kind of shrimp’ 

727 ke ke ke ke ‘to’/‘for’ 

728 ka ka Ibid Ibid Ibid 

729 pun pun pun pun ‘also’ 

730 pu Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

731 ga’ ga’ juga juga ‘also’ 

732 ga Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

733 mega’ [identified as Iban] mega’ Ibid Ibid Ibid 

734 ega’ Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

735 kanu Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

736 peki peki tidak berubah tidak berubah ‘unchanged’ 

737 namu nemu tahu jumpa ‘know’/‘meet’/‘find’ (TRANS) 

738 nemu Ibid nemu/jumpa Ibid Ibid 

739 ngusung ngusung (means visit 

in Iban) 

berjumpa berjumpa ‘meet’/‘visit’ (TRANS) 
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740 temu temu temu temu ‘meet’ (INTRANS) 

741 tamu Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

742 betemu betemu bertemu betemu Ibid 

743 metemu Ibid Ibid Ibid ‘transitive?’ 

744 petemu Ibid Ibid Ibid  ‘meet’ (INTRANS) 

745 tetemu tetemu tertemu tetemu ‘meet’ (PERFECT) 

746 ditemu ditemu ditemu ditemu ‘met’ 

747 terserempak tetemu terserempak terserempak ‘accidentally meet’ 

748 asi’ asi’ nasi nasik ‘rice’ 

749 ati ati hati hati ‘heart’/‘liver’ 

750 hati Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

751 anang anang jangan jangan ‘don’t’ 

752 ngibuh ngibuh ambil peratian ambil peratian ‘pay attention’ 

753 ngibuah Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

754 sepiak sepiak satu pihak sebelah ‘one side’ 

755 sipiat Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

756 alu [identified as S] lalu lalu lalu ‘and then’/‘going to’ 

757 aru Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

758 lalu Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

759 lu Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

760 nyado Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

761 den Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

762 de Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

763 nyu nyu muncol muncol ‘appeared’/‘showing a change’ 
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764 muncuak  [Indonesian word 

muncul?] 

Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

765 nyau [short for lenyau, 

identified as Iban] 

nyau hilang hilang ‘flee’/‘disappear’/‘lost’ 

766 penuh penuh penuh penuh ‘full’ 

767 penuah Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

768 nupenuh [Lala identifies as S] nyaupenuh Ibid Ibid ‘full already’ 

769 tumpah [identified as Malay, 

not in text]  

tumpah  tumpah siuh ‘spilled’ 

770 kenyang kenyang kenyang kenyang ‘full’ (stomach) 

771 sekenyang sekenyang sekenyang kenyang ‘at once full’ 

772 tekenyang tekenyang terkenyang     

773 bungai bungai bunga (‘flower’) bunga (‘flower’) ‘design’/‘plants’ 

774 bunga bungai/bunga bunga bunga ‘flower’ 

775 bunga bunga bunga   ‘fruiting plants’ 

776 bunga bunga bungai/bebungai bunga bunga bunga ‘flowered’/‘decorated’/‘decorati

on’ 

777 bunga-bunga bunga-bunga Ibid Ibid Ibid 

778 bunga bunga bunga bunga bunga   ‘flowers’ 

779 bebungga bebungai berbunga berbunga ‘flower’ (V) 

780 hiasan ngelagu hiasan menghias ‘decoration’ 

781 kuyeh kuih kueh kueh ‘bread’ 

782 kueh Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

783 kuyah Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

784 kuya Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 
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785 ruti ruti roti roti Ibid 

786 huti Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

787 uti Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

788 roti Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

789 canai [Tamil] canai canai canai ‘Chennai’ (Tamil placename) 

790 kye’ kye’ kek kek ‘cake’ 

791 kek Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

792 musing musing memusing memusing ‘turn’ 

793 musin Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

794 apapa apa-apa apa-apa apa ‘anything’/‘whatever’ 

795 apopo Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

796 apaka nama utai nya’ apakah apakah ‘whatever’ 

797 waever Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

798 gemu’ gemu’ gemuk gemuk ‘fat’ 

799 utan utan hutan hutan ‘forest’ 

800 hutan Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

801 diau diau tinggal/diam diam ‘lives’/‘stays’ 

802 tinggal tinggal tinggal  tinggal  ‘leave’/‘stay’ 

803 tetinggal tetinggal tertinggal tertinggal ‘suddenly left’ 

804 ditinggal ditinggal ditinggal ditinggal ‘left’/‘stayed’/‘lived’ 

805 ninggal ninggal meninggal ninggal ‘leaves’ 

806 meninggalkan ninggalka meninggalkan meninggalkan ‘cause to leave’ 

807 ninggalka Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

808 daun daun daun daun ‘leaf’ 
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809 dah [identified as Sarawak 

Malay] 

udah sudah sudah/dah ‘after’/‘already’ 

810 da Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

811 udah Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

812 sudah Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

813 das Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

814 demi  Ibid demi Ibid Ibid 

815 seudah Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

816 adah Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

817 selalu selalu selalu selalu ‘always’/‘already’ 

818 tuai tuai tua tua ‘old’/‘master’/‘experienced’ 

819 tua tua bedua bedua ‘two persons’ 

820 cubua cuba cuba coba ‘try’ 

821 cuba Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

822 cuba-cuba cuba-cuba cuba-cuba Ibid ‘try continuously’ 

823 encuba encuba encuba Ibid ‘try’ 

824 nguja nguja menguja (means 

‘encourage’ in Malay) 

menguja/nguja (means 

‘encourage’ in Malay) 

Ibid 

825 trai Ibid trai Ibid Ibid 

826 dicuba dicuba dicuba dicuba ‘tried’ 

827 nguji [identified as Iban] nguji ujian (‘test’) mencuba/nguji ‘try’ 

828 nguba [S, not in text]/nyuba ngubah (‘change’) mencuba mencuba Ibid 

829 nguji-nguji nguji-nguji nguji-nguji nguji ‘try’/‘check out continuously’ 

830 nanya’ nanya’ tanya nanyak ‘ask’ 
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831 nanyo’ Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

832 betanya’ betanya’ bertanya bertanya Ibid 

833 minta’ minta’ minta minta Ibid 

834 ngasuh [identified as Iban] ngasuh/ ngasoah memerentah menyuruh ‘order’ (TRANS) 

835 ngasoah Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

836 ngasuah Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

837 nyuhuh [identified as S] nyuruh menyuruh nyuruh Ibid 

838 nyuhuah Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

839 nyuhua Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

840 nyuruh Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

841 nyuruah Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

842 dicuhuh dicuruh dicuruh dicuruh ‘ordered’ 

843 asuh asuh buat buat ‘makes’/‘orders’ (INTRANS) 

844 laju laju [identified as S. Not 

in text] 

jampat jampat cepat-cepat cepat ‘hastily’ 

845 jampat jampat jampat jampat cepat-cepat Ibid Ibid 

846 cepat-cepat Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

847 lekas lekas lekas lekas ‘quickly’ 

848 reta’ retak retak retak ‘cracked’ 

849 hauta’ Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

850 retak Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

851 mehekah merekah merekah merekah ‘crack’ (INTRANS) 

852 rekah rekah rekah rekah ‘crack’ 

853 belakang belakang belakang belakang ‘back’ 
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854 belakan Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

855 belaka 2 Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

856 sebale di belakang sebalik belakang ‘behind’ 

857 dipun bapun dipohon dipohon   

858 sebalek [identified as Malay] di baroh (balik means 

‘backward’) 

di bawak/sebalik sebalek ‘underneath’ 

859 bepikir bepikir berfikir bepikir ‘think’ 

860 piker Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

861 tepikih tepikir terfikir terfikir ‘suddently thinks’ 

862 ingat ingat ingat ingat ‘remember’/‘think’ 

863 nyangka [Sansk] nyangka menyangka menyangka/nyangka ‘suspect’  

864 gelah [should be ngelah] gelar gelar gelah ‘think’/‘called’ 

865 berunding berunding berunding berunding (‘discuss’) ‘think out’ 

866 satu satu satu satu ‘one’  

867 wan Ibid Ibid Ibid ‘one’ 

868 seduai [I] seduai/kedua-dua kedua-dua kedua-dua ‘both’ 

869 sedua [S] duai [I] Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

870 sedua Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

871 hidua Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

872 kedua kedua kedua kedua ‘second’ 

873 duai duai Ibid Ibid ‘regarding two’ 

874 dua dua dua duak ‘two’ 

                                                 
2 assimilation with next word beginning with “m”? 
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875 tu Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

876 tiga [Sansk] tiga tiga tiga ‘three’ 

877 tri Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

878 ketiga [Sansk] ketiga ketiga ketiga ‘third’ 

879 impat empat empat empat ‘four’ 

880 keempat keempat keempat keempat ‘fourth’ 

881 lima’ lima’ lima limak ‘five’ 

882 enam [identified as Malay] nam/enam enam enam ‘six’ 

883 lapan lapan lapan lapan ‘eight’ 

884 Sembilan sembilan sembilan sembilan ‘nine’ 

885 sepuluh sepuluh sepuluh sepuluh ‘ten’ 

886 duablas duablas duablas duablas ‘twelve’ 

887 empat blas empat belas empat belas empat belas ‘fourteen’ 

888 kenam blas keenam belas keenam belas keenam belas ‘sixteenth’ 

889 tujuh blas tujuh belas tujuh belas tujuh belas ‘seventeen’ 

890 ketujuh blas ketujuh belas ketujuh belas ketujuh belas ‘seventeenth’ 

891 tes  persa/uji tes   ‘test’ 

892 nak mukai mukai enda’ mukau mukai mukai mukai tidak disangka ‘unexpectedly’ 

893 tauka tauka atau taukah ‘or’ 

894 atauka [S] Ibid Ibid atauka  ‘or’/‘perhaps’/‘maybe’ 

895 ka Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

896 atau atau  Ibid atau Ibid 

897 tau Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

898 tin tin tin tin ‘can’ (N) 
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899 tin-tin tin tin-tin Ibid ‘cans’ 

900 pehau’ perau’ perahu perahu ‘boat’ 

901 perau’ Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

902 bot bot bot Ibid Ibid 

903 sampan sampan sampan sampan ‘sampan’ 

904 aiskrim aiskrim ais krim ais krim ‘ice cream’ 

905 stor kedai kedai kedei ‘store’ 

906 sto Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

907 stou Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

908 kedai Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

909 oven oven ketuhar ketuhar/over ‘oven’ 

910 evon peti panggang Ibid Ibid Ibid 

911 ibon Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

912 oben Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

913 ketuha Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

914 pemanggang pemanggang  pemanggang pemanggang ‘barbecue’ 

915 tenis tenis tenis tenis ‘tennis’ 

916 tayah tayar tayar tayar ‘tire’ 

917 taya Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

918 taya-taya Ibid tayar-tayar tayar ‘tires’ 

919 lori lori lori lori ‘truck’ 

920 injin injin injin injin ‘engine’ 

921 jentera jentera jentera  jentera  ‘generator’/‘tractor’ 

922 jentero Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 
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923 jenterra Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

924 trektor trektor traktor traktor ‘tractor’ 

925 posun pusun posun posun ‘machine for plantation’ 

926 pusun Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

927 mesyin mesin mesin mesin ‘machine’ 

928 telepon telepon telepon telepon ‘telephone’ 

929 telipon Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

930 telifon Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

931 telefon Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

932 tipon Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

933 tipun Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

934 talipon Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

935 tayipon Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

936 telepun Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

937 tilipon Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

938 ngelefon ngelefon menelepon nelepon ‘telephone’ (V) 

939 ngelipun Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

940 hendfon telefon bimbit telefon bimbit hendfon ‘handphone’ 

941 plaste plaste plaste plaste ‘plaster’ 

942 pensil pensil pensil pensil ‘pencil’ 

943 pinsiyel Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

944 pinsel Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

945 pensel Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

946 pinsil Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 
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947 pen pen pena pen ‘pen’ 

948 bisin bisin lembangan bisin ‘basin’ 

949 besen Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

950 bisi Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

951 dulang dulang dulang talam ‘small basin’ 

952 behus berus berus berus ‘brush’ 

953 ges gas gas gas ‘gas’ 

954 epal epal epal epal ‘apple’ 

955 epol Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

956 epel Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

957 payip paip paip paip ‘pipe’ 

958 payit Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

959 singki singki singki singki ‘sink’ 

960 pili pala’ paip pili paip ‘tap’ 

961 pidi Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

962 tibi tibi televisyen tibi ‘TV’ 

963 tivi Ibid Ibid televisyen Ibid 

964 pastiya’ plastik plastik plastic ‘plastic (bag)’ 

965 prostiyek Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

966 plostiyat Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

967 prostiyak Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

968 plastic Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

969 pastik Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

970 plestik Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 
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971 plastiyak plastiyak Ibid Ibid Ibid 

972 prasiak Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

973 beg beg beg beg ‘bag’ 

974 biek Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

975 bie’ Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

976 guni guni guni guni ‘gunny sack’ 

977 kahong karung (means 

‘cover’ in Iban) 

karung karung ‘sack’ 

978 bakwul bakul bakul/bakol bakak ‘basket’ 

979 bakul Ibid Ibid bakul Ibid 

980 kandi’ kandi’ kandi kandi’ (means ‘pocket’) Ibid 

981 karong karung karung karong ‘basket’/‘sack’ 

982 sebakul sebakul sebakul sebakul ‘one basket’ 

983 bebakwul-bakwul bebakwul-bakwul berbakul-bakul berbakul-bakul ‘baskets’ (V) 

984 kereta [Portuguese] kerita kereta kereta ‘car’ 

985 keheta  Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

986 khita Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

987 kehita Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

988 moto [English] moto motor moto Ibid 

989 mutu Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

990 kendaraan [Sansk] pengangkut kendaraan kendaraan Ibid 

991 kerita-kerita moto kereta-kereta kereta ‘cars’ 

992 serigala [Sansk] serigala serigala serigala/musang ‘wolf’ 

993 labu’ [Sansk] labu’ labu kuning labu’  ‘type of green squash’  
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994 mentikai entikai labu kuning labu  ‘pumpkin’ 

995 mantikai Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

996 entikai Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid  

997 ntikai Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid  

998 mikai Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

999 tembikai [identified as Malay] semangka tembikai semangka ‘watermelon’ 

1000 ansa ansa angsa bagong ‘goose’ 

1001 nama nama nama (does not mean 

‘what’ in Malay 

nama ‘what’ 

1002 anama3 nama Ibid Ibid Ibid  

1003 nama kebuah [identified as 

Iban] 

nama kabuah kenapa/apa hal pahal/apa kenak ‘why’/‘what reason’ 

1004 apa hal [identified as Malay] Ibid  apa hal apa hal Ibid  

1005 nama hal Ibid  nama hal nama hal Ibid  

1006 kapa’ kapa’ kenapa kenak Ibid  

1007 mutang4  nama kebuah/utang Ibid apa hal ‘why’  

1008 benama [Sansk] benama bernama benama ‘name’ (V) 

1009 katil katil katil katil ‘bed’ 

1010 tilam tilam tilam tilam ‘mattress’ 

1011 cuti cuti cuti cuti ‘holidays’ 

1012 semua’ [Sansk] semua’ semua semua ‘all’ 

1013 semoa’ [Sansk] Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

                                                 
3 identified as Iban by Sebuyau, not in Iban dictionary Iban disagree it is Iban 

4 may have a negative connotation, identified as S 
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1014 suma [Sansk] Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid 

1015 kesemua [Sansk] kesemua kesemua kesemua Ibid 

1016 magang [identified as Iban] magang semua semua Ibid 

1017 kuat kuat kuat kuat ‘strong’ 

1018 kuat-kuat kuat-kuat kuat-kuat kuat-kuat ‘very strong’ 

1019 sebab sebab sebab sebab ‘because’ 

1020 bap Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1021 seba Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1022 kerana sebab/kera/ laban kerana kerana ‘because’ 

1023 memendangkan [possible 

stutter?] 

mandang-ka mendangkan pandangkan ‘observation’ 

1024 laban laban disebabkan disebabkan ‘because of’ 

1025 disebabkan Ibid Ibid Ibid  Ibid 

1026 garagara Ibid garagara garagara Ibid  

1027 menyebabkan Ibid  menyebabkan menyebabkan ‘be the cause of’ 

1028 menjibab ngasoah menyebab menyebab ‘cause’ 

1029 penyebab penyebab penyebab penyebab ‘cause’/‘explanation’ 

1030 nyebabkan [the nye- is a 

Sebuyau contraction of the 

Malay menye-] 

ngasuh/tegal Ibid  tegal Ibid  

1031 lah lah lah lah ‘softening discourse marker’ 

1032 bah Ibid  Ibid  bah Ibid  

1033 la Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1034 dae [ili] Ibid Ibid  te ‘particle’ 
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1035 tae [ili] Ibid  Ibid Ibid Ibid 

1036 te [schwa, identified as S] Ibid  Ibid  te (schwa) Ibid  

1037 de [schwa, identified as S] Ibid  Ibid  de’ Ibid  

1038 ta Ibid Ibid Ibid  Ibid  

1039 ka [identified as Iban] ka Ibid  Ibid  Ibid 

1040 deh deh Ibid  Ibid  ‘emphasis particle’ 

1041 meh [identified as Iban] meh Ibid  Ibid  ‘affirming’/‘command particle’ 

1042 mah [identified as S] Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1043 mih mih Ibid Ibid  ‘affirming particle’ 

1044 bangku [Portuguese] bangku bangku bangku ‘bench’ 

1045 bangkou Ibid Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1046 bangko Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1047 kehasi kerusi/keresi kerusi kerusi ‘chair’ 

1048 kehusi Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1049 khusi Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1050 krusi Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1051 meja [Portuguese] meja meja meja ‘table’ 

1052 bija Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1053 mija meja meja meja Ibid  

1054 mijau [assimilation?] Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1055 amari [Portuguese] jamari almari almari ‘desk’ 

1056 bola [Portuguese] bola bola bol ‘ball’ 

1057 bol [English] bol Ibid  Ibid  Ibid 

1058 bul Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid 
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1059 aba [S] abah/aba’/apai bapa/abah bapa ‘father’ 

1060 abo [identified as Iban] Ibid Ibid  Ibid Ibid  

1061 apai [identified as Iban] apai Ibid  Ibid  Ibid 

1062 pai Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1063 ngetak ngetak mengecut mengecil ‘shrink’/‘tighten’ 

1064 ngikat ngikat mengikat mengikat ‘tighten’/‘tie’ 

1065 ngehuyet ngeruit (‘extract’) menyelit menyelit/nyelit ‘insert in’/‘pry’ 

1066 ngetan ngetan membertahan tahan ‘grip tightly’/‘hold on’ 

1067 tehit terit ketat ketat ‘tighten’ 

1068 ngehuwit ngeluit  mengetat mengetat/ngetat ‘tighten’/‘pry up’ 

1069 bisi’ bisi’ ada/adalah berisik ‘is’ 

1070 bise’ Ibid Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1071 misi’ Ibid Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1072 ada Ibid  Ibid Ibid  Ibid  

1073 adalah Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1074 adaka Ibid  adakah adakah ‘it is’ 

1075 dibisi dibisi berada berisik ‘was’ 

1076 iko’  iko’ ekor  ekok ‘classifier’ (‘tail’) 

1077 iko’ iko’ ekor ekok ‘tail’ 

1078 iti’  iti’ — — ‘classifier’ (‘piece’) 

1079 siko’ siko’ sekor sekok ‘one’ (classifier — ‘tail’) 

1080 sigi’ sigi’ sebiji sigek ‘one’ (classifier — ‘small 

round’) 

1081 igi’ igi’ biji (‘seeds’) igek ‘classifier’ (‘small round’) 
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1082 sebiji sigi’ sebiji sigek ‘one’ (classifier — ‘small 

round’) 

1083 sigi’ Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1084 siti’ siti’ satu satu ‘one’ (classifier) 

1085 pun pun pohon pohon ‘classifier for trees’ 

1086 buloh buluh buluh (means ‘bamboo’ 

in Malay) 

buloh ‘classifier’ (‘length’/‘bamboo’) 

1087 indu’ indu’ induk (means ‘parent’ 

in Malay) 

pehempuan ‘woman’ 

1088 indi’ Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1089 dani dani bangun bangun ‘get up’ 

1090 tedani tedani terbangun terbangun/terjaga   

1091 a’ nya’ itu (nya means HIS, HER 

ITS’ in Malay) 

itu ‘the’/‘there’ 

1092 nya’ Ibid  Ibid Ibid  Ibid  

1093 nya Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1094 ya’ Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1095 n Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1096 en Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1097 an Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1098 e Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1099 o’ Ibid  Ibid Ibid  Ibid  

1100 na’ Ibid  Ibid  Ibid Ibid  

1101 de Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1102 nyo [identified as Iban] nyo jadi jadi ‘so’ 
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1103 nu Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  ‘connection word’ 

1104 nya nya Ibid  Ibid  ‘a word confirming the truth’ 

1105 tingowak tengok mahu maok ‘long for’ 

1106 ka’ ka’ mahu maok ‘future marker’/‘for’/‘only’/ 

‘seems that’/‘to be’ 

1107 ke’ Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1108 deka’ deka’ Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1109 mahu Ibid  Ibid  Ibid Ibid  

1110 ka ka kan kan ‘causitive suffix’ 

1111 ke [vowel assimilation?] Ibid  Ibid Ibid  Ibid 

1112 kan Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid 

1113 ka [identified as Iban] Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  ‘that’  

1114 ka ka Ibid  Ibid  ‘at’  

1115 to [S only?] Ibid Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1116 meda’ meda’ melihat nangga/memandang ‘see’(TRANS) 

1117 menda’ Ibid  Ibid Ibid  Ibid  

1118 peda’ peda’ lihat nampak/lihat/nangga/ 

mandang 

‘see’ (INTRANS) 

1119 bepeda’ bepeda’ menangar nangga Ibid  

1120 peda’-peda’ peda’-peda’ lihat lihat ‘continuously looks’(INTRANS) 

1121 meda’-meda’ meda’-meda’ melihat-lihat melihat-lihat ‘looked and looked’/‘looked 

around’ (TRANS) 

1122 tepeda’ tepeda’ terlihat terlihat ‘sees suddenly’ 

1123 dipeda’ dipeda’ dilihat dilihat ‘saw’ 
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1124 dipeda’-peda’ dipeda’-peda’ dilihat-lihat dilihat-lihat ‘watched and watched’ 

1125 nampak ayan nampak nampak ‘visible’ 

1126 sampai sampai sampai sampai ‘until’/‘arrive’/‘hang’ 

1127 sehinggakan Ibid sehinggakan sehinggakan ‘until’ 

1128 sehinga5  Ibid  sehinga (means ‘so 

much’ in Malay) 

sehinga (means ‘so much’ 

in Malay) 

‘arrive’ 

1129 datai datai datang datang ‘arrive’ 

1130 datai-datai [said in anger, 

several times] 

Ibid datang datang-datang ‘come’  

1131 penatai penatai pendatang pendatang ‘arrival’ 

1132 maheben [identified as 

Malay] 

Ibid maheben [not in 

dictionary] 

tiba/sampai ‘arrive’ 

1133 ngkah engkah meletakkan engkah ‘place’ (INTRANS) 

1134 engkah [identified as Iban] Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid 

1135 angkah Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid 

1136 engkeh [ili] Ibid Ibid  Ibid  Ibid 

1137 engke [ili] Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid 

1138 ngangkah ngangkah menempat menangkah/ngkah ‘place’ (TRANS) 

1139 dingkah diengkah diletakkan diengkah ‘was placed by’ 

1140 dikah Ibid Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1141 munggah munggah menunggah memuggah ‘take out of a container’ 

1142 mungkar [identified as Iban] mungkar terbakar angus ‘uprooted’ 

1143 tempat tempat tempat tempat ‘place’/‘style’ (N) 

                                                 
5 [identified as Malay by Sebuyau, but not in Malay dictionary] 
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1144 tempap [assimilation] Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1145 nduwah endur Ibid Ibid  ‘place’ 

1146 enduah Ibid  Ibid  Ibid Ibid  

1147 enduh Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1148 ndurr Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1149 nduh Ibid  Ibid  Ibid Ibid  

1150 nuh Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1151 no Ibid  Ibid  Ibid Ibid  

1152 endoh Ibid  Ibid Ibid Ibid 

1153 nduah Ibid Ibid Ibid ‘place’ (V) 

1154 nempat nempat menempat menempat/nempat Ibid 

1155 tempat-tempat tempat tempat-tempat tempat-tempat ‘places’ 

1156 menua menua Ibid  tempat ‘place’/‘political unit’ 

1157 nimpiek nempik menempik meraung/memenpik ‘hit’ (TRANS) 

1158 nempiek Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1159 nyucuak nyucuak menyucuk nyucuk ‘punch’/‘stick’ 

1160 lenyau lenyau hilang hilang/lenyau? ‘lost’ 

1161 hilang Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1162 mancit mancit memancit memancit/mancit ‘squirt’ (TRANS) 

1163 pancit pancit pancit pancit ‘squirt’ (INTRANS) 

1164 nyimbur [identified as Iban] nyimbur memercikkan memercik ‘splash’/‘squirt’ 

1165 ti’ ti’ sama ada sama ada (‘either’) ‘whether’ 

1166 ngadu ngadu mengadu ngadu (‘complain’) ‘do’/‘change’ (TRANS) 

1167 ngadu’ Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  
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1168 ngato Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid 

1169 ngadu-ngadu ngadu-ngadu mengadu ngadu ‘continuously changes 

[channel]’ 

1170 ado adu  adu (‘complain’) adu (‘complain’) ‘do’/‘change’ (INTRANS) 

1171 adu  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1172 diadu diadu diadu diadu ‘did’ 

1173 ngatoh ngatur mengatur mengatur/ngatur ‘mess about’/‘arrange’ (TRANS) 

1174 ngatoah Ibid  Ibid   Ibid   Ibid   

1175 ngator Ibid   Ibid   Ibid   Ibid   

1176 ngato-ngatoah ngatur-ngatur mengatur-ngator mengatur-ngatur ‘messing continuously’ (TRANS) 

1177 atoh atur atur atur ‘repair’ (INTRANS) 

1178 atoah Ibid  Ibid   Ibid   Ibid  

1179 diatoah diatur diatur diatur ‘messed about’ 

1180 madah madah kata madah ‘says’ 

1181 mada Ibid   Ibid   Ibid   Ibid  

1182 dipadah dipadah diberitahu/dikata dipadah ‘commanded’ 

1183 mai’ mai’ membawa membawa/mbak ‘carry’ (TRANS) 

1184 ngemai’  ngemai’ Ibid  Ibid   Ibid  

1185 bai’ bai’ bawa bawa ‘carry’ (INTRANS) 

1186 dibai’ dibai’ dibawa dibawa ‘carried’ 

1187 terdibai’ [identified as Malay 

due to the “ter] 

tedibai’ terbawa terbawa ‘carried (suddenly)’ 

1188 terbai’ tebai’ terbawa terbawa ‘carries suddenly’ 

1189 tebai’ Ibid   Ibid   Ibid   Ibid   
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1190 ngama’ ngama’ pikul pikul ‘carry’/‘touch and feel’/‘carry 

on back’ 

1191 nganggong nganggong menanggung menganggung/menggangk

at 

‘shoulder’(TRANS) 

1192 nanggong Ibid   Ibid   Ibid   Ibid   

1193 nanggung ngangkat Ibid  Ibid   Ibid   

1194 nanggum [assimilation] Ibid   Ibid   Ibid   Ibid   

1195 nangguang Ibid   Ibid   Ibid   Ibid   

1196 ngangguam Ibid   Ibid   Ibid   Ibid   

1197 nganggum Ibid   Ibid  Ibid   Ibid   

1198 tanggong tanggong tanggung tanggung ‘shoulder’ (INTRANS) 

1199 ditanggong ditanggong ditanggung ditanggung ‘shouldered’/‘carried like a 

baby’ 

1200 minciang mincing membawa membawa/membimbit/ 

angkat 

‘carry’ 

1201 binciyang [spoonerism] Ibid   Ibid   Ibid   Ibid   

1202 nganti’ nanti’ menunggu nunggu ‘wait’ (TRANS) 

1203 anti’ anti’ tunggu tunggu ‘wait’ (INTRANS) 

1204 kumbai  kumbai/kangau panggil tunggah ‘call’ (INTRANS) 

1205 ngumbai ngumbai memanggil memanggil ‘call’ (TRANS) 

1206 ngumai Ibid  Ibid   Ibid   Ibid   

1207 ngangau ngangau Ibid   Ibid  Ibid  

1208 panggilan  panggil panggilan panggilan ‘call’ (N) 

1209 dikumbai dikumbai dipanggil dipanggil ‘called’ 

1210 belalu belalu panggil tunggah ‘call to enter’ 
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1211 bedau bedau/apin belum belum ‘not yet’ 

1212 sebedau sebedau sebelum sebelum ‘before’ 

1213 ngaga’[identified as Iban] ngaga’ membuat membuat/muat (means 

‘carry’) 

‘make’ (TRANS) 

1214 nyaga’ Ibid   Ibid  Ibid   Ibid  

1215 gaga’ gaga’ kerja keja ‘work’ (N) 

1216 Ibid   Ibid   Ibid  Ibid   ‘make’ (INTRANS) 

1217 digaga’ digaga’ dibuat dibuat ‘made’ 

1218 digago Ibid   Ibid   Ibid   Ibid   

1219 dibuat Ibid   Ibid   Ibid   Ibid   

1220 buat buat (means ‘the 

amount that can be 

carried’ in Iban) 

buat buat ‘make’ (INTRANS) 

1221 muat muat means 

‘returning pain’ in 

Iban) 

membuat membuat/muat/molah ‘make’ (TRANS) 

1222 tebuat tegaga’ terbuat terbuat ‘suddenly made’ 

1223 lemai lemai petang petang ‘evening’ 

1224 pangan pangan rakan rakan ‘friend’ 

1225 kawan kawan kawan kawan Ibid   

1226 sahabat pangan sahabat sahabat Ibid   

1227 kaban kaban/nyawai 

[elicited] 

saudara saudara ‘relative’ 

1228 kawan-kawan kawan kawan-kawan kawan-kawan ‘friends’ 

1229 bepangan bepangan berkawan berkawan ‘befriend’ 
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1230 pepengan bepangan Ibid   Ibid   Ibid   

1231 bekawan bekawan Ibid  Ibid   Ibid   

1232 sida’ sida’ mereka sidak nya/sida’ ia ‘they’/‘all’/‘that’ 

1233 side’ Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1234 hida’ Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid Ibid  

1235 da’ Ibid   Ibid   Ibid  Ibid  

1236 sila’ Ibid   Ibid   Ibid   Ibid  

1237 sidou [ili] Ibid   Ibid   Ibid  Ibid  

1238 ida’ Ibid   Ibid   Ibid   Ibid   

1239 sidak nyak Ibid   Ibid  Ibid Ibid   Ibid  

1240 sida’ ia sida’ ia mereka sana sida’ ia ‘them there’ 

1241 sida’ a Ibid   Ibid   Ibid  Ibid  

1242 hida’ a Ibid   Ibid   Ibid   Ibid   

1243 hida’ o Ibid  Ibid  Ibid   Ibid   

1244 hida’ e Ibid   Ibid  Ibid  Ibid   

1245 ngiga’ ngiga’ mencari mencari/nganso ‘look’ (TRANS) 

1246 miga’ Ibid  Ibid   Ibid   Ibid  

1247 myiga’ Ibid   Ibid  Ibid   Ibid   

1248 nyiga’ Ibid   Ibid   Ibid  Ibid   

1249 giga’ giga’ cari cari ‘look’ (INTRANS) 

1250 digiga’ digiga’ dicari dicari ‘looked for’  

1251 nyeling nyeling menjeling menjeling ‘look out of corner of eye’ 

1252 nyeliyang Ibid   Ibid  Ibid   Ibid   

1253 nyeling-nyeling nyeling-nyeling menjeling menjeling ‘continuously looks around’ 
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1254 maca maca membaca membaca/maca ‘read’/‘look’ 

1255 lelak lelak letih kepak ‘tired’ 

1256 lelek [ili] Ibid   Ibid   Ibid   Ibid   

1257 lelah Ibid  lelah lelah Ibid  

1258 badu’ badu’/ngetu berhenti berhenti ‘stop’ 

1259 behenti berenti Ibid  Ibid   Ibid  

1260 berenti Ibid  Ibid   Ibid  Ibid   

1261 nagang nagang Ibid  nagang means ‘catching 

fish’) 

‘stop’ (TRANS) 

1262 ditagang ditagang diberhenti diberhenti ‘stopped’ 

1263 dihentikan diberenti ka dihentikan dihentikan ‘cause to have stopped’ 

1264 ditutup ditutup ditutup ditutup ‘stopped’ 

1265 betutup betutup bertutup Ibid ‘stop’/‘cover’ (INTRANS) 

1266 nutup nutup nutup/menutup nutup ‘stop’/‘cover’ (TRANS) 

1267 ngutup Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

1268 tutup tutup tutup tutup ‘stop’/‘cover’ (INTRANS) 

1269 mumbu’ ngumbu’ menutup “menumbu” 

means ‘links’ in Malay 

ngumbuk ‘cover’ (TRANS) 

1270 nyunkup nyunkup menyungkup nyungkup Ibid 

1271 ngelinduwang-ngelinduwang ngelindung-

ngelindung 

melindungi melindongi ‘cover (everything up)’ 

1272 nudung nudong menudung menudung ‘cover’ 

1273 ditudung ditudong ditudung ditudung ‘covered’ 

1274 ditan ditan dipegang dipegang ‘hold firm’ 
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1275 lebowah leboh pada ketika/waktu ‘while’ 

1276 lebuh Ibid Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1277 sambil sambil sambil sambil Ibid  

1278 sambir Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1279 benong benong Ibid  benong Ibid  

1280 benduang [identified as Iban 

by some but not others] 

Ibid Ibid  Ibid  Ibid 

1281 bendung Ibid Ibid  Ibid  Ibid 

1282 benung Ibid Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1283 tebenung Ibid  Ibid  Ibid Ibid 

1284 benung-benung benung   benong ‘after a long while’ 

1285 pada maia pada pada   

1286 setelah sepung udah setelah sekejab ‘while’/‘after’ 

1287 sementara [identified as 

Malay] 

sementara  sementara  sementara  ‘for a while’/‘during’ 

1288 mua [Sansk] mua muka muka ‘face’ 

1289 moa Ibid Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1290 pemukaan Ibid  pemukaan pemukaan ‘face’/‘top side’ 

1291 mua’ mua’ banyak banyak ‘a lot’/‘many’ 

1292 banyak [identified as Malay] banyak Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1293 banyau6  banyau banyau banyau Ibid  

1294 banyak-banyak banyak-banyak banyak banyak Ibid 

1295 banyek-banyek [ili] Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

                                                 
6 identified as S, but I’ve had Malay people say it to me, and it’s in the Iban dictionary 
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1296 umpa’ [identified as Iban] umpa’ Ibid Ibid  Ibid  

1297 mayuwah maioh7  banyak banyak ‘many’ 

1298 maiuh Ibid  Ibid Ibid  Ibid  

1299 pemayuah [identified as Iban] pemayuah pembanyakan pembanyakan ‘amount’ 

1300 mansau mansau bakar bakar ‘baked’/‘ready’ 

1301 semak semak berhampiran means 

‘shrubs’ in Malay 

semak means ‘shrubs’ in 

Malay? 

‘close’ 

1302 kembai kembai kembang kembang ‘swell’/‘rise’ 

1303 baroh baroh bawah bawah ‘underneath’/‘down’ 

1304 baruah Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1305 bahoah Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid 

1306 bahoh Ibid Ibid  Ibid  Ibid 

1307 bahuh [assimilation?] Ibid  Ibid Ibid Ibid 

1308 bawoah Ibid Ibid  Ibid  Ibid 

1309 bawah Ibid  Ibid Ibid Ibid 

1310 sebaroh baroh bawah bawah ‘down’ 

1311 sebahoah Ibid  Ibid Ibid Ibid 

1312 asai [Sansk] asai rasa rasa ‘feel’ (INTRANS) 

1313 rasa Ibid  Ibid Ibid Ibid 

1314 perasan [Sansk] asai perasaan  perasan  ‘notice’  

1315 nyepi’ nyepi’ rasa sakit nyepik ‘feel pain’ (TRANS) 

1316 enceri [Sebuyau identify as 

Iban; Iban say it is Sebuyau] 

enceri [not in 

dictionary] 

Ibid rasa Ibid 

                                                 
7 Sebuyau identified maioh as Iban, but  not in dictionary 
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1317 behasai berasai berasa berasa Ibid 

1318 nespi’ [Lala never heard] Ibid Ibid Ibid ‘taste’ (TRANS) 

1319 ensapi [identified as Iban —

irregular V] 

sapi (means ‘take 

with fingers and eat’) 

rasa rasa ‘taste’ (INTRANS) 

1320 ngasai ngasai merasa merasa ‘feel’/‘taste’ (TRANS) 

1321 ngerasa  Ibid  Ibid Ibid Ibid 

1322 mak mak mak mak ‘mother’ 

1323 mo’ Ibid  Ibid Ibid Ibid 

1324 ma’ Ibid  Ibid Ibid Ibid 

1325 indai indai ibu ibu Ibid 

1326 inda Ibid  Ibid Ibid Ibid 

1327 mindai ngindai berama ibu berama ibu ‘with mother’/‘call “mother”‘ 

1328 beindai beindai ada mak ada mak ‘to have a mother’ 

1329 skuati sukati suka hati suka hati ‘any which way’ 

1330 sukati Ibid  Ibid Ibid Ibid 

1331 sekati Ibid  Ibid Ibid Ibid 

1332 siaran [Portuguese] siaran siaran siaran ‘broadcast’ 

1333 searan Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1334 siaranan [identified as Malay] siaran siaran/seranan 

(‘advice’) 

siaran Ibid  

1335 adai nadai tidak tidak/nisik ‘not’ 

1336 nadai [I] Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1337 tidak Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1338 ngai enggai Ibid  tak mahu Ibid  
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1339 enggai [identified as Iban] Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1340 bukai bukai bukan bukan ‘not’/‘others’ 

1341 ukai ukai Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1342 enda’ enda’ tidak  tidak  ‘unable’/‘not’ 

1343 nda’[identified as Iban] Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1344 adaisi nadai bisi tiada tiada [Sarawak Malays say 

nadai and adaisi but claim 

they are speaking Iban 

when doing so] 

‘isn’t’ 

1345 nao Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  ‘no?’ 

1346 ibuh ibuh mengendahkan sik mauk ‘heed’ 

1347 ta ti’ yang yang ‘that’ 

1348 tae [ili] Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1349 pa [assimilation] Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1350 ke ka Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1351 ka Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1352 yang Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1353 ien Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1354 ti’ Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1355 ti Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1356 te’ Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1357 te Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1358 tai Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1359 tei Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  
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1360 nok  Ibid  Ibid  nok Ibid  

1361 koa Ibid  kamu kau ‘you’ (2s) 

1362 de’ de’ anda ko Ibid  

1363 nuan [I] nuan engkau kitak Ibid  

1364 di’ di’ kau Ibid  Ibid  

1365 nyuhuntiyang nyuhuntiyang menconteng nyunteng  ‘scribble’/‘draw’ (TRANS) 

1366 nyunting Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1367 nyuntiyang Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1368 cunting cunting conteng conteng ‘scribble’/‘draw’ (INTRANS) 

1369 dicunting dicunting diconteng diconteng ‘drawn’/‘scribbled’ 

1370 ngelukis ngelukis melukis melukis ‘draw’ (TRANS) 

1371 nrrukis ndrro Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1372 nrukis Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1373 ngrukis Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1374 nrou Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1375 ndrro Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1376 rukis lukis lukis lukis ‘draw’ (INTRANS) 

1377 lukis Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1378 rukis-rukis rukis-rukis lukis lukis ‘draws continuously’ 

1379 dirukis dilukis dilukis dilukis ‘drawn’ 

1380 rukisan drro lukisan lukisan ‘drawing’ 

1381 ngao enggau dan/dengan means 

‘with’ (engkau means 

2s in Malay) 

dan/dengan means ‘with’ 

(engkau means 2s in 

Malay) 

‘and’/‘with’ 
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1382 enggau Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1383 enggao Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1384 nga Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1385 nggau Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1386 dengan Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1387 denggau Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1388 no enggau dengan dengan ‘with’ 

1389 pengao [identified as S] guna guna makai/memakai ‘use’  

1390 padeh pedis/padeh menyakit menyakit ‘hurts’ 

1391 ngirau ngirau (‘worries’) menganpur mengampur ‘mixes’/‘stirs’ 

1392 ngihau Ibid  mengar Ibid  Ibid  

1393 ngihau-ngihau ngirau-ngirau ngacau-ngacau ngacau-ngacau ‘continuously mixing’ 

1394 digihau digirau dicampur dicampur ‘mixed’ 

1395 dikamboh dikambuh dikambuh (means 

‘relapse’ in Malay) 

dicampur ‘mixed’/‘make a mess’ 

1396 bingung bingung bingung bingung ‘confused’ 

1397 bingo Ibid  bingung/bimbang bingung/bimbang ‘worried’ 

1398 binguwang Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1399 ngelu ngelu  ngilu/pening ngilu ‘dizzy’ 

1400 pigao [shoud be mpingao] Ibid Ibid  Ibid ‘head spinning’ 

1401 sebening [identified as Iban] pedis pala’/sebening sakit kepala penin ‘headache’ 

1402 nglelu [identified as S] Ibid Ibid  Ibid Ibid  
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1403 sebening lalat [some identify 

this as Iban] 

sebening lalat sepening lalat sepening lalat ‘when cartoon characters fall 

down and birdies fly in circles 

around their head’ [not a serious 

term] 

1404 kwong tin tin kong ‘can’ (N) 

1405 cacin lukung cacing cacin (‘earthworm’) 

lukung (‘caterpillar’) [Use 

Iban word?] 

‘worm’ 

1406 caciyang [ili] Ibid Ibid  Ibid Ibid  

1407 tacin Ibid Ibid  Ibid Ibid  

1408 lukuwang Ibid Ibid  Ibid Ibid  

1409 lukung Ibid Ibid  Ibid Ibid  

1410 rukuang Ibid Ibid  Ibid Ibid  

1411 ulat ulat ulat ulat ‘worm’/‘caterpillar’ 

1412 nyihup nyirup minum minum ‘drink’ 

1413 minum Ibid Ibid  Ibid Ibid  

1414 nyirup Ibid Ibid  Ibid Ibid  

1415 amat amat sangat sangat ‘very’ 

1416 amai  amai [dictionary says 

amai is S and Balau!] 

Ibid  Ibid Ibid  

1417 ti ti [not in dictionary] Ibid  Ibid Ibid  

1418 te Ibid  Ibid Ibid  Ibid  

1419 nang nang Ibid nang Ibid 

1420 memang ndang/endang  memang memang ‘really’ 

1421 ndo Ibid  Ibid Ibid  Ibid  
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1422 telampao kelalu terlampau telampau ‘over’ 

1423 telampau Ibid  Ibid Ibid  Ibid  

1424 kelalu kelalu terlalu terlalu ‘too much’/‘always’ 

1425 telalu Ibid  Ibid Ibid  Ibid  

1426 nang enduh asal habitat semulajadi habitat semulajadi ‘natural habitat’ 

1427 muhu muru memburu (means 

‘hunt’) 

memburu/muru ‘drive away’ (TRANS) 

1428 muru Ibid  Ibid Ibid  Ibid  

1429 buhu buru buru (‘hunt’) buru (‘hunt’) ‘drive away’ (INTRANS) 

1430 buru Ibid  Ibid Ibid  Ibid  

1431 halau buru halau halau/nipu ‘ask to go away’ 

1432 dibuhu diburu diburu diburu ‘drove away’ 

1433 sinu’ sinu’ sedih sedih ‘pity’/‘sad’ 

1434 sedeh Ibid  Ibid Ibid  Ibid  

1435 sedih Ibid  Ibid Ibid  Ibid  

1436 ne [identified as Malay] Ibid  ne [not in dictionary] Ibid  Ibid  

1437 hampa [identified as Malay] sinu’ hampa  hampa  Ibid 

1438 babas babas hutan rumput ‘undergrowth’ 

1439 babah Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1440 samon babas hutan belantara samon [not in Iban 

dictionary — Sarawak 

Malay] 

‘jungle’ 

1441 dia dia sana [in Malay dia 

means 3s] 

sinun ‘there’ 

1442 dia’ Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  
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1443 dyin din situ situ ‘there’ (a little closer than dia) 

1444 din Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1445 nyin nyin pada pada ‘at’ 

1446 ia ia (in Malay ia means 

3s) 

sana sinun ‘there’ (weak) 

1447 a a Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1448 e Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1449 o Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1450 nun nun sana sinun/nun ‘there’ (a little closer than “dia”) 

1451 kia kia ke sana sinun ‘going there’ 

1452 kin kin ke sana ke sana ‘to there’ 

1453 gayau baya/gayau boaya/boya boyak ‘crocodile’ 

1454 boaya Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1455 boiya Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1456 baya Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1457 baya’ Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1458 bayau [1/2 Iban, 1/2 S] Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1459 bayo Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1460 dinoso Ibid dinosaur dinoso ‘dinosaur’ 

1461 to to sini (‘here’) itu (means 

‘that’) 

tok ‘this’/‘here’ (a little further) 

1462 to’ Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1463 o [assimilation] Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1464 tou Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  
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1465 ta Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1466 sini di to sini sini ‘here’ 

1467 kito kito’ ke sini ke sini ‘to here’ 

1468 kito’ Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1469 nginang nginang menjinakkan menginang ‘tame’ 

1470 diinang diinang dijinakkan diinang ‘tamed’ 

1471 diindang Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1472 nyaga nyaga menjaga menjaga/nyaga ‘take care of’/‘wait’ (TRANS) 

1473 menyaga Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1474 jaga jaga jaga jaga ‘take care of’/‘wait’ (INTRANS) 

1475 penyaga [Sansk] penyaga penjaga penjaga ‘guard’ (N) 

1476 ngintu ngintu menjaga ngibun/menjaga/nyaga/ngi

ntu 

‘take care of’/‘wait’ (TRANS) 

1477 nyintu Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1478 pengawal penyaga pengawal pengawal ‘security’/‘guard’ 

1479 gat gat Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1480 kaca kaca cantik kacak ‘beautiful’ 

1481 kaca’ Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1482 cantik Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1483 iampu iampu sendiri/punya nampun ‘himself’ 

1484 apu Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1485 mpu empu milik/punya empun ‘own’ 

1486 pu Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1487 punya ngempu(n) punya punya   
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1488 dimpu dimpu dimilik/punya diempun ‘owned’ 

1489 dampu Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1490 rama-rama kesulai rama-rama rama-rama ‘butterfly’ 

1491 kesulai [identified as Iban 

kebembang is S] 

Ibid  Ibid  rama-rama Ibid  

1492 beteflai Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1493 lelabah buyah lelabah (means 

‘spider’) 

labah (‘bee’)/buyah ‘small white butterfly’/‘spider’ 

1494 kebembang kebembang [not in 

dictionary] 

    ‘insect’/‘butterfly’ 

1495 kupu-kupu kesulai kupu-kupu kupu-kupu Ibid 

1496 indu’ utai indu’ utai serangga serangga ‘insect’ 

1497 seranggo Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1498 saranggor Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1499 buntak buntak (buntak 

means ‘dumpy’ in 

Malay) 

belalang belalang ‘grasshopper’ 

1500 belalang Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1501 kumbang kumbang kumbang kumbang ‘beetle’ 

1502 ngacau ngacau mengacau mengacau ‘disturb’ (TRANS) 

1503 kacau kacau kacau kacau ‘disturb’ (INTRANS) 

1504 kacau-kacau kacau-kacau kacau kacau ‘continually bother’/‘chaotic’ 

1505 dikacau dikacau dikacau dikacau ‘disturbed’ 

1506 kudi’ kudi’ (means 

‘angry’/‘impatient’) 

kacau kacau ‘bother’/‘disturb’/‘eager’/‘interr

upt’ 
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1507 kehutiyek keritoak kacau kacau ‘disturb like you want to repair’ 

1508 jaguwang jagung jagong jagong ‘corn’ 

1509 jagong Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1510 dikibut dikibut digigit digigit ‘bit’ 

1511 nyibut nyibut menggigit menggigit/nggigit  ‘bite’ (TRANS) 

1512 nyipit nyepit menyengat menyengat/nyengat/ 

pangkak 

‘sting’ (TRANS) 

1513 nepiet Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1514 nyepit Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1515 sepiet sepit  sengat sengat ‘sting’ (INTRANS) 

1516 sepiat Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1517 sepit  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1518 disepit disepit disengat disengat ‘stung’ 

1519 nyubuwat nyubuwat bersembunyi bersembunyi ‘sneak around’ 

1520 ngarameng [identified as 

Iban] 

ngarameng dengan sengaja dengan sengaja ‘sneakily’ 

1521 menyelinap nyubuak menyelinap ngelinap Ibid  

1522 betapoak betapuk betapuk betapuk ‘hiding’ 

1523 betapuak Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1524 betapok Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1525 napoak napuk napuk napuk ‘put back’/‘hide’ 

1526 napuak Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1527 napuk Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  
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1528 nepu’/napu ngisi’ menapu (‘ask him to 

eat’) 

napu ‘put back inside a container’ 

1529 ditapuk ditapuk diletak diletak/ditapuk ‘put back’ (past) 

1530 disimpan disimpan disimpan disimpan ‘kept’/‘put back’ 

1531 nyimpan nyimpan menyimpan nyimpan ‘put back’ (TRANS) 

1532 simpan simpan simpan simpan ‘put back’ (INTRANS) 

1533 digumpul digumpul dikumpul dikumpul ‘collected’ 

1534 ngumpul ngumpul mengumpul  mengumpul/ngumpul  ‘collect’ (TRANS) 

1535 ngugung nugung Ibid  Ibid  ‘put it all together’ 

1536 nugung Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1537 ngumpul-ngumpul-ngumpul-

ngumpul 

ngumpul-ngumpul-

ngumpul-ngumpul 

mengumpul mengumpul ‘continuously collects’ 

1538 gumpul gumpul kumpul kumpul ‘collect’ (INTRANS) 

1539 bejako bejako bercakap berkelaka ‘talk’ 

1540 jako jako cakap kelaka Ibid  

1541 jakou Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1542 ko Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1543 bekelakah bekelakar berbahas berkelaka ‘talk together’ 

1544 randau [identified as Iban] randau bercakap bercakap ‘talking about’ 

1545 berandau berandau berandau Ibid  Ibid  

1546 bahasa jako bahasa kelaka ‘language’ 

1547 dijamboi dijamboi dikering dikering ‘drying’ 

1548 dijimbor Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  
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1549 nyamboi nyamboi mengering/gering (‘sick 

Sultan’) 

mengering/gering ‘dry’ (TRANS) 

1550 nyimboi Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1551 nyambui Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1552 jamboi jamboi kering kering ‘dry’ (INTRANS) 

1553 keriang kering kering (‘dry’) kering (‘dry’) ‘strong’ 

1554 jambui-jambui jambui-jambui kering kering ‘many things drying’ (flowery 

speech) 

1555 cahik carik carik (means 

‘unfeathered’/ 

‘dishevelled’) 

koyak/bisak ‘tear’ (INTRANS) 

1556 cahek Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1557 nyarik nyarik mengoyak bisak ‘tear’ (TRANS) 

1558 dicahik dicarik Ibid  Ibid  ‘tore’ 

1559 dicahik-cahik dicarik dicarik-carik dicarik-carik ‘tore up and tore up’ 

1560 baldi [Tamil] beledi baldi baldi ‘pail’ 

1561 baldis Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1562 beledi Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1563 baledi Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1564 ngeledi  meledi (‘to be full to 

the point of running 

over’/‘roots’/ 

‘though’) lidih 

(‘boil’)/melidih, 

(‘come to a boil’) 

[Lala] 

Ibid  Ibid  ‘scratching’/‘feeling sensitive’ 
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1565 beledi-beledi Ibid  baldi baldi ‘pails’ 

1566 pas nujok menolak nolak ‘push’ 

1567 awak [identified as Iban] awak supaya (awak means 

‘you’ in Malay) 

supaya (awak means ‘you’ 

in Malay) 

‘so that’ 

1568 awak ka awak ka Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1569 supaya Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1570 sepaya Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1571 pengawa’ [identified as Iban. 

S would be buat] 

pengawak melakukan melakukan/molah ‘doing’ 

1572 sedal sedal/sedar sedar sedar ‘realized’/‘awaken’ 

1573 sedar Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1574 disedari sedar disedari disedari Ibid  

1575 peringatan pengingat peringatan (means 

‘warning’ in Malay) 

peringatan (means 

‘warning’ in Malay) 

‘realization’ 

1576 nyumai nyumai masak masak ‘cook’ (TRANS) 

1577 masak Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1578 masakan sumai utai masakan masakan ‘cuisine’ 

1579  sumai sumai Ibid  masak ‘cook’ (INTRANS) 

1580 besumai besumai memasak Ibid  Ibid  

1581 disumai disumai dimasak dimasak ‘cooked’ 

1582 dimasak Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1583 pandowak pandok memasak memasak ‘cook (over fire)’ 

1584 dipandowak dipandok dimasak dimasak ‘cooked’ 

1585 ditunu ditunu ditunu ditunok ‘cooked’/‘burnt’ 
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1586 nunu nunu menunu nunok ‘burn’/‘cook’ (TRANS) 

1587 tunu tunu tunu tunok ‘burn’/‘cook’ (INTRANS) 

1588 membanjir bah membanjir/bah membanjir/bah/dibanjir(i) ‘flood’ (TRANS) 

1589 banjer [Indonesian] Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  ‘flood’ (INTRANS) 

1590 banjir Ibid  banjir/bah banjir/bah Ibid  

1591 banjil Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1592 banjih Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1593 kebanjiran bah kebanjiran/bah kebanjiran/bah ‘flooded’ 

1594 ampoah ampuh meresap bah ‘flood’/‘seep everywhere’/‘high 

tide’ 

1595 menoah [S] menoh meresap meresap/resap ‘seeped’/‘flooded’ 

1596 maia maia apabila apabila ‘when’ 

1597 apabila bila bila bila Ibid  

1598 bila Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1599 tibo [identified as Malay] maia tiba (means ‘arrive’) tiba (means ‘arrive’) ‘while’/‘arrive’ 

1600 tibatiba [Malay] tibatiba tibatiba tibatiba ‘suddenly’  

1601 titiba Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1602 tiba baru datai tiba (means ‘arrive’) tiba (means ‘arrive’) Ibid  

1603 tibo Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1604 betibatiba [mistake?] Ibid  tiba-tiba tiba-tiba Ibid  

1605 nyu’ nyo’ tukar tukar/ubah ‘change’/‘suddenly’ 

1606 nyu Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1607 nu’ Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  
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1608 inda taja’ pan inda [not in 

dictionary] 

walaupun ‘even’ 

1609 walaupun walaupun walaupun walaupun ‘even though’ 

1610 walau walaupun walau walau ‘no matter’/‘though’ 

1611 semasa — semasa semasa ‘current’/‘while’ 

1612 masa maia masa masa ‘while’/‘ ‘time’ 

1613 maso [ili] Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1614 waktu jam waktu waktu ‘time’ 

1615 tu Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1616 taim Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1617 sewaktu sama maia sewaktu sewaktu ‘when’ 

1618 bekali-kali bekali-kali berkali-kali bertubi-tubi/berkali-kali ‘many times’ 

1619 sekali sekali sekali sekali ‘once’/‘at the same time’/‘very’ 

1620 sekali’ Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1621 skali Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1622 sekari Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1623 kali’ kali’ kali kali ‘time’ 

1624 siwah siwah mencurah mencurah/nyurah ‘pouring out improperly, 

accidentally’ 

1625 siyuwah Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1626 mengalauarkan Ibid  mengalauarkan menuang/nuang Ibid  

1627 nuhubuwas nurubus menuang menuang/nuang ‘pour’ (TRANS) 

1628 nurubus Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1629 terubus terubus tuang tuang ‘pour’ (INTRANS) 
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1630 dituhubus diturubus dituang dituang ‘poured in’ 

1631 dituang dituang Ibid  dituang ‘poured’ 

1632 nuang nuang menuang menuang/nuang ‘pour’ 

1633 nyimbah nyimbah menimbah menyembah (‘bow to the 

king’)/simbah (‘pour’) 

‘pour’/‘splash’ 

1634 inggap inggap hinggap hinggap ‘perch’ 

1635 nganu’ nganu’ memarahi memarahi/nganu’ ‘scold’ (TRANS) 

1636 anu’ anu’ marah anu’ ‘scold’ (INTRANS) 

1637 dianu’ dianu’ dimarahi dianok ‘was scolded’ 

1638 nyusun nyusun menyusun menyusun/nyusun ‘arrange’ (TRANS) 

1639 ngusun Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1640 susun susun susun susun ‘arrange’ (INTRANS) 

1641 tesusun tesusun tersusun tersusun ‘suddenly arranged’ 

1642 susun-susun susun-susun susun susun ‘continuously arrange’ 

(INTRANS) 

1643 nyu-nyusun nyunyusun menyusun menyusun/nyusun ‘continuously arrange’ (TRANS) 

1644 disusun disusun disusun disusun ‘arranged’ 

1645 tugung-tugung tugong-tugong susun susun ‘pile up pile up’ 

1646 bepupok bepupok menggelegak menggelegak/ngelegak ‘start to bubble’ 

1647 manas manas/ringat/panas 

(‘hot’) 

panas (‘hot’)/ 

marah (‘angry’) 

manas/marah (‘angry’) ‘angry’ 

1648 hingat ringat Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1649 panas panas  panas panas ‘hot’ 

1650 angat angat Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  
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1651 hansik ransi’ marah marah ‘angry’ 

1652 hot [English] Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1653 cilap celap sejuk sejuk ‘cold’ 

1654 becelap becelap bersejuk bersejuk ‘cool’(V) 

1655 menetas ngetas menetas menetas/ngetas ‘hatch’ 

1656 ngetas Ibid  menetas Ibid  ‘hatch’ 

1657 bekalu selalu selalu selalu ‘always’ 

1658 salu Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1659 amanya belamaya selamanya selamanya Ibid  

1660 sentiasa [identified as Malay] Ibid  sentiasa sentiasa Ibid  

1661 pemutus pemutus pemutus (‘breaker’) pemutus 

(‘breaker’)/muktamat 

‘decision’ 

1662 badas badas bagus bagus ‘good’ 

1663 manah manah (In Malay, 

manah means 

‘heart’) 

bagus Ibid  Ibid  

1664 mana Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1665 baik baik baik baik   

1666 berbaik bebaik berbaik berbaik ‘be friendly’/‘reconciled’ 

1667 badas-badas [S] badas-badas/manah-

manah [Iban] 

bagus bagus ‘really good’ 

1668 membaiki ngemaik membaiki membaiki ‘repair’ (TRANS) 

1669 mikik mikik membaiki membaiki Ibid  

1670 baiki mikik baiki baiki ‘repair’ (INTRANS) 

1671 repe repe Ibid  repe Ibid  
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1672 ripe Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1673 stereng stereng stereng stereng ‘steering wheel’ 

1674 stirin Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1675 steling Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1676 nganjong nganjong menghantar menghantar ‘send away’ 

1677 binatang binatang binatang binatang ‘beast’ 

1678 benatang Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1679 minatang Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1680 jilo jelu Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1681 pejelu  Ibid  hidupan liar hidupan liar ‘wildlife’ 

1682 naban naban mengangkut mengangkut/gangkut ‘take away’/‘bring’ 

1683 ditupi’ ditupi’ dijaga ditupi (‘gave food’) ‘raised’ 

1684 tupi’ tupi’ jaga tupi ‘raise’ (INTRANS) 

1685 nupi’ nupi’ menjaga menupi [is Iban, but can 

use in Malay] 

‘raise’ (TRANS) 

1686 tetupi’ tetupi’ memberimakan berimakan ‘raise’ (suddenly) 

1687 jerit manjung (jerit means 

‘horizon’) 

jerit/menjerit meraong/menjerit ‘shout for help’ 

1688 menjerit nyeraouah Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1689 menjehit Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1690 kawung-kawung kaung-kaung meraung kaung-kaung ‘shouting’/‘very loud’ 

1691 nyehawuah nyerauah  meraung nyerraoah ‘howl’ 

1692 nyeraoah [identified as Iban] Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1693 beberap beberap/ magang bepeluk (be)peluk ‘hold someone’ 
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1694 gaga gaga gembira gembira ‘happy’ 

1695 gembira Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1696 hepi Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1697 senang senang senang senang ‘comfortable’ 

1698 nyilat nyilat menjilat menjilat ‘lick’ 

1699 nyilat-nyilat-nyilat-nyilat Ibid  jilat menjilat/(m)enyedok/jilat ‘continuously look underneath’ 

[S meaning only] 

1700 selotep selotep selotep selotep ‘Sellotape’ 

1701 selutep Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1702 silutep Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1703 nyelotep nyelotep menyelotep menyelotep/nyelotep ‘sellotapes’ (TRANS) 

1704 tep tep tep/pita tep/pita ‘tape’ 

1705 dabel Ibid  Ibid  dabel ‘double sided tape’ 

1706 pelampong pelampung pelampung pelepuk ‘life buoy’/‘float’  

1707 pelampuwang Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1708 pelepuak [identified as Iban] pelepuk Ibid  pelepuk Ibid  

1709 behenang semerai (‘crossing’) berenang berenang ‘swim’ (INTRANS) 

1710 henang Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1711 kehenang [Malay root] Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1712 bekelenang [identified as S] Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1713 nyiberang nyimerai menyeberang menyeberang/nyeberang ‘swim’ (TRANS) 

1714 lepas lepas lepas lepas ‘after’ 

1715 lepah Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1716 lepa Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  
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1717 lapah Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1718 pas Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1719 pah Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1720 ngelepas ngelepas melepas (means ‘take 

off’, or ‘escape’) 

melepas (means ‘take off’, 

or ‘escape’) 

‘release’ 

1721 melepas Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1722 telepas telepas terlepas telepas/terlepas (r not 

pronounced) 

‘accidentally release’/‘miss’ 

1723 selepas selepas selepas selepas ‘mmediately after’ 

1724 tengah tengah tengah tengah ‘middle’/‘between’ 

1725 betengah-tengah tengah-tengah ditengah-tengah ditengah-tengah ‘halfway’ 

1726 tengah-stengah tengah-tengah tengah Ibid  Ibid  

1727 tengah-tengah Ibid  tengah-tengah tengah-tengah Ibid  

1728 separuh separoh separuh separuh ‘half’ 

1729 stengah separoh setengah setengah Ibid  

1730 antara antara antara antara ‘between’ 

1731 celah selepak celah celah Ibid  

1732 nyipet [cubit not in text] nyepit mencubit mencubit ‘pinch’/‘bite’ 

1733 nyipit [ngatup not in text]) Ibid menyengat menyengat/nyengat/ 

mengigit 

Ibid 

1734 kapit kapit memerah memerah/merah ‘squeeze’ 

1735 frem bingkai bingkai bingkai ‘frame’ 

1736 prem Ibid Ibid  Ibid Ibid  

1737 prrem Ibid Ibid  Ibid Ibid  
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1738 bingkai Ibid Ibid  Ibid Ibid  

1739 make penanda penanda penanda ‘marker’ 

1740 decoret ngias menghias menghias/ngias ‘decorate’ 

1741 ngias  Ibid Ibid  Ibid Ibid  

1742 badminton badminton badminton badminton ‘badminton’ 

1743 bedmintin Ibid Ibid  Ibid Ibid  

1744 matmintin Ibid Ibid  Ibid Ibid  

1745 nuhmintin Ibid Ibid  Ibid Ibid  

1746 bedminten Ibid Ibid  Ibid Ibid  

1747 bedmintan Ibid Ibid  Ibid Ibid  

1748 bedminton Ibid Ibid  Ibid Ibid  

1749 nuci nuci [not in 

dictionaries] 

menyuci nyuci ‘clean’ (TRANS) 

1750 nyuci Ibid Ibid  Ibid Ibid  

1751 penuci penuci penuci (means 

‘purifier’) 

pencuci ‘stuff for cleaning’ 

1752 pencuci [Malay — from 

Sanskrit suci] 

Ibid pencuci Ibid  ‘cleaning place’ 

1753 gali’ gali’ gali baring/galik [Iban] ‘lay down’ (INTRANS) 

1754 ngali’ ngali’ mengali (means 

‘digging’) 

mengali/ngali (means 

‘digging’) 

‘lay down’ (TRANS) 

1755 nyikau nikau melemparkan melemparkan/lemparkan ‘throw’ (TRANS) 

1756 tikau tikau buang baling ‘throw’ (INTRANS) 

1757 malong [S] nikau Ibid  Ibid Ibid  

1758 muai muai membuang/muang muang ‘throw away’ 
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1759 dibuai dibuai dibuang dibuang ‘threw away’ 

1760 nyawot nyaut menjawab menjawab ‘answer’/‘receive a call’ 

1761 nyawoat Ibid  Ibid Ibid  Ibid  

1762 nyawut Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1763 jawab Ibid  jawab jawab Ibid  

1764 jawap [assmilation?] Ibid  Ibid Ibid  Ibid  

1765 mansang mansang (means 

‘goes on’) 

maju kehadapan jawapan ‘answer’/‘go on’ 

1766 mangkoak mangkuk mangkuk mangkok ‘bowl’ 

1767 mangkoa’ Ibid  Ibid Ibid  Ibid  

1768 mangkuak Ibid  Ibid Ibid  Ibid  

1769 bekas laloh bekas bekas/baki ‘leftovers’/‘container’ 

1770 labih [S] Ibid  labihan labihan Ibid  

1771 cara cara cara cara ‘manner’/‘idea’ 

1772 caro Ibid  Ibid Ibid  Ibid  

1773 caro-caro Ibid  cara-cara cara-cara ‘steps’ 

1774 secara Ibid  secara (means ‘by 

default’) 

secara ‘work it out’ 

1775 pinggai pinggai pinggan pinggan/tapak ‘plate’ 

1776 tanaman utai ditanam tanaman tanaman ‘plants’ 

1777 tanam tanam tanam tanam Ibid  

1778 taman taman (‘park’/ 

‘mooring post’) 

taman taman ‘plantation’/‘park’ 

1779 ditambak ditambak ditambak (means 

‘dumped’ in Malay) 

ditambak (means 

‘dumped’ in Malay) 

‘planted’ 
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1780 ditanam ditanam ditanam ditanam   

1781 tambak tambak tambak  tambak  ‘plant’ (INTRANS) 

1782 tambek [ili] Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1783 nambek [ili] nambak menambak menambak/nambak ‘plant’ (TRANS) 

1784 nambak Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1785 tetambek [ili] tetambak tambak tambak ‘make soil high’/‘fill in soil’ (N) 

1786 buahbuahan buah buahbuahan buahbuahan ‘fruit’ (pl) 

1787 buah-buah buah buah-buah buah-buah Ibid  

1788 buah Ibid  buah buah ‘fruit’ (sing) 

1789 boah Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1790 lading lading ladang ladang ‘plantation’ 

1791 kebun kebun kebun kebun ‘garden’/‘plantation’ 

1792 kibun Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1793 diibun diibun menjaga menjaga/jaga ‘looked after’ 

1794 dusun kebun dusun dusun/kebun ‘orchard’ 

1795 pekibun Ibid  pekebun pekebun ‘gardener’ 

1796 pai pai pai pai ‘pie’ 

1797 kain kain kain kain ‘cloth’ 

1798 baju baju baju baju ‘blouse’/‘clothing’ 

1799 baju-baju Ibid  baju-baju Ibid  ‘clothes’ 

1800 gari’ gari’ pakaian pakaian ‘clothing’ 

1801 gahi’ Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1802 petani orang bekibun petani petani ‘farmer’ 

1803 cangkul cangkul cangkul cangkul ‘hoe’ 
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1804 cangkol Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1805 kagum megah ati kagum eksen/lawa/kagum ‘proud’ 

1806 bangga gaga ati bangga bangga   

1807 sayau (Sansk) sayau saying sayang ‘love’/‘regret’ 

1808 nyamai  nyamai nyaman (means ‘cool’) nyaman (means ‘cool’) ‘tasty’/‘easy’ 

1809 sedap sedap sedap sedap Ibid  

1810 penampal penampal penampal penampal ‘cauking’ 

1811 nampal nampal menampal menampal/nampal ‘caulk’/‘hang’ (TRANS) 

1812 nampa Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1813 tampa tampal tampal tampal ‘caulk’ (INTRANS) 

1814 semak semak dekat dekat ‘near’ 

1815 gila’ gila’ terlalu gila’ ‘more’/‘really’ 

1816 lebih lebih lebih lebih Ibid 

1817 labeh Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1818 pansut pansut pancut pancut ‘exit’/‘gush’ (INTRANS) 

1819 mancut mansut memancut memancut/mancut ‘gush’ (TRANS) 

1820 tepancut tepansut terpancut terpancut ‘exit suddenly’ 

1821 terpancut Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1822 dipansut dipansut dipancut dipancut ‘gushed out’ 

1823 belida belida beleda beleda ‘inner tube’ (bladder) 

1824 angina angin angin angina ‘wind’ 

1825 pasha pasar pasar pasar ‘bazaar’ 

1826 pasar Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1827 behat berat berat berat ‘heavy’ 
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1828 mehensa/mehesa meresa memeriksa memeriksa/meriksa ‘check’ 

1829 cek cek cek cek Ibid  

1830 bedihi bediri berdiri berdiri ‘stand’ (V) 

1831 bediri Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1832 kedihi’ kediri’ kediri Kediri ‘alone’ 

1833 Kediri Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1834 kediri-kediri kediri-kediri kediri Kediri ‘all alone’ 

1835 semin semin simen simen ‘cement’ 

1836 simen Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1837 semen Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1838 sumin Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1839 ndengah ndengah melalui melalui ‘through’ 

1840 sepan sepan (means 

‘wallow’ in Iban) 

periuk periuk ‘rice cooker’ 

1841 pehiuak periuk Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1842 periuak Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1843 belanga’ belanga’ belanga belanga Ibid  

1844 kuali kali kuali kuali ‘wok’ 

1845 kali8 Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1846 kuali-kuali kuali kuali-kuali kuali ‘woks’ 

1847 mengkuhek mengkurak mendidih mendidih ‘cause to boil’ 

1848 kuhek kurak didih didih ‘boil’ 

                                                 
8  should be this way, Lala says, but not in text 
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1849 ngawoak ngawoak meraup ngawoak ‘scoop’ 

1850 nyawak Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1851 ngaowak Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1852 pengawoak pengawoak penyedok pengawoak ‘scooper’ 

1853 pengawa’ Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1854 pengawak Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1855 penyudu’ sudu’ sudu’ sudu’ ‘ladel’ 

1856 penyudu penyudu sudu sudu Ibid  

1857 gahong garong gayong gayong/penyedok ‘ladle’/‘dipper’ 

1858 gahung Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1859 gayong gayung Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1860 sinduak senduk sendok  sendok Ibid  

1861 sendoak Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1862 ngawoak ngauk mengauk mengauk ‘ladles’ (V) 

1863 sofa sofa sofa sofa sofa 

1864 sopa Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1865 tang tang sebaliknya sebaliknya ‘suddenly’/‘by contrast’ 

1866 tin Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1867 lantai lantai lantai lantai ‘floor’ 

1868 tepaksa [Sansk] dipejal terpaksa terpaksa ‘forced’ 

1869 dipaksa dipejal dipaksa dipaksa Ibid  

1870 pala’ pala’ kepala palak ‘head’ 

1871 fala’ Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1872 kepala Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  
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1873 palak Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1874 bunyi bunyi bunyi bunyi ‘noise’ 

1875 bunyi-bunyi bunyi-bunyi bunyi-bunyian bunyi-bunyian   

1876 hami rami berisik/ramai ramai 

means ‘crowded’ in 

Malay 

berisik/ramai ramai means 

‘crowded’ in Malay 

‘noisy’ 

1877 bebunyi bebunyi berbunyi berbunyi ‘ring’ (V) 

1878 babunyi Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1879 ninga ninga mendengar nengar ‘listen’/‘hear’ 

1880 masang masang memasang memasang/masang ‘plug in’/‘start’/‘fixing’ (TRANS) 

1881 pasang pasang pasang pasang ‘plug in’/‘start’ (INTRANS) 

1882 dipasang dipasang dipasang dipasang ‘plugged in’ 

1883 stat belaboh mulakan mula ‘start’ 

1884 karan karan karan karan ‘electricity’ (current)/  

‘electric stove’ 

1885 dikaran dikaran dikaran dikaran ‘turned the electricity on’ 

1886 kiba’ kiba’ kiri kiri ‘left’ 

1887 kili Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1888 kiri Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1889 kanan kanan kanan kanan ‘right’ 

1890 tubuh tubuh tubuh tubuh ‘body’ 

1891 tuboh Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1892 tubuah Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1893 badan badan badan badan Ibid  
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1894 semalam-malam semalam-

malamsemalam-

malam  

semalaman semalaman ‘the whole night’ 

1895 tabing tebing tebing tebing ‘edge’/‘bank’ 

1896 tebing Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1897 tabiyang Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1898 tebiyang Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1899 tabing-tabing tisi tebing-tebing tebing ‘edges’ 

1900 kampong kampong kampong kampong ‘village’/‘farm’ 

1901 kampuong Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1902 humput rumput rumput rumput ‘grass’ 

1903 rumput Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1904 tali tali tali tali ‘string’ 

1905 tali inci tali inci tali inci tali inci ‘measuring tape’ 

1906 tali punyukat [not in text] Ibid  tali penyukat tali penyukat Ibid  

1907 penyukat Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1908 penyukat penyukat penyukat penyukat ‘measure’ (N) 

1909 nyukat nyukat menyukat menyukat/nyukat ‘measure’ (TRANS) 

1910 nyikat Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1911 sukat sukat sukat sukat ‘measure’ (INTRANS) 

1912 disukat disukat disukat disukat ‘measured’ 

1913 ngukur ngukur  mengukur mengukur/penyedok/ 

ngukur 

‘measure’ 

1914 ngukuah Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  
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1915 betalai-tali betali-tali bertali-tali betali-tali ‘almost the same as a cord’/ 

‘tied up’ 

1916 entali entali bertali panjang bertali panjang ‘having long strings’ 

1917 begulai begulai tinggal bersama tinggal bersama ‘stay together’ 

1918 papan papan papan papan ‘washboard’/‘plank’ 

1919 pam pam pam pam ‘pump’ (N) 

1920 ngepam ngepam mengepam mengepam/ngepam ‘pump’ (V) 

1921 cahiak carik carik carik ‘ripped’ 

1922 ukui ukui anjing anjing ‘dog’ 

1923 asu’ asu’ Ibid  asuk Ibid  

1924 asou’ Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1925 mehati [Sansk] mereti mengerti/faham mengerti/faham ‘looking at’/‘understand’ 

1926 matah matah mematah mematah ‘break in half’ (TRANS) 

1927 pagah pagar pagar pagar ‘gate’/‘fence’ 

1928 pageh [ili] Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1929 pagar Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1930 get Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1931 tisih sugu sikat sisir ‘comb’/‘rake’ (N) 

1932 sisiyeh Ibid  pencakar Ibid  Ibid  

1933 tisiyeh Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1934 tisiyah Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1935 nguhas nguras menyapu menyapu/nyapu ‘rake’ [not in text] 

1936 nyapu nyapu menyapu menyapu/nyapu ‘put’/‘sweep’ 

1937 buluh buluh buluh buluh ‘anything tubular’(classifier) 
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1938 ngehuyet ngeruit (means 

‘extract’ in Iban) 

menyelit menyelit/nyelit ‘insert in’/‘pry’ 

1939 nyabut  nyabut  menyabut nyabut ‘pull out’ (TRANS) 

1940 nyuluak nyuluk menjolok menjolok/nyolok ‘get with a stick’ 

1941 tenyuluak tenyuluk terjolok terjolok ‘suddenly get with a stick’ 

1942 cabut cabut cabut cabut ‘pull’ (INTRANS) 

1943 dicabut dicabut dicabut dicabut ‘pulled out’ 

1944 tercabut tecabut tercabut tercabut ‘suddenly pulled out’ 

1945 tahi’ tarik tarik tarik ‘pull’ 

1946 sayul sayur sayur sayo/sayol ‘vegetables’ 

1947 sayur Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1948 behani berani berani berani ‘daring’ 

1949 berani Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1950 bentok gamal bentuk bentuk ‘shape’ 

1951 la’  la’ [not in 

dictionary] 

apatah lagi apatah lagi ‘let be’ (INTRANS) 

1952 ngelak ngelak membiarkan membiarkan ‘let’/‘allow’/‘put down’ 

(TRANS) 

1953 ngala’ Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1954 meletup meletup meletup meletup ‘explode’ 

1955 ngelutup  ngelutup  meletupkan meletupkan ‘to make explode’ 

1956 nambus nambus menembus menampus/nampus ‘come out like boiling’ 

1957 nembus nembus   menembus/nembus   

1958 ngambus ngambus mengambus mengambus/ngambus ‘like steam’ [no intransitive 

form] 
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1959 ngehup ngerup mengaru mengaru ‘scratch’/‘crunch’ 

1960 ngahup Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1961 ngarup Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1962 nyarup Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1963 terok teruk teruk terok ‘bad’/‘serious’ 

1964 terrok [identified as Malay] Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1965 terro’ Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1966 tero’ Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1967 jai’ jai’ jahat jaik Ibid  

1968 bala bala bala bala ‘group’ 

1969 balau Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1970 gila [idiolect?] Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1971 ngelahak ngerara’ melerai melerang ‘stop a fight’/‘stop someone 

from doing something bad’ 

1972 ngelaha ngerara’ melarang (means 

‘forbid’) 

melarang (means ‘forbid’) ‘say something’/‘command’/ 

‘forbid’ 

1973 ngerara Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1974 mancal mancal nakal nakal ‘naughty’ 

1975 nakal [identified as Malay] nakal (means 

‘enduring’ in Iban) 

Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1976 munsang munsang musang musang ‘civet cat’ 

1977 musang Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1978 munseyang [ili] Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1979 maiau maiau kucing pusak ‘cat’ 
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1980 begaugaut begau cemas cemas ‘quickly’/‘panicked’ 

1981 begauat Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1982 begau Ibid  mengejar mengejar/ngejar ‘rushing’/‘grumbling’ 

1983 pukat pukat pukat pukat ‘net’ 

1984 belawa’ belawa’/belanda 

[Iban] 

belari lari ‘run’ 

1985 membelawa’  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1986 belanda’ belanda’ Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1987 lawa-lawa-lawa belawa-lawa terus belari lari-lari-lari ‘run continuously’ 

1988 bela-lawa  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1989 begagai begagai belari-lari/mengejar lari/belari-lari/mengejar ‘run towards each other’  

1990 ngagai ngagai kepada kepada ‘to’/‘chase’ (TRANS) 

1991 ngagae Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1992 nyagai Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

1993 digagai digagai dikejar dikejar ‘chased’ 

1994 gagai gagai kejar kejar ‘chase’ (INTRANS) 

1995 menghalau [identified as 

Malay] 

Ibid  menghalau menghalau Ibid  

1996 terima kasih terima kasih terima kasih trimak kaseh/terima kasih ‘thank’ 

1997 beterima kasih beterima kasih berterima kasih betrimak kaseh Ibid  

1998 kasih kasih kasih kasih ‘feel sorry’/‘grace’ 

1999 maaf ampun maaf maap ‘sorry’ 

2000 heban reban reban reban ‘henhouse’/‘nest’/ 

‘bunch of grass’/‘enclosure’ 
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2001 huban Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

2002 ruban Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

2003 haban Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

2004 sereban sereban sereban sereban ‘one henhouse’ 

2005 gam gam gam gam ‘glue’/‘paste’ 

2006 geteh [ili] getah getah geta ‘rubber’ 

2007 nampung nampung menampung menampung/nampung ‘join’ (TRANS) 

2008 menampung Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

2009 sambong sambong sambung sambung ‘lengthen’ (INTRANS) 

2010 tesambong tesambong sambung sambong ‘suddenly lengthen’ 

2011 nyambong nyambong menyambong (means 

‘patch’ in Malay) [I 

wonder if Sudi meant 

to say “nampung”, or 

“join”?] 

nyambong ‘lengthen’ (TRANS) 

2012 miyet mit kecil kecik ‘little’ 

2013 sikit   sikit sikit ‘a little’ 

2014 miet-miet mit-mit sikit-sikit sikit-sikit ‘just a little’ 

2015 dulu’ dulu’ dulu dolok ‘first’ ‘past’ 

2016 dudi dudi ikut dudi ‘later’/‘run following other 

people’ 

2017 nihit [ngihit] nyirit menyeret/tarik menyeret/nyeret ‘drag’ 

2018 nyihit Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

2019 nahit Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  

2020 narit Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  Ibid  
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2021 minciyang mincing mincing mincing ‘hold and take along’/‘lift up’ 

2022 begai pegai pegang pegang ‘grab’ (INTRANS) 

2023 megai megai memagang memagang ‘grab’ (TRANS) 

2024 dipegai dipegai dipegang dipegang ‘grabbed’ 

2025 cat [Chinese] cat cat cat ‘paint’ 

2026 ngecat ngecat mengecat mengecat/ngecat ‘paint’ (TRANS) 

2027 dico dicat dicat dicat ‘painted’ 

2028 siap siap siap siap ‘ready’ 

2029 sedang sedang sedang sedang ‘just right’ 

2030 ngelabo ngelangbong membuang  ngelabo ‘throw up’ (in the air) 

2031 mutul mutul membotol membotol ‘bottle’ (V) 

2032 lagu lagu lagu lagu ‘song’ 

2033 belagu belagu berlagu belagu ‘sing’ 

2034 belaku [identified as Malay] belaku (means 

‘divide’ in Iban) 

belaku (means ‘do’ in 

Malay) 

belaku (means ‘do’ in 

Malay) 

‘happen’ 

2035 tangarala tengedala tergendala  tergendala  ‘postponed’ 

2036 layah layar layar layar ‘sailing’ 

2037 mulapetama mula mulapertama mulapertama ‘firstly’ 

2038 pertema terubah pertama pertama ‘first’ 

2039 mula mula mula mula ‘begin’ 

2040 mula-mula mula-mula mula-mula mula-mula ‘first’ 

2041 masin-masin masin-masin masing-masing masing-masing ‘each’/‘every’ 

2042 tansang tansang sarang sarang ‘egg box’ 

2043 sarang sarang Ibid Ibid ‘nest’ 
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2044 sangan sarangan sarangan Ibid Ibid 

2045 nyandih nyandih menyandar menyandar/nyandar ‘recline’ 

2046 nyawo nyawa mulut mulut ‘mouth’ 

2047 nyawa Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2048 mulut mulut Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2049 bepakap dada bepakapdada dengan tangan 

melintasi 

bepeluk tangan ‘with crossed arms’ 

2050 dada dada dada dada ‘chest’ 

2051 tan tan menyekat  nyekat ‘block’ (door) 

2052 pintu pintu pintu pintu ‘door’ 

2053 besi (Sansk) besi besi besi ‘iron’ 

2054 stil Ibid besi waja besi waja ‘steel’ 

2055 diatu diatu’ sekarang sekarang ‘now’ 

2056 diato’ Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2057 maia to’ [S, not in text] Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2058 ia to’ iya to  nya (‘direction’) ia 

(‘him’) 

nyo ia ‘this [third person pronoun] 

here’ 

2059 kini kini ke manakini means 

‘now’ in Malay 

ke sini/mari ‘to where’ 

2060 dini dini di mana (dini means 

‘early’ in Malay) 

siney/sine/arahne/di mana ‘(at) where’ 

2061 tini Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2062 ni ni ni ni ‘where’ 

2063 depan ba’ mua/depan [not 

in dictionary] 

depan depan ‘front’ 
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2064 dapan Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2065 tama’ tama’ masuk  masuk  ‘go inside’ 

2066 munoh munuh membunuh bunuh ‘kill’ 

2067 munuah Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2068 masam masam masam masam ‘sour’ 

2069 peluang peluang peluang peluang ‘take advantage’ 

2070 tengelam tengelam tenggelam tenggelam ‘covered inside’/‘drown’ 

2071 hal hal hal (means ‘matter’) hal (means ‘matter’) ‘wrong’/‘problem’ 

2072 ngemetul ngemetul membetul membetul ‘correct’ (V) 

2073 betul betul betul betul ‘correct’/‘good’ 

2074 tetap tetap tetap tetap ‘consistently’/‘fixed’ 

2075 pogrem pogrem program pogram ‘program’ 

2076 minit minit minit minit ‘minute’ 

2077 lastminit Ibid Ibid Ibid ‘last minute’ 

2078 Elex Alex Alex Alex ‘Alex’ 

2079 Alex Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2080 Aleak Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2081 Areak Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2082 Elek Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2083 Alek Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2084 Aiman Aiman Aiman Aiman ‘Aiman’ 

2085 Lina Lina Lina Lina ‘Lina’ 

2086 Stenley Stenley Stenley Stenley ‘Stanley’ 

2087 laki laki lelaki laki ‘man’ 
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2088 lain lain lain lain ‘different’ 

2089 layin Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2090 beza  nyelai beza9  beza Ibid 

2091 berubah berubah berubah berubah ‘change’ 

2092 diubah diubah diubah diubah ‘changed’ 

2093 aleahkan alih alihkan alehkan ‘change’ 

2094 aleh Ibid alih alih Ibid 

2095 ngaleah-ngaleah ngalih-ngalih mengalih-mengalih ngaleh ‘switch continuously’/ 

‘change and change’ (TRANS) 

2096 ngaliah ngalih ngalih ngaleh ‘switch’ 

2097 dikaleh-kaleh-kaleah dikalih-kalih-kalih   ngaleh ‘changed’/‘switched 

continuously’ 

2098 suis suis suis suis ‘switch’ (N) 

2099 tukah tukar tukar tukar ‘change’ (INTRANS) 

2100 tukeh [ili] Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2101 betukah betukar bertukar bertukar Ibid 

2102 tukah-tukah tukar tukar tukar ‘continuously changes’ 

2103 nukah nukar menukar menukar/nukar ‘change’ (TRANS) 

2104 licin licin licin licin ‘muddy’/‘slippery’ 

2105 nelan nelan menelan nelan ‘gulp down’ 

2106 nugam nugam nelan nungam/tegok ‘gulp’ (TRANS) 

2107 tugam tugam [not in 

dictionary] 

telan nungam  ‘gulp’ (INTRANS) 

                                                 
9 must be borrowed because of the z, but I can’t find a source 
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2108 telan Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2109 ditugam ditugam ditelan ditungam ‘gulped’ 

2110 pemulai pemulai mula (means ‘start’ in 

Malay)/pulang 

pulang ‘coming back’ 

2111 merap merap memeluk memeluk/meluk ‘hug’ 

2112 meluak  meluk Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2113 bepeluak bepeluk berpeluk berpeluk   

2114 ngaul [Arabic] ngaul (means ‘hook 

up’)/berap 

mengaul (means ‘vow’ 

or ‘wave’) 

mengaul /ngaul (‘mix’) ‘hug’/‘join’ 

2115 aja aja sahaja sahaja ‘only’ 

2116 ajah Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2117 ja Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2118 haja Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2119 jaja [mistake?] Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2120 setakat nekatu setakat stakat Ibid 

2121 ka’ ka’ sahaja sahaja Ibid 

2122 ubat ubat ubat ubat ‘medicine’ 

2123 hendiplas hendiplas kain pembalut plasta ‘bandage’ 

2124 pingpong pingpong pingpong pingpong ‘ping-pong’ 

2125 pimpong Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2126 kanji kanji kanji kanji ‘tapioca flour’ 

2127 gandong gandung (means 

‘planks’) 

gandung (means 

‘carrying a stick’) 

ngandung (means 

‘pregnant’) 

Ibid 

2128 koboi koboi koboi koboi ‘cowboy’ 
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2129 pasal pasal tentang/pasal pasal ‘about’/‘because of’ 

2130 an Ibid Ibid Ibid ‘and’ 

2131 in Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2132 mebi kini mungkin mungkin ‘maybe’ 

2133 mungkin ngka Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2134 mukin Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2135 kini Ibid kini kini Ibid 

2136 kalik kalik kali kali Ibid 

2137 kali mangkali Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2138 kamukinan10  Ibid kemungkinan kemukinan ‘possibility’/‘maybe’ 

2139 engkah kini [identified as S, 

not in text] 

Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2140 peti peti peti peti ‘box’ 

2141 kotak kotak kotak kotak Ibid 

2142 kecemasan nyadi nyinyit kecemasan kecemasan ‘emergency’ 

2143 pengahatahawan Ibid pengetauan pengetauan ‘recruitment’/‘knowledge’ 

2144 pengatahwan penamu pengatahwan pengatahwan 

(‘peacefully’) 

‘knowledge’/‘observation’ 

2145 skru skru skru skru ‘screw’ 

2146 skrudriver pemutar skru pemutar skru pemutar skru/skrewdriver ‘screwdriver’ 

2147 kei OK OK OK ‘OK’ 

2148 ke Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2149 oke Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

                                                 
10 identified as Malay, kemungkinan —‘possibility’ 
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2150 pesoak pesuk lubang lubang/pesuk ‘burst’ 

2151 bocoh bucur bocor bocor ‘leak’/‘burst’ 

2152 bocor Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2153 boco Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2154 bocol Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2155 kebocoran pantis kebocoran kebocoran Ibid 

2156 lubang lubang lubang lubang ‘hole’ 

2157 belubang belubang berlubang berlubang ‘having a hole’ 

2158 nyimpie’  nyempit  menemempit melekat ‘stick’/‘plaster’/‘close’ 

2159 cilum cilum hitam hitam ‘black’ 

2160 kunsi kunsi kongsi kongsi ‘share’/‘divide’ 

2161 magi magi membagi membahagi Ibid 

2162 dibagi dibagi dibagi dibagi ‘divided’ 

2163 henyuak renyuk renyuk renyuk ‘crumpled’ 

2164 pengembai ragi/pengembai11  ragi/pengembai  ragi ‘yeast’ 

2165 ti- si- si- si- ‘mister’  

2166 si- Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2167 se- Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2168 babasu’ bebasu’ membasuh basuh ‘washing’ 

2169 basuh Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2170 nisi nisi sisi sisi ‘beside’ 

2171 narang narang menerang menerang/nerang ‘explain’ (TRANS) 

                                                 
11 pengembai means ‘increaser’ [can be a charm] in Iban 
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2172 tarang tarang terang (‘bright’) terang (‘bright’)/terangkan 

(‘explain’) 

‘explain’ (INTRANS) [probably 

same word as terang. Tarang is 

‘moonlight’, ADJ] 

2173 terang terang terang terang ‘clear’/‘bright’ 

2174 tehang [not in text, but S 

word] 

Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2175 kahtun katun kartun katun ‘cartoon’ 

2176 katun Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2177 katyun Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2178 tyun Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2179 brada menyadi’ saudara lelaki saudara lelaki ‘brother’ 

2180 buku-buku bop buku-buku buku ‘books’ 

2181 bop bup buku buku ‘book’ 

2182 tangki tangki tangki tangki ‘tank’ 

2183 mengkang mengkang/masih masih masih ‘still’ 

2184 ngkang Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2185 betambah betambah bertambah bertambah ‘increase’ 

2186 nyabak nyabak menangis menangis/nangis ‘cry’ 

2187 nyaba Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2188 bekela bekela Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2189 bahagian [Sansk] banjuk bahagian bahagian ‘department’  

2190 jabatan upis jabatan jabatan ‘department’ 

2191 jeke’ar Ibid jeke’ar jeke’ar ‘letters JKR’ 

2192 ini’ ini’ nenek nenek ‘grandmother’ 
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2193 segala [Sansk] segala (means 

‘perfect’ in Iban) 

segala (means 

‘everything’ in Malay) 

segala (means ‘everything’ 

in Malay) 

‘groceries’/‘everything’ 

2194 gela Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2195 kitai kitai kita kita ‘we’ (inclusive) 

2196 kami kami kami kamek ‘we’ (exclusive) 

2197 ulah ular ular ular ‘snake’ 

2198 sawa’ sawa’ sawa sawa ‘python’ 

2199 krian kering kering kering ‘harden’ 

2200 kerin-kerin kering-kering kering-kering kering ‘very hard’ 

2201 krietib krietib kreatif kreatif ‘creative’ 

2202 meninjuak nunjuk menunjuk nunjok ‘show’/‘point’/‘give directions’ 

2203 nunjuk nunjuk menunjuk menunjuk/nunjuk ‘point’ 

2204 nunjuh Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2205 enjuak Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2206 nunjuak Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2207 menunjuakan nunjuaka meninjuakan Ibid Ibid 

2208 meninjuak nunjuak Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2209 tenunjuak tetunjuk menunjuk tertunjuk ‘unexpectedy point’ 

2210 nuju nuju nuju nuju/tuju ‘point’/‘head towards’ 

2211 tuju tuju tuju tuju ‘destination’ 

2212 tujuan tuju tujuan tujuan ‘reason’/‘purpose’ 

2213 setuju setuju setuju setuju ‘agree’ 

2214 putih putih putih puteh ‘white’ 

2215 sesuatu siti’ siti’ utai sesuatu sesuatu ‘something’/‘adequate’ 
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2216 kenu’ kenu’ katakan katakan ‘say’ 

2217 kedu’ Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2218 selu [mistake?] Ibid seluk (means ‘grope’) seluk (means ‘grope’) Ibid 

2219 kena ku ia Ibid Ibid ‘fast speech form of kenu’ ia’ 

2220 kana Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2221 au’ au’ ya aok ‘yes’ 

2222 ya Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2223 a Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2224 kuhang kurang kurang kurang ‘less’ 

2225 sebutan sebut sebutan sebut ‘they call’/‘the thing said’  

2226 jenis bangsa jenis jenis ‘type’ 

2227 mi mi mi mi ‘noodles’ 

2228 behabut berabut (means 

‘come out’) 

berabut (means ‘give 

up’) 

berebut ‘rush’ 

2229 enti’ enti’ jika jika ‘if’ 

2230 ti’ Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2231 mum Ibid Ibid mun Ibid 

2232 mun Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2233 pelanting pelanting pelanting pelanting ‘sent flying’/‘bounce’ 

2234 beterabo berapoah bertaburan beterabo  ‘scattered’ 

2235 beterabu Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2236 beselerak Ibid berselerak bersepah Ibid 

2237 beserabut beserabut beserabut beserabut Ibid 

2238 beseipah besepar bersepah bersepah Ibid 
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2239 tebunsau12  tekusai/teberunsai Ibid Ibid ‘suddenly messy’ 

2240 tebuhunsai teberunsai berantakan Ibid Ibid 

2241 temahak temerak besepah besepah ‘untidy’ 

2242 tamehak Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2243 Sebuyau Sebuyau Sebuyau Sebuyau ‘Sebuyau’s (type of bamboo) 

2244 Melayu Melayu/Laut Melayu Melayu ‘Malay’ 

2245 Sarawak Sarawak Sarawak Sarawak ‘Sarawak’ 

2246 Lundu Lundu Lundu Lundu ‘Lundu’ 

2247 Iban Iban Iban Iban ‘Iban’ 

2248 kawasan ndur kawasan kawasan ‘area’ 

2249 kamah kamah kotor kamah ‘dirty’ 

2250 kameh [ili] Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2251 ahe [identified as Malay] pengujung/pengabis akhir aher ‘lastly’ 

2252 ahel Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2253 hinyak arinya’ kali terakhir kali terakhir ‘last time’ 

2254 suba’ suba’ Ibid  masa lalu Ibid  

2255 las penutup lepas las ‘last’ 

2256 lala ujung-ujung hujung-hujung ujung ‘at the very last’ 

2257 las-las las-las las-las Ibid Ibid 

2258 uju-jung uju-ujung hujung Ibid ‘at the very end’ 

2259 uju-hujung Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2260 uju-ujung Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

                                                 
12 Sebuyau way it is Iban, but Ibans have never heard the word 
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2261 ujung-ujung Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2262 puhujung pengujung penghujung penghujung ‘end’ (N) 

2263 pengujung Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2264 ujung ujung hujung hujung Ibid 

2265 en Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2266 melibatkan nyeng kaom melibatkan melibatkan ‘involved’ 

2267 dikukus dikukus dikukus dikukus ‘steamed’ 

2268 biasa biasa biasa biasa ‘normal’/‘constantly’ 

2269 lina lina ati serap lena (‘sleep soundly’) ‘absorbed’/‘concrentrate’ 

2270 lika lika [not in 

dictionary] 

perhatian sepenuh leka ‘concentrate’ 

2271 lali’ lale’ (‘rapt’) asyik asyik ‘stay concentrated’ 

2272 bekasa [Arabic] bekesah  berkesah  sana sini ‘back and forth’/ 

‘manner of fast paced walking’ 

2273 kin kito Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2274 adak [Andrew says wrong] penyamai selesa selesa ‘comfort’ 

2275 beguncang beguncang guncang goncang/goyang ‘shake’ 

2276 cenal cenal saluran saluran ‘channel’ 

2277 cenel Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2278 caina Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2279 nipu nipu/mula’ menipu menipu/nipu/bula’ ‘fool’ 

2280 nundi’ nundi’ Ibid Ibid ‘mock’/‘fool’ 
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2281 beduan beduan mengejek (“beduan” 

means ‘blast’ in 

Standard 

Malay)/bohong 

bulak ‘bluff’/‘mock’/‘tease’ 

2282 lapah lapar lapar lapar ‘hungry’ 

2283 lepah Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2284 manoak kuluak manok kuluk ayam Belanda manok kolok ‘turkey’ 

2285 manoak kuruak Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2286 buhung Belanda Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2287 kuluak kuluk Ibid ansa ‘goose’/‘turkey’ 

2288 ngehendam ngerendam (‘soak 

inside pail’) 

merendam merendam ‘put into a pail’ 

2289 banduwong bandung ubi bandung ‘tapioca’ 

2290 tunggu-tunggul tunggul tunggul-tunggul tunggol ‘stumps’/‘cut stalks’ 

2291 mesti mesti mesti mesti ‘must’ 

2292 cukup cukup cukup cukup ‘enough’ 

2293 sudu’-sudu’ sudu’ sudu-sudu sudu ‘spoons’ 

2294 disuap disuap disuap disapik ‘spoon fed’ 

2295 nyapi’ nyapi’ menyapi (means 

‘complain’) 

menyapi ‘(spoon) feed’ 

2296 sua’ suap suap (means ‘bribe’) sapik/spoon feed/suap  ‘put into’ 

2297 nama’ [identified as Iban] nama’ masokkan masokkan ‘put in’/‘enter’ 

2298 merupai [Sansk] sebaka merupa merupa represents) ‘almost the same’ (ADV) 

2299 rupa-rupa [Sansk] sebendaria rupa-rupa (rupa – 

‘general character’ in 

dictionary) 

rupa-rupa  ‘actually’/‘suddenly’ 
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2300 menusia mensia menusia menusia ‘people’ 

2301 bahaya penusah bahaya bahaya ‘dangerous’ 

2302 kira kira kira kira ‘care’/‘opinion’/‘must be’ 

2303 kiha Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2304 kea Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2305 ngira [identified as Iban] ngira mengira mengira/ngitong ‘care’/‘calculate’ (TRANS) 

2306 ngidup ngidup menghidup menghidup/ngidup ‘give life to’ (TRANS) 

2307 hidup idup hidup hidup ‘live’ 

2308 aman likun aman aman ‘peace’ 

2309 ngancoh ngancur menghancur menghancur/ngancur ‘plow’/‘mix’ 

2310 ngancoah Ibid membajak bajak Ibid 

2311 pengancuran — penghancuran (means 

‘destruction’) 

penghancuran (means 

‘destruction’) 

Ibid 

2312 ancoh ancur hancur hancur ‘shatter’ 

2313 boring boring boring boring ‘bored’ 

2314 nyehang nyerang menyerang menyerang/nyerang ‘attack’ 

2315 keluarga [Sansk] sebiliyek keluarga keluarga ‘family’ 

2316 mutung mutung memotong memotong/motong ‘cut’ 

2317 bawang bawang bawang bawang ‘onion’ 

2318 dihaskan diungkup dikhaskan dikhaskan ‘specifically’ 

2319 has tetap has has Ibid 

2320 langkau langkau pondok pondok ‘shed’ 

2321 nyatup nyatup meletakkan meletakkan ‘bring together’ 

2322 bekau bekau tanda tanda ‘mark’/‘broken part’ 
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2323 begelumbang-lumbang begelumbang-

lumbang (means ‘cut 

into little pieces’ in 

Iban) 

bergelumbang 

(‘wavy’/, sinning)/tidak 

jelas 

bergelumbang 

(‘wavy’/‘sinning)/tidak 

jelas 

‘not so clear’/‘chopped up’ 

2324 red mirah merah merah ‘red’ 

2325 mihah Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2326 Indian Indian Indian Indian ‘Indian’ 

2327 penyandeh penyandih sandar sandar ‘back rest’ 

2328 ruai ruai ruang ruang ‘porch’ 

2329 ruang ruang (means ‘bilge’) ruang (means ‘space’) Ibid ‘outside room’ 

2330 diek dik dek dek ‘plywood (deck)’ 

2331 sop sup sup sup ‘soup’ 

2332 sup Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2333 lolipop lolipop lolipop lollipop ‘lollipop’ 

2334 antu antu hantu antu ‘ghost’ 

2335 tentu tentu tentu tentu ‘must be/obviously’ 

2336 arah arah arah arah ‘direction’ 

2337 tentu arah — tentu arah tentu arah ‘looking left and right’/‘do 

nothing’/‘coming out’ 

[identified as a Malay 

expression] 

2338 bejelit bejelik berjeling berjeling ‘glance furtively’ 

2339 ngenang ngenang mengenang mengenang/ngenang ‘remember’/‘memorize’ 

2340 buhung burung burung burung ‘bird’ 

2341 Belanda’ Belanda Belanda Belanda ‘Holland’ 
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2342 harus alus halus halus ‘fine’/‘must’ 

2343 kesa [Arabic] kesah (manner of fast 

paced walking with 

no care for people 

passed) 

kesah  kesah ‘care’ 

2344 bukesah peduli berkesah  kukesah/sik peduli Ibid 

2345 duli ambi tau’ peduli peduli Ibid 

2346 peduli Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2347 kesah [Arabic] cerita/sereta kesah/kisah kesah ‘story’ 

2348 mengisahkan pemain mengisahkan drama ‘drama’ 

2349 cehita cerita cerita cerita ‘story’ 

2350 cerita Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2351 sita Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2352 seta Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2353 cita Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2354 serita Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2355 sirita Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2356 semaja’ udah nya’ semanjak semanja’ ‘from that time on’ 

2357 sebumbung sebumbung sebumbung sebumbung ‘one roof’ 

2358 putusasa putus pengarap putusasa putus usaha ‘give up’ 

2359 diputus diputus diputus diputus ‘broke’ 

2360 putus putus putus putus   

2361 kada’an — keadaan keadaan ‘situation’/‘looks like’ 

2362 keda’an Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 
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2363 ka’ada’an Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2364 neh neh (question marker 

only) 

ka kah ‘question marker’/ 

‘softening particle’ 

2365 ni Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2366 nih Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2367 ne  Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2368 ka [identified as Malay] Ibid Ibid Ibid ‘question marker’ 

2369 so’al [identified as Malay] tanya’ soal soal/tanya ‘question’ 

2370 padahal tang padahal (means 

‘whereas’) 

padahal (means ‘whereas’) ‘say “yes” when actually 

doesn’t know’/‘but then’/‘no 

wonder’/‘that explains’/‘no 

matter’/ 

‘thought one thing, but actually’ 

2371 paduhal Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2372 apadahal Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2373 meli meli membeli membeli ‘buy’ 

2374 dibeli dibeli dibeli dibeli ‘bought’ 

2375 mengelakkan ngemandai kediri mengelakkan mengelakkan ‘try to pretend’/‘avoid’ 

2376 menyana menyana lucu jenaka ‘ugly’/‘funny’/‘complete’/ 

‘well formed’/‘good’ 

2377 perpele [pele-pele] nyelai pelik-pelik pelik-pelik ‘funny’ 

2378 pelek [identified as Malay] nyelai/pelik (means 

‘toy windmill’) 

pelik (means ‘weird’) pelik ‘unnatural’/‘funny’ 

2379 pelik Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2380 pale’ Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 
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2381 lae Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2382 sebuk kiroah/kiroh sibuk sebuk/gago ‘busy’ 

2383 kecoh [identified as Malay]  — kecoh (higgledy 

piggledy - not easy to 

hear) 

kecoh Ibid 

2384 tanpa nadai tanpa tanpa ‘without’ 

2385 tampa tampa (means 

‘mistake’) 

tampa (‘slap’) tampa (‘slap’) Ibid 

2386 tampo [identified as Malay] Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2387 menahat menarat biawak biawak ‘monitor lizard’ 

2388 melahat Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2389 biawak bayak Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2390 bepekak bepekak Ibid berpekak ‘cackle’ 

2391 paham merti faham paham ‘understand’ 

2392 ngulung ngulung mengulung mengulung/ngulung ‘wind’/‘wrap up’ (TRANS) 

2393 gulung gulung gulung gulung ‘wind’/‘wrap up’ (INTRANS) 

2394 gulung-gulung-gulung gulung-gulung-

gulung 

gulung-gulung-gulung mengulong/ngulong ‘wrap up continuously’ 

2395 dibalut-balut dibalutbalut dibalutbalut dibalutbalut ‘continuously wrapped’ 

2396 malut malut membalut membalut/malut? ‘wrap (like a bandage)’ (TRANS) 

2397 ngemalut  Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2398 pemalut pemalut pembalut pembalut ‘wrapping’ (N) 

2399 bebalut bebalut berbalut berbalut ‘wrapped’ 

2400 bungkus bungkus bungkus bungkus ‘wrapped’ (V and N) 

2401 mungkus Ibid Ibid Ibid ‘wrap’ (TRANS) 
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2402 bungkusan Ibid bungkusan bungkusan ‘package’ 

2403 dibungkus dibungkus dibungkus dibungkus ‘wrapped’/‘packaged’ 

2404 sebungkus sebungkus sebungkus sebungkus ‘one wrapped’  

2405 uhas uras sampah uras ‘garbage’ (singular) 

2406 sampah-sampah Ibid sampah-sampah uras ‘garbage’ (plural) 

2407 pegu’ pegu’ tengkuk tengkuk ‘nape’ 

2408 bisku’ kui biskut biskut ‘biscuits’ 

2409 seta setiap setiap setiap ‘every’ 

2410 setiap Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2411 tiap tiap tiap Ibid ‘each’ 

2412 membiahsakan biah membiasakan (means 

‘make a mistake’) 

membiasakan (means 

‘introduce’) 

‘practice mixing with’ 

2413 dilatieh dilatih dilatih dilatih ‘trained’ 

2414 nehima nerima menerima menerima/nerima ‘accept’ 

2415 sentosa selama sentosa (means 

‘tranquil’) 

sentosa (‘peacefully’) ‘forever’ 

2416 jamban jamban (means 

‘suspension bridge’, 

and ‘latrine over 

water’) 

tandas/jamban  jelatong ‘toilet’ 

2417 nyeluk nyeluk menyelok menyelok/nyelok ‘stick one’s hand into’ 

2418 citcit citcit citcit citcit ‘pestering sound’ 

2419 engkali engka engkali/barang kali  barang kali ‘probably’ 

2420 seni seni seni seni ‘drawing’/‘craft’ 

2421 gulo gula gula gula ‘sugar’ 
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2422 batu batu batu batu ‘rock’ 

2423 mucau mucau merungut merungut ‘grumble’ 

2424 mucau-mucau mucau-mucau merunggut-merunggut merunggut ‘grumble continuously’ 

2425 dikemas dikemas dikemas dikemas ‘neatened up’ 

2426 manyi-manyi manyi-manyi kelip-kelip Ibid ‘fuzzy’ 

2427 penyi kebelik berkelipan Ibid ‘twinkle’ 

2428 sebenar kebendar sebenar sebenar ‘yet’/‘actually’ 

2429 tenakan [identified as Malay] utai tupi’/sangkar ternakan ternakan ‘place for raising animals’ 

[maybe wrong translation? 

actually, ‘poultry’] 

2430 ternakan [Malay] utai tupi’ ternakan (ternak = 

breed) 

ternakan ‘livestock’/‘poultry’ 

2431 bele nda’ terang kabur/tidak jelas bele ‘blur’ 

2432 blur kabur kabur Ibid Ibid 

2433 carut carut  kusut kusut ‘tangled’ 

2434 cahut [S, not in text] Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2435 tiso tiso tisu tisu ‘tissue’ 

2436 derebo derebo pemandu pemandu ‘driver’ 

2437 buhuwang beruang beruang beruang ‘bear ‘(N) 

2438 melecol melecur melecur melecur ‘scald’/‘burn’/‘raise a blister’ 

2439 melecur Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2440 nemar13  ngemar menyelerak selera’ ‘mess’ 

2441 inda-abo apai-indai ibu-bapa ibu-bapa ‘parents’ 

                                                 
13 One Iban identified it as as Iban. Another Iban had never heard the word. 
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2442 indai-apai [Malay influence in 

the order?] 

Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2443 belamparan belampar belampar (‘sprawling’) belemparan ‘the thing is a mess’/ 

‘rolling around pointlessly’ 

2444 api api api api ‘fire’ 

2445 bemelayin-melayin begaris-garis berjajar begaris-garis ‘having lots of lines’ [English] 

2446 begahis-gahis [not in text] Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2447 matoak mantuk matuk matok ‘peck’ 

2448 mantoak-mantoak mantuk-mantuk mematuk-mematuk mematok/matok ‘pecking’ (TRANS) 

2449 pantoak pantuk patuk patok ‘peck’ (INTRANS) 

2450 ni  ni/nda’ ulieh tidak boleh tak boleh ‘cannot’ 

2451 kan ulieh boleh boleh ‘can’ 

2452 bejaya nyulut berjaya berjaya ‘successful’ 

2453 ngaliep ngelip mengelip mengelip ‘clip’ (TRANS) 

2454 kelip kelip (means 

‘blinking’) 

klip klip ‘clip’ (INTRANS) 

2455 warna cura’ warna warna ‘colour’ 

2456 syo ngelantang ati syok syok ‘enjoy’ 

2457 syo-syo rindang/rindu syok syok/suka ‘really enjoy’ 

2458 adonan kena’ ngulai adonan adunan ‘ingredients’/‘dough’ 

2459 ka ka ke  ke ‘to’/‘towards’ 

2460 ke  ke Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2461 ka’ Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2462 ke ke Ibid Ibid ‘particle the Ibans use to mark 

their speech’ 
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2463 ka Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2464 pandai pandai pandai pandey ‘smart’ 

2465 pandai-pandai Ibid pandai-pandai (means 

‘smart’) 

Ibid ‘pretend’ 

2466 sye-syen ngaga’ diri aksyen aksyen ‘pretend’ (lit. ‘action’) 

2467 bulo’-bulo’ [identified as 

Malay] 

  pura-pura pura-pura ‘pretend’ 

2468 kasayanggan (Sansk) dikerindu’  kasayanggan (‘love’. 

dictionary says means 

‘irrespective’) 

 kasayanggan (‘love’)  ‘lovely’ 

2469 nganggap nganggap menganggap menganggap  ‘treat’/‘reckon’/‘assume family’ 

2470 minggu minggu minggu minggu ‘week’ 

2471 nebeh [ili] nebar baling baling ‘throw out’ 

2472 kesilapan penyalah kesilapan kesilapan ‘mistake’ 

2473 keselahan Ibid kesalahan (means 

‘outbreak’) 

kesalahan Ibid 

2474 kan [identified as Malay] ka kan [not in dictionary] kan ‘sure’/‘OK’ 

2475 mahal (man S [not in text]) mar mahal mahal ‘expensive’ 

2476 mengulanyi [identified as 

Malay] 

ngulang mengulangi mengulangi/ngulangi 

(‘doing it several times’) 

‘repeat’/‘to and fro’ 

2477 can can peluang peluang ‘chance’ 

2478 susa mar/susah susah susah ‘difficult’/‘sad’ 

2479 kesusahan pengemar/penusah kesusahan kesusahan ‘difficulty’ 

2480 usaha [Sansk] ransing usaha usaha ‘try continuously’  

2481 berusaha [Sansk] terus nguji berusaha berusaha ‘keep trying’  
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2482 be’usaha Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2483 kwong lekong leher rekong (‘throat’) ‘neck’ 

2484 rajah rajah rajah rajah ‘diagram’ 

2485 nombor numbur nombor nombor ‘number’ 

2486 nambo Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2487 nombo Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2488 namba Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2489 kesempatan peluang kesempatan (means 

‘opportunity’/‘chance’) 

kesempatan (means 

‘opportunity’/‘chance’) 

‘excuse’ 

2490 sempat sempat sempat sempat ‘time’/‘reluctantly’ 

2491 anti biak anti anti/macik ‘aunty’ 

2492 slewing salah guna seleweng (means ‘to 

deviate’) 

seleweng (‘do different’/ 

‘misused’) 

‘not thinking properly’/ 

‘bothering his mind’ 

2493 melawat nemuai melawat melawat ‘visit’ 

2494 es es es es ‘letter S’ 

2495 alang-alang alang-alang alang-alang alang-alang ‘carelessly’ 

2496 pena [English] ladin pisau kecil pisau ‘pen knife’ 

2497 isau isau pisau pisau ‘knife’ [not in text] 

2498 melawan-lawan lawan/laban melawan-lawan berlawan-lawan ‘fighting among themselves’/ 

‘challenging’ 

2499 kebetulan kebenderia kebetulan (means 

‘coincidence’) 

kabetulan ‘exactly’/‘coincidence’ 

2500 lauak [identified as Iban]  

S hempah 

lauk lauk lauk ‘fish’/‘vegetable’/‘meat’  

(anything that isn’t rice) 

2501 sulit sulit sulit  sulit  ‘private’ 
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2502 elin orang luar makhluk asing makhluk asing ‘alien’ 

2503 likau likau (means ‘zigzag 

lines’) 

melekakan meleka ‘distracted’/‘didn’t realize’ 

2504 sebarang [not in text] sebarang sebarang (means ‘any’) sebarang (means ‘any’) ‘simply’/‘for no reason’ 

2505 tabarang [maybe missing 

teeth] 

Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2506 resipi kena’ ngulai resipi resipi ‘recipe’ 

2507 ovahit kelalu angat panas ovahit ‘overheat’ 

2508 Miki Maus Miki Maus Miki Maus Miki Maus ‘Mickey Mouse’ 

2509 batan  kancin butan kancing ‘button’ 

2510 naga naga naga naga ‘dragon’ 

2511 melintang melintang melintang melintang ‘horizontal’/‘crossed’ 

2512 tisi tisi sisi sisi ‘on his side’ 

2513 seblas sebelah sebelah sebelah ‘on the other side’/‘adjoining’ 

2514 sebela Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2515 menungging nungging punggung punggong ‘buttock in the air’ 

2516 buhit burit burit burit ‘buttocks’ 

2517 alah alah kalah kalah ‘handle it anymore’ 

2518 testing nguji uji kaji uji kaji/cuba ‘testing’ 

2519 spisis bangsa spesies speies ‘species’ 

2520 sepesi Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2521 hantam Ibid hantam hantam ‘anything’/‘indiscriminately’ 

2522 berednam  berendam berendam berendam/selam ‘stay submerged’ 

2523 behendam [S, not in text] berendam erendam berendam/selam Ibid 
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2524 darat darat darat darat ‘land’ 

2525 bejigau bejegau berjalan-jalan berjalan-jalan ‘roaming here and there’ 

2526 jirong jirung means ‘untidy 

hair’/jerung means 

‘shark’ 

jerongkah (‘jagged 

teeth’) 

Ibid ‘looking for something to eat’ 

2527 janji asal/janji means 

‘promise’ 

janji janji ‘as long as’ 

2528 ngehendam ngerendam merendam merendam ‘dip’ 

2529 waning jako tangkan amaran amaran ‘warn’ 

2530 cungo-cungo cungap-cungap cungap-cungap cungap-cungap ‘head up’ 

2531 ijau ijau hijau hijau ‘green’ 

2532 sehangkah-hangkah serangka’-ranka’ sehangkah-hangkah serankak-rangkak ‘greedily’ 

2533 hangka rangka rangka rankak ‘greed’ 

2534  ngecium [mistake?] [Sansk] nyium mencium mencium ‘smell’ (V) 

2535 bau bau bau bau ‘smell’ (N) 

2536 kwok-kwok kwok-kwok kwok-kwok kwok-kwok ‘kwak-kwak’ 

2537 kwak-kwak Ibid kwak-kwak Ibid Ibid 

2538 lekik-lekik lekik-lekik gelekek lekek-lekek ‘giggle’ 

2539 nisinisiyang ngerisiyang-

ngerisiyeng 

ketawa tetak ‘laughing’ 

2540 ketawa’ ketawa’ Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2541 diketawa’ diketawa’ diketawa ditetak ‘laughed’ 

2542 sinyum senyum senyum senyum ‘smile’ 

2543 senyum Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 
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2544 ila’ ila’ (means 

‘tomorrow’/‘future’) 

nganti nganti ‘afterwards’/‘today’ 

2545 kemudian kemudi (‘rudder’) kemudian kemudian ‘after that’ 

2546 kulu-kili-kulu-kili kulu-kili-kulu-kili Ibid kulu-kili (ke ulu, ke ili, ‘to 

upriver, to downriver’) 

‘walking to and fro’ 

2547 donap donat/kueh galang donat donat ‘doughnut’ 

2548 sepantas [identified as Malay] pantas sepantas sepantas ‘as fast as’ 

2549 kilat kilat kilat kilat ‘lightning’ 

2550 sekilat sekilat kilat kilat ‘one lightning’ 

2551 spring spring spring spring ‘(car) spring’ 

2552 sesuai padan/cun sesuai sesuai ‘appropriate’ 

2553 umuh  umur umur umur ‘age’ 

2554 bejanggut bejanggut berjanggut berjanggut ‘bearded’ 

2555 litang pukang beancai-ancai lintang pukang lukang-

lankir/berselerak/besepah 

‘higgledy-piggledy’ 

2556 spesyel spesyel spesyel spesyel ‘special’ 

2557 netai tali leher tali leher tali leher ‘necktie’ 

2558 tulang tulang tulang tulang ‘bone’ 

2559 buru bulu bulu bulu ‘feathers’ 

2560 netap-netap neritiak-

neritiak/neritik-

neritik 

netap-netap tetap ‘dripping’ 

2561 perangkah-perangkah Ibid perangkah-perangkah 

(means ‘step by step’) 

alat-alat ‘tools’ 

2562 masah masah membasah membasah ‘wet’ (V) 
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2563 nasiep nasip nasib nasib ‘destiny’/‘luck’ 

2564 betinjak betinjak bertinjak bertinjak ‘step on’ 

2565 mijat nginjak meninjak meninjak/ninjak ‘step on’ (TRANS) 

2566 kuah kuah kuah kuah ‘gravy’ 

2567 kari kari kari kari ‘curry’ 

2568 mati mati mati mati ‘dead’ 

2569 cuncun cun cun-cun [not in 

dictionary] 

cun-cun ‘nail the targert accedentally’ 

2570 madam madam memadam madam ‘[turn] off’ 

2571 pandau pandau pandak pendek ‘short’ 

2572 bela-belah sebelah-belah membelah belabelah ‘side by side’/‘around’/‘split’ 

2573 numpang numpang menumpang tungang/membonceng/me

numpang/numpang 

‘ride’/‘freeload’ 

2574 sejak bemula sejak sejak ‘from that moment’ 

2575 pandangan pandang pandangan pandangan ‘view’/‘sight’ 

2576 kestabilan penegap kestabilan kestabilan ‘balance’ 

2577 raket capoh raket raket ‘racket’ 

2578 bulotangkis [identified as 

Malay] 

buah bedminton bulotangkis bulotangkis/bola 

[identified as Malay] 

‘shuttlecock’ 

2579 pelindong [identified as 

Malay] 

lindung  pelindung  pelindung ‘shield’ 

2580 erie rebut eriel eriel ‘aerial’ 

2581 senya-senyap besubuk/besubuak senya-senyap senya-senyap ‘sneakily’ 

2582 menghandap ngerayap menghandap merayap/merangkak/meng

handap 

‘crawl’/‘hide’ 
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2583 benga bengal/nadai nemu 

utai 

pekak benggal ‘doesn’t know what to do’/ 

‘thinking’/‘can do it, but don’t 

want to’/ 

‘why do you want to do that?’ 

2584 bengat [proper pronunciation, 

not in text] 

Ibid Ibid Ibid Ibid 

2585 sudut segi sudut sudut ‘corner’ 

2586 sekepiyeng [identified as 

Malay] 

belah/kepin 

(classifier for flat 

things) 

sekeping sekeping ‘one piece’ 

2587 tugas cukai tugas tugas ‘duties’ 

2588 tekait tekait terkait terkait ‘suddenly trap’/ 

‘catch on something’ 

2589 pemajak pemajak hab hab ‘hub’ 

2590 awa [should be awal] awal (means 

punctual) 

awal awal ‘early’ 

2591 skul sekul sekolah sekolah ‘school’ 

2592 kulam kulam kulam kolam ‘pool’/‘lake’ 

2593 lutiang [Chinese] sadau loteng loteng ‘upstairs’ 

2594 nyelipan nyelipan lipan lipan ‘centipede’ 

2595 kala kala kalajengking kala ‘scorpion’ 

2596 jengking kala jengking (‘scorpion’) kala jengking ‘type of scorpion’ 

2597 merungkuk [identified as 

Malay] 

penuh/meruap merungkuk [not in 

dictionary] 

merengkok ‘full’/‘fill’/‘put all big’ 
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List of participants  

Number Age Sex Village 

1 13 Female Tabuan 

2 13 Female Sileng 

3 14 Male Sileng 

4 16 Female Klaoh 

5 17 Female Klaoh 

6 17 Female Sileng 

7 19 Female Sileng 

8 19 Female Sileng 

9 22 Male Sebemban 

10 27 Male Sileng 

11 30 Male Sebemban 

12 30 Female Klaoh 

13 31 Male Stunggang Ulu 

14 32 Female Tabuan 

15 36 Female Klaoh 

16 36 Male Tabuan 

17 42 Female Sileng 

18 49 Female Sileng 

19 51 Male Sebemban 

20 54 Male Stunggang Ulu 

21 54 Male Sileng 

22 59 Female Klaoh 

23 64 Female Klaoh 

24 66 Female Sebemban 

 


